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Abstract 

This is the first comprehensive attempt to document the art history of Singapore 

during the colonial period from 1819 to 1959, as a focused monographic study. It 

uses the genre of portraiture to trace the development of both painting and 

photographic practices, and patterns of local artistic patronage as a means of 

documenting Singapore’s history of art prior to the 1950s.  

The first chapter begins by addressing the problems within the field of art history in 

Singapore. The second chapter examines the early trade in paintings and the arrival 

of itinerant artists, then goes on to assess the role of local elites as patrons and 

collectors. The third chapter focuses on the movement of artists along the maritime 

trade routes linking Singapore and the archipelago, the spread of Chinese ‘treaty port’ 

artists and the development of a regional style in portraits. The fourth chapter 

considers travel and tourism in relation to the rise of European photographic firms, 

and their subsequent demise after the First World War. It also examines the 

conditions that enabled the proliferation of family-run Chinese immigrant 

photography studios and the role of Singapore in the network of port cities in the 

archipelago, where other studios were also firmly established.  The fifth chapter 

focuses on colonial society and civic portraiture, and concludes with the emergence 

of the first Singapore-born modern artists.  

This thesis proposes new frameworks for the exploration of colonial-period material 

for future art historical research. The foremost contribution of this research to the 

field is the compilation of an index of over 250 painters, photographers and 

photography studios active in Singapore between 1837 and 1959. 
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Collection!of!Peter!Lee!....................................................................................................................................!184!
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Preface 

This thesis originally began life in the spring of 2011, when I was asked to conduct a 

study using portraits to document the development of early art practices in Singapore 

and British Malaya in the 19th and early 20th centuries. I was contracted to the 

National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum as a Research Fellow between 

September 2011 and June 2014, to conduct research on an acquisition of portraits 

from the Dutch East Indies and the British Straits Settlements of Singapore, Malacca 

and Penang, to be presented an exhibition at the NUS Museum in November 2014.  

The collection comprised of a donation of over sixty painted and photographic 

portraits of Peranakan Chinese individuals and couples dating from the mid-19th to 

the early 20th centuries from the National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum’s 

Straits Chinese Collection. The NUS Museum became the beneficiary of this 

collection of pictures through direct donations from the collections of several 

prominent Peranakan Chinese families in Singapore and Malacca.1 The collection of 

works was a result of the endeavor and effort of one individual – Peter Lee, honorary 

curator of the NUS Baba House, who actively acquired painted and photographic 

portraits from various sources in Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia.2 

Amongst the portraits from the collections of Peranakan Chinese families, there were 

thirteen painted portraits featuring members of the Wee family of Singapore, three 

portraits from the Tan family of Singapore, and eight portraits from a member of the 

Chee family of Malacca. The remaining thirty six portraits were originally collected 

by Peter Lee before they were acquired by his aunt Agnes Tan and donated to the 

NUS Museum in memory of her late father Tun Tan Cheng Lock, a prominent Straits 

Chinese political figure in Malaya in the 1950s. 

Over the course of my fellowship from 2011 to 2014, I documented and catalogued 

portraits from the collection, identifying comparable examples of portraits from 

collections in Singapore and the region. Many of the pictures, especially the 

                                                
1 Foo Su Ling, “Introduction: Surveying the Straits Chinese Portraits Collection”, in Inherited & Salvaged: Family 

Portraits from the Straits Chinese Collection. NUS Baba House, National University of Singapore, 2015, p. 12. 
2 For details on the history of this collection, see a transcript of an interview with Peter Lee conducted by the author in the 

appendices. 
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paintings, were in various states of disrepair. Some of the pictures had already 

undergone treatment by the conservator, Renate Kant, who produced detailed and 

comprehensive reports on the pre-conservation condition and treatment administered 

for every painting.  

In handling and scrutinizing the collection, it was apparent that these pictures had 

been produced during an era of artistic experimentation, and can provide for 

interesting historical documents which record the engagement between cultures and 

disciplines. The donation consisted of works on paper, canvas, and panel, as well as 

photographic portraits in various formats from sources in Singapore, Malaysia and 

Indonesia. Many demonstrated proficient attempts at rendering colour before the 

advent of colour printing and colour photography. They were executed in a diverse 

range of materials and methods ranging from oils and tempera, to inks and charcoal, 

as well as hand-painted photographs using methods such as bromoil – a process 

involving the application of oil paint onto bromide photography paper, and platino 

mezzo-tinting, a means of producing photographs in natural colours without being 

painted, but produced through chemical means only. These innovations were crucial 

in providing potential insights into the production and use of the portraits. 

This collection formed a body of work dating from as early as the 1860s to the 1890s.  

Many older paintings in the NUS Museum collection are dated in the late 19th 

century, and were produced during an era that greatly predated the Nanyang Chinese 

artists – who came to prominence in the 1950s, and were widely accepted as artists 

of the first modern school of painting in Singapore.  

These works were presented at two exhibitions – Dressing the Baba: Recent 

Donations of Portraits held at the NUS Baba House (6 December 2012 to 31 July 

2013), and subsequently Inherited and Salvaged: Family Portraits from the Straits 

Chinese Collection held at the National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum 

from 28 November 2013 to 6 July 2014. These are the first of such pictures to be 

studied and seen in their entirety, and from a position of relative obscurity, early 

portrait paintings in Singapore have gained a new prominence. The second exhibition 

was accompanied by a publication of essays investigating the development of 
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portraiture as a social marker from the 19th to early 20th centuries, in particular, 

introducing and initiating a discussion on the significance of portraits in the early 

development of modern art in Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.  

The collection that forms the heart of this inquiry draws from the rich holdings of 

early Singapore art works from the collection of the National Heritage Board, 

Singapore, together with those held at the National Archives of Singapore and the 

National Library Board, Singapore, as well as various private and public collections 

in Singapore and all over the world. Much of the material relevant to the background 

of the works discussed in this thesis derives from my doctoral research as well as 

various collaborative research projects with museums in Singapore, including The 

Peranakan Museum (TPM), Asian Civilisations Museum (ACM), and the National 

Gallery Singapore. Identified, selected and synthesized from multiple sources, this 

corpus of visual material forms the core which propels this thesis. 

While the primary focus of this thesis is in tracing the development of portraiture in 

Singapore, it is necessary to also consider other similar forms of visual material 

produced in a broader regional and geographical context. This thesis also draws 

connections with the development of painting, print and photography in British 

Malaya, the Dutch East Indies, and Siam, in order to situate the local developments 

in Singapore within a wider history of illustration. Private and familial collections in 

Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia were also consulted. Through 

identifying works of artists active in Singapore which were not held in local 

collections, it was revealed that many artists and photographers were widely 

travelled, and cultivated a network of patrons across regional and international 

maritime trade circles. Such an implication exposes the network linking the maritime 

ports of Europe, China, India and along the coasts of the Malay Peninsula, Java, 

Sumatra and Borneo with itinerant artists or photography studios, and establishes 

their artistic mobility and the geographical range of their operations.  

These initial observations suggest that colonial Singapore cannot be talked about 

separately from the British Straits Settlements of Penang and Malacca, and other 

colonies. In order to provide a wider regional context, it was therefore necessary to 
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include an analysis of images from other colonial constructions through references to 

sources from Malaya and Indonesia; but at the same time, nominating Singapore as a 

locus and geographical point of reference, in order to situate its practice within a 

wider tradition and context of the production of pictures.  

The opportunity to study the following collections in detail provided the chance to 

investigate artistic activities practiced in Singapore and the movement of ideas, 

culture and peoples in the wider context of the maritime ports in the Malay 

Archipelago. Art collections in both public galleries and private collections have 

been scrutinised including the following:  

Museums/Public Galleries 
Peranakan Museum of Singapore 
National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum 
Asian Civilisations Museum, Singapore 
National Museum of Singapore 
National Archives of Singapore  
The Wellcome Library, London 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London 
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich  
The British Library Board, London 
The Basel Mission Archives, Switzerland 
Bokelberg Collection, Hamburg 
Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, Massachusetts 
The State Library of New South Wales, Sydney  
National Gallery of Australia 
 
Private Collections  
Author’s collection 
Chee Temple Trust, Penang 
Cheng Hoon Teng Temple Trust, Malacca 
Hong Soon Cho Cho, Malacca 
Danson Ng and Irene Chua, Singapore 
Renate Kant Asia Studio, Singapore 
Thiravudh Khoman Family, Bangkok 
Ivy Kwa 
Kelvin Lee (Lee Shui Loon) 
Peter Lee (Photographs from Southeast Asia) 
Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keng Ann Arthur (Low Kway Song) 
Donna Meyer, Singapore 
Louis Tan Tiang Hong and Family 
Phillip Tan and Family 
Tan Siok Choo, Malacca 
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Auction Houses  
Christie’s Auction Sale Archives, London, Singapore, Hong Kong 
Sotheby’s Auction Sale Archives, Singapore 
Bonham’s Auction Sale Archives, Oxford 
Martyn Gregory Gallery, London 
eBay Online Auctions 
 

Out of the museums and collections consulted, those of the National University of 

Singapore (NUS) Museum, National Gallery of Singapore and the museums under 

the National Heritage Board (NHB) of Singapore, including the Peranakan Museum 

of Singapore and Asian Civilisations Museum (ACM) of Singapore were the most 

thoroughly researched, as the whole collections were made available to the writer.  

Over the course of researching this subject area, I also documented Peter Lee’s 

(honorary chairman of the NUS Baba House) private collection of over 3,000 

portrait photographs from Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. Amongst other 

photographic repositories consulted were the following collections:

Online databases 

National Archives of Singapore (http://www.nas.gov.sg/nas) 

Singapore Collections Online (http://www.roots.sg) 

National Library of Singapore Pictures (http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/pictures) 

Collections KITLV (The Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and 

Caribbean Studies), Digital Image Library, Universiteit Leiden, The 

Netherlands (http://media-kitlv.nl) 

Southeast Asia Visions, The John M. Echols Collection on Southeast Asia, 

Cornell University Library (http://seasiavisions.library.cornell.edu) 

University of Cambridge, Royal Commonwealth Society (RCS) Photograph 

Project, Cambridge University Library (http://janus.lib.cam.ac.uk/) 

This thesis therefore presents a history of illustration, namely through the production 

and patronage of portraiture in Singapore from 1819 to 1959, in order to present a 

new context for Singapore’s fragmented history of art. It is the first comprehensive 

attempt to trace the developments in both painting and photography through the lens 

of the genre of portraiture, and is the first study to firmly establish the presence and 
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prevalence of local artistic activity and practices of patronage in Singapore in the 

19th and early 20th centuries. This is a history told through the production and 

patronage of portraiture – painted or photographed, and the developments of both 

painting and photographic practices that developed in tandem with these histories, 

finally revealing how portraiture stimulated the formation of social identities in 

Singapore. 

The story of the art history of Singapore during the colonial period from 1819 to 

1959 is presented in a broadly chronological manner. An outline of the chapters to 

follow are summarised below: 

The first chapter begins by laying out the theoretical dimensions of the research and 

a discussion of the problems within the field of art history in Singapore. Chapter One 

also lays out and describes the sources and methods employed in researching this 

thesis. 

Beginning with an analysis of the early trade in paintings and the arrival of itinerant 

artists, the second chapter examines the activities of the first artists and 

photographers active in Singapore in the early 19th century and the rise of local 

patronage of portraiture. This chapter also investigates the import and retail of 

paintings and other works of art from Europe in Singapore, and the role of local 

elites as patrons and collectors of art. 

Chapter Three commences with a discussion of the Chinese artists employed by 

colonial patrons to produce natural history drawings, tracing this to the arrival of 

Chinese export painters and paintings in Singapore in the aftermath of the Treaty of 

Nanking in the 1840s. The third chapter proceeds to consider Singapore as part of a 

network of cities that formed a route commonly taken by itinerant artists in the wake 

of the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, by analysing the movements of itinerant 

artists along maritime trade routes using Singapore as a base to travel to the East 

Indies from the middle of the 19th century. It concludes with a discussion of a group 

of portraits found in the Straits Settlements and Dutch East Indies which adopted 

Chinese pictorial conventions, while also appropriating local imagery, in order to 

evaluate the influence of Chinese export painting on the development of Straits 
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Chinese portraiture in the Straits Settlements. The impact of photography on portrait 

painting, both of which were developed in tandem, is also discussed.  

Chapter Four focuses on the history of photographic establishments in Singapore, 

tracing the initial success of the European photographic firms to their eventual 

demise in the wake and aftermath of the First World War in Europe, and the 

subsequent proliferation of Chinese familial photographic establishments in 

Singapore and the region. This chapter introduces research methods for future study 

and scholarship of the history of 19th and early 20th century commercial Chinese 

photographic studios in Southeast Asia through a discussion of the establishments of 

the Lee Brothers. 

Chapter Five considers Singapore’s role as a center of patronage, focusing primarily 

on Straits Chinese society and civic portraiture. A discussion on civic patronage and 

its similarities with Chinese religious philanthropy is also presented. The second 

part of this chapter concentrates on illuminating the life and works of the pioneer 

Singapore-born artist Low Kway Song, who has hitherto received scant attention by 

scholars in the field of art history. This section examines his contributions to the 

early visual arts in Singapore throughout an era preceding the emergence of the 

Nanyang “pioneers”, and “first modern artists” in the 1950s. 

The purpose of the final chapter is to draw together the various strands of the thesis 

in a brief review of the implication of its findings to future research. This thesis is the 

first comprehensive study in monograph to document the development of artistic 

practice in Singapore during the colonial period from 1819 to 1959. The main 

purpose of this thesis was to obtain data which would help bridge the gap between 

Singapore’s art history in the colonial period, and the emergence of modern art in 

Singapore in the 1950s. Drawing upon a range of documentary sources, this thesis 

proposes new frameworks for the exploration of Singapore’s history of art during the 

colonial period and in the broader fields of Southeast Asian art history. 
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Chapter 1  
 

Constructing Singapore Art History:  
Between Ancient Archaeology and Modern Art 

The study and scholarship of Singapore’s earliest art forms can be attributed to the 

efforts in the discipline of archaeology. A great amount of archaeological research on 

the material culture of ancient Singapore has been done by John Miksic, whose 

decades of work has established that Singapore’s seaport was an urban site of great 

commercial and cultural significance from as early as the 14th century. In particular, 

Miksic uses 14th century archaeological remains to show that an ancient society in 

Singapore procured rare objects and possessed a local pottery production tradition.3  

The bulk of the study and scholarship of a much later art history of Singapore can be 

largely attributed to T.K. Sabapathy. In particular, his monographs of the artists of 

the 1960s to the 1970s, specifically in Malaysia and Singapore, have established a 

basis for understanding the modern art of this region.4  

However our knowledge of the art and culture of Singapore during the colonial 

period is oddly scant. Miksic notes that, “the lives of Singapore’s inhabitants of the 

early modern period is oddly limited... [who] wrote little, and little was written about 

them”, and that it was, “difficult to reconstruct their lives as compared to the lives of 

fourteenth-century Singaporeans”.5 According to the findings from Miksic’s recent 

study, Singapore’s trade in 1838 comprised mostly of the exchange in marine 

products, while early 19th century shipping records show that Singapore also 

imported Chinese items such as paper umbrellas, medicine, candy, cloth, joss sticks, 

and gold lace. According to Miksic, the archaeological evidence contains not a trace 

                                                
3 Miksic, John N, Singapore & the Silk Road of the Sea, 1300-1800, Singapore: NUS Press, 2013, p. 442. 
4 Widely regarded as Singapore’s foremost art historian, T.K. Sabapathy was one of the first to study the modern art 

produced in Malaysia and Singapore. His early publications, most notably, Modern Artists of Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan 
Bahasa dan Pustaka, Ministry of Education Malaysia, 1983) co-authored with Redza Piyadasa, and Vision and Idea: Relooking 
Modern Malaysian Art (Kuala Lumpur: National Art Gallery, 1994), have provided a foundation for the study and scholarship 
of modern and contemporary art in this region. Sabapathy’s extensive list of publications includes studies which have examined 
the practices of artists from Malaysia and Singapore including Syed Ahmad Jamal (Syed Ahmad Jamal: A Historical Overview, 
1954-1994, Seri Kembangan: Nanyang Gallery of Art, 1994), Yeoh Jin Leng (Yeoh Jin Leng: Art and Thought, 1952-1995, 
Kuala Lumpur: National Art Gallery, 1995), Thomas Yeo (Thomas Yeo: A Retrospective, Singapore: National Heritage Board, 
Singapore Art Museum, 1997), Ng Eng Teng (Ng Eng Teng, art and thoughts, NUS Museums, National University of 
Singapore, 1998), Redza Piyadasa (Piyadasa: An Overview, 1962-2000, Kuala Lumpur: Balai Seni Lukis Negara, 2001), and 
Latiff Mohidin (Latiff Mohidin: Journey to Wetlands and Beyond: Drawings and Works on Paper, 1962-2006, Singapore: 
Singapore Art Museum, 2009). 

5 Miksic 2013, p. 415. 
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of these items, and conversely, archaeologists have instead discovered other items 

not mentioned in written sources or mentioned rarely if at all: ceramics and glass.6 

Commenting on the lack of research focussing on Singapore’s material culture 

during the colonial period within the field of archaeology, John Miksic argues that:  

The archaeology of colonialism is as intellectually viable a project as is the 
archaeology of pre-modern times. We know very little about the lives of the 
vast majority of Singapore’s nineteenth-century inhabitants.7 

While the political and historical events of Singapore during the colonial period have 

been well recorded and revisited in other fields of study, why does its archaeology 

and art history remain far less established compared to a period half a millennia 

earlier? 

A search of the literature revealed few studies, which focused on the documentation 

of the development of art practices in Singapore – only two historical surveys in 

monograph, has been published. 8  Kwok Kian Chow, author of Channels and 

Confluences: A History of Singapore Art (1996), starts his chronology with the 

emergence of the Chinese artists of the Nanyang School who came into prominence 

in Singapore in the 1950s, in the aftermath of their sojourn to Bali in 1952. The 

study trip to Bali – undertaken in 1952 by the Nanyang artists Chen Wen Hsi, Chen 

Chong Swee, Liu Kang, and Cheong Soo Pieng, was a historic event consistently and 

commonly cited as the inaugural moment of the story of modern art in Singapore.9  

The Nanyang artists of Singapore were Chinese migrant painters who combined the 

techniques of East and West and were commonly described by scholars as ‘pioneer 

artists’ or ‘first modern artists’. According to T.K. Sabapathy, the ‘pioneers’ were 

“Singapore’s first modern artists”.10  However the question of ‘who were the artists 

who came before’ has up to now been still left to conjecture. 

                                                
6 Miksic 2013, ibid. 
7 Miksic 2013, p. 415. 
8 See Kwok Kian Chow, Channels & Confluences: A History of Singapore Art, Singapore: National Heritage Board, 

Singapore Art Museum, 1996, and Hsü, Marco, A Brief History of Malayan Art, Lai Chee Kien (Trans.), Singapore: 
Millennium Books, 1999. 

9 Kwok Kian Chow, Channels & Confluences: A History of Singapore Art, 1996, p. 21. 
10 Sabapathy, T.K., “Scroll met Easel”, The Straits Times Annual, 1982, p. 114. 
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As this thesis will show, there is a significant body of pre-independence visual and 

literary materials that record the presence of local artistic activity and the prevalence 

of artists active in Singapore from as early as the 1830s, merely two decades after the 

founding of the Settlement by the British East India Company. The National Library 

of Singapore holds a range of newspapers, almanacs, and commercial registers, in 

circulation in Singapore and Malaya in the 19th and early 20th century which contain 

advertisements by a significant number of itinerant painters, photographers, portrait 

photography studios, and art auctioneers based in Singapore from the 1830s, and 

throughout the colonial period of the British colony of Singapore.  

Also recorded were references to the import and retail of paintings in advertisements 

of auctions of works of art published in newspapers, as well as sources revealing the 

prevalence of civic patronage in articles and notices of public portrait subscriptions 

for the painting of memorial portraits, with which the local communities were 

actively engaged from the 1850s and up to the period after the Japanese Occupation 

of Singapore (1942-45).   

Despite the fact that these activities were sustained for more than a century, they 

have been largely ignored as a significant cultural activity. These accounts strongly 

suggest that the chronology of the history of art in modern Singapore begins much 

earlier than previously established. Hence, it is not to say that art was not produced 

before the Nanyang Chinese ‘pioneer artists’ of Singapore’s first modern art 

movement in the 1950s, but perhaps the works of their forbears have not been 

adequately considered.  

This chapter begins with a discussion of the shortcomings of Singapore’s history of 

art by highlighting some of the prevailing discussions on the problems in dealing 

with writing Singapore art history.  

The second part moves on to provide a brief survey of the origins of portraiture in 

Singapore and in a broader regional context, and a review of the relevant literature of 

previous studies in the fields of painting, photography, and patronage.  It then goes 

on to describe and discuss the methods used in this investigation.  
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1.1 Before the Nanyang School: Contesting the Origins of Modern Art 

One of the shortcomings in the writing of Singapore’s art history as discussed 

amongst scholars is the lack of historical sources, in particular, the absence of what 

constituted works of art predating the art produced by the artists of the Nanyang 

School. Christine Neo concluded that, “the modern [in Singapore] takes a different 

meaning when compared to Europe or China, as there was virtually no form of 

paintings that preceded the ‘modern’, and therefore no tradition to break. It has also 

been argued that it was the lack of a pictorial tradition in the region that made any 

depictions of Nanyang new.”11 

The Nanyang artists themselves discussed the absence of art produced. Liu Kang, 

widely referred to as the father of modern art in Singapore, noted that painting in 

Singapore from 1910 to 1960 can be divided into two stages; the first stage (1910-

50), as a period resembling, “a murky state where painting hardly existed”, the 

second (1950-60), as a, “period of incubation where the notion of painting began to 

emerge”.12  

Art historical studies of Singapore in the modern period have been hitherto limited to 

studies focused on the period beginning with the ‘Nanyang’ Chinese painters who 

rose to prominence in the 1950s. Previous research on the history of art has neglected 

to consider the contributions of the artists before the Nanyang painters. Attempts to 

establish a link between the formulation of modern art in Singapore and earlier art 

forms are at present lacking. Singaporean artist Ho Tzu Nyen accurately observes 

that, “much of the work of the ‘Nanyang pioneers’, like the existing corpus of 

writings about them, involves a systemic refusal to recognize the true nature of their 

relationship with past art”. 13  The ignorance that marks the Asian modern art 

discourse, according to John Clark, is the lack of historical consciousness. Clark very 

succinctly observes: 

                                                
11 Neo, Christine, Constructing a National Identity: Pioneers of a ‘Singaporean Art’, (BA thesis), The Glasgow School of 

Art Singapore, 2014, p. 15. 
12 Sabapathy, T.K., and Cheo Chai-Hiang (Eds.), Liu Kang and Ho Ho Ying Re-connecting: Selected Writings on Singapore 

Art and Art Criticism, Singapore: Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore, 2005, p. 50. 
13 Ho Tzu Nyen, Afterimages: Strands of modern art in Singapore, (MA thesis), National University of Singapore, 2007, p. 

107. 
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Modernity in all Asian art cultures has its own history, and this history is highly 
determinative of many kinds of contemporary art practice. If the twenty-first 
century will have a future, it will have the twentieth and nineteenth centuries as 
its pasts.14 

Although several studies have previously documented some of the art of the 19th and 

early 20th centuries, the selections of material for these discussions represent only a 

fraction of the visual materials produced in this period. Previous studies of the art 

from the colonial period of Singapore have been limited to pictures procured by 

draughtsmen attached to European trade and scientific expeditions, who were 

employed to record the topography and ethnography of the places they travelled to. 

Paintings and prints produced before the 1860s portrayed Singapore selectively and 

were largely dominated by depictions of colonial buildings and architecture of 

Singapore’s civic centre as well as idealised pictures of colonial life. Illustrations of 

botanical and zoological specimens produced for the purpose of scientific enquiry 

are examples of such pictures.  

These types of pictures were, in fact, produced for a European audience and not 

intended for local distribution, and only sought to express the dominance and 

reinforce the divide between the coloniser and the colonised. As these pictures were 

largely produced for the colonial enterprise, these activities did not reflect the taste of 

local audiences of art in Singapore, nor were they representative of a local material 

culture. As a result, this subjective selection of material does not challenge, but 

encourages the perpetuation of the prevailing eurocentricism of the modern visual 

arts in Singapore.  

In an analysis of interpreting the archaeology of colonialism, Lyons and 

Papadopoulos suggest that in order to reveal what is essential about the cultural 

practices of the past centuries, two issues must be considered. First, the experiences 

of both the coloniser and colonised must be equally and simultaneously considered, 

and second, their material culture must be seen “not as a corollary of history but as 

an independent entity”. 15  These considerations, which perhaps have not been 

                                                
14 Clark, John, Modern Asian Art, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1998, p. 283. 
15 Lyons, Claire L., and Papadopoulos, John K. (Eds.), “The Archaeology of Colonialism”, in Issues and Debates, Getty 

Research Institute, 2002, p. 18. 
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adequately measured by previous art historical studies of Singapore, form the 

underpinning forces of enquiry throughout this thesis.  

A broader survey of early pictorial traditions in the region revealed a corpus of 

surviving portraits of the Straits Chinese in the older towns of Malacca and Penang 

which provide for important documentation of a pre-existing pictorial tradition of 

image making for the purposes of ancestral veneration in the region.16 Ancestral 

portraits also provide for an account of the patterns of patronage in colonial society 

not hitherto available. Many older portrait paintings in the NUS Museum Straits 

Chinese Collection and the Peranakan Museum’s Straits Chinese portrait collections 

are dated in the mid-19th century. Painted by mostly Chinese migrant artists who 

settled in Singapore, British Malaya and the port towns in the Dutch East Indies, 

these portraits were produced during an era that greatly predated the Nanyang artists, 

who came to prominence in the 1950s.  

Thus, in spite of much new awareness about the role that the art of the 19th and early 

20th century can play in rewriting new histories, little attention has been paid to the 

significance of the art and artists of the colonial period in our understanding of the 

emergence of the modern in art.   

Similarly, notwithstanding the abundance of portraiture in the holdings of museums 

and national archives in Singapore, portraits and other such pictures have not been 

perceived as an important earlier art form, nor considered for who their producers 

were. The Singapore History Museum has displayed, for years, historical paintings 

and portraits of early founders and donors without discussing the conditions of their 

production. 

For example, the 2013 exhibition Princely Treasures from the House of Liechtenstein, 

at the National Museum of Singapore, displayed 90 masterpieces from the collection 

of the Prince of Liechtenstein, including amongst other forms, paintings of the works 

                                                
16 The term ‘Straits Chinese’ was a colonial administrative term to refer to the Chinese Peranakan residents in the Straits 

Settlements, established in 1826 by the British East India Company and consisting of Malacca, Penang, and Singapore being 
the youngest of these settlements. The Straits Chinese were descendants of Chinese sea-faring merchants who settled in the 
Nanyang colonies such as Batavia (Jakarta), Penang and Malacca, where some of the earliest portraits still survive in family 
collections. The majority of the Straits Chinese population of Singapore can trace their roots back to Malacca as many Malacca-
born Chinese moved to Singapore shortly after Raffles founded Singapore in 1819. 
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of Rubens and Anthony van Dyck, Raphael, and Lucas Cranach the Elder. The 

exhibition also included a display of a selection of several oil paintings of portraits 

from the Singapore National Collection. These portraits commemorated the service 

and accomplishments of heads of state and prominent members of society; 

individuals in Singapore who demonstrated outstanding contributions to the building 

of the British Empire in Singapore.   

A detailed survey of documentary sources appears to suggest the prevalence of the 

patronage of portraiture during the colonial period. Funded by public subscriptions 

and local communities, more than twenty life-size paintings in oil depicting the 

portraits of past governors of Singapore and the Straits Settlements, and other 

prominent Singapore personalities were presented and unveiled at the Singapore 

Town Hall and Victoria Memorial Hall from as early as the 1850s right up to the 

1960s. These portraits comprise an important collection of works and are amongst 

some of the earliest in the custodial history of the National Museum of Singapore's 

permanent collection.  

According to Wong Hwei Lian, the curator of the exhibition, these pictures served, 

“to draw links to the art of portraiture in Singapore’s historical context, (and to 

explore) how it was an important representational mode between the late 19th and 

mid-20th century.”17 However, its display presented nothing more than an illustration 

of the identities or personalities of the persons depicted in the portraits, with little 

discussion on the conditions of their production. 

Additionally, existing art historical studies have also long endured a low esteem for 

the genre of portraiture. For example, Kwok Kian Chow indicates in his monograph 

of the history of art in Singapore, “a good starting point for a survey of Singapore art 

history was 1909 – the year when the Amateur Drawing Association was 

established”.18 Amongst the most prominent artists who were members of the 

Amateur Drawing Association, were the brothers Low Kway Soo and Low Kway 

Song, who were highly sought after in colonial society for having painted numerous 

                                                
17 Wong Hwei Lian, National Museum of Singapore, “Princely Treasures from the House of Liechtenstein: Interview with 

Curator Wong Hwei Lian”, video recording, 1 August 2013, https://youtu.be/LBRmI4Qktf8 (accessed 5 July 2014) 
18 Kwok 1996, p. 10 
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portraits of prominent Malayans over the course of the early 20th century. However, 

Kwok did not regard the Low Brothers and other members of the association as true 

innovators, but as, “art enthusiasts who were associated with the Straits Chinese and 

British elite”, and therefore their art activities “appeared to have been largely driven 

by commissions”.19   

This disregard for the genre of portraiture because of its commercial implications 

was also coupled with a tide of resentment for European visual conventions in 

painting, which was seen by Singapore artists and critics as “legacies of a colonial 

past”.20  As an example, in 1971, Singaporean artist Ho Ho Ying claimed “using  

western realism to paint portraits of Singaporeans also cannot be considered 

Singapore art.”21 As the authenticity of art is constantly reevaluated, art historians 

may have disregarded, by default, the importance of the artistic activities of the 

portrait painters during the colonial period, and the significance of the genre of 

portraiture as representative of the development of early visual arts in Singapore.  

The genre of portraiture, which is in fact a history of social engagements and 

aesthetic forms, has great significance both for the discipline of the history of art, and 

also in revealing the artistic practices and achievements of the early itinerant painters 

and photographers active in Singapore from the early 19th century.  

The following section reviews the literature on previous research and art historical 

studies in the area of painting and photographic practices in Singapore and the region, 

in order to provide a context for portraiture as an art historical category. 

1.2 A Context for Portraiture as an Art Historical Category in Singapore 
Art  

There is a relatively small body of literature that is concerned with Singapore’s art 

history prior to the 1950s. While several attempts have been made to document 

Singapore’s history of art within a designated timeframe of the colonial period and 

                                                
19 Kwok 1996, p. 12. 
20 Chia Wai Hon, “Traditional Aesthetics in the Visual Arts: The Singapore Story”, in Chia Wai Hon, Bits and Pieces: 

Writings on Art, Singapore: Contemporary Asian Arts Centre, 2002, p. 47. 
21 Ho Ho Ying, “Why Do We Need to be Innovative, Critical Essays, (1971)”, in Sabapathy, T.K. and Cheo Chai-Hiang 

(Eds.), Liu Kang and Ho Ho Ying Re-connecting: Selected Writings on Singapore Art and Art Criticism, Singapore: Institute of 
Contemporary Arts Singapore, 2005, p. 46. 
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before the outbreak of the Japanese Occupation in Singapore (1942-45), there has yet 

to be convincing attempts to investigate the connections and continuities in the 

artistic practices in Singapore between the colonial and post-war period.  

Despite the abundance of both painted and photographic portraits in national and 

public collections of art in Singapore, art historians have not dealt with photography 

nor the genre of portraiture as an art historical category, neither have portraits been 

accessed for the conditions of their production. This thesis presents new evidence 

and fills a gap in the literature by focusing on the genre of portraiture, and the 

development of painting and photography, as a means of telling the story of the 

history of art in Singapore during the colonial period from 1819 to 1959. 

Through the analysis of contemporary literature in the fields of art history as well as 

material and visual culture, this survey of literature assesses how differing 

interpretations of the art produced in the early 20th century have contributed to the 

story of Singapore’s history of art in the colonial period. It also scrutinises the 

interpretation of the practice of portraiture in studies of Singapore art history and in 

other disciplines. This literature review also surveys studies in relevant fields.  

The literature that presently exists in this area ranges from studies on 19th and early 

20th century paintings and prints, to natural history drawings, art in colonial 

collections, Chinese export painting, as well as the history of photography in 

Indonesia, Malaysia, China, and Europe. It is worth stating at this point that because 

the subject area overlaps with other genres and histories of art, the scope covered in 

this area is vast. Moreover, this subject area has proved to be a diverse inter-

disciplinary ground, drawing from disciplines pertaining to the arts and humanities, 

of which history, art-criticism, and comparative literary studies comprise the most 

prominent examples.  

This thesis unites four areas of research which emerge as key themes which run 

through the chapters to follow. These topics can be typified under four headings: 

history of photography, 19th and early 20th century paintings and prints of Singapore, 

patterns of patronage and practices of collecting and display, and historiography of 

Singapore art.  
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Writings on the art history of Singapore relating to the area of 19th and early 20th 

century paintings and prints have also been largely initiated through research 

publications to accompany the inauguration of an institution, a gallery in an 

institution, or museum exhibitions. For example, Nineteenth Century Prints of 

Singapore by Julia Oh, Marianne Teo and Yu-Chee Chong, a publication to 

accompany an exhibition of the same title which featured a selection of 19th century 

prints of Singapore, was published in 1987, “in conjunction with the centenary of the 

National Museum of Singapore”.22  

The impetus of a later group of publications by the National Museum in 2006, served 

as ‘textual companions’ to the newly inaugurated galleries.  Singapore through 19th 

Century Photographs by Jason Toh, and Singapore: A Biography by Mark Frost and 

Yu-Mei Balasingamchow were published to accompany the opening of the 

Singapore History Gallery in 2006.23 Singapore through 19th Century Prints and 

Paintings by Wong Hong Suen, published in 2010, presented new research and 

findings to supplement its predecessor, Nineteenth Century Prints of Singapore, 

published in 1987 by Julia Oh, Marianne Teo, Yu-Chee Chong. It is evident that 

writings on Singapore art history have been largely developed through museum 

exhibitions, hence existing research has largely been based on artefacts from their 

permanent collections. 

Several studies on the history of photography in Singapore have established crucial 

groundwork for this thesis, such as those by John Falconer in 1987, Jason Toh in 

2009, and Gretchen Liu in 2000 and 1995. The first study of Singapore’s 

photographic history, Falconer’s A Vision of the Past: A History of Early 

Photography in Singapore and Malaya. The Photographs of G.R. Lambert & Co., 

1880-1910, focused on the history of the photographic firm G.R. Lambert & Co. in 

the context of 19th century photography in Singapore and Malaya.24 In his book, 

Falconer provides an invaluable compilation of biographical and professional 

                                                
22 See Teo, Marianne, Yu-Chee Chong, and Oh, Julia, Nineteenth Century Prints of Singapore, Singapore: National 

Museum, 1987. 
 23 Lee Chor Lin, ‘Foreword’ in Wong Hong Suen, Singapore through 19th Century Prints and Paintings, Singapore: 

National Museum of Singapore, 2010, p. 7. 
24 See Falconer, John, A Vision of the Past: A History of Early Photography in Singapore and Malaya: The photographs of 

G.R. Lambert & Co., 1880-1910, Singapore: Times Editors, 1987. 
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information on mostly European photographers active in Singapore and Malaya in 

the years up to 1910.  

Jason Toh’s Singapore Through 19th-Century Photographs, published in 2009, 

provides a commentary of the changing face of Singapore, mainly through 

photographs of topographical and architectural landscapes of the city dating from the 

early 1840s to the 1900s.25 In this study, Toh also contributes further to our 

knowledge of early western photographers in Singapore, enriching Falconer’s 

pioneering effort. None of these are presented chronologically, nor was a rigorous 

discussion of portrait photography given.  

Gretchen Liu, author of several illustrated books concerning Singapore history and 

architecture, was the first to document Chinese photography studios in Singapore in 

1995. From the Family Album: Portraits from the Lee Brothers Studio, Singapore 

1910-1925, focuses primarily on a summarised history of the photographic 

establishment of the Lee Brothers, with a brief commentary on photographic 

portraiture.26  Liu came to know about the collection of photographic portraits 

through one of the granddaughters of the founder of the Lee Brothers Studio. Kelvin 

Lee, a descendent of one of the founders of the studio has noted several factual errors 

in the publication, which this thesis hopes to address in the later chapters.27 Liu’s 

Singapore: A Pictorial History 1819-2000, published later in 2000, while primarily 

presenting an illustrated history of Singapore through photographs and prints, also 

includes a short commentary of the various European photographic firms in 

Singapore in the 19th century, and later in the book, provides a brief overview of 

Chinese photography studios in Singapore. 28  Liu, in a review of Toh’s 2009 

Singapore Through 19th-Century Photographs, also alludes to the need for research 

on Chinese studios in Singapore: 

One hopes that a similar volume might one day be devoted to the early 
history of portrait photography, a particularly rich subject given 
Singapore’s multi-racial population and the fascinating portraits of 19th 

                                                
25 See Toh, Jason, Singapore Through 19th Century Photographs, Singapore: Editions Didier Millet, 2009. 
26 See Liu, Gretchen, From the Family Album: Portraits from the Lee Brothers Studio, Singapore 1910-1925, Singapore: 

National Heritage Board, 1995. 
27 I am grateful to Kelvin Lee, the great-grandson of Lee Shui Loon (alias Lee Yin Fun) for sharing his information on the 

Lee family and for making his private collection of photographs available to the author. 
28 See Liu, Gretchen, Singapore: A Pictorial History, 1819-2000, Singapore: Archipelago Press, 2000. 
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century Southeast Asian royalty by Singapore-based photographers. The 
early history of Chinese photographers in Singapore remains to be 
written.29 

Although considerable research has been devoted to the development of 

photographic practices and camera technologies in 19th century Singapore for the 

recording of topographical and landscape views, little attention has been given to the 

history of portrait photography. This research investigates, for the first time, the 

development of both painting and photographic practices through the genre of 

portraiture to tell the art history of Singapore during the colonial period, as a focused 

monographic study. It is also the first comprehensive assessment of Chinese 

photography studios in Singapore. 

In order to draw regional connections between Singapore and the region in the 19th 

and early 20th century, various discussions of the development of modern art in other 

Southeast Asian countries have been reviewed, notably through the studies of Astri 

Wright’s Soul, Spirit, and Mountain: Preoccupations of Contemporary Indonesian 

Painters in 1994, Apinan Poshyananda’s Modern Art in Thailand: Nineteenth and 

Twentieth Centuries in 1992, and T. K. Sabapathy and Redza Piyadasa’s Modern 

Artists of Malaysia in 1983, which have been the most consulted.30 Claire Holt and 

Fiona Kerlogue’s studies on traditional Indonesian art have also been useful in this 

regard.31  

Also among these are the author’s preliminary studies pertaining to the subject area 

of this dissertation, including chapters in publications by the NUS Museum and the 

Asian Civilisations Museum, both in 2015. Peter Lee’s study on Straits Chinese 

portrait paintings and early Chinese painters in Java and Singapore – published as a 

chapter in a research publication accompanying the 2014 exhibition Inherited and 

Salvaged: Family Portraits from the Straits Chinese Collection by the NUS Museum, 

                                                
29 Liu, Gretchen, “Rev. of Jason Toh, Singapore Through 19th-Century Photographs”, in Trans Asia Photography Review, 

1.2 (2011). Web. 2 February 2014. 
30 See Wright, Astri, Soul, Spirit and Mountain: Preoccupations of Contemporary Indonesian Painters, Oxford University 

Press, 1994; Poshyananda, Apinan, Modern Art in Thailand: Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Singapore: Oxford 
University Press, 1992, and Sabapathy, T.K., and Piyadasa, Redza, Modern Artists of Malaysia, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 
1983. 

31 See Kerlogue, Fiona, Batik: Design, Style & History, London: Thames & Hudson, 2004, and Holt, Claire, Art in 
Indonesia: Continuities and Change, Cornell University Press, 1967. 
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has also been crucial to this research.32 The studies of scholars such as Marie Holt, 

Marie-Odette Scalliet and Werner Kraus on modern Indonesian painters, and John 

Clark’s seminal comparative studies on modern Asian art have also provided a useful 

framework for this thesis.  

Several studies in the field of archaeology have demonstrated ways of using 

artefacts to analyse Singapore’s past and reposition Singapore in history. The works 

of scholars John Miksic and Kwa Chong Guan in particular, have established 

Singapore as a maritime centre with over 700 years of history by using 

archaeological and documentary evidence to reveal Singapore’s pre-colonial history 

and its role in the Malay maritime world.33 These studies have provided this thesis 

with a useful framework to explore Singapore’s early art history and expose early 

artistic networks which connected Singapore across regional and international 

maritime trade circles. 

Since many of the photographers who set up studios in Singapore immigrated from 

China, it was necessary to consult studies on the developments of the history of 

photography in China, such as the works of Charles Worswick and Jonathan Spence 

in 1978, Jeffrey Cody and Frances Terpak in 2011, and Terry Bennett in 2013.34 

Cody and Terpak’s Brush and Shutter: Early Photography in China gives a 

comprehensive early history of photography in China. Particularly influential to this 

research is Cody’s discussion on Chinese export painters and their appropriation of 

photographic techniques onto traditional artistic conventions, by employing both 

“brush and shutter”.35 The index provided in Terry Bennett’s 2013 History of 

Photography in China: Chinese Photographers 1844-1879, has been a useful tool in 

cross-referencing Chinese photography studios active in Singapore and China.36 A 

number of scholars such as Kwa Chong Guan, John Bastin, Ivan Polunin and Peter 

32 Lee, Peter, “Modern Pictures for Ancient Rites: Chinese Portrait Painters in Nineteenth-Century Singapore, Malaysia and 
Indonesia”, in Inherited and Salvaged: Family Portraits from the Straits Chinese Collection, NUS Baba House, National 
University of Singapore, 2015, p. 28-73. 

33 See Miksic, John N., and Low, Cheryl-Ann, Early Singapore, 1300s-1819: Evidence in Maps, Text, and Artefacts, 
Singapore: Singapore History Museum, 2004; Miksic, John N., Singapore & the Silk Road of the Sea, 1300-1800, Singapore: 
NUS Press, 2013, and Kwa Chong Guan, Heng, Derek, and Tan Tai Yong, Singapore, a 700-Year History: From Early 
Emporium to World City, Singapore: National Archives of Singapore, 2009. 

34 Worswick, Clark and Spence, Jonathan D., Imperial China: Photographs 1850-1912, New York: Pennwick Publishing, 
1978. 

35 Cody, Jeffrey W. and Terpak, Frances, Brush and Shutter: Early Photography in China, Los Angeles, Calif: Getty 
Research Institute, 2011. 

36 Bennett, Terry, History of Photography in China: Chinese Photographers 1844-1879, London: Quaritch, 2013, pp. 317-
385.
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Lee, for example, have given accounts of natural history drawings by Chinese artists 

active in the British Straits Settlements in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.  

Prior to this research, there has not been a discussion of the reception of photography 

in art historical surveys of Singapore during the colonial period. Art historical studies 

have also not discussed the use of painting in portrait photography, nor has there 

been scholarly attention on the contribution of itinerant portrait painters and portrait 

photographers to early visual arts in Singapore. Needless to say, the art history of 

Singapore in the colonial period remains to be fully written. This thesis is the first 

attempt to investigate artists’ patterns of movement, circles of patronage, and 

regional and international artistic networks which connected Singapore, regional 

maritime ports, China, India and Europe through regional and international trade.  

This research also utilises the genre of portraiture as a means to tell the art history of 

Singapore, firstly because portraiture was a commercially viable service offered by 

most visual artists who were active in Singapore, and also because many were both 

painters and photographers. Additionally while the primary profession of most 

commercially active visual artists was portraiture, many also painted in other genres 

including landscape painting, domestic sceneries and views of Singapore and the 

region. Art societies and art exhibitions came about later in the early twentieth 

century, as many art society members were also portrait painters, and owned 

photography studios to make a living.  

This thesis therefore focuses on the history of the visual arts, and primarily the 

development of graphic forms such as painting, photography and other printed media. 

It is concerned with the artists active in Singapore, locally commissioned artworks, 

and local patronage of the visual arts.  While I do make intermittent references to 

sculptural forms, the subject matter in this thesis are primarily graphic forms. I also 

consider other pictorial forms of portraiture, including portraits of ships, horses and 

family residences. 

Since the surviving corpus of visual material consists predominantly of paintings, 

photographic prints and painted photographs, the history of portraiture in colonial 

Singapore consequently needs to be analysed simultaneously though its two 
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constituents; the developments of the painting tradition and the proliferation of 

photographic and printing practices. The specific questions which underpin the 

research are:  

Firstly, how was painting introduced in Singapore in the early 19th century, who 

were the painters active in Singapore, and where can this evidence be found? Apart 

from portraiture, what were other artists engaged in? Is there evidence recording 

other types of local artistic practices? Which were the early photographic 

establishments in Singapore, what sources can be consulted to document the history 

of portrait photography in Singapore and the region, and how can they be analysed? 

What were the trades and traditions that characterised their practices?  

Secondly, what was the extent of artistic networks in the region, and how can the 

travel practices of artists and photography studios be mapped? How can the 

movement and mobility of artists be traced, and what were the implications of their 

artistic mobility?  

Thirdly, who were the patrons of these artists, and how were these social circles 

organized? Was Singapore situated in a regional network of patronage, and if so, 

what was the geographical range of these circles?  

Altogether, these three issues underline the conceptual framework of this study, as 

indicated by the registers implied in the title of this dissertation, “Constructing 

Singapore Art History: Portraiture and the Development of Painting and Photography 

in Colonial Singapore (1819-1959)”, with each register referring to different strands 

springing from the development of key threshold concepts and perspectives which 

inform and underpin this art historical thesis. An explanation of how these questions 

have been addressed, and a discussion of the sources of data, research design and 

methods of enquiry employed in this research, and how they have contributed to and 

influenced the findings and conclusions of this thesis can be found in the following 

section. 
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1.3 Constructing Singapore Art History through Archives  

The use of the life biographies of artists, as well as the analysis of the formal 

qualities and content of works of art has a relatively long tradition within the field of 

art history. More recently, contextual analysis has been utilised to analyse a work of 

art in its historical and cultural context. Within the context of Singapore’s history of 

art, many scholars hold the view that current discourse in Singapore’s art history 

suffers from a lack of commitment to offering well-grounded historical 

considerations. 

In a foreword to Re-connecting: Selected Writings on Singapore Art and Art 

Criticism, a publication of writings on Singapore art and art criticism, art historian T. 

K. Sabapathy suggests that one of the major shortcomings in art historical 

scholarship within the field of Singapore art is the lack of historical rigour. 

Sabapathy describes the domain of art in Singapore as being, “beclouded by the 

propensities for forgetting and marked by indifference towards even the present.”37 

He goes on to indicate that one of the most problematic features, as far as art 

criticism is concerned, is the, “shallow knowledge of prevailing writing in Singapore 

art.”38 Sabapathy’s insightful analysis of the problems of current scholarship in 

Singapore art history concluded that: 

Current writers, inflamed by the postmodernist fervour of addressing one’s self 
to an issue or problem as a reigning critical template, frequently give the 
impression that they are inscribing the first text on an artist’s practice or work, 
even as they claim reflexive stances. Their reflexivity is, of course, primed by 
idiosyncratic, short-lived calibrations of Euro-American critical/theoretical 
canons. Their reflexivity is not grounded in textual knowledge of or historical 
immersion in the particular, as written and as texts.39 

Some art historians have suggested that a possible explanation for these limitations 

may be the general paucity of adequate source material available for providing art 

historical evidence. Eugene Tan argues that, “one of the difficulties for researchers 

and scholars of art history in Singapore is the scarcity of available resources.”40  

                                                
37 Sabapathy, T.K., “Preface”, in Sabapathy, T.K. and Cheo Chai-Hiang (Eds.), Liu Kang and Ho Ho Ying Re-connecting: 

Selected Writings on Singapore Art and Art Criticism, Singapore: Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore, 2005, p. viii. 
38 Sabapathy 2005, ibid. 
39 Sabapathy 2005, pp. viii-ix. 
40 Tan, Eugene, “Foreword”, in, Sabapathy, T.K. and Cheo Chai-Hiang (Eds.), 2005, p. vii. 
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On the contrary, as this thesis shows, there is a significant corpus of relevant textual 

and visual sources on Singapore art in the colonial period held in archives and online 

repositories that is available for art historical research. While archaeological 

evidence often paints a very different picture compared to written sources, many 

details of daily life in Singapore can only be reconstructed from colonial records. 

Colonial records and archives are rich in information to the art historian of the early 

19th century, consisting of both textual accounts and visual material. 

Data collected over the course of this research provided the opportunity to do a 

longitudinal study, tracing the developments over time. Data reported in this thesis 

was collected from a vast range of documentary sources consisting of primary 

historical data in the form of historic artefacts, records and writings. Data and art 

historical evidence to support interpretation, analysis, and research findings came 

from a variety of both written and visual sources, collected either through archival 

research or accessed digitally. Visual sources include works of art, historical 

artefacts, postcards, facsimiles, photographs, architectural plans, and other 

representations of studios or sites of production.  

The value of primary documents as source material, and the process of rigorous 

historical research in obtaining art historical evidence cannot be overstated. Art 

historical evidence includes information such as the genres of works produced by an 

artist, places where an artist worked, as well as who they dealt with for the sale and 

distribution of their works. As there remains a paucity of art historical materials from 

the early period, a key advantage of using archival and documentary sources for art 

historical research is that it allows the exploration of many aspects of the relationship 

between art and society, and especially in providing accounts of Singapore’s artistic 

legacy during a period where very little documentation remains.  

Visual and non-written sources  

Visual and non-written sources can yield a range of information which can be 

extracted as data and art historical evidence, and can provide useful sources of data 

in the absence of written texts.  For example, original works of art in the form of a 

portrait painting might provide information on the identity of the painting’s artist.  
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Data that can be extracted and recorded would include a transcription of the artist’s 

signature and inscriptions made on the support of the painting. Photographic reprints 

or engravings made after original portrait paintings, and reproduced in published 

sources can be useful sources of information in the identification of related copies 

and reproductions. Documentary evidence such as historical photographs showing 

paintings in situ can provide information on the provenance and exhibition history of 

the artwork. Photographs and postcards showing street views of photography studios 

can also help ascertain data from textual sources. 

A key approach in this research is through the analysis of visual materials as sources 

for both primary and secondary data. For example, when analysing a work of art in 

the form of a painting as primary data, details such as the subject, materials and 

techniques used in the painting, as well as a close examination of inscriptions, marks 

and stamps, and other details which might provide information concerning the 

provenance and attribution of the artwork were recorded and documented. 

Conversely, a painting as a source of secondary data could be examined for its 

formal features, and could provide evidence for artistic trends and stylistic 

developments. In particular, I use visual records from the material and presentational 

forms of paintings and historical photographs in order to document artists, artist 

studios, photographers and photographic establishments in Singapore during the 19th 

and early 20th centuries.   

These types of visual records can range from documentation of artists’ inscriptions 

on painted portraits to photographic records of paintings before and after 

conservation or restoration. Reports prepared by art conservator Renate Kante 

documenting the condition of the artworks from the NUS Museum’s Straits Chinese 

Collection provides a wealth of information valuable to art historical research on 

paintings and prints, including details pertaining to the types of materials used, 

dating of the artwork through the age of the support, and determining attribution 

through identifying artists’ inscriptions and imprints to comparable examples. The 

visual documentation presented in these treatment reports were especially helpful in 

ascertaining attribution, particular in cases where inscriptions made by the artist had 

become less visible over time. 
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In a similar vein, I also use the material and presentational forms of historical 

photographs as tools to determine attribution, provenance and dating of 

works. Visual records such as studio imprints containing information on the 

photography studio’s name and address, other inscriptions on the material, and 

presentational forms of photographic material have been an extremely important part 

of my efforts in researching Chinese photography studios in Singapore and Southeast 

Asia. 

Over the course of researching this subject area, I also documented Peter Lee’s 

(honorary chairman of the NUS Baba House) private collection of portrait 

photographs from Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. From this collection, I 

collated data from studio imprints (usually embossed in gold on cardboard or leather 

frames) and inscriptions. Occasionally, handwritten anecdotes on the reverse of the 

photographs, and inscriptions of names and dates provided useful information on 

provenance.  

At this juncture, it is important to stress that one of the major problems with writing 

an art historical monograph lies in the very heart of its enquiry – that an object is 

only significant if it demonstrates or contributes, to some degree, an aesthetic 

intention. In this process, many articles of human activity fall from this scope 

through human error, and are accidentally eliminated from art historical inquiry. 

Some of the problems encountered in researching photographic archives is the 

incomplete digitisation of archival material that has led to the accidental yet artificial 

dismembering of records and the fragmentation of collections stored and presented in 

online catalogues.  

For example, the majority of portrait photographs accessible on the National 

Archives of Singapore’s online database have been cropped to exclude the areas of 

the mounted support or frame – which would usually contain an embossed print of 

the name and address of the studio which the portrait was taken in. Many 

photographs contain inscriptions on their reverse surface, which too may be lost in 

the process of digitisation. Furthermore, because these types of meta-data have 
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historically not been perceived as valuable aspects of these records, many examples 

have been omitted from the description of the archival document.  

For this reason, it was also necessary to engage with archives as well as non-art 

collections as resources for obtaining art historical evidence. Art historical data 

extracted from sources including photographic images of portrait paintings in situ, or 

as reproductions printed in published sources from both historical and contemporary 

publications, has been useful in documenting the previous locations of artworks, and 

in identifying and locating reproductions of paintings. These materials have proved 

to be crucial in providing useful sources of art historical evidence, since few 

Singapore artworks from the first half of the 19th century have survived. 

Written Sources 

Art historical evidence extracted from textual records and written materials, sourced 

from libraries, archives and special collections or accessed digitally, forms a 

substantial part of the research material from which this thesis springs. Written 

materials included organisational records such as annual reports, production records, 

committee reports and minutes of meetings, shipping records, references in published 

sources in books, journals, newspapers, advertising copy and catalogues, as well as 

various forms of communications such as receipts, letters and notes. 

Despite the scarcity of surviving artworks from the early colonial period, 

documentary and archival data extracted from colonial records, documents and 

publications was plentiful. In particular, sources dating to the early 19th century 

yielded a diverse amount of data as evidence to sufficiently narrate the early art 

history of 19th century Singapore. These findings are presented in Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 3 in particular. 

Records including documents containing references to artists or photographers in 

traveller’s diaries, newspaper articles, and listings in advertisement copy, 

commercial registers and shipping records have provided a wealth of material on 

artists, photographers and studios active in Singapore. In addition, survey data in the 

form of statistical information, government ordinances, and sources containing data 
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on property and company history provided useful sources of information, especially 

in researching photographic establishments. 

Data was gathered through extensive archival research into English-language 

newspapers published in Singapore between 1819 and 1959, in both digital and 

archival formats. This research also utilised data-driven methodologies, employing 

archival research as well as digital tools and methods such as text mining to analyse 

large bodies of textual data. Articles and records dating prior to 1960 were searched 

and all items described as containing the query, ‘artist’, ‘painting’, 'painter', 

‘photography’, 'photographer’, ‘studio’, ‘atelier’, ‘portrait’, ‘photographic’, ‘studio’, 

‘likeness’, and ‘patronage’ were included in the analysis. 

From this, I searched for records including artists’ advertisements, notices for the 

public subscription to fund memorial monuments and portraits, and details on the 

import and retail of paintings in shipping records and auction notices. This material 

had not been a priority for art historians as it contains little or no biographical data on 

the artists during the early period of the printed press in the 19th century. 

Among the records and archives covering the 19th and early 20th centuries, the 

following documents and series were consulted: 
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Newspapers (Singapore)

Singapore Chronicle: 1827-1830 
The Commercial Register and 
Advertiser: 1828 to 1830 (microfilm) 
Singapore Chronicle and Commercial 
Register: 1830 to 1832 (mircrofilm) 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (Weekly edition): 1835-
1933 

Straits Guardian: 1854 
Straits Observer (Singapore): 1876 
The Straits Calendar and Directory: 
1861-1870  
Straits Calendar and Directory: 1863 
The Royal Almanac: 1864 
Singapore Daily Free Press: 1867 
The Straits Chronicle: 1878 
Singapore Leader: 1879  
The Straits Times: 1883 to 1959 

The Singapore Free Press and 
Mercantile Advertiser (Daily Edition): 
1887-1925 
Straits-Chinese Herald, Surat Khabar 
Peranakan: 1894 
The Straits Advocate: 1888 to 1889 

The Daily Advertiser: 1890 to 1894 
Straits Telegraph and Daily Advertiser: 
1899  
The Straits Daily Advertiser: 1900 

Eastern Daily Mail and Straits 
Morning Advertiser: 1905 to 1908 
 
The Malaya Tribune: 1914 

The Singapore Free Press: 1925-162 
The Singapore Daily News: 1932-1933 

The Morning Tribune: 1936-1941 

The Singapore Herald: 1939 to 1941 

 

Newspapers (Foreign)

Bataviasche courant  

De Sumatra post 

Bataviaasch nieuwsblad 

Bataviaasch handelsblad  

Java-bode: nieuws, handels- en advertentieblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie  

Javasche courant: officieel nieuwsblad, Batavia: 1837 

De locomotief: Samarangsch handels- en advertentie-blad: 1866-1869 

Illustrated London News: 1856, 1866 

The Siam Advertiser: 1874
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Periodicals and Directories 

The Almanac and Directory for the 
Incorporated Settlements of Prince of 
Wales Island, Singapore and Malacca: 
1845 

The Straits Racing Calendar: 1905 
Souvenir of Singapore: A Descriptive 
and Illustrated Guide Book of 
Singapore: 1905 
The Singapore Naturalist: 1922 
Singapore Tattler: 1906 
Arnold Wright’s  Twentieth Century 
Impressions of British Malaya, 1908 
Arnold Wright and H.A. Cartwright, 
Twentieth Century Impressions of 
Hong Kong, Shanghai and Other 
Treaty Ports of China, London, 1908 
Chinese Names of Places which have 
Commercial or other  Connections 
with the Straits Settlements: 1918 

The Eastern Illustrated Review: 1918 
and 1919 
Information for Travelers landing at 
Singapore, Singapore and 
Penang:1914 
The Singapore & FMS Weekly 
Advertiser: 1918 to 1920  
Singapore Centenary: A Souvenir 
Volume: 1919. 
Information for Travellers Landing at 
Singapore: 1919  
The Chinese Commercial Directory of 
Straits Settlements: 1931 
The Chinese Commercial Directory of 
Singapore, Penang, Malacca, Kuala 
Lumpur, Batu Pahat, Muar: 1932 
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Manuscripts and Documents 
 
Abuddlah bin Abdul Kadir, Hikayat 
Abdullah 
Charles Buckley, Anecdotal History of 
Old Times in Singapore, 1862 
Thomson, John Turnbull. Some 
Glimpses into Life in the Far East,  
1864 
Thomson, John, The Straits of 
Malacca, Indo-China, and China, or, 
Ten years' travels, adventures, and 
residence abroad / by J. Thomson ... 
illustrated with upward of sixty wood 
engravings by J.D. Cooper, from the 
author's own sketches and 
photographs, 1875  
W. T. Hornaday, Two Years in the 
Jungle: The Experiences of a Hunter 
and Naturalist in India, Ceylon, the 
Malay Peninsula and Borneo, 1885 
Song Ong Siang, One Hundred Years’ 
History of The Chinese in Singapore, 
1923 
 

Taylor, J. E. (John Edmund). fl. 1860-
1885, Sketches in the Malay archipelago. 
Album of watercolours and photographs 
made and collected by J.E. Taylor.  

Dongyou jilüe �	�� (Summary 
account of a trip to the East), The Lat 
Po ��, 1889 

The National Archives of the UK 
(TNA): FCO 141/14787: Portraits 
Under the control of the City Council 
(Catalogue of), Government House, 
Singapore 
 
The National Archives of the UK 
(TNA): CO 1030/1378: Art collections 
at Old Government House and 
Victoria Memorial Hall, Singapore 

SOAS University of London (SOAS): 
PCE/FMC/7/02/09: Presbyterian 
Church of England Foreign Missions 
Committee, 1946 
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It must be noted that the extent of archival research into newspapers and written 

sources was primarily limited to English language sources. While this research may 

have excluded advertisements of artists published in Chinese, Tamil and Jawi, the 

body of English language sources provided more than sufficient material for a PhD 

thesis. 

Having addressed the methods of data collection, the final section of this chapter 

discusses the main research themes of this thesis, the methods employed, and a 

discussion of how they have contributed to and influenced the findings and 

conclusions of this thesis. The key research areas can be classified according to four 

over-arching themes: artists and their practices, artist's networks and movement 

patterns, patterns of patronage, and practices of collecting and display. 

The first area of research focused on the theme of artists and their practices. The 

questions that guide the research on this topic are as follows. Firstly, who were the 

painters active in Singapore, and where can this evidence be found? Secondly, what 

were the practices of the early photographic establishments and what were the ethnic 

typographies of these photographic studios? Thirdly, apart from portraiture, what 

were other artists engaged in? Is there evidence recording other types of local artistic 

practices? 

In collating and researching material for this thesis, I investigated and tabulated the 

country of origin of artists, the types of services offered, the duration of their stay in 

Singapore and their travel locations after Singapore, and discovered patterns 

emerging from the empirical data that I had extracted. Once the data was extracted 

and analysed, I created an index of artists and photo studios according to date, and 

selected examples that show developments or changes – such as the proliferation of 

Chinese studios and the demise of European photographic firms, and synthesized 

them according to sections of history within the thesis. 

In order to reach new conclusions in empirical terms, it was first necessary to 

identify and connect written sources with works of art through the use of tables and 

spreadsheets as a process of research, and as a means of data visualisation. 
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Researching the life of artists was best conducted through both quantitative and 

qualitative methodologies, which include life histories of artists and interviews with 

key informants such as collectors and artists’ descendants. Oral history interviews 

with Richard Low and Arthur Low – third generation descendants of the artist Low 

Kway Song, and Kelvin Lee – fourth generation descendent of the photographer Lee 

Shui Loon (alias Lee Yin Fun) of Yong Fong Studio, should reveal further details on 

the life and works of the artists and their familial networks. I also conducted a filmed 

oral history interview with collector Peter Lee to learn about the biographies of the 

artworks in the NUS Museum Straits Chinese Collection, and to understand the 

motivation behind his collecting, as well as the ways in which art history was 

connected to new discoveries made by art collectors. The transcripts for these 

interviews are presented in Appendix D. 

I also drew from non-written sources such as audio recordings and interview 

transcripts of oral history, comprising of interviews with artists and photographers 

conducted by the National Archives of Singapore as part of an initiative by the Oral 

History Department’s efforts to document Singapore’s vanishing trades and the 

visual arts.  

The second area of research focuses on exposing artist networks and patterns of 

movement. For this, it was necessary to conduct extensive research into the local and 

regional distribution of artists and photography studios across Singapore, as well as 

in Malaysia and Indonesia, in order to situate Singapore within a wider tradition of 

the production of pictures.  

By analysing and recording addresses where artists and photography studios were 

located, using textual references – from advertising copies and commercial listings as 

well as through visual sources such as artist inscriptions on works of art and studio 

imprints on photographic mounts – I was able to locate the geographical range of the 

activities of a particular artist or the persons associated with a particular photography 

studio. These visual sources have been useful in providing quantitative data with 

which to analyse the comparative concentrations of locational artistic activities, and 

the elucidation of regional and trans-regional networks. This enabled the mapping of 

artistic mobility through the movements of artists and photographers along maritime 
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trade routes linking Singapore and the archipelago. It also exposed a regional 

network of photography studios, with Singapore as a base, and revealed the role of 

Singapore in the network of port cities in the archipelago, where other studios were 

also firmly established. I explored the role of Singapore as an important port of call 

for travelling artists sailing from Europe to China, and as a base for artists travelling 

to Batavia in the East Indies. 

The third area of research focused on the social context of art history, through an 

exploration of the dimension of patronage and practices of collecting and display, 

and the role that local elites played as collectors of art and in the emergence of civic 

portraiture. 

In order to investigate the role of Singapore as a center of patronage, research into 

the rise of community-initiated portrait subscriptions, public subscriptions of 

portraits, and the display of memorial portraits of heads of states at the Town Hall 

and Victoria Memorial Hall was conducted. It was also necessary to situate these 

developments within their economic context, through an analysis of the reception of 

art and early collecting practices. Data providing details of the early circulation of 

paintings was extracted from shipping manifestoes and auction notices. This was 

useful when assessing the conditions for the import and retail of paintings, and seen 

in context with the emergence of Singapore as an important entrepôt for regional 

trade in the early 19th century. 

Altogether, these findings are included in the following three appendices: 

First, the textual data is presented in Appendix A in an index of painters, 

photographers and photography studios active in Singapore from 1819–1959, 

arranged chronologically according to dates active. Each entry contains details such 

as artist name, dates active, studio address, and the types of artistic service offered, 

for example, “portrait painter” or “photography studio” which are shown when 

possible. These findings comprise a compilation of data collated from largely textual 

records including references in books, newspapers, commercial listings, and 

exhibition catalogues. Visual records have also contributed to this index, including 

inscriptions and imprints identified from originals or reproductions of works 
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produced in Singapore. This index contains over two hundred and fifty biographical 

entries of artists and establishments offering painted and photographic portraiture. 

The intention of this catalogue is to provide primary material about portrait artists or 

establishments in Singapore during the colonial period from 1819-1959.  

Second, Appendix B is an index of Chinese and Japanese photographers and 

photographic Establishments active in the Straits Settlements, Dutch East Indies, and 

Siam containing the names of artists and addresses of studios extracted from studio 

imprints and artists’ inscriptions on the portrait paintings and photographs drawn 

largely from Peter Lee’s photographic collection and other online photographic 

databases. This section also contains a detailed documentation of visual records 

compiled from inscriptions, credit stamps, studio logos and imprints of Chinese and 

Japanese photography studios active in Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.  

Third, a glossary of Chinese studios active in Singapore, Malaya and Indonesia with 

their corresponding names in these languages is also presented in Appendix C. 

Fourth, interview transcripts of oral history interviews with key informants such as 

artists’ descendants and collectors are presented in Appendix D. 

Finally, Appendix E presents a catalogue of works of art by the Singapore-born artist 

Low Kway Song 

These initial findings suggested by the archival material warrants a revisitation of 

this period of Singapore art history, which has previously gone unnoticed. The 

empirical research and evidence from this thesis appear to suggest the prevalence of 

art, artists and patronage in Singapore earlier than presently recorded. Archives, 

according to T.K. Sabapathy, “are established painstakingly, methodically, 

continuously; they are borne by convictions in historical consciousness or knowledge 

as a dynamic force for fermenting as well as validating creative practice”.41  Further 

enquiries into this empirical data assembled through textual and visual records can be 

useful for furthering future discourses of the art history of Singapore from this time 

period. 
                                                

41 Sabapathy, T.K. and Cheo Chai-Hiang (Eds.), 2005, p. ix. 
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Chapter 2  
 

Local Elites, The Picture Trade and the Rise of Portraiture in 
19th Century Singapore 

On 6 February 1819, Sir Stamford Raffles signed a treaty with the Temenggong 

(Chief of Justice) Raja Embong and Sultan Hussein Mahmud Shah, the Sultan of 

Johore, which resulted in an agreement to assign the East India Company the right to 

establish a post in Singapore, subject to annual payments to the Sultan and the 

Temenggong. In order to counter the growing Dutch influence in the Malay-

Indonesian Archipelago, the British East India Company sought to establish a 

strategic base along the Straits of Malacca which would allow the British to gain a 

foothold along the important maritime trade routes connecting China and India.  

The choice of Singapore as a main center of British trade in the Southeast Asian 

region was due to the island’s proximity with the British settlements of Penang and 

Malacca in the Malay Peninsula, and its strategic location within the archipelago – 

the center of one of the busiest trading routes in the East. An immediate consequence 

following the inauguration of Singapore as a British colony was its emergence as an 

important entrepôt for international goods beginning in the early 19th century. 

While 1819 is popularly remembered as the year Singapore became a trading post of 

the British East India Company, it was also during the decades succeeding this that 

the first pictures of Singapore were produced. The changing face and the appearance 

of the town and port settlement of Singapore during the first half of the 19th century 

were documented by numerous artists who visited the island soon after it was 

declared a trading post of the British East India Company.  

European draughtsmen engaged as engineers by the colonial government on voyages 

of exploration, arrived at the island port in the early 19th century, as part of 

diplomatic or scientific missions to record the topography and ethnography of the 

colony. Artists were commissioned to procure illustrations of botanical and 

zoological specimens for the purpose of scientific enquiry. These images provide 

important pictorial records of the flora and fauna of the early settlement. The early 
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colonial period is especially significant not only in terms of its historical and political 

contexts, but also as the beginning of a pictorial history of Singapore.42 

This chapter begins firstly with a discussion of early paintings and prints depicting 

topographic landscape views produced not only to document the physical landscapes, 

but also to record the growing trade in the port settlement. Secondly, it also examines 

the the early circulation of paintings as works of art, assessing the conditions for the 

import and retail of paintings in context with the emergence of Singapore as an 

important entrepôt for regional trade in the early 19th century.  

Thirdly, I situate the emergence of portraiture and local patronage with the arrival of 

the first portrait painters in 1837, and the opening of the first commercial 

photography studio in Singapore in 1843. Finally, I analyse the migratory patterns of 

artists active in Singapore and the region with a survey showing the intersection of 

artists’ travel routes with maritime trade routes before the opening of the Suez Canal. 

                                                
42 Bastin, John and Rohatgi, Pauline, Prints of Southeast Asia in the India Office Library: The East India Company in 

Malaysia and Indonesia 1786– 1824, London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1979, p. xxiii. 
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2.1 Early Images of Singapore and the Beginnings of the Picture Trade 

 
Figure 2-1: Philip Jackson, A view of Singapore from the sea, pencil, 1823.  

Originally published/produced in 1823. The British Library Board, WD 2971, 030413 

The establishment of Singapore as a trading post of the British East India Company 

in 1819 marked the beginning of the rise and growth of the colonial port city as a 

new center of global trade. As an anchorage of the maritime trade in the Malay 

Archipelago, Singapore’s port was also conveniently situated at the intersection of 

the major trade routes between China and India. For this reason, it became a vital 

stopover point for traders and travellers shuttling between India and China through 

the Straits of Malacca, as it was the half-way point for vessels and located between 

the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra, which connected the Bay of Bengal and the Indian 

Ocean with the South China Sea.  

Imperial expansion and long distance trade increased opportunities for travellers to 

visit the colony. The appeal of Singapore as an entrepôt was not only important in 

attracting prospects for furthering commerce and trade, but also for the opportunity 

that was afforded to artists and writers who were enticed by the tropical landscapes 

of the exotic Far East.  

Artists and writers recorded the changing face of the island in both written accounts 

and pictorial depictions of nature, architecture, and culture. There is a large corpus of 
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surviving visual material depicting views of early Singapore in oil paintings, 

watercolours, aquatints, lithographs, engravings and photographic materials, all 

produced throughout the early 19th century. These views include topographical and 

ethnographical documentation of the island’s natural and urban landscapes, flora and 

fauna, as well as visual depictions of the early settlement’s inhabitants, procured for 

the purpose of recording physical details of the people, their features, fashion and 

occupations.  

Perhaps the earliest surviving view of the town of Singapore is a sketch entitled View 

of Singapore from the Sea by the British garrison engineer Lieutenant Philip Jackson, 

dated June 5, 1823.43 Commissioned by Sir Stamford Raffles while he was in 

Singapore between October 1822 and June 1823, the drawing depicts the town of 

Singapore with the central hill in the backdrop, and viewed from sea, east of the 

Singapore River (Figure 2-1). Bukit Larangan, or the “Forbidden Hill” as it was 

known during the time, was later named Government Hill in 1859, and subsequently 

Fort Canning Hill, as it is presently known. An inscription on the sketch noted, “the 

perspective of this sketch is incorrect – 2/3 of an inch was diminished in the one 

given to Sir S. Raffles”. Captain H. F. Pearson noted that despite the error, the 

picture was “clearly more of a technical drawing than an artist’s impression, while 

the amendment itself suggests the surveyor’s preoccupation with calculations rather 

than the artist’s feeling for effects”.44  

A majority of the views of Singapore produced throughout the first half of the 19th 

century comprised of visual depictions of Fort Canning as well as views of the 

harbour of Singapore. These types of views were usually taken from ships anchored 

at a distance from the shore. Conversely, views of Singapore were also rendered 

from elevated positions, such as from the vantage points of Government Hill 

(presently Fort Canning Hill) and Mount Wallich. These panoramic images provided 

a bird’s eye view of Singapore’s busy town center, river and harbour. Many of these 

views were commissioned by Singapore’s colonial administrators to convey a sense 

                                                
43 This sketch was only rediscovered in 1951. See Pearson, H. F., “Singapore from the Sea, June 1823. Notes on a Recently 

Discovered Sketch attributed to Lt. Philip Jackson”, in Sheppard, Tan Sri Dato’ Mubin (Ed.), Singapore 150 years: 150th 
Anniversary of the Founding of Singapore Commemorative Reprint, Singapore: Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 
1982, p. 136. 

44 Pearson, in Sheppard 1982, p. 137. 
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of the development of the colony under their governance, and to present a picture of 

progress to the wider British public and other stakeholders, such as the Board of 

Directors of the East India Company.  

The expansion of the town and the dramatic transformation of Singapore during the 

early 19th century can be seen especially in views taken from elevated positions. 

Taken from the vantage point of Government Hill (presently Fort Canning Hill), the 

following views record the rapid extension and urbanisation of the town of Singapore 

from the 1820s (Figure 2-2), the 1830s (Figure 2-3), up to the 1840s (Figure 2-4). 

The French were also interested in the rapid rise of Singapore as a trading port, and 

its growing status as a strategic location in the Far East. Trade missions engaged 

artists to produce visual records for the study of the trade and administration of the 

colony. For this reason, the types of pictures that dominated the production of 

pictures in early 19th century Singapore were prints and paintings depicting the 

harbour or the architecture of public buildings in central Singapore. While pictorial 

records of local plays, or local businesses and shops would have also been produced 

in the process of collecting visual records for official documentation, these would not 

have been published, as these materials would not have been considered as useful 

material for strategic and commercial interests, as compared to views of the harbour 

and the town. 

 
Figure 2-2: Artist Unknown, View of Singapore from Government Hill, lithograph, 

Singapore, c. 1824. National Museum of Singapore, XXXX-01260 
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Figure 2-3: William Collingwood Smith (del.), Charles Joseph Hullmandel (lith.), View of 

Singapore from Government Hill, lithograph, Singapore, 1837. National Museum of 
Singapore, XXXX-01257 

 
Figure 2-4:  J. T. Thomson (del.), Day and Son, Lithographers to the Queen (lith.), View of 

Singapore from Government Hill, lithograph, Singapore, 1846. National Museum of 
Singapore, XXXX-01258 

Wong Hong Suen, in her 2010 study of 19th century prints and paintings of 

Singapore, notes the absence of the representation of its early inhabitants in these 

pictures: 
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While travel literature contains rich and lengthy accounts of the different ethnic 
enclaves, especially of Chinatown, which travellers were fascinated with, 
pictures showing this diversity are rare.45 

Local communities are often depicted in the far corners in these pictures, and are also 

often portrayed as subordinates or attendants to colonial officials, or peripherals in 

the landscape, reflecting their growing displacement in the developing settlement. 

This can be illustrated by analysing a sketch for the print Vue de la ville et du détroit 

de Singcapour prise de la maison du Résident, Côte Malaye (View of the Town and 

Singapore River from the Governor’s House, Malaya side), made by Vicomte 

Edmond de la Touanne who arrived in Singapore in August 1824 on board the 

French frigate La Thétis. Painted by the artist of a French trade mission, the picture 

depicts a view of the large boats and ships docked in the Singapore river basin and 

Chinatown from Government Hill (presently Fort Canning Hill) (Figure 2-5).46 

 
Figure 2-5: Isidore Laurent Deroy, after Vicomte Edmonde de la Touanne (del.), P.  

Langlumé (lith.), Vue de la ville et du dètroit de Singcapour prise de la maison du Résident, 
Côte Malaye, lithograph, Singapore, 1824. National Museum of Singapore, XXXX-01419 

                                                
45 Wong Hong Suen, Singapore through 19th Century Prints and Paintings, Singapore: Editions Didier Millet and National 

Museum of Singapore, 2010, p. 41. 
46 See Wong 2010, pl. on p. 91. 
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The figures portraying a Chinese merchant and labourers in Touanne’s 1824 sketch 

are confined to the remote corners of the pictorial frame, depicted as peripherals to 

the landscape view of Singapore. Like many other similar pictures produced before 

the 1860s, the painting focused primarily on the landscape of the settlement rather 

than its settlers. 

A common pictorial convention of the depiction of ‘picturesque’ views was to divide 

the picture plane into three frames, as illustrated in Touanne’s 1824 print. The curved 

foreground in the form of an inclined slope on Government Hill (presently Fort 

Canning Hill) comprises the first frame; this is followed by a view of the Singapore 

river basin and Chinatown as observed by Touanne, accompanied by another French 

official in the second frame, which constitutes the main subject. Finally, the forested 

hills lining a rural coast in the third frame provide a backdrop to the mise-en-scène. 

The artist himself is pictured in the print looking at this view from a telescope, 

accompanied by a fellow official who is depicted curiously observing a Chinese 

merchant passing by in the first plane, while figures of local Chinese inhabitants in 

the foreground are in the third frame.  

William Gilpin, the leading theorist of the genre of late 18th century landscape 

painting, noted in 1768 that elements such as vehicles, animals, and human figures 

were included to add formal variety and served to “break a piece of foreground” in 

the pictorial composition.47 According to Gilpin: 

The last thing included in design is the use of proper appendages. By 
appendages are meant animals, landscape, buildings, and in general, what ever 
is introduced into the piece by way of ornament. Every thing of this kind should 
correspond with the subject, and rank in a proper subordination to it.48 

Hence, while the depictions of local figures in such pictures were not intended to 

illustrate individual personalities of the early local inhabitants, their inclusion in 

these types of pictures were more than merely compositional additions.49 In a reading 

of Gilpin’s comments on the addition of figures to the composition in such paintings, 

                                                
47 Cited in Wong 2010, p. 32.  
48 Gilpin, William, An Essay Upon Prints: containing remarks upon the principles of picturesque beauty, the different kinds 

of prints, and the characters of the most noted masters, illustrated by criticisms upon particular pieces, to which are added 
some cautions that may be useful in collecting prints, 1768, Printed by G. Scott for J. Robson, bookseller to the Princess 
Dowager of Wales, at the Feathers in New Bond Street, pp. 4-5. 

49 Wong 2010, p. 33. 
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Wong Hong Suen claims that, “human figures were therefore peripheral, and mostly 

used to provide scale and distance to architecture”.50 

In fact, Gilpin further elaborated that while human figures served to complement the 

landscape, the principal subject of the picture, figures are ordered to tell the story of 

such pictures: 

While the landscape here is principal; but at the same time the figures, which 
tell the story, though subordinate to the landscape, are the principal figures.51 

Despite being confined to the remote corners of the pictorial frame and portrayed as 

peripheral to the landscape, the local figures in these types of pictures were not 

merely compositional additions. As the discussion of Touanne’s 1824 painting shows, 

while the landscape view of the settlement is principal, the figures also serve to 

illustrate the principal subject of the picture. In this case, the principal subject being 

the view of a busy harbour – a result of the establishment and development of the 

British settlement founded upon trade and commerce. Additionally, the depiction of 

inhabitants from the various ethnic groups might allude to how Singapore as an 

entrepôt attracted a cosmopolitan group of settlers – including communities of 

Chinese, peninsular Malays, Javanese, Boyanese, Bugis, Indians, Ceylonese, Arabs, 

Jews, Eurasians and Armenians – who would become pivotal to the proliferation of 

trade and the development of the prosperous port settlement. This view also provides 

a visual impression of the rapid development of Singapore’s town centre merely five 

years since its founding in 1819. 

John Crawfurd, the second Resident of Singapore, reports in his memoirs on the 

unprecedented surge in trade and commerce in Singapore merely a year after it came 

under British occupation. Singapore’s chief importance, as Crawfurd remarks, “is as 

a commercial emporium, and in this view it has certainly answered the most 

sanguine expectations”. Before Singapore was founded in the year 1819, both the 

island and the harbour, as Crawfurd notes, may be said to have been almost unknown. 

With a population of a few hundred piratical Malay fishermen as inhabitants, pre-

1819 Singapore was “not only frequented by European shipping, but carefully 

                                                
50 Wong 2010, p. 33. 
51 Gilpin 1768, p. 6. 
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avoided”.52 Written by Crawfurd between 1822 and 1823, the following account 

provides a detailed view of the economic progress of the early settlement.  

In 1820, the very year following its occupation, not less than 13,000 tons of 
native vessels cleared out from the port, all employed in one description of trade 
or another; and no less than 55,000 tons of European shipping touched at it, 
either for trade or refreshment. For the first three years of its occupation, no 
attempt was made at an estimate of the amount of trade carried on. I made an 
effort to remedy this defect in 1823, when the exports were found to amount to 
5,568,560 Spanish dollars…There is no Asiatic and few European ports of 
which the trade is so diversified as that of Singapore…53 

Crawfurd’s account can be corroborated by the remarks made by Stamford Raffles’ 

Malay tutor and writer, Munshi Abdullah, who also provides an account of the 

unprecedented surge in trading activities in Singapore merely a few days after the 

signing of this treaty: 

Merchandise poured in like a torrent. Merchants came from different countries, 
more because they wanted to see the new settlement than because they wanted 
to trade. A brimming tide of goods flowed in from every country, for instance 
European articles of indescribably fine workmanship […]54 

In particular, Munshi Abdullah’s report also describes the emergence of a market for 

works of art and luxury items, and the wide range of imported goods that flooded the 

market including decorative items from Europe and articles of fine craftsmanship.55 

According to shipping records in the Singapore Chronicle, the first English-language 

newspaper to be published in Singapore, the British port settlement was already 

connected through commercial and cargo shipping routes to the ports of London, 

Hamburg, Liverpool, Pontianak, Malacca, Batavia, Siam, China, Penang, Achaean, 

Surabaya, Banjarmasin, Calcutta, Bombay, and Solo by 1829. These maritime routes 

would soon become the arteries of cultural trade.  

The Commercial Register and Advertiser, a supplementary publication to the 

Singapore Chronicle, began to offer advertisement space on 10 May 1828.56 The 
                                                

52 Crawfurd, John, “Old and New Singapore (1822-1823)”, in Bastin, John (Ed.), Travellers’ Singapore: An Anthology, 
Oxford University Press, 1994, p. 12. 

53 Crawfurd, John, “Old and New Singapore (1822-1823)”, in Bastin, John (Ed.), p. 12. 
54 Hill, A. H. (Trans.), “The Founding of Singapore described by Munshi Abdullah”, in Sheppard, Tan Sri Dato’ Mubin 

(Ed.), Singapore 150 years: 150th Anniversary of the Founding of Singapore Commemorative Reprint, Singapore: Malaysian 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1982, p. 104. 

55 Munshi Abdullah or Abdullah bin Abdul Kadir (1797-1854) was Stamford Raffles’ Malay teacher and scribe. 
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newspaper advertisement space would later become a medium for the advancement 

of commerce as well as the dissemination of culture and art as articles of commerce. 

Details found in shipping records indicate that paintings and prints were imported 

into Singapore on vessels arriving from Europe from the late 1820s. The earliest 

reference was published in 1829, merely a decade after Singapore was declared a 

free port. This notice, published in The Commercial Register and Advertiser of 4 

April 1829, announced the arrival of European articles and the availability of “a 

considerable quantity of monochrome prints in the hands of importers”.57 Later that 

year, the Commercial Register and Advertiser announced a demand for “European 

piece goods” as well as “imitation sarongs”, and, that “considerable sales have been 

made of long Cloths, cambrics, and prints at our quotation”.58 

By 1831, the first junks from Siam and Cochin China brought salt, rice, oil, paddy, 

iron pans and earthenware to Singapore, while Portuguese, British and Dutch vessels 

used Singapore as a place for the transshipment of goods arriving from Cochin China, 

Macao, Calcutta, Penang, Malacca, London, Goa, and Bombay, and destined for 

Surabaya and Batavia.59  

British traders were among the forerunners to import works of art to Singapore and 

the region. The Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register of 21 February 1833 

listed six oil paintings amongst the goods carried by the British brig Briton, carrying 

240 tons of goods from London to Singapore.60 It appears that Singapore was also 

used as a place for the consignment of paintings to the East Indies. A listing in the 

Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 25 April 1833, indicates that the 

Hamburg barque Reform carried 371 tons of goods bound for Batavia, including “1 

Box Oil Paintings”.61  

Over the course of the 19th century, high culture became increasingly accessible to, 

and enjoyed by, not only the Europeans and colonial administrators, but also the 

local communities. The businesses of local merchants also prospered in the face of 

56 Singapore Chronicle, 10 May 1828, p. 1. 
57 The Commercial Register and Advertiser, 4 April 1829, p. 2. 
58 The Commercial Register and Advertiser, 13 June 1829, p. 1; The Commercial Register and Advertiser, 11 July 1829, p. 

1. 
59 Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 20 January 1831, p. 4. 
60 Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 21 February 1833, p. 20. 
61 Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 25 April 1833, p. 4. 
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the ease of trade in the free port of Singapore. The mercantile class, chiefly enriched 

by commerce and trade, began to import and retail paintings and other works of art 

from Europe and China from the 1830s. New modes of cultural display emerged 

through the collecting of paintings and other objects of art. Public auctions became 

one of the prime means by which many luxury items circulated in Singapore. 

The following account by Munshi Abdullah provides a vivid impression of how early 

auctions were held, and a sense of the bustling activities which attracted travellers 

and artists to the island port: 

 When an auction sale was to be held it was the practice at that time not to 
sound a gong or notify each householder but to post scores of notices at the 
street corners saying “To-morrow at 10 a.m. an auction sale will be held at the 
premises of Mr. So-and-So”, mentioning the type of goods sold.62 

Munshi Abdullah’s narrative account can be substantiated by references to fine art 

auctions advertised in the first Singapore newspapers. These references to public 

auctions of painting in newspaper advertisements indicate that art auctions were held 

on a regular basis from the 1830s onwards. The following examples examine the 

commercial practice of the early picture trade through advertisements, shipping 

records and accounts. 

Newspaper advertisements, in particular, provide a wide coverage of the lively trade 

in pictures. With regard to the development of art dealers, it is apparent that their 

numbers rose steadily: there were less than a handful of art dealers in 1829, and by 

the early 1830s, there were twenty mercantile establishments in Singapore, seventeen 

British, one German, one Portuguese, one American, and three Armenian.63  

Of the auctioneers active in Singapore in the 1830s, Jacob Rappa’s firm Rappa & Co. 

appeared to be the most prolific. The establishment published the first advertisement 

of the retail of paintings in The Singapore Free Press on 28 September 1837, which 

announced a sale of framed and varnished prints after paintings by European masters 

                                                
62 A. H., Hill (trans.), “The Founding of Singapore described by Munshi Abdullah”, in Sheppard, Tan Sri Dato’ Mubin 

(Ed.), p. 104. 
63 Earl, George Winsor, “Singapore in the Early 1830s, 1832-1834”, in Bastin, John (Ed.), Travellers' Singapore: An 

Anthology, Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1994, p. 30. 
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such as Leonardo da Vinci, Rubens, Raphael, Pelham, and Gainsborough at their 

premises.64  

In the early 1840s, the most prolific for the import and retail of paintings was the 

store-keeper and auctioneer Francis S. Martin – who would later join John M. Little 

to open one of the most commercially successful department stores in Singapore. 

Martin offered a wide collection of oil paintings brought from Europe, which he 

advertised on a weekly basis in the Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser 

in 1844. The sale of, “a collection of oil paintings by eminent artists”, was advertised 

by F. Martin in the front page of the Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser 

on 8 February 1844.65 In the following year, an advertisement on 23 January 1845 

announced a sale of paintings, “on view and to be disposed of at F. Martin's, the 

following oil paintings on Canvas in handsome gilt frames, viz. Pastoral sceneries 

and landscapes of the English countryside painted by James Brodie R.A.”, described 

as “a young and rising Scotch artist”.66  

While these examples offer readings into Western aspirations in the Far East, they 

also provide insights to the local reception of European oil painting. The frequency 

of the sale of paintings in auctions and the emerging number of establishments to 

import and retail paintings, suggests the growing practice of collecting works of art 

in an increasingly affluent society. The purchasing of articles of furniture and 

decoration, especially pictures, became a prevalent form of investment in which most 

reasonably wealthy mercantile people could participate.  

In view of the increasing affluence of the population, there was perhaps no single 

middle-class residence without walls decorated with paintings. This can be 

corroborated with quantitative analyses of reports announcing public auctions of the 

personal effects of the early residents of Singapore, which provide evidence that 

many local elites possessed and collected prints and paintings. One of the earliest of 

such references can be found in a notice announcing an auction of items belonging to 

the Estate of Meera Hussein, after a fire destroyed the residence of Meera Hussein at 

Market Street in March 1830. Advertised in the Singapore Chronicle and 

64 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 28 September 1837, p. 1. 
65 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 15 February 1844, p. 1. 
66 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 23 January 1845, p. 1. 
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Commercial Register of 1 July 1830, was a notice for the sale of, “a few fine prints 

and engravings from Ackerman's repository at the go-downs of Messrs Spottiswoode 

and Connolly, by order of the Trustees for the Estate of Meera Hussein”.67 These 

examples offer readings into the aspirations of the Singapore elite, while also 

providing insights to local collections of paintings. 

By the 1840s, many of the Singapore merchants and local elites would have amassed 

considerable collections of art. Reports suggest that valuable works of art were 

collected and displayed in the homes of local elites. On 24 November 1844, The 

Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser published an advertisement 

announcing a public auction of property and items belonging to the Estate of the late 

George Drumgoole Coleman (1795–1844), the first Government Superintendent of 

Public Works, shortly after his death in March 1844.  Coleman had left in storage a 

large number of works of art when he left Singapore in 1841. Many sculptures were 

amongst the items offered by the auctioneers F. Martin including, “marble statues, 

images, and other works of art from the studios of the best modern Scotch and 

Roman artists, such as Gibson, Sadoline, Benzoni, Stocki, Raffelli”.68 Some of the 

known art works that were auctioned were: 

Cyparissa – or the dying Hart, full size 
Psyche, with Cupid to Match 
Two Figures – boys with birds 
The Four Seasons 
Bust of Augustus, Bacchante, Raphael and Fornarni.69 

As several textual accounts have proven, many wealthy Chinese, Eurasian and 

European households were known to collect and display paintings in their residences. 

One of the earliest references can be found in a letter dated 25 May 1854, by 

Benjamin Cook, the nephew of Thomas Dunman, Superintendent of Police in 

Singapore in the mid-19th Century. Written by Cook in the same year he had arrived 

in Singapore, the letter, addressed to Cook’s friend Harry Russell in London, narrates 

his recollections of attending a dinner party hosted by the Dunmans at their 

bungalow at Beach Road: 

67 Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 1 July 1830, p. 1. 
68 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 24 November 1844, p. 2. 
69 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 24 November 1844, ibid. 
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A dinner in a European’s house such as ours gives me a particular delight – no, 
not just in the food but in the mix. The Malay amah comes to take the children 
to bed, the Indian butler enters to serve the drinks, and then we go through the 
dining room. There the table is set as in England with silver, with cushioned 
chairs, the pictures on the wall and then measured calm as fine as any English 
home.70 

Europeans were not the only ones who furnished their homes with paintings. In his 

1862 memoire, John Turnbull Thomson also records seeing oil paintings in the home 

of the Chinese merchant Whampoa: 

Whampoa visited his European friends, and I had great pleasure in entertaining 
him sometimes. I was fond of painting, and Whampoa, looking round the 
dining-room covered with oil paintings.71 

With the growing wealth in the Dutch and British colonies in the archipelago, 

itinerant artists came in search of new markets and wealthy clients in these port 

settlements. Portraiture had emerged as a commercially viable artistic service in 

Singapore by the middle of the 19th century. While the first two decades of 

Singapore as a British Settlement saw the arrival of many colonial artists, it was not 

until the latter half of the 1830s that artists started to establish themselves more 

permanently in Singapore, often to paint portraits or open photography studios.  

2.2 Surveying the Practices of Early Itinerant Painters & 
Daguerreotypists 

The developments in steamship technology in the early 19th century made long 

distance ocean travel safer and more appealing. The end of the 1830s saw the growth 

in maritime trade and regular transatlantic steamship services as well as the arrival of 

the first painters and decorators to offer their services to Singapore residents. The 

earliest references to more permanent artistic establishments in Singapore were 

newspaper advertisements of portrait studios.  

Perhaps the earliest establishment to offer painting services to the public of 

Singapore was Jacob Janssen’s atelier. Janssen described himself in an advertisement 

as a “Landscape and Miniature Painter”, and he offered drawing lessons in a 

70 Marshall, Adrian G., The Singapore Letters of Benjamin Cook, 1854-1855, Singapore: Landmark Books, 2004, p. 37. 
71 Thomson, John Turnbull, Some Glimpses into Life in the Far East, London: Richardson, 1864, p. 310. 
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newspaper advertisement published in The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 

Advertiser in November 1837 (Figure 2-6): 

Figure 2-6: An advertisement by Jacob Janssen (1779-1856) in The Singapore Free Press 
and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 23 November 1837, p. 1. This is the earliest record 

of an artist commercially active in Singapore.  

While his miniature portraits have not been identified, several of his watercolour 

paintings depicting views of Singapore have survived. Surviving examples of 

Janssen’s watercolours held in collections in Australia and others from auction 

records were identified through extensive research into international museums’ 

collection databases and art auction archives. 

A view of Singapore by Janssen in watercolour – Singapore from on board the 

sunken ship Pasco, dated “28 of Dec 1837” (Figure 2-7), shows a panorama of the 

harbour of Singapore painted over four sheets of paper. This work is presently in the 

collection of the Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales in Australia.72 

The inscription, “Singapore from on board the sunken ship Pasco by Jacob Janssen, 

28 of Dec 1837”, indicates that Jacob Janssen executed the painting a month after he 

first advertised in the local press in November 1837.  

72  Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales, Australia: SAFE/XV99/SING/1 
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The Mitchell Library has confirmed the identity of the artist Jacob Janssen (1779-

1856), an itinerant Prussian-born artist known for his views of Brazil and Australia. 

According to inscriptions on other Janssen paintings held at the Library, Janssen was 

largely based in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil during the 1820s up until 1831, before 

travelling to India, where he executed a series of sketches and drawings of the local 

costumes of Calcutta which date between 1832 to 1837.73 

While he was a resident of Singapore between 1837 and 1838, Janssen subsequently 

travelled for a brief period to Batavia (presently Jakarta) in Java in June 1837. 

According to a notice in the Javasche Courant of 7 June 1837, Janssen advertised as 

a portrait and landscape painter, and also offered home tuition in both these arts at a 

gentlemen’s accommodation located in Molenvliet, where he appears to have lodged 

during his time in Batavia.74  

Janssen appears to have returned to Singapore in 1838 shortly after his stint in 

Batavia as two surviving paintings attributed to Janssen indicate.  A view of 

Singapore looking northeast from Mount Wallich, and Singapore from the sea, both 

signed and dated “Jacob Janssen – 1838” on the lower left of the watercolour 

paintings, were sold in an auction at Christie’s London in 2012. 75  Janssen 

subsequently became active in the Philippines before he finally moved to Australia in 

December 1840, settling permanently in Sydney where the majority of his surviving 

works are presently held.76 

It is evident that the early itinerant painters also supplemented their income by 

offering other types of services to their clients in Singapore. While Jacob Janssen 

advertised as a landscape and miniature painter, he also provided drawing lessons to 

the public of Singapore and Batavia. Many artists who were commercially active in 

Singapore also provided a range of artistic services in order to make their trip 

73 A group of Jacob Janssen’s watercolours, pencil sketches and printed works produced between 1832 and 1856 was 
presented to The State Library of New South Wales in April 1943 by Mrs L.W. Robinson, the grand-daughter of Mrs Russell 
whose husband was Comptroller of Customs at Sydney. Amongst the collection was a group of illustrations of Costumes at 
Calcutta by Jacob Janssen from 1832 to 1837 (Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales, PXB 1335 / vol. 2.) 

74 Javasche courant: officieel nieuwsblad, Batavia, 7 June 1837, p. 3. (“J. Janssen, portret en landschap schilder biedt zich 
aan tot het vervaardigen van portretten en het geven van huislessen in beide deeze kunsten; logeert op Molenvliet bij J. Schoon 
in het heeren logement.”) 

75 Christie’s auction, 9 October 2012, London, South Kensington, lot 189. 
76 Janssen’s journal records made between 1807 and 1849 cover the period of his sojourn in Singapore (See Jacob Janssen 

memorandum book, 1807-1849, B 985). 
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worthwhile. For example, an artist might offer in addition to portrait photography, 

services such as painting reproductions of photographs in oils, enlargements, 

miniatures, printing of portraits on porcelain, glass and copper or as brooches. Others 

even offered restoration services of old paintings. 

The miniature and portrait painter Andrew Zechariah, as an example, announced his 

services to ‘paint the likeness of those who may favour him with their commands’ in 

an advertisement published in The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser 

of 2 May 1839.77  The notice also indicates that Zechariah restored and varnished old 

oil paintings and pictures to supplement his services of painting portraits. He also 

displayed specimens of restored paintings as examples of the restoration services he 

had to offer, at his studio in the offices of the Armenian merchants G. and I. 

Zechariah. The artist must have been alerted by the collections of paintings adorning 

the walls of the many elegant residences of the elite households of Singapore, in 

order to identify a demand for painting restoration services. 

In the 1830s and early 1840s, many artists also came as painters or decorators, 

providing services to paint houses, horse carriages or ships, and many later on 

branched out into portrait painting or photography. As an example, the Frenchman 

Gaston Dutronquoy – owner of one of Singapore’s earliest hotels – the London Hotel, 

first advertised as a painter of houses and horse carriages in 1837. He later 

diversified into portrait photography when he established the first daguerreotype 

studio in Singapore in 1843. Originally from France or French-speaking Bailiwick of 

Jersey, as various sources have suggested, Gaston Dutronqouy, who reportedly 

travelled to Singapore from Pontianak in Borneo, first advertised his services in 

Singapore not as a photographer but as a painter and decorator of houses and 

palanquins.  The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869) on 28 

March 1839 announced: 

NOTICE 
Mr. GASTON DUTRONQUOY, Painter from France, lately arrived at this 
Settlement, begs to inform the Community, that he will under-take to Paint 
Houses, Palankeens, &c, and trusts with assiduity and attention to business to 
give those who may favor him with their orders, entire satisfaction. Terms 

                                                
77 Andrew Zechariah’s studio was in the offices of the Armenian merchants G. and I. Zechariah. (The Singapore Free Press 

and Mercantile Advertiser, 2 May 1839, p. 1.) 
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moderate. 
 
Applications being made at No. 14 Commercial Square, will be duly attended to. 
Singapore, 27th March, 1839.78 

One of the major issues faced by travellers passing through Singapore in the early 

19th century was the lack of lodging and accommodation.79  This might have 

motivated Dutronquoy to embark on a new business venture as a hotelier. In June 

1839, Dutronquoy opened the London Hotel at High Street – an establishment which 

would later gain a reputation as the best hotel in Singapore.80 Two years later, the 

London Hotel moved its operations from its first location at Commercial Square to a 

much large premise at the, “well-known, airy, commodious and convenient House of 

Mr Coleman”. 81  A notice published in The Almanac and Directory for the 

Incorporated Settlements of Prince of Wales Island, Singapore and Malacca in 1845, 

provides an account of the popularity of Dutronquoy’s establishment in the 

settlement: 

There are two hotels here, which are well conducted and conveniently situated. 
A Frenchman, M. Dutronquoy, has opened the most spacious one. It has now 
become fashionable for travellers to resort to these, instead of being formerly, 
liable to be cast away, as it were unless provided with a passport to 
hospitality.82  

In 1843, the enterprising hotelier went on to attempt to diversify his practice into 

photography, and opened the first photography studio in Singapore at the premises of 

the London Hotel.83 A notice published in The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 

Advertiser on 7 December 1843 (Figure 2-8) announced the opening of 

Dutronquoy’s daguerreotype studio — the first photographic establishment in 

Singapore: 

                                                
78 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 28 March 1839, p. 1. 
79 There were only two other hotels in Singapore during this time. The Singapore Hotel was conducted by John Duncan and 

the Commercial Hotel was conducted by Edward Roberts. 
80 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 13 June 1839, p. 1. 
81 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 17 June 1841, p. 1. He advertised his move again, in 

The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 30 December 1841, p. 1. 
82 T L. S. Le Fevre, The Almanac and Directory for the Incorporated Settlements of Prince of Wales Island, Singapore and 

Malacca, The Pinang Gazette and Straits Chronicle Office, Beach Street, 1845, p. 53 
83 The dominant technology during this period was the daguerreotype, which proved to be unpopular and expensive. 
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Figure 2-8: The earliest advertisement of Gaston Dutronquoy’s Daguerreotype studio at the 

London Hotel in Singapore.The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-
1869), 7 December 1843, p. 1. 

The hotel at the new “commodious” premises at 3 Coleman Street would have 

provided an ideal location for Dutronquoy’s daguerreotype studio. Daguerreotype 

studios of the time were often situated at the very top of a building, which would 

have a glass roof to let in as much light as possible. The subject would have to sit on 

a chair placed on a raised platform, which could be rotated to face the light, whereby 

a clamp would support the sitter’s head.  

 
Figure 2-9: Unknown photographer, Jabez Hogg Making a Portrait in Richard Beard's 

Studio, 1843. Daguerreotype, 1843. Bokelberg Collection, Hamburg. 
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Although we have no visual evidence of the interior of Dutronquoy’s studio, we can 

infer that since Dutronquoy had arrived from France, he could have adopted the 

design and aesthetics of a typical Victorian ‘Daguerreian’ studio (Figure 2-9), 

perhaps by furnishing his studio with lavish interiors and flattering portraits of 

selected prominent clients for a commercial advantage, to “enhance the experience 

and the result of being photographed”.84 Dutronquoy continued to advertise his 

daguerreotype studio in 1845, indicating his establishment managed to sustain its 

business through local patronage, as an advertisement in The Singapore Free Press 

and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869) of 16 January 1845 indicates: 

NOTICE. 
Mr. G. DUTRONQUOY begs to announce to the Ladies and Gentlemen of 
Singapore, and the public at large, that he has received a new set Daguerothipe 
Press for taking Likeness and is now ready to execute orders between the hours 
of ½ past 8 until 10 o’clock every morning at Dollars 6 each. Mr G. 
DUTRONQUOY will be happy to attend Ladies and Gentlemen at their own 
houses at Drs. 12 each. Specimens may be seen on applications at 
DUTRONQUOY’S London Hotel. 
 
Singapore, 2nd January, 1845.85 

The settlement of Singapore during this time had very few places suitable for a 

photography studio. The London Hotel would have been the only place in Singapore 

to have an equipped studio at that time. In 1844, a year after its opening, the head of 

the French trade delegation, the French photographer Jules Alphonse Eugéne Itier, 

arrived in Singapore on 3 July 1844 with a trade delegation accompanying 

Ambassador De Lagrené on his way from France to China to sign the first Sino-

French treaty.  

                                                
84 Hannavy, John, Encyclopaedia of nineteenth-century photography, vol. 1, Taylor and Francis Group, 2008, p. 372. 
85 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 16 January 1845, p. 1. 
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Figure 2-10: -Jules Alphonse Eugéne Itier, Palanquin drivers, daguerreotype, Singapore, 

1844. Liu, Gretchen, Singapore: A Pictorial History, 2000, see pl. facing p. 11. 

 

The delegation stayed at Dutronquoy’s London Hotel, where Itier would have been 

invited into Dutronquoy’s daguerreotype studio during his two-week long stay in 

Singapore.86 A daguerreotype depicting a Palanquin driver and his assistant (Figure 

2-10) taken in 1844 by Itier, is the earliest surviving photographic portrait in 

Singapore, and as Gilles Massot has suggested, is amongst the earliest known 

ethnographic photographic documentation taken outside Europe.87 

While no surviving examples of Dutronquoy’s work have been found or identified, 

his establishment played a significant role in the early development of the arts in 

Singapore, and, as the following accounts suggest, as the first space for artists in the 

settlement of Singapore. For nearly two decades, an international circle of artists 

gathered at the London Hotel, which was managed by Dutronquoy between 1839 and 

1858. His establishment provided accommodation to a stream of itinerant artists, 

photographers, actors, musicians, tailors, as well as music and language tutors, and 

                                                
86 Itier’s 1844 daguerreotype of Boat Quay and Singapore River from Government Hill, in the collection of the National 

Museum of Singapore collection, is probably the oldest surviving photographic image of Singapore and also probably 
processed and produced in the earliest photography studio established in Singapore.  

87 Massot, Gilles, “Jules Itier and the Lagrené Mission”, in History of Photography, 39:4, 2015, p. 323. 
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hosted the first artists and daguerreotypists to travel to Singapore during their 

sojourns in Singapore in the 1840s and 1850s.88 

The Parisian portrait painter and musician, Madame De Storr, was one of the earliest 

guests to stay at the first premise of the London Hotel at Commercial Square in 

December 1842, during which she performed as a harpist, and worked as a portrait 

painter and language teacher during her stay at Dutronquoy’s establishment.  

MADAME DE STORR, a pupil of the celebrated DAVID of Paris, has the 
honor to inform the Ladies and Gentlemen of Singapore, that she takes 
Likenesses in Oil of every size, and on the most moderate terms; she also takes 
Portraits in Crayons (au pastel) in two sittings, at Drs. 15 for each Likeness, of 
which, as of the former, she guarantees the most perfect resemblance. Madame 
De Storr resides at the London Hotel, and her stay at Singapore will not be 
protracted beyond the occasion of the Musical Soiree, which she proposes to 
give, and for which she will shortly issue a Subscription Circular.  

Singapore, 26th Decr. 1842.89  

Madame De Storr also performed in Singapore as a harpist in a concert on the 

evening of 19 January 1843, which was, “attended by the elite of Singapore Society’, 

and played music from the Operas of Rossini and Bellini on the harp; her 

performance delighted the audience, “especially the Chinese”.90 The harpist and 

portrait painter appears to have remained in Singapore until 1844, as an 

announcement of her service published in The Singapore Free Press of 27 June 1844 

suggests:  

Madam De Storr, has the honour to announce to the Amateurs of this settlement, 
that she can take likenesses in oil, miniatures, and crayon at moderate prices. 
Madam De Storr has also for sale an assortment of fashionable articles from 
Paris, which may be seen at the London Hotel. Also some good French Claret. 

Singapore, 18 June, 1844.91 

                                                
88 J. Van Gelder, offered music lessons in piano, violin, and offered Piano tuning during his stay at the London Hotel (The 

Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 5 August 1847, p. 2.); A French language tutor, M. Parnel, advertised his 
services to give lessons in the French language at the Hotel of Mr Dutronquoy (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1835-1869), 10 February 1842, p. 1.) 

89 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 19 January 1843, p. 3. 
90 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 19 January 1843, p. 3. 
91 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 27 June 1844, p. 1. 
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The Parisian artist appears to have returned to Singapore or remained active at the 

London Hotel in the 1850s. An advertisement in The Straits Times dated 14 June 

1852 announced the following: 

Madam De Storr informs the public of Singapore that she takes portraits in oils 
and water colours – the likenesses are warranted.92  

Madame De Storr’s clients were probably the friends of Dutronquoy, and the guests 

who frequented the London Hotel for theatrical productions that Dutronquoy staged, 

for which the artist Charles Dyce was also known to have painted sceneries and 

backdrops.93 Later in 1851, the Italian artist, L. Bellinghi, who travelled frequently 

between Singapore and Batavia, reportedly painted the portraits of many Singapore 

residents at Dutronquoy’s London Hotel during his short stay in June 1851.94 

On 1 March 1844, Dutronquoy relocated the London Hotel for the third time, taking 

over the premises previously occupied by the Singapore Hotel on the Esplanade.95 At 

spacious new premises, Dutronquoy converted a room at the London Hotel into a 

small theatre named The Theatre Royal, for which he collaborated with the 

Gentlemen Amateurs, putting up theatrical performances of the Play of Charles the 

Second and the Farce of the Spectre Bridegroom.96 A report in The Singapore Free 

Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869) of 21 March 1844, announced “the 

intention of the Gentlemen Amateurs to continue performing monthly and it is to be 

hoped that the spirited endeavours of the proprietor of the London Hotel to entertain 

the community will be duly appreciated”.97 

Dutronquoy’s proprietorship of the London Hotel came to an abrupt end when he 

reportedly went missing in the mid-1850s. According to Charles Buckley’s account 

in An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore: 

                                                
92 The Straits Times, 15 June 1852, p. 6. 
93  Buckley, Charles, An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore, Singapore: Fraser & Neave, limited, 1902, p. 487. 
94 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 6 June 1851, p. 1. 
95 After Dutronquoy left Coleman Street for the Esplanade, the Theatre Royal was erected not far from High Street (The 

Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 29 February 1844, p. 1.); The Theatre Royal possessed a 
spacious ball-room, and a theatre, the scenery for which was painted by C. A. Dyce. His drop-scene – a view of Singapore- was 
used for many years. A written account recalls the painted backdrop used a performance, depicting a view of Singapore from 
Sandy Point, and painted by amateur artist, Charles Dyce, who was known to be “the famous Royal Academician who painted 
some of the frescoes in the House of Lords” (Buckley 1902, p. 745.) 

96 Buckley 1902, p. 744. 
97 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 21 March 1844, p. 8. 
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He disappeared, mysteriously, murdered it was whispered, whilst gold digging 
up in the Muar, and the hotel was carried on by his wife and son for several 
years.98 

A recent finding by Gael Newton suggests that Dutronquoy might have died in Kobe, 

Japan in 1872, and that he was active in China and Japan in his later years.99 The 

daguerreotypist Ludowick Saurman later took over the premises in the London Hotel, 

which had previously been Dutronquoy’s daguerreotype studio.100 Little is known of 

his existence except for his advertisement in The Straits Times of 1 May 1855: 

The subscriber is prepared for a short time to take portraits, &c. at the family 
residence upstairs, London Hotel, rainy days excepted…Lockets and brooches 
on hand for sale. 
 
Saurman. Artist, &c.101 

Intermittent references point to the presence of several other daguerreotypists in 

Singapore in the early 1850s. The first visitor of this period was H. Husband who 

arrived in Singapore in January 1853 and established a photography studio at 1 Hill 

Street, offering “coloured daguerreotypes, likeness in the best style”.102 However his 

stay appears to be short, as his advertisement also indicated. The following year, the 

itinerant daguerreotypist Cesar von Düben arrived in Singapore. While he was active 

in Singapore between 1854 and 1857, Düben was largely based in Batavia, where he 

allegedly also established one of the earliest daguerreotype studios, which opened in 

the summer of 1854.103 He moved to Singapore shortly after, only to return to 

Batavia in May 1857, where he operated a daguerreotype studio in the Hotel der 

                                                
98 Buckley 1902, p. 745.  
99 An obituary published in The London and China Telegraph on 15 January 1872. 
100 The London Hotel was shut in 1862 (The Straits Times, 14 June 1862, p. 3.) 
101 The Straits Times, 1 May 1855, p. 4. 
102 The Straits Times, 11 February 1853, p. 3. 
103 A passenger arrival notice indicates that C. Duben arrived from Singapore to Batavia and stayed at the Java Hotel, in 

Java-bode: nieuws, handels- en advertentieblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie, 1 July 1854, p. 1. He advertised his newly 
established daguerreotype studio in Molenvliet, Batavia in, Java-bode: nieuws, handels- en advertentieblad voor Nederlandsch-
Indie, 1 July 1854, p. 3.  A passenger departure notice indicates Duben’s departure from Batavia in, Java-bode: nieuws, 
handels- en advertentieblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie, 14 October 1854, p. 6.  
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Nederlanden for about a month, and later in Surabaya at the Hotel Montoft in August 

that year, before travelling to Semarang in January 1858.104 

The trend amongst the early daguerreotypists was to stay as long as there was 

business before moving on to new markets. Falconer offers a particularly lucid 

explanation to these patterns of behavior:  

With many of the early travelling photographers, such protestations of a very 
short visit were intended mainly to stimulate a swift response from potential 
customers and to quickly gauge the extent of the market.105 

J. Newman’s daguerreotype studio in Singapore exemplifies this phenomenon. 

Newman first advertised the opening of his studio in Singapore, the American 

Photographic Rooms at Church Street in Kampong Bencoolen in The Straits Times 

on 23 September 1856. Several months later, Newman notified the residents of 

Singapore of his departure to Malacca by the steamer Hooghly, “for a short period, 

by the request of a few gentlemen of Singapore, and will return in ten days from 13th 

January 1857”, indicating local patronage. 106  Newman also worked as a 

photographer in Madras and Manila before coming to Singapore.107 His studio in 

Singapore was short lived and only operated for slightly over a year, following which 

he left for Macau, where he opened a studio in 1858.108 

Newman’s departure also concluded the history of the daguerreotype in Singapore. 

Not only was the daguerreotype unsuitable for the harsh tropical climate of 

Singapore, it was also costly and expensive to operate. For instance, in 1850, the 

price of obtaining a complete set of Daguerreotype equipment from England suitable 

for the professional photographer was £110.109 To put that into context, £110 in 1850 

                                                
104 Three years later, Duben returned to Batavia and opened another photography studio at the Hotel der Nederlanden for 

one month only, as indicated in an advertisement dated 27 May 1857 in, Java-bode: nieuws, handels- en advertentieblad voor 
Nederlandsch-Indie, 27 May 1857, p. 6. He later opened another temporary studio in Surabaya at the Hotel Montoft (De 
Oostpost: letterkundig, wetenschappelĳk en commercieel nieuws- en advertentieblad, Surabaya, 20 August 1857, p. 2.) 
According to a passenger departure notice, he left Surabaya on a 5 November 1857. In January 1858, C. Duben reportedly 
travelled to Semarang according to a passenger arrival list in, Samarangsch advertentie-blad, 8 January 1858, p. 5. 

105 Falconer, John, A Vision of the Past: A History of Early Photography in Singapore and Malaya: the photographs of G.R. 
Lambert & Co., 1880-1910, 1987, p. 13. 

106 The Straits Times, 20 January 1857, p. 2. 
107 Bennett, Terry, Payne, Anthony and Stewart, Lindsey, History of Photography in China: Western Photographers, 1861-

1879, London: Quaritch, 2010, p. 106. 
108 See retrospective in the Hong Kong Daily Press, 31 July 1933, featuring an excerpt from an 1858 advertisement put up 

by Newman under the studio name ‘Photographic Portrait Rooms’.  
109 Horne, Thornthwaite and Wood, Catalogue of photographic apparatus and chemical preparations, London: 

Horne, Thornthwaite and Wood, 1852, p. 4. 
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would have been worth £6,438.30 in 2005.110 Although the prices for portraiture 

dropped sharply from Dutronquoy’s first advertisement in 1843111 quoting prices 

from $10 - $15, dropping to $6 during C. Düben’s visit in 1854, and to $3.25 during 

Newman’s stay in 1856, the price was still by no means cheap and may well have 

deterred many potential customers.112 Unfortunately, none of the Singapore portraits 

by the early daguerreotypists can be identified.  

One of the reasons for the loss of material data from the early days of photography in 

Singapore may be attributed to the itinerant nature of the early artists and 

photographers, who were known to have visited or established studios in Singapore 

on brief sojourns and swiftly moved on to other cities in the region. Although none 

of the works of these portraitists have survived, the type of services they advertised 

can provide for a useful reading on the emerging visual regimes and patterns of 

patronage in Singapore in the first half of the 19th century. The table below (Table 

2-1) illustrates the types of services offered by visual artists active in Singapore, 

taken from advertisements in English-language newspapers between 1837 and 1859. 

                                                
110 Horne, Thornthwaite and Wood 1852, p. 4. 
111 From 1837-1845, The Indian Rupee was the sole official currency in the Straits Settlements, as it was administered as 

part of India. However Spanish dollars was the most commonly used currency in the East Indies. The Spanish dollar or peso 
("weight") is a silver coin that was composed of approximately one ounce of silver and was minted in the Spanish Empire after 
a Spanish currency reform in 1497. The Spanish dollar came in the form of a silver coin, referred to as real de a ocho, also 
known as the piece of eight (peso de ocho). Through widespread use in the Americas and the Far East, it was a widely used 
world currency up until the late 19th century. 

112 Falconer 1987, p. 14. 
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Table 2-1: Services advertised by artists commercially active in Singapore, 1837-1859 

Name Services Offered 

Janssen, Jacob, (fl.1837-c.1838) Landscape painting, portrait miniature painting, teaching 
lessons in drawing 

Zechariah, Andrew J., (fl. 1839-c. 1840) Portrait painting, portrait miniature painting, painting 
restoration and retouching 

Dutronquoy, Gaston, (fl. 1839-1850) Portrait photography (Daguerreotypes), painter of houses and 
carriages, hotelier 

Madame De Storr, (fl. 1842, June 1852) Portrait painting, harpist, musician, retailer of Parisian 
fashion articles. 

Beyerhaus, E., (fl. August 1845) Portrait painting 

Lamqua, (fl. August 1849-c.1850)  Portrait painting, portrait miniature painting 

Bellinghi, L., (fl. June 1851) Portrait painting 

Husband, Herman, (fl. 1853-c.1854) Portrait photography (Daguerreotypes) 

Von Düben, Cesar, (fl. 1854-c.1857) Portrait photography (Daguerreotypes), photography of 
paintings, landscape photography 

Saurman, Ludowick (fl.1852-c.1855) Portrait photography (Daguerreotypes), retailer of 
photographic equipment 

J. Newman (fl. 1856-c.1858) Portrait photography (Daguerreotypes), photography of 
paintings 

Edward A. Edgerton (fl. April 1858-c.1859) Portrait photography, photography of paintings and 
daguerreotypes, landscape photography 

These statistics clearly indicate the prevalence of portraiture as a commercially 

viable artistic service in early 19th century Singapore. It serves to highlight the 

changes in the type of artistic services offered over the course of the century, and can 

provide for a useful overview of the rise of portraiture in Singapore as a medium for 

local elites to record posterity.   
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2.3 Local Elites and the Rise of Commissioned Portraiture  

Although no examples of commissioned portraits of the residents of Singapore 

produced before the 1840s have survived, photographic reproductions and textual 

accounts of locally commissioned portraits provide valuable information of early 

works of art that have not survived to the present day. Additionally, pictorial 

depictions of local elites painted by travelling artists active in Singapore in the early 

19th century have survived.  

Perhaps one of the oldest such pictorial depictions can be found in the sketchbook of 

the Scotsman Edward Hodges Cree (1814-1901) who painted scenes of the events he 

experienced throughout his second visit to Singapore in 1844, during which he was 

engaged as a surgeon in a Royal Navy expedition. Cree produced watercolour 

sketches of functions he attended at the residences of several prominent Singapore 

merchants, one of which depicts a dinner party he attended in the home of the 

Portuguese merchant Dr. Jose d’Almeida inscribed as, “Signor Jose d’Almeida’s 

musical party, 26 Sept. 1844”.113  

Another illustration depicts a dance performance hosted at the residence of the 

Singapore Chinese businessman, Hoo Ah Kay (���, 1816-1880) of Whampoa & 

Co., who was better known as “Whampoa”. Born in Huangpo (Whampoa), Canton 

(Guangdong), Hoo Ah Kay (Whampoa) gained fame for expanding his father’s 

business Whampoa & Co. – named after their family’s birthplace in China, from its 

humble beginnings as a grocery store selling vegetables, bread and meat, and by 

1840, into a successful business as a ship chandler to the British Royal Navy. As 

Hoo Ah Kay’s businesses prospered, his company's name became synonymous with 

his own.114 

Noted for both his wealth and eloquence in the English language, Hoo Ah Kay 

(Whampoa) was known for hosting banquets and entertaining overseas visitors at his 

                                                
113 Cree provides a first-hand account of these events in his diary, in Cree, Edward H., “The Cree Journals. The Voyages of 

Edward H. Cree, Surgeon R.N., as Related in His Private Journals, 1837-1856”, in Bastin, John (Ed.), Travellers’ Singapore: 
An Anthology, Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1994, pp. 42-46. 

114 Turnbull, C.M., A History of Modern Singapore: 1819-2005, Singapore: NUS Press, 2009, p. 73. 
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Whampoa home, as depicted in Edward Cree’s illustration.115 Inscribed by Cree as, 

‘Mr Whampoa’s Entertainment, 21 September 1844’, the picture shows the Chinese 

host seated cross-legged at the corner of the illustration (Figure 2-11).116  

 
Figure 2-11: Edward Cree, Mr Whampoa’s Entertainment, 21 September 1844, watercolour 

on paper, Singapore, 1844. Collection of items relating to Cree including memorabilia, 
commissions, a copy letter, watercolours and a sketch, 1814-1901. National Maritime 

Museum, Greenwich, CRJ/37-41 

Hoo Ah Kay was among the earliest Chinese settlers in Singapore. In 1819, William 

Farquhar, the settlement’s first Resident Councillor, began an initiative to invite the 

wealthy Chinese of Malacca to settle in Singapore and appealed to them to bring 

supplies, building materials and labour, which were scarce commodities during that 

time.117 These early Malaccan-Chinese settlers of Singapore, or Straits Chinese 

profited largely from Farquhar’s initiative. Amongst these early Chinese settlers 

were Tan Tock Seng, Seah Eu Chin, and Hoo Ah Kay, who represented the 

respective Hokkien, Teochew and Cantonese communities in early 19th century 

                                                
115 Whampoa entertained numerous travellers at his gardens at Tanglin. For a description of Whampoa’s garden and 

accounts provided by Whampoa’s guests, see Song Ong Siang, One Hundred Years' History of the Chinese in Singapore: Being 
a Chronological Record of the Contribution by the Chinese Community to the Development, Progress and Prosperity of 
Singapore ; of Events and Incidents Concerning The Whole or Sections of That Community ; and of the Lives, Pursuits and 
Public Service of Individual Members Thereof from the Foundation of Singapore on 6th February 1819 to its Centenary on 6th 
February 1919, London: John Murray, 1923, pp. 52-56. 

116 Liu 2000, p. 25.  
117  For a discussion on Farquhar's efforts to attract migrants to the new settlement of Singapore, see Turnbull 2009, pp. 31-

33. 
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Singapore. 118  Surviving portraits of these pioneer Chinese settlers indicate the 

prevalence of patronage of portraiture in Singapore even at this early period. 

Also, photographic reproductions and textual accounts of locally commissioned 

portraits provide crucial information on works of art that are presently inaccessible. 

Used as illustrations in publications such as annuals and biographies, printed 

reproductions of portraits and original works of art were afforded by the advent of 

photography and the advancements of printing processes in the late 19th century, 

during which the majority of these images were published. The following examples 

comprise important visual records of the early painting in Singapore, and valuable 

documents that record how early Singaporeans chose to represent themselves, their 

roles, and their place in the modern world.  

Some examples of portraits preserved through photographic reproductions have been 

reproduced in Charles Buckley’s An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore. 

The Portrait of Abraham Solomon (Figure 2-12), a Baghdad-born merchant who 

settled in Singapore in 1836, is also the only extant image of Solomon, one of the 

first leaders of the Jewish synagogue. The reproduction appears to be a print based 

on a charcoal drawing or a watercolour painting depicting the bearded Jewish 

merchant.119 

                                                
118 Tan Tai Yong, Lau, Aileen and Lau, Laure, Maritime heritage of Singapore, Singapore: Suntree Media, 2005, p. 105. 
119 Buckley states “It was said of him by Mr. Thomson, that he (Abraham Solomon) might have sat to a sculptor for a 

model of the father of the faithful” (Buckley 1902, p. 311.); This drawing could have been used as a reference for the bust of 
Solomon, as recalled by John Turnbull Thomson (See Buckley 1902, pl. facing p. 310.) 
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Figure 2-12: Unknown artist, Portrait of Abraham Solomon, printed reproduction, date 

unknown. Print based on painting in Charles Buckley, An Anecdotal History of Old Times in 
Singapore, 1902, pl. facing p. 310.  

The manner in which the facial features of the subject were rendered in the portrait 

can be compared to John Turnbull Thomson’s paintings of ethnic types, for instance 

his 1848 painting of the Selatars of Singapore (Figure 2-13).  

 
Figure 2-13: John Turnbull Thomson, Selatars of Singapore, watercolour, Singapore 1848. 
Reproduced in Hall-Jones, Hall-Jones, John, John, The Thomson paintings: mid-nineteenth 

century paintings of the Straits Settlements and Malaya (Singapore, Oxford University Press, 
1983) 
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The Portrait of the Portuguese merchant Sir Jose D'Almeida (Figure 2-14) was also 

reproduced in Buckley’s An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore. It is the 

only known image depicting Dr. Jose D’Almeida, a Portuguese merchant, who was 

once a surgeon on board a Portuguese navy vessel, and established Singapore’s first 

dispensary, Jose D’Almeida & Sons in 1825, the year he and his family left Macao to 

settle in Singapore. The business of the Almeida family was one of the most 

important in the colony of Singapore. The Almeida family prospered by selling 

goods that were in demand in the market such as Portuguese manufacture, and later 

during the first China war, traded in raw silk and other items of Chinese 

merchandise.120  

 
Figure 2-14: The Portrait of the Portuguese merchant Sir Jose D'Almeida, photograph of 

painting. Reproduced in Buckley, Charles, An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore, 
1902, pl. facing p. 184.   

                                                
120 Teixeira, Fr. Manuel, The Portuguese in Malacca and Singapore (1511–1958), vol. 3, Lisbon: Agência Geral Do 

Ultramar, 1963, p. 33. 
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The reproduced portrait is accompanied by a printed caption referring to the picture 

as, “a photograph from an old oil painting”, while the description in the list of 

illustrations describes the pictures as, “a photograph from a much cracked oil 

painting in the possession of Edward D’Almeida”, one of the Portuguese merchant’s 

two sons.121  D’Almeida is depicted wearing a dinner jacket displaying medals 

pinned on its collar. These were most likely the medals D’Almeida received while he 

was appointed Consul-General in the Straits, and received several honorary titles and 

distinctions. Equally, they could also be the awards conferred upon him when the 

Queen of Portugal knighted him in 1842.122 The awards could have prompted the 

commission of a portrait in commemoration of these events. Although its provenance 

is not known, it is informative of the emerging visual regimes and the rise of painted 

portraiture as a mode of commemoration in the early colonial society of Singapore in 

the first few decades as a British Colony.  

Literary sources have also provided textual accounts of painted portraits made or 

commissioned locally. 123  John Turnbull Thomson, Government Surveyor to 

Singapore from 1841 to 1853, and also a self-taught artist provides one of such 

accounts.124 In his 1862 memoire, John Turnbull Thomson recalls an encounter with 

a local Chinese merchant, Hoo Ah Kay, or “Whampoa”, as Europeans knew him.125 

Whampoa had requested for Thomson to paint a portrait of his father before he 

embarked on a journey back to China: 

Whampoa visited his European friends, and I had great pleasure in entertaining 
him sometimes. I was fond of painting, and Whampoa, looking round the 
dining-room covered with oil paintings, would exclaim, “Uh, Mr ——, I wish I 
could scratch as well as you”. He spoke English fluently, yet he had not that 
critical knowledge of the language as to enable him to distinguish between 
words nearly alike, such as the difference between scratch and sketch. I used to 
frequently joke about this. His father was about to leave for China; and 
Whampoa, with that filial love for which the Chinese are distinguished, asked 
me saying –“Oh, Mr ——, do make a scratch of my father’s face before he 
goes, so that I may hang it up in my hall.  

                                                
121 Buckley 1902, See pl. facing p. 184. 
122 Buckley 1902, p. 186. 
123 The various portrait paintings and busts of Sir Stamford Raffles were not made in Singapore. The portrait of Raffles in 

the National Portrait Gallery (NPG), London, was painted by George Francis, of the Royal Academy in 1817, was painted when 
Raffles was in England before his first visit to Singapore, and was hung in the dining room at Highwood until 1858, where it 
was presented to the NPG. 

124 Thomson painted sceneries, and produced a total of ninety-three paintings of Penang, Malacca and Singapore. 
125 Thomson spelt Whampoa’s Chinese name as ‘Tau Ah Kee’, the correct spelling of his name is ‘Hoo Ah Kay.’ 
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“I will”, replied I, laughing, “scratch his face for him” 

“Come, come”, said he, “no gammon; do it like a good fellow.” 

I need not say that I complied with the desire of so dutiful a son, and I had the 
pleasure to see the painting preserved with honourable care and attachment.126 

Although his repertoire consisted mainly of sceneries and landscapes, Thomson also 

painted the likeness of the peoples of the various ethnic groups of Malaya and 

Singapore, most of which were watercolours. His involvement in painting portraits 

for local residents as personal gifts might suggest that Thomson himself could have 

executed the portraits of other local residents he was acquainted with. Unfortunately, 

none of such works have been identified. 

While there were many, mostly Europeans artists who came to Singapore as early as 

1837, portraits commissioned by local patrons were rarely recorded. The local 

Chinese merchant Hoo Ah Kay provides for yet another exception. He reportedly 

had his portrait painted by the Prussian artist, Edwin Beyerhaus during his stay in 

Singapore in 1845, where he also painted portraits of many other residents of 

Singapore. A newspaper article reported Beyerhaus to have “taken the portraits of 

several residents", and vouched for “the fidelity of the likenesses” of Whampoa’s 

especially well painted portrait. Although this portrait has not been identified, this 

was probably the first recorded commissioned portrait of a local Chinese resident.  

This rare record indicates the presence of early patronage, as reported by an 

announcement in The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser of 21 August 

1845, which publicised the popularity of the visiting artist’s work: 

We beg to direct the attention of such of our local readers as desire to have their 
visages perpetuated on canvas to the fact that a Prussian Artist, Mr 
BEYERHAUS, is at present in the Settlement, who will no doubt be happy to 
do the needful for them for a consideration. We have seen several of Mr 
BEYERHAUS’S performance, which are painting in a style which prove him to 
be no mean Artist. One painting – that of an Italian lady, "is alike admirable for 
colouring and expression, and would be a gem in the Cabinet of any who 
purchased it - we wish we could. He has taken the portraits of several residents 
and we can vouch for the fidelity of the likenesses – that of Whampoa 
especially is capital, and well painted. We would advise those who like to see 

                                                
126 Thomson, John Turnbull, Some Glimpses into Life in the Far East, London: Richardson, 1864, p. 310. 
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good paintings, unfortunately rare things in this country, to pay a visit to Mr 
BEYERHAUS’S STUDIO which is in a public room in the Institution next to 
the Library, where they will be, we doubt not, derive much gratification from an 
inspection of his pictures. Mr BEYERHAUS, we understand, was a pupil of the 
celebrated Henry Scheffer of Paris. And is moreover a protégé of the King of 
Prussia, and one of his objects in visiting the East is to make sketches of the 
natives, scenery &c, for his Majesty’s collection.127 

Although the portrait of Whampoa has not survived, this account is indicative of the 

presence of early patronage and interest in portraiture as a medium for the 

presentation of self. Coincidentally, Thomson, who had previously sketched the 

portrait of Whampoa’s father, was also a client of the Prussian artist Beyerhaus. The 

Portrait of John Turnbull Thomson at the age of 25, reproduced in the first edition of 

An Early Surveyor in Singapore: John Turnbull Thomson in Singapore, 1841-1853 

by John Hall-Jones, was also painted by Beyerhaus as indicated by an inscription on 

lower right, “E. BEYERHAUS de / Singapore 5/11 45” (Figure 2-15).128  

Beyerhaus therefore executed the original portrait during his trip to Singapore in 

1845, as the dates shown on the inscription suggest. The contemporary reprint of 

Thomson’s portrait therefore provides a glimpse into the repertoire of the earliest 

artists and the nature of their local clientele in the first few decades of modern 

Singapore. 

                                                
127 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 21 August 1845, p. 3. 
128 Hall-Jones, John, An Early Surveyor in Singapore: John Turnbull Thomson in Singapore, 1841-1853, Singapore: 

National Museum, 1979, frontispiece. 
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Figure 2-15 (left): E. Beyerhaus, Portrait of John Turnbull Thomson at the age of 25, printed 

reproduction, Singapore, 1845. Reproduced in Hall-Jones, John, An Early Surveyor in 
Singapore: John Turnbull Thomson in Singapore, 1841-1853, 1979, frontispiece; (right): 
Detail of Figure 2-15. Signed and dated on lower right, "E. Beyerhaus / de Singapore 5/11 

45”. 

 

2.4 Artists and Regional Networks in Maritime Southeast Asia 

Throughout the 19th century, it was a common phenomenon for itinerant artists to 

use Singapore as a port of call before continuing to journey to other port settlements 

around the archipelago. First propounded by Werner Kraus, Singapore emerged as a 

base from which artists found their way to the Dutch East Indies.129 Artists and 

photographers would settle in Singapore for several months, publicise their presence 

in the local newspaper in the hope of securing the patronage of residents, before 

travelling to nearby cities for work. These destinations were usually on the west 

coast of the Malay Peninsula in Ipoh and the Straits Settlements of Penang and 

                                                
129 Kraus, Werner, “Chinese Influence on Early Modern Indonesian Art? Hou Qua: Chinese Painter in a 19th-century Java”, 

in Archipelago, 69 (2005), p. 76. 
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Malacca, and along the north coast of Java in the towns of Batavia (Jakarta), 

Pekalongan, Cirebon, Surabaya and Semarang. 

An analysis of the travel practices and the movements of itinerant artists around the 

region in the mid-19th century can shed light on the patterns of migration of artists in 

Singapore, and their intersections with the regional maritime trade routes before the 

opening of the Suez Canal on 17 November 1869. One method of analysing the 

movements of itinerant artists is by documenting inscriptions on surviving artworks 

made by these artists on their travels. Inscriptions can provide valuable sources of 

information, not only for establishing authenticity and attributing works of art but 

also as useful sources of art historical evidence, particularly in the case of an artist 

whose life and works are not well documented.  

Since this research focuses on reconstructing the lives and works of hitherto 

unknown artists active during an era where little or no evidence or art historical 

documentation of their practice have survived, recording the passage of artists and 

tracking their movements in the region and around the world can contribute greatly 

to our awareness of the complex linkage of migration and artistic transfer. 

Due to the itinerant nature of early 19th century artists, their movements can only be 

reconstructed through extensive research into a range of archives and collections 

worldwide. With the exception of the printed reproduction of E. Beyerhaus’s 

Portrait of John Turnbull Thomson at the age of 25, which was signed and dated by 

the artist, there are few surviving works from the artists who were active in 

Singapore in the early 19th century. The surviving works of the portrait painter 

Edwin Beyerhaus provides an ideal discussion, as they are amongst the earliest 

examples of works of art that can be identified through an inscription.  

In order to reconstruct Beyerhaus’ movement around the region, it was necessary to 

undertake provenance research using archival and documentary sources. While 

extensive research into historical source materials has yielded little or no significant 

art historical information about the otherwise unknown itinerant Prussian portrait 

painter, it was possible to locate and identify many extant examples of portraits by 

Beyerhaus, through a close examination of auction sales and exhibition sales 
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catalogues. Examples of works by Beyerhaus comprised of portraits produced in 

Batavia (presently Jakarta), China, parts of British India, and all over England, and 

were either found in archives or collections held at places where the artist had visited. 

I have identified a rare drawing signed by Beyerhaus’ hand. Executed around 1845, 

the portrait Study of a Chinese small-pox inoculator was exhibited by Martyn 

Gregory Fine Art Gallery at a Chinese Trade Art exhibition in London before it was 

reproduced in the November 1977 issue of the The Burlington Magazine (Figure 

2-16). According to a reference to E. Beyerhaus’s work in a review of the exhibition 

published by the magazine, the drawing shows a half-length profile portrait of a 

seated pigtailed Chinese man, and bears the inscription in Chinese characters along 

the bottom right of the picture, “P. of Dr Ch’iu Hao-Ch’uan, E. Beyerhaus”.  

 
Figure 2-16: E. Beyerhaus, Study of a Chinese small-pox inoculator, drawing, Canton, China, 

c. 1845. Captioned as, “P. of Dr Ch'iu Hao-Ch'uan, by E. Beyerhaus”. Exhibited at Martyn 
Gregory Gallery’s The China Trade, November 1977, London. Reproduced in Roberts, 

Keith, “London Current and Forthcoming Exhibitions: London”, in The Burlington 
Magazine, 119: 896, 1977, p. 791. 

The 1977 review also indicates that the drawing was probably executed in 1845 or 

1846, when Beyerhaus was known to be active in China:  
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Several of the drawings and water-colours are by amateur Naval artists; but few 
of them are as good as Beyerhaus's study (c. I845) of a Chinese small-pox 
inoculator.130 

The date of Beyerhaus’s study of the Chinese man given in the review corresponds 

with Beyerhaus’s first appearance in Singapore in 1845.  While the study was 

certainly not the reported portrait of Hoo Ah Kay, or Whampoa, the picture might 

give an impression of Beyerhaus’s portrait of the Singapore Chinese merchant, who 

also wore his hair in a Manchu-style pigtail. As The Singapore Free Press and 

Mercantile Advertiser reported on 21 August 1845, Beyerhaus apparently travelled to 

Asia to, “make sketches of the natives, scenery &c, for his Majesty’s collection”.131 

Perhaps the drawing exhibited in London in 1977 was procured for this reason. 

Beyerhaus appears to have departed from Singapore shortly after his last known 

activity in Singapore in 1845. The Straits Times of 7 June 1848, announcing the 

departure of passengers from Singapore, indicates that a certain "Beyerhaus" left 

Singapore on the second of May on a vessel, together with two other passengers 

named Van Liewen, and Lieut Col. Slutert.132 Beyerhaus probably sailed down to the 

East Indies to find work in the other wealthy seaports of Java. In order to conduct 

further research that was needed to account for Beyerhaus’ activities, the author 

managed to locate and purchase a frame drawing from a German online auction 

house in 2015, signed and dated on lower left, “E. BEYERHAUS del. / BATAVIA, 

1848.” (Figure 2-17). The date of the inscription matches the reference to the 

departure of a certain Beyerhaus from Singapore on 2 May 1848.  

                                                
130 To read the exhibition review, see Roberts, Keith, “Current and Forthcoming Exhibitions: London”, in The Burlington 

Magazine: Special Issue Devoted to European Art Since 1890, 119: 896, (London: The Burlington Magazine: 1977), pp. 791-
799. 

131 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 21 August 1845, p. 3. 
132 The Straits Times, 7 June 1848, p. 2. 
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Figure 2-17 (left): E. Beyerhaus, Portrait of Dr. Carl Voigt, pencil, chalk or charcoal, wash 

or gouache, on paper mounted on board, Batavia (Jakarta), 1848. Author’s collection (right): 
Detail of Figure 2-17. Signed and dated on lower left, “E. BEYERHAUS del. / Batavia, 

1848.” 

The portrait is executed in pencil and chalk, or charcoal with wash or gouache, 

heightened with white on a chocolate-brown coloured paper, mounted on a panel 

secured to the gilt wooden frame by copper nails. Inscribed in pencil on verso is, “Dr. 

Carl Voigt . / 29 . . . 1812, + 26 June 1886.” The subject is depicted as a bust view in 

a three quarter pose, dressed in a three-piece dinner suit and a black bowtie. The 

subject’s light coloured hair is accentuated with highlights in chalk, while the 

contours of his facial features, rendered in chalk in a lighter shade, bring out the 

sitter’s expression.  

The sitter is depicted dressed in a dinner suit worn over a shirt heightened in a white 

gouache, and drawn on a similar chocolate-brown coloured paper used in a group of 

later drawings of portraits of Indian royals made by Beyerhaus during his time in 

India in the 1850s. These initial visual characteristics confirm the attribution of the 

signed portrait to the E. Beyerhaus who was once active in Singapore, and that the 

artist had departed from Singapore on 2 May 1848 to find work in Batavia, as the 
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reference to his departure published in The Straits Times appears to accurately 

suggest. 

Later in the 1850s, Beyerhaus travelled to British India and executed a series of full-

length illustrated portraits depicting chiefs from various towns in the Jhelum and 

Hazara districts of the Panjab, (previously part of India, now in Pakistan). These later 

pictures – presently in the collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum – were 

signed by Beyerhaus and dated between July and November 1854, and executed on a 

similar chocolate-brown tinted paper similar to the 1848 Batavia portrait. The 

Portrait of Muhammad Khan of 'Peera Fattyal' (Figure 2-18) was made by E. 

Beyerhaus in Jhelum on 5 November 1854, and bears an inscription made by the 

artist in pencil on the lower left hand corner of the picture, “E. Beyerhaus 

del· Jhelum 5th Nov. 1854, Mohomed Khan of "Peera Fattyal" in the Jhelum District 

Cast, Awan”, indicating that the artist was physically present with his sitter.  

Figure 2-18: E. Beyerhaus, Portrait of Muhammad Khan of 'Peera Fattyal', paper, 
pencil and chalk or charcoal with wash or gouache, heightened with white, Jhelum, 

India, 5th November 1854. Victoria and Albert Museum, IS.5-1882 
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The subject is depicted bearded and turbaned, standing holding his cummerbund with 

his right hand, while the folds of his white tunic and turban are rendered with a wash 

of white highlights. The use of white chalk on a dark coloured paper support, and the 

rendering of white highlights to accentuate details and curvature, is also a recurring 

feature in the Indian portraits and Batavian portraits bearing Beyerhaus’ signature. 

During the 1840s, it was common for itinerant artists arriving in the Far East from 

Europe to travel along the shipping routes connecting the ports of Point de Galle in 

Ceylon, Madras, Calcutta, and Bengal in British India, the British territories in 

Burma at the port of Moulmein, and through the Bay of Bengal and the Straits of 

Malacca to the British Straits Settlements of Penang, Malacca, and Singapore. 

Singapore provided a base for passengers shuffling between India and China. In 

addition, the colonies of the Dutch East Indies were easily accessible from Singapore. 

The Dutch steamer Netherlands’ Queen ran regular services between Batavia and 

Singapore from the early 1840s.133 These services allowed for artists like Beyerhaus 

to make trips within the Archipelago.    

It appears that the artist returned to Europe after his travels around Asia. An 

engraving of a portrait of Shelley drawn by Beyerhaus dated 1867 suggests that 

Beyerhaus probably returned to England, after his last known presence travelling 

around India. There are also several undated portraits, both watercolour and oil 

paintings, depicting English women signed by Beyerhaus. Table 2-2: Catalogue of 

works by Edwin Beyerhaus provides a chronological list of Beyerhaus’ surviving 

portraits with details of their place of creation to correspond with the inscriptions 

made by the artist.  

133 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 13 January 1842, p. 1. 
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In the same year that Beyerhaus arrived in Singapore in 1845, the Peninsular and 

Oriental (P&O) Steamship Company established monthly sailings from Europe to the 

Eastern trade ports. Steamships were rare sightings in the Singapore harbour until a 

regular service between Singapore and Calcutta was introduced in 1845. Before the 

opening of the Suez railway in 1858, passengers travelling from England to the Far 

East, for example, would embark on a journey onboard a steamer from England 

across the Mediterranean, disembarking at Alexandria to travel across the isthmus on 

camelback before boarding an eastbound P&O steamer at Suez to the ports of 

Calcutta (Kolkata) or Ceylon (presently Sri Lanka).134  

In 1845, the company extended the route on the Far East service and began a 

monthly eastbound service from the Indian ports, which would pass through the 

Straits of Malacca to disembark passengers at the ports of Penang and Singapore, 

before continuing the journey on through the South China Sea to Hong Kong. The 

journey onboard a steamship from London to Ceylon took around forty days, and 

another week from Ceylon to Singapore. The arrival of the steamer culminated in 

regular shipments of inbound and outgoing mail. It also brought transient visitors 

who stayed for about a month. The use of steamships drastically changed long 

distance travel and enabled efficient and effective dissemination of resources and 

information between Britain and its far-away colonies.135  

The following passages give an account of the progress of Singapore in the year 

1845:  

A new importance has been attached to Singapore during the past year from its 
having become the focus where steamers from different places periodically 
congregate with news from Europe and various quarters of the Far East. During 
the present year, these ramifications are likely to be increased by lines to 
Australasia and Manila.136  

The founding of Hong Kong and the opening of the Chinese treaty ports to foreign 

trade after the First Opium War also saw the inauguration of regular steamship 

services between India, Singapore and the Chinese ports of Macao, Hong Kong, 

134 Turnbull 2009, p. 58. 
135 Turnbull 2009, ibid. 
136 Buckley 1902, p. 439 
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Amoy and Shanghai through the South China Sea.137 For example, the British ship 

Cowasjee Family ran a daily service from China to Singapore and Calcutta in 1844. 

In the following year, The Peninsular and Oriental Steamship Company had two 

steamships, Lady Mary Wood, and Braganza which departed from Point de Galle in 

Ceylon, to Singapore and Hong Kong. John Purvis was another steamship service 

linking Singapore, Macao, Hong Kong, Amoy and Shanghai. In the early 1850s, 

Singapore’s trade was further boosted through the expansion of commerce with 

China and the Dutch East Indies – with the opening of the ports in the Dutch East 

Indies to free trade and the declaration of Makassar as a free port in 1847. Connected 

through trade afforded by the ease of travel, Singapore as an entrepôt soon became a 

focus of an increasingly integrated world. 

Table 2-3 shows a chronology of painters and photographers who advertised their 

services for the production of portraiture in the English language newspapers in 

Singapore from 1837 – with the arrival of the first commercial portrait painter, to the 

early 1861 – several years following the opening of the Suez Canal railway in 1858. 

From this compilation, it is evident that Singapore was part of a network of cities that 

formed a route commonly taken by itinerant artists and photographers during the 

mid-19th century before the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. In addition, since 

Singapore was a major port through which maritime trade lines passed, it also 

became an important port of call for travelling artists sailing from Europe to India 

and China, or served as a base for artists travelling to Batavia in the East Indies, as 

the following examples will show. 

137 Turnbull 2009, p. 61 
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Table 2-3: List of Painters and photographers in Singapore and places previously 
active  

The Italian Artist, L. Bellinghi, active in Singapore in 1851, provides an ideal 

example of an artist who used Singapore as a base to travel between the Chinese and 

Indian ports. Bellinghi first advertised his services in June 1851 to paint the portraits 

Name Places Active 

Janssen, Jacob 
(Prussian) 

Rio, Brazil (1819-1831), Calcutta (1831-1836), Singapore (1837-1838),   
Batavia, Java (Jun. 1837), Philippines (1839), Sydney (1840) 

Dutronquoy, Gaston 
(French) Possibly Paris, Singapore (1839-c.1850) 

Zechariah, Andrew 
(Armenian, d. 

Singapore, 1867) 
Singapore (1839–1840) 

De Storr, Madame 
(French) 

Singapore (1842), China (1844), Singapore (Jun. 1844), Peneang (1845), 
Bengal (Feb. 1845), Calcutta (Mar. 1845), China (Dec. 1851), Singapore 
(Jun. 1852), Sydney (1853), Launceston (1854), Maritius (May. 1854) 

E. Beyerhaus 
(Prussian, act. 1845-

1864) 

Singapore (1845), Canton (1845-1846), Batavia (1848), India (1854), 
Brighton, England (1861), London (1864) 

Lamqua (Cantonese) Canton, Hong Kong (1830s–1840s), Singapore (1849–1850), Canton, 
Hong Kong (1850-1855) 

L. Bellinghi (Italian) Hong Kong (1849), Manila (Aug. 1849), Batavia (1851), Singapore (Jun. 
1851), Bengal (Oct. 1851) 

Husband, Herman Peru (1847), Honolulu (1852), Hong Kong (1852), Singapore (1853)  

Von  Düben, Cesar 
(Swedish) 

Guanajuato (1850), San Francisco (1852), Shanghai (Sep. 1852), Macao 
(Apr. 1853), Manila (1853), Hong Kong (May 1853), Shanghai (Feb. 
1854), Hong Kong (1854), Batavia (1854),  Singapore (1854-1857), 
Batavia (1857), Singapore (1857), Queretaro, Mexico (1859) 

Saurman, Ludowick 
(Danish born) 

Guangzhou (May 1852), Shanghai (Sept 1852), Macao, Hong Kong, 
Batavia (1854), Singapore (May 1855), 

J. Newman  
(Possibly American) 

Madras, Manila, Singapore (1856-1857), Malacca (1857), Singapore 
(1857), Macau (1858), Shanghai (1862). 

Edgerton, Edward. A. 
(British) 

San Francisco (1854), Honolulu (1855), Guam (1855), Hong Kong 
(1857), Singapore (1858–1859), New York (1870s) 

Heritage, Thomas London, Penang (1860), Singapore (Apr.1860-1862) 

Lee Yuk 
(Cantonese) 

Canton, Singapore (1861), Calcutta (1861), Batavia (1866), Semarang 
(1866), Canton (1868), Semarang (1868) 
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of many Singapore residents, where he claimed to have travelled frequently between 

Singapore and Batavia.138 The itinerant nature of an artist’s life is further suggested 

by a report in 1851 about the arrival of L. Bellinghi in Bengal on the vessel Joseph 

Manook from Singapore and Penang on September 26, 1851.139 Earlier records show 

that an Italian artist by the name of Lodovico Bellenghi (also known as L. Bellinghi) 

travelled to Manila on board a vessel which departed from Hong Kong in August 

1849.140 The announcement also indicates that Bellinghi had applied for a permit to 

stay in Manila for three months: 

Documento 23 Agosto 1849. Arriva a Manila Don Lodovico Bellenghi, di 
nazionalità italiana, e fece domanda per un permesso di 3 mesi: rinnovabile con 
garanzia della casa di Commercio Peter Jenny y Comp. Bellinghi era arrivato 
con nave da Hong Kong.141 

Other artists were also known to use Singapore as a base to travel to India and China. 

A detailed and comprehensive survey of listings of arrivals and departures of 

passengers published in newspapers in Singapore, India, and Australia, reveals that 

Madame De Storr, portrait painter and musician from Paris first arrived in Singapore 

in December 1842 where she stayed for several months before making a short trip to 

China, returning to Singapore in June 1844. 142  The following year, De Storr 

embarked on a journey to Penang before arriving in Bengal in February 1845 and in 

Calcutta in March 1845, before travelling to China in December 1851. 143 De Storr 

returned to Singapore in June 1852, where she advertised her services to paint 

“portraits in oil or watercolours” at the London Hotel, before embarking on a journey 

                                                
138 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 6 June 1851, p. 1. 
139 WM. H. Allen & Co., Allen's Indian Mail and Register of Intelligence for British & Foreign India, China, & All Parts of 

the East, 9:183, 18 October 1851, p. 614. 
140 The artist’s name was sometimes spelt as ‘L. Bellinghi’. 
141 Marcianò, Domenico, Cinquecento anni di storia: le relazioni tra l'Italia e le Filippine. Dai navigatori avventurosi ad 

oggi, Pellegrini Editore, 2006, p. 19. 
142 De Storr’s first advertisement announcing her arrival in Singapore was dated December 1842, was published later in The 

Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 5 January 1843, p. 1; De Storr gave a performance in Singapore 
later that month (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 19 January 1843, p. 3.); De Storr was listed 
as one of the passengers who arrived in Singapore on the British ship Sommouth from China (The Singapore Free Press and 
Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 27 June 1844, p. 1.) 

143 “Arrivals to Bengal Per Royal Sovereign, from Penang – Madame De Storr.” (Allen's Indian mail and register of 
intelligence for British and foreign India, China, & All Parts of the East, 23, 25 February 1845, London, 1845, p. 87.); De Storr 
in Calcutta (“Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, March 1845”, in Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 14: 159, 
Bishop's College Press, 1845, p. xxxiv.); De Storr was listed as one of the passengers “Arrivals in China Per Philomela. – 
Madame De Storr.” (Allen's Indian mail and register of intelligence for British and foreign India, China, & All Parts of the East, 
9:187, 17 December 1851, London, 1851, p. 743.) 
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to Australia, settling first in Sydney on the east, then Launceston in Tasmania.144 

According to passenger shipping records, she then proceeded to cross the Indian 

Ocean, to the port of Mauritius. 

Conversely, the travel route of the daguerreotypist J. Newman, provides an example 

of sojourns from India to Singapore and China. Newman arrived in Singapore from 

Madras in 1856, where he established the American Photographic Rooms before 

embarking on a brief sojourn to Malacca in 1857, returning to Singapore in the same 

year. In 1858, he travelled to the Chinese port of Macau and later established a studio 

in Shanghai in 1862. 

The following map (Map 2-1) shows the travel routes taken by itinerant artists who 

were active in Singapore before the opening of the Suez Canal. The names of the 

places in which each artist also practiced prior to and after their sojourns in 

Singapore have been marked and annotated accordingly to show the geographical 

scope of their operations. This is shown together with an outline of the maritime 

trade routes which connected Singapore with the world. The overall picture aims to 

tie the flourishing of the arts to commerce and to convey a sense of Singapore’s 

central place in the growing networks of trade and migration. 

                                                
144 De Storr advertised her services as a portrait painter in Singapore (The Straits Times, 15 June 1852, p. 6.); De Storr 

arrived in Sydney as a Harpist (The Sydney Morning Herald, 18 June 1853 p. 1; “Royal Victoria Theatre: Grand evening 
concert”, The Empire, Sydney, 20 Jun 1853, p. 1.); De Storr was listed as one of the passengers departing from the Port of 
Launceston, Australia on the Barque John King for Mauritius on 30 May 1854 (“Port of Launceston, Departures”, Colonial 
Times and Tasmania, 3 June 1854, p. 2.) 
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Map 2-1: Travel routes of artists and photographers around the region (1830s-1860s)  

 

 
Conclusion 

While the first two decades of Singapore mainly saw the arrival of many colonial 

artists who produced picturesque prints of landscapes and views, it was not until the 

latter half of the 1830s that commercial artists providing the service of portraiture 

became active in Singapore. These events grew in tandem with the increasing 

popularity of painting. By the 1850s, many of the Singapore merchants began to 

import and retail paintings and other works of art from Europe. Local elites were 

known to amass works of art and paintings imported from Europe and China. 

With the growing wealth in the Dutch and British colonies in the archipelago, 

itinerant artists came in search of wealthy clients in these port settlements. 

Portraiture emerged as a commercially viable artistic service in Singapore by the 

middle of the nineteenth century. Photographic reproductions and textual accounts of 

locally commissioned portraits provide valuable information about early works of art 

that have not survived to the present day.  
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Chapter 3  
The Art and Influence of Chinese Export Painting and the 

Development of a Regional Style in Portraiture 

The history of painting in the settlement of Singapore has its inaugural date in the 

1830s, with the early circulation of paintings as works of art from as early as 1830, 

and the arrival of the first artists to offer painting services to local residents in 1837, 

less than two decades after the establishment of Singapore as a British Settlement in 

1819. As discussed in the previous chapter, the growth in these artistic activities 

developed in tandem with the rise of Singapore as an important entrepôt for regional 

trade in the early 19th century. With the increasing popularity of painting, many 

Singapore merchants began to hold public auctions of paintings and other works of 

art that were imported from both Europe and China. Local elites began to amass 

works of art and paintings from Europe and China, and commission artists to paint 

their portraits for posterity. 

The development of steamship technology in the early 19th century made long 

distance ocean travel safer and more appealing. Consequently, the years following 

1840 saw significant growth in maritime trade and regular transatlantic steamship 

services passing through the port of Singapore. Converging at the crossroads of 

maritime trade routes, Singapore became a convenient location for itinerant artists 

coming eastward from Europe and arriving through the Indian Ocean, and westward 

from China, Japan, and Siam (Thailand) passing through the South China Sea. 

In the second half of the 18th century, Guangzhou and Macau surfaced as major 

emporiums for the production and distribution of Chinese luxury goods to Europe. 

The Treaty of Nanking, signed on 29 August 1842, marked the end of the First 

Opium War (1839-42) and opened China up to foreign trade through the 

establishment of five treaty ports at Shanghai, Canton (Guangzhou), Ningpo, 

Fuchow, and Amoy, and also resulted in the ceding of the island of Hong Kong to 

the United Kingdom. With the increasing wealth in the Dutch and British port cities 

in the Eastern Archipelago, Chinese migrant artists from the treaty ports of Canton 

and Hong Kong also became active in Singapore and Java in order to seek out new 

markets and clients. These artists had been previously employed as export artists in 
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painting workshops in the Treaty Ports, and produced works of art including painted 

portraits and paintings on glass and canvas.  

This chapter can be considered in four parts. To provide a historical context, this 

chapter begins with a discussion of Asian artists employed by British colonial 

patrons for the procurement of natural history drawings, many of whom were 

Cantonese and Hokkien artists active in the Straits Settlements (Malacca, Penang, 

Singapore) and in the Dutch East Indies.  

The second part examines the practices of the first studios in Singapore established 

by migrant Chinese export artists, and the role of Singapore as an important port of 

call for travelling artists sailing between Europe and China, or as a base for artists 

travelling around the Straits Settlements and the Dutch East Indies from the middle 

of the 19th century. In order to trace the propagation of these early influences to the 

appearance of a regional style of painted portraiture, this section also maps the 

movement of other itinerant Chinese artists along regional maritime networks linking 

Singapore with the port cities of the Eastern Archipelago in the mid-19th century.  

The third section considers the influence of Chinese export painting on the 

development of painting in the Straits Settlements, by examining a group of early 

portraits found in Singapore, Malacca, Penang and Java which adopted Chinese 

pictorial conventions of art, while also appropriating local imagery.   

Lastly, the chapter concludes with an examination of the impact of photography on 

portrait painting by looking at examples of how photography was used as part of the 

process of portrait painting in studios in Singapore during the latter part of the 19th 

century.
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3.1 Early Chinese Presence in the Malay Archipelago: Chinese artists and 
natural history drawings 

In recent years, there has been increased interest in Singapore’s pre-colonial history. 

Archaeologists have been interested in assessing the importance of ancient Singapore 

in the region prior to colonialism. Recent attempts in the field of art history to 

explore the relationship between the natural world, modern science, and art – through 

studies on natural history illustrations, has shed some light on the presence and 

existence of artists active in parts of the Malay Peninsula from as early as the late 

18th century.  

According to Werner Kraus, colonial administrators in Southeast Asia employed 

Chinese artists to produce drawings for their collections from as early as 1580.145 

Thereafter in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, European and Chinese, as well as 

some Indian and indigenous artists were commissioned to produce many 

archaeological and natural history drawings for colonial patrons and employees of 

the British East India Company in the Straits Settlements and East Indies.146 Many of 

these drawings were commissioned for the purpose of scientific enquiry, and 

consisted of illustrations of botanical and zoological specimens documenting the 

flora and fauna found in the British Straits Settlements.147  

Since these artists would have been instructed to follow the conventions of scientific 

illustration, an anatomically accurate depiction of a species was imperative to 

identify and classify it; only the most skilful and versatile artists were employed. 

While most of these artists were European, Raffles, Marsden and Farquhar also 

commissioned Chinese artists to record in illustrations, specimens of natural history 

collected from the Malay Peninsula and the East Indies. During his service in 

Bengkulu from 1771 to 1779, William Marsden (1754-1836) engaged artists and 

draughtsman to document the natural history of Sumatra. While William Bell 

illustrated most of Marsden’s drawings in the 1790s, Chinese artists also executed 

                                                
145 Kraus, Werner, “Chinese Influence on Early Modern Indonesian Art ? Hou Qua: a Chinese Painter in 19th-century 

Java”, in Archipel, vol. 69, 2005, Autour de la peinture a Java, vol. I, pp. 61-86. 
146 Teh Gallop, Annabel, Early Views of Indonesia: Drawings from the British Library, University of Hawaii Press, 1995, 

pp. 54, 108. 
147 For a discussion of William Farquhar’s natural history drawings in the collection of the National Museum of Singapore, 

see Kwa Chong Guan, “Drawing Natural History in the East Indies: Framing Farquhar's Natural History Drawings”, in Natural 
History Drawings: The Complete William Farquhar Collection: Malay Peninsula, 1803–1818, Singapore: Editions Didier 
Millet & National Museum of Singapore, 2010, pp. 316-327. 
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several drawings. Kwa Chong Guan has noted that amongst the thirty-five drawings 

from Marsden's collection in the India Office Library, seven were illustrated by 

Chinese artists, as suggested by the inscriptions on the drawing, "sinesis del", or 

“drawn by Chinese”.148   

During this period, Indian painters did not appear to have been as active in the East 

Indies as the Chinese. One rare example is the Indian painter, Manu Lal, the “painter 

of Azimabad (Patna)”, who was previously engaged by Richard Parry in Calcutta 

from 1800 to 1803, and might have accompanied Parry to Sumatra in 1807, when 

Parry was made the Resident of Sumatra between 1803 and 1807. Kwa Chong Guan 

has identified several paintings of birds and animals in Parry’s collection bearing the 

signature of the Indian artist, "Manu Lal, artist, an inhabitant of Azimabad (Patna 

City)".149  

According to research done by John Bastin, Chinese artists in the employment of 

British East India Company employees appear to have significantly outnumbered 

Indian artists. Raffles himself employed the services of Chinese artists in Malacca. 

As recorded in the Hikayat of Abdullah bin Abdul Kadir, Raffles’ Malay tutor, 

Raffles engaged a Chinese artist from Macau in Malacca, "who was very expert at 

drawing life-like pictures of fruits and flowers", during the period before the British 

invasion of Java in 1811.150 John Bastin states that it was likely that this particular 

Chinese artist also worked for Farquhar. After 1819, Raffles employed Chinese 

artists in Sumatra, one of whom can be identified by name, a certain A. Kow (Figure 

3-1) who subsequently worked in Singapore for the Resident Councillor, John Prince, 

and later in the Botanical establishment at Penang.151  

                                                
148 Kwa 2010, p. 28. 
149 Kwa 2010, p. 318. 
150 Kraus 2005, p. 72. 
151 Bastin, John, “William Farquhar, First Resident and Commandant of Singapore”, in The William Farquhar collection of 

Natural History Drawings, Editions Didier Millet and the National Museum of Singapore, 2010, p. 31. 
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Figure 3-1: A. Kow, Study of the Durian, 1822. The British Library Board/NHD 48.25 

Between 1795 and 1823, William Farquhar (1774-1839) commissioned many artists 

to illustrate the flora and fauna of Malacca and Singapore. Farquhar first served as 

the Chief Engineer of the expedition which led to the British takeover of Malacca 

from the Dutch in 1795, after which he acted as Resident and Commander of 

Malacca from 1803 to 1818. He was appointed the Resident of Singapore in 1819 – 

when Singapore became a British Settlement, serving his post until 1823. Nathaniel 

Wallich of the Raffles Museum of Singapore states that Farquhar had employed a 

Chinese artist to execute his natural history drawings, which are on paper bearing 

watermarks dated between 1794 and 1810. This roughly coincides with the dates 

Farquhar was known to be actively commissioning natural history drawings in 

Singapore and Malacca, and hence verifies the presence of Chinese artists in British 

Malaya at this early date.  

Ivan Polunin believes these illustrations were probably the work of Cantonese 

artists.152 Unfortunately, we do not know the biographies of these Chinese artists, as 

many did not sign their names on their illustrations. According to Kwa Chong Guan 

in his study of William Farquhar’s natural history drawings in the National Museum 

                                                
152 Polunin, Ivan, “Who Produced the Farquhar Drawings?”, The William Farquhar Collection of Natural History 

Drawings, vol. 1, Singapore: Editions Didier Millet, pp. 37-38. 
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of Singapore collection, Chinese artists engaged by colonial patrons in the British 

settlements would have come from the painting studios in Canton (Guangzhou).153  

While neither the identities nor biographies of these early Chinese artists are known, 

it was likely that many might have come from the painting studios in Canton 

(Guangzhou) producing artworks for the China trade including painted portraits on 

glass and canvas, landscapes, scenes of ports and harbours, and other genre scenes 

popular amongst European and American merchants. It is also worth noting that the 

earliest extant Chinese portrait paintings found in the homes of Straits Chinese 

families in Malacca were also made during the same period.154 

Perhaps the earliest identifiable Chinese export painter was the Cantonese artist 

known to Europeans as Spoilum. Active in the late 18th and early 19th century, 

Spoilum was known for his paintings on both glass and canvas in Canton 

(Guangzhou) from at least 1774, and was also the first Cantonese export artist known 

for painting European style portraits on reverse glass.155 Spoilum’s portraits are 

characterised by the use of a flat, light shadowing to render a slight three-

dimensional quality confined within the rigid outlines of the subject’s face.156  

A portrait of the Portuguese merchant Jose D'Almeida (Figure 3-2) reproduced in 

Buckley’s An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore, as described in Chapter 

Two, appears to be executed in a manner which would seem characteristic of the 

portraits painted in oils by the Cantonese artists who were followers of the portrait 

painter known to Europeans as Spoilum. Similarly, the oil painting A Portrait of a 

Merchant (c.1800), reproduced in 1996 in “The China Trade” catalogue by Martyn 

Gregory and attributed to a follower of Spoilum (Figure 3-3), shows the subject 

depicted in a similar half-length, rigid frontal pose as in the portrait of Jose 

D'Almeida. Also apparent in both portraits, the sitters are depicted with a half-smile 

                                                
153 Kwa 2010, p. 29. 
154 The portrait of Mrs Tan Hay (d. 1823) presently at the ancestral home of Tun Tan Cheng Lock in Malacca was likely to 

be painted posthumously, is one of the oldest surviving portraits in Malaya. 
155 See Crossman, Carl, L., The Decorative Arts of the China Trade: Paintings, Furnishings and Exotic Curiosities, 

Woodbridge: Antique Collectors’ Club, 1991, pp. 35-53. 
156 Huang, Michelle (Ed.), The Reception of Chinese Art Across Cultures, Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014, p. 33. 
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and with a similar hazy infusion of light over their left shoulders, a style 

characteristic of the portraits painted by Spoilum and his followers.157 

The photograph of the original painting, which would have been taken when the 

publication was compiled in the last decades of the 19th century, shows a layer of 

craquelure covering the surface of the original painting. This might suggest that it 

was painted during the lifetime of the sitter. The D’Almeida family had previously 

lived in Macao before moving to Singapore in 1825.158 It could be possible that the 

portrait, which is in the family collection, may be Chinese in origin and authorship.  

Figure 3-2 (left): Portrait of the Portuguese merchant Jose D'Almeida. Print based on 
painting in Charles Buckley, An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore, 1902, pl. 

facing p. 184. 

Figure 3-3 (right): Attributed to a Follower of Spoilum. A Portrait of a Merchant. Oil on 
canvas, 1800. Reproduced in 1996 “The China Trade” Martyn Gregory Gallery. 

157 It has been noted that Spoilum’s portraits bear a close resemblance to English Tudor portraits. 
158 Buckley 1902, p. 184. 
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3.2 The Reception of Chinese Export Art in Early Singapore 

It also appears that the Singapore elite started to collect art works from China from 

as early as the early 19th century. A drawing from 1846 of the interior of St James, 

residence of Alexander Guthrie in Singapore, shows a room decorated with Chinese 

painted fans and wall hangings, oriental folding screens and several paintings 

adorning its walls (Figure 3-4).159 Announcements for public art auctions published 

in local English-language newspapers from the 1830s also indicate a rising local 

demand for paintings and prints, in particular for oil paintings imported from China. 

Figure 3-4: Drawing of the interior of the residence of Alexander Guthrie, Singapore, c.1846 
from Lee Kip Lin 2014, p. 43. 

The Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register of 14 March 1833, reported that 

amongst the over four hundred tons of goods carried by the British vessel Mermaid 

bound for London, were artifacts derived from China and Indonesia including:  

Chinaware, stone figures, Lacquer ware, Paper hangings, fire screens, 2 
paintings, Javanese instruments, and stuffed birds. Also included were dyeing 
pigments such as Gamboge, Dragon’s Blood, Indian ink, Vermillion.160   

159  Reproduced from Lee Kip Lin, The Singapore House: 1819-1942, National Library Board of Singapore, 2015, p. 43. 
160 Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 14 March 1833, p. 4. 
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Rappa & Co. were the first to import and retail paintings from China. A notice 

announcing a public auction of various Chinese goods was published in the 

Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser on 17 March 1836: 

Clothes, wild boards, woolens, crockery, glassware, readymade shirts and 
jackets, and a fine collection of oil paintings recently imported from China.161  

Another advertisement in the Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser on 7 

April 1836 announced, “for sale at the warehouse of Rappa & Co., a fine collection 

of Oil Paintings, recently imported from China”.162 

Other auctioneers in Singapore during this time also began to import Chinese and 

Japanese luxury items as well as Chinese export pictures. On 11 April 1844, C.J. 

Perry's Marine and General Store at Commercial Square announced the sale of items 

including: 

Gentlemen's patent leather shoes, children’s light fancy caps, Russia pocket 
books and bill cases, Chinese Rice paintings, and books.163  

The demand for paintings produced by Chinese artists appears to be have increased 

significantly in the 1840s. Newspaper advertisements and commercial listings 

indicate that Chinese paintings, including oil paintings and paintings on pith paper, 

had surpassed European oil paintings as popular items of purchase.  

Of the auctioneers active in Singapore in the early 1840s, the firm of F. Martin 

appeared to have had the largest stock of paintings imported from China. Their 

advertisements were published in every issue of the weekly Singapore Free Press 

and Mercantile Advertiser in 1844. An advertisement on 4 January 1845 records a 

sale of luxury goods, including the following items sold at public auction by F. 

Martin: 

China silver fans and card cases, one case engravings, handsomely framed, 
China paintings on rice paper.164  

                                                
161 Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 17 March 1836, p. 1. 
162 Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 7 April 1836, p. 1. 
163 Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 11 April 1844, p. 1. 
164 Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 4 January 1845, pp. 1-2. 
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Whampoa & Co., the company of the Singapore Chinese merchant Hoo Ah Kay, was 

perhaps the largest supplier of curios and objects of art in Singapore from the late 

1840s. Amongst the items sold were Chinese rice paintings and a few Belgian oil 

paintings.165  

Whampoa & Co. also sold an array of items ranging from millinery and hosiery, 

toiletries, jewellery and watches, confectionery, teas and groceries, oil man stores, 

stationery, beer, wines and spirits, marine stores, hardware and cutlery, and 

merchandise from China and Japan. In an advertisement used between 1845 and 

1851, the firm offered items described to be: 

From the stores of the first artisans in Japan and China, fabrics in silk, gold, 
silver, porcelains, ivory, tortoiseshell, sandalwood also paintings by the first 
Chinese artists in oil, watercolours.166 

During this time, the firm Little, Cursetjee & Co., also offered oil paintings produced 

by Chinese artists. An advertisement publicising a public auction of the following 

items was published on 2 October 1845: 

One pair Oil Paintings – Views on the Canton River. 
One pair ditto – Wanderer & Anonyma. 
One ditto – The Bride (done on Ivory) 
One ditto – The Tanka Girl. 
The above Paintings are copies done by a Chinese Artist in handsome gilt 
frames. 
Singapore, 2nd Oct. 1845.167 

The sales of Chinese export paintings continued to soar in the late 1840s.  

Auctioneers Messrs Apel, Lender & Meyer, who advertised on 2 December 1847, 

announced a sale of “newly received Japan and China Merchandise” at their 

warehouse at Commercial Square. Amongst the newly imported items were: 

Ivory and lacquered cigar boxes, flower vases and baskets, paper cutters, 
lacquered tables, China crape shawls, silk dresses, handkerchiefs, Ivory 
Chess…China Rice Leaf and Oil paintings.168  

                                                
165 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser. 5 August 1847, p. 2. 
166 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser. 25 November 1847, p. 2. 
167 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 2 October 1845, p. 1. 
168 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 2 December 1847, p. 1. 
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A wider selection of paintings advertised two years later, on 12 October 1849, 

announced the arrival of a new shipment from China to be bought at the warehouse 

of the newly established E. Apel and Company including: 

 A great variety of oil paintings, consisting of ladies’ portraits, views of the 
chief places, cities and ports of China drawn by Yonqua, and a handsome 
collection of rice paintings.169  

Nautical instruments and “Chinese goods” were offered for sale at the Marine and 

General stores of G.J. Dare, successor to C.J. Perry. An advertisement in the 

Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser of 24 February 1848 listed luxury 

items of fashion and decor such as, “Canton crape shawls and scarves, articles in 

ivory, tortoiseshell, and mother of pearl, of superior workmanship”; and also a 

selection of, “chessman and rice paper paintings”, also from Canton”.170   

The influx of works of art from China into the island and the British Straits 

Settlements was a direct consequence of the British economic sanctions imposed on 

China in the 1840s, which led to the establishment of the Chinese ‘Treaty Ports’ and 

the transfer of Hong Kong to the British. These events also triggered significant 

ideological and other artistic changes, with the influx of Chinese goods traded 

internationally.171  

The demand for Chinese export paintings continued to soar in the 1850s. An 

advertisement of auctioneers Frederick Lender & Co., published in The Straits Times 

on 8 May 1850 announced the arrival of a new shipment of items on the vessel, the 

Ex Protomella & Ardaseer arriving from China. Amongst textiles, furniture and 

other luxuries, were the following items: 

Paintings of views of Chinese ports and landscapes, and other paintings. 
Chinese figures, paper and feather fans.172  

On 22 June 1850, Frederick Lender & Co. once again announced that an import had 

arrived from China by the Ex Arrow to Singapore which included a rich assortment 

                                                
169 The Straits Times, 17 August 1861, p. 4. 
170 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 24 February 1848, p. 2 
171 Edwards, Norman, The Singapore House and Residential Life, 1819-1939, Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1990, p. 

17. 
172 The Straits Times, 28 May 1850, p. 2. 
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of oil paintings.173 John Little & Co., which would later become the most successful 

department store in Singapore in the second half of the 19th century, announced in 

an advertisement dated 27 December 1853, the sale of the following items at their 

commission rooms at Commercial Square: 

China oil paintings of young ladies & c., China rice paintings, trades, 
Punishments, customs, views...ivory junks, and junks made of feathers, copper 
curiosity figures.174 

These types of paintings from China would have been produced by Chinese trade 

artists in the export painting studios of Canton. While the bulk of the production 

catered to the European market, Chinese export paintings were also traded and 

favoured in the port cities in the Eastern Archipelago. According to Peter Lee, by the 

mid-18th century, many Chinese residents of Batavia (presently Jakarta) were known 

to amass collections of paintings on glass and canvas produced by Chinese artists. 

Lee has identified a reference in the inventory of the possessions belonging to Lim 

Konghiem, a Chinese resident of Batavia who died in 1796, which included  “three 

Chinese and two paintings on glass”.175 

As several textual accounts have proven, many wealthy local Chinese households 

also collected and displayed paintings in their residences. Song Ong Siang recalled 

the popularity of the residence of Hoo Ah Kay, which was “for more than a quarter 

of the century, a place of resort for Chinese, young and old during the Chinese New 

Year Season”, and “as popular as the Raffles Museum”, where “great throngs of men, 

women, and culture flocked there throughout the day, enjoying the fresh air and the 

beautiful works of nature and art”.176 Whampoa welcomed many naval officers to 

lodge at his bungalow in Serangoon Road, where he also hosted many travelling 

artists on their visits to Singapore.  

Also a patron of the arts, Whampoa collected paintings and artifacts, which he 

displayed at his residence. American zoologist, William Temple Hornaday, who 

                                                
173 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 5 July 1850, p. 2. 
174 The Straits Times, 27 December 1853, p. 1. 
175 Lee, Peter, “Modern Pictures for Ancient Rites: Chinese Portrait Painters in Nineteenth-Century Singapore, Malaysia 

and Indonesia”, in Inherited and Salvaged: Family Portraits from the Straits Chinese Collection, NUS Baba House, National 
University of Singapore, 2015, p. 34. 

176 Song Ong Siang, One hundred years' history of the Chinese in Singapore, London, 1923, p. 53. 
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arrived in Singapore in 1878, recalled walking through the grand saloon of 

Whampoa’s residence, in which its walls and cornices were adorned with Chinese 

calligraphy paintings and furnished with tables and niches which displayed rare 

objects of virtue and curios, including items such as, “bronze statues of animals, an 

ornate Chinese gong, a pair of stag-horns with birds of paradise perched on its 

branches”.177 

Florence Caddy, in her book, To Siam and Malaya in the Duke of Sutherland’s Yacht 

‘Sans Peur’ (1889) described her meeting with Seah Liang Seah, the first Chinese 

member of the Legislative Council since Whampoa’s passing. 

We took two carriages to the house of a rich Chinaman, Sia Liang Sia, who 
invited us to tea. He spoke English perfectly, but was thoroughly a Chinese, 
although curiously he had never been to China before…(he had) opened-
worked traceried screens painted in white and pale porcelain colours all over his 
house as partitions to the rooms, with the few solid wall spaces hung with the 
Japanese pictures called Kakemonos, making the whole house one veiled aerial 
perspective set with flowers all about the open courts and pathways…178 

Throughout the 19th century, the Straits Chinese, in particular, were especially fond 

of paintings produced by the Chinese trade artists of Canton (Guangzhou) and Hong 

Kong. The following reference shows an advertisement announcing an auction of a 

collection of works of art belonging to the Straits Chinese plantation owner Tan 

Quee Lan. Having leased his residence in Singapore to the Government for the use of 

the students of the Malay College, the property magnate auctioned the furnishings 

and decorations from his bungalow at Gemmill’s Hill, presently known as Ann Siang 

Hill. A notice published on 16 November 1891 included Japanese and Chinese curios, 

ornaments, and pictures as follows: 

A large collection of plants in ornamental Japanese and Chinese pots, 
beautifully carved and gilt Ningpo and Canton Cabinets. A large number of 
Mirrors and Pier Glasses in gilt frames, valuable paintings and engravings, 
Crystal Chandeliers, Carved Canton lanterns…179 

                                                
177 Hornaday, W. T., Two Years in the Jungle: The Experiences of a Hunter and Naturalist in India, Ceylon, the Malay 

Peninsula and Borneo, New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1885, pp. 2-9. 
178 Caddy, Florence, To Siam and Malaya in the Duke of Sutherland's yacht 'Sans peur', London : Hurst & Blackett, Ltd., 

1889, p. 84. 
179 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 16 November 1891, p. 2. 
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Archival and documentary sources indicate that several wealthy Straits Chinese 

visited the painting studios where these pictures would have been produced on their 

travels to the Chinese treaty ports of Hong Kong, Shanghai and Macao. Many might 

also have commissioned portraits of their deceased ancestors in the Jesuit painting 

schools in Shanghai later in the 19th century, of which many Chinese trade artists 

were known to be former students. 

A travel diary kept by the Straits Chinese Baba Li Qinghui ��,, also the son-in-

law of the wealthy Chinese merchant Tan Kim Seng, gives a lucid account of his 

visit to the Jesuit painting workshop in Shanghai. First published in a local Chinese 

newspaper in 1889, the account recorded Li Qinghui’s two-month long trip in 1889 

with his brother Cheng Yan ��, during which they visited Hong Kong, Shanghai, 

Kobe, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagasaki, Fuzhou, Xiamen, Canton, and Saigon.180 Li Qinghui 

and his entourage travelled to a town in southern Fujian to venerate the tablet of his 

late father-in-law, Tan Kim Seng 0/' (1805-64) and family member the late Li 

Zixi �(*.  

On two occasions, they visited the Catholic church of Zie-ka-wei (Xujia hui ���) 

in Shanghai to see the workshops at the orphanage at Tushanwan.181  A Chinese 

Jesuit priest brought them to see the Tushanwan Painting Studio, where young men 

were taught oil painting by the Jesuit Brothers and instructed in drawing and tracing 

ecclesiastical subjects for churches, schools, and individuals. Founded in 1847, the 

Tushanwan orphanage was set up by the Jesuit missions to provide occupational 

schools for the orphans. The school included facilities such as a carpentry shop, a 

printing studio and a metalworking studio, where religious items were made.182 

Coincidentally, there exist three identical portraits in oils of Li Qinghui’s father-in-

law, Tan Kim Seng which hearken back to the aesthetic traditions of the Shanghai 

Jesuit painting school, as described by Li Qinghui, who returned three weeks later to 

                                                
180 Li Qinghui’s account, entitled Dongyou jilüe �.+" (Summary account of a trip to the East), appeared in 1889 in the 

only Chinese-language newspaper in Singapore at the time, the Lat Po 	. 
181 Salmon, Claudine, "On the Track of the Straits Baba Diaspora: Li Qinghui and his “Summary Account of a Trip to the 

East (1889)", in Chinese Southern Diaspora Studies, vol. 5, pp. 132, 138. 
182 Laing, Ellen Johnston, Selling Happiness: Calendar Posters and Visual Culture in Early-Twentieth-Century Shanghai, 

Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2004, p. 62.  
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visit the Jesuit Brothers. The three nearly identical portraits of Tan Kim Seng were 

all painted in oils, the flesh tones and garments rendered with mirror-like 

verisimilitude and signed in oils. The first painting was displayed in the hall of 

Panglima Prang in Singapore, and is now in the collection of the Peranakan Museum 

(Figure 3-5).  

 
Figure 3-5 (left): Qu Chiqing (�2�), Portrait of Tan Kim Seng (1805-1864), oil on canvas, 

Singapore, 1871 or 1931. Peranakan Museum, Asian Civilisations Musuem, Singapore, 
2006-01919 

 
Figure 3-6: Detail of Figure 3-5. Inscription on Portrait of Tan Kim Seng by Qu Chiqing (�

2�) 
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Inscribed on the painting is the signature of the artist, “�2�” (Qū Chíqīng), and, 

“-��” (xīn wèi suì) – the latter being the Chinese cyclical year that translates into 

either 1871 or 1931 (Figure 3-6). Peter Lee has noted that Tan Kim Seng’s name was 

incorrectly inscribed on the painting, as 0/! rather than 0/', he also notes 

that the painting seemed technically inferior to the other two, and thus concluded that 

the later date was more likely.183 

Identical to the first portrait, the remaining two portraits of Tan Kim Seng are 

attributed to the same artist as they both bear the inscription, “� / %��” (dì / Luó 

y� hú). This includes the portrait of Tan Kim Seng which is presently displayed in 

the Tan ancestral home in Malacca (Figure 3-7), followed by the portrait of Tan 

which was formerly displayed in the family office, and presently in the collection of 

the NUS Museum (Figure 3-8).184 

 
Figure 3-7: Portrait of Tan Kim Seng displayed in the Tan ancestral home in Malacca 

                                                
183  Lee 2015, p. 69. 
184 The NUS Musuem’s portrait of Tan Kim Seng was donated by his descendant Winson Tan, and according to an 

interview with the author in 2013, this painting was formerly displayed in the family office. 
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Figure 3-8: Luo Yi Hu, dì (%��, �), Portrait of Tan Kim Seng, oil on canvas, Singapore, 
undated. Gift of Winson Tan in memory of Edward Tan Tian Leong, NUS Museum, B2012-

0003-002-0 

Figure 3-9: Detail of Figure 3-8. Inscription on Portrait of Tan Kim Seng by Luo Yi Hu, dì 
(%��, �). Conservation and restoration report, Renate Kant Studio, 2008 
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Figure 3-9 is a detail of the Portrait of Tan Kim Seng by Luo Yi Hu (%��), 

showing Tan Kim Seng’s name and the artist’s signature inscribed on two paper 

strips to the portion of the painting depicting a fan. The paper strip on the right 

indicates, “Tan Kim Seng (/'0) Esq”, while the strip to the left bears the artist’s 

signature, with the inscription, “�/%��” (dì / Luó y� hú).185 “%��” is the 

name of the artist, while the suffix “�” (dì) – written as a subscript, meaning 

‘younger brother’, or ‘disciple’, and could refer to the designation of a young 

apprentice artist. The young artists who trained at the Jesuit painting school might 

have also used this designation.  

On their second visit, the priest Li Wenyu ��� showed them the art salon. 

Although there was no mention of a portrait commission in Li’s published account, 

Li Qinghui described the oil paintings he admired at the Jesuit Painting School in the 

following account: 

The Western paintings were technically sophisticated, like the one of [the 
president of] the bureau of astronomy, Qintianjian ��#, Nanhuairen ��� 
in Manchu court dress, and the one of Matteo Ricci � $, in Ming era 
clothing, seated and conversing with Xu Guangqi ���, so animated that they 
seemed alive; there was also an oil painting of a priest holding a vessel 
containing water with which he was anointing the head of a black man; this 
latter was kneeling with his head bent; the picture was very lifelike; they have 
techniques of painting which are quite extraordinary.186 

It is worth considering that the portraits of Tan Kim Seng may have been executed in 

accordance with the aesthetic traditions of the Shanghai Jesuit painting school – as 

described by Li Qinghui in the above account. In the wider context of the mid-19th 

century, Li’s fascination with the realism in oil painting was in fact, a reflection of 

the increasing awareness and engagement with the art of other cultures, and the 

privileges afforded to many Straits Chinese who benefitted from the ease of travel 

and trade at the end of the 19th century. The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 was 

such a catalyst.    

                                                
185 This painting was treated in August 2008 by Studio for Conservation and Restoration, Renate Kant Asia, Singapore 
186 Peter Lee has identified two portraits of Tan Kim Seng on paper, see Lee 2015, pp. 44-5. 
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According to Chinese art historian Craig Clunas, “the products of the Canton 

painting workshops were deemed superior to other Chinese painting for the Chinese 

market (in 1800), in that they were westernized, they had absorbed a certain amount 

of ‘correct’ perspective, shading, and so on from western models”.187 Clunas’ 

reading provides for a vivid description of the works of the renowned Cantonese 

portrait painter Lamqua, who established a studio in Singapore in 1849.  

3.3 Chinese Export Artists in Singapore: Lamqua and Sun Qua’s studios 

The Cantonese artist Lamqua �� was celebrated as one of the most accomplished 

export artists in Canton and Hong Kong, and was the first Chinese artist known to 

have established a painting studio in Singapore in 1849. An apprentice of the 

renowned British artist George Chinnery (1774 –1852), Lamqua developed a style of 

oil painting close to Chinnery’s and produced portraits of European and Chinese 

merchants in his studio in Canton. Referred to as Lamqua by foreigners, although his 

surname was Guan, Lamqua’s portraits were shown in many exhibitions at the Royal 

Academy in London, and in New York and Boston.188  

Fervent in advertising his presence in Singapore, Lamqua regularly announced his 

services in a local English language newspaper between 1849 and 1850.189 Over this 

period, the Chinese artist advertised as: 

A CARD. 
LAMQUA, 
ARTIST IN OIL & WATER COLORS 
PORTRAITS AND MINIATURES. 
STUDIO – Adjoining the New Carriage Bridge. 

Already successful in Canton and Shanghai, what prompted Lamqua to come to 

Singapore in August 1849, as The Straits Times article advertised?190 While none of 

his portraits of Singapore subjects have survived, it is clear that Lamqua’s sojourn in 

Singapore offered lucrative rewards. A feature in the Straits Times of 28 August 

                                                
187 Clunas, Craig, Chinese Export Watercolours, London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1984, p. 96. 
188 Clunas 1984, p. 54. 
189 His first advertisement appeared in The Straits Times, 28 August 1849, p. 4. His last advertisement appeared in The 

Straits Times, 11 June 1850, p. 2. 
190 It is worth noting that a certain ‘Mr. Lamqua’ was named as one of the members of the committee supplying tea plants 

from China to Bengal, “James Patte, G J Gordon, and Mr. Lamqua. The Chinese Doctor”, were amongst the named members. 
(Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 10 April 1834, p. 2.) 
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1849 reveals that Lamqua was received in Singapore with a local following of 

forthcoming patrons: 

Two months ago the Chinese artist Lamqua, whose celebrity is well known by 
all who have visited Hong Kong or Canton, paid a visit to Singapore. Such has 
been the encouragement received here as to induce this Chinese painter to 
remain some time longer. We know not whether most of our readers have made 
a visit to Lamqua’s studio, if not we recommend them to do so; since an 
examination of this artist’s production will well repay them. In Mr. Sirr’s notice 
of “China and the Chinese” we find the following remarks relative to Lamqua 
and his works of art:–191  

The notice was followed by a lengthy excerpt from China and the Chinese: Their 

Religion, Character, Customs, and Manufacturers (1849) by Henry Charles Sirr, 

which contained remarks pertaining to visiting the artist himself in his studio in 

Canton, where he observed Lamqua’s students mixing oil paints. He also describes 

the variety of Lamqua’s paintings on sale in his studio in Canton, ranging from 

portraits of Hong Kong Merchants, portraits of Chinese beauties in oils for export to 

Europe, as well as watercolour paintings of costume types and pictures of flowers 

and birds on pith paper for export to Europe.192 

Sirr’s report in The Straits Times, confirms the identity of the Lamqua in Singapore 

as the student of George Chinnery (1774-1852). The account of his visit to the atelier 

of Lamqua, which referred to the Cantonese artist as the “Sir Thomas Lawrence, of 

China”, goes on to say:  

The colouring of this artist’s oil paintings was very beautiful. He showed me 
many portraits, several of which I instantly recognized, both of European and 
Chinese, Though deficient in light and shade, they were executed in a most 
masterly manner. There is however, a want of life and expression, which no 
doubt these ingenious people might soon rectify.193 

It must be noted that Lamqua did not work alone in his Singapore studio, and 

probably hired several assistant artists, and might have taken on local apprentices or 

followers. A watercolour depiction of Tinqua’s studio from circa 1855 (Figure 3-10) 

though probably idealized and embellished, might provide a view of the daily 

operations at Lamqua’s Singapore studio.   

                                                
191 The Straits Times, 28 August 1849, p. 5. 
192 The author erroneously referred to as ‘rice paper’ 
193 The Straits Times, 28 August 1849, p. 5. 
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Figure 3-10: Studio of Guan Lianchang, also known as Tingqua (active 1830s-1870s), 

gouache on paper, Guangzhou (Canton), China, mid-19th century. Gift of Leo A. and Doris 
C. Hodroff, Peabody Essex Museum. 

Known to foreigners as Tinqua, as well as Lamqua’s brother, Guan Lianchang’s 

studio was one of the attractions of Canton as described in several memoirs of 

foreign visitors, and was probably the most prolific watercolour studio of mid-19th 

century Canton. 194  Painted by Tinqua approximately five years after Lamqua 

established his own studio in Singapore, the picture shows a stylish interior with 

three painters at work in Tinqua’s painting studio, who seem to have divided the 

labour in a factory-style operation. In reality, there probably were many more 

artisans employed in each studio in more crowded surroundings. Given their relation, 

this picture might suggest the working conditions in Lamqua’s 1849 Singapore 

studio. Several accounts of his premises at China Street have claimed that Lamqua 

hired eight or ten painters to paint his clients in an “English fashion” for £10.195 

Although Lamqua reportedly painted standing up, a 1845 sketch depicting a seated 

Lamqua in his Canton studio (Figure 3-11) shows him working with a combination 

                                                
194 Clunas 1984, p. 35. Cites Warner, pp. 4-5 
195 Martyn Gregory Gallery, The China Trade: Historical pictures by Chinese and Western Artists 1760-1910 including 

works by Sir Rutherford and Henrietta Alcock, vol. 69 of catalogue, 1996, p. 59.  
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of Chinese and European painting techniques as he paints using a Western easel and 

palette, while gripping the brush in the Chinese manner.196 

 
Figure 3-11: Interior of Lamqua’s studio. Reproduced in Paul-Emile Daurand Forgues, La 

Chine Ouverte: aventures d’un fankouei dans le pays de Tsin, Paris: H. Fournier, 1845, p. 62. 
 

 
Figure 3-12: John Thomson, A Chinese portrait artist,  gelatin silver photograph from 

original glass-plate negative, Hong Kong, c. 1869-1871. Wellcome Library, London, 19840i. 

                                                
196 Rachman, Stephen, "Memento Morbi: Lam Qua's paintings, Peter Parker's patients" in Literature and Medicine, vol. 23, 

2004, p. 139. 
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A photograph taken by the Scottish photographer, John Thomson shows a Chinese 

painter painting in a similar manner as Lamqua (Figure 3-12). John Thomson – who 

would also later open a photography studio in Singapore, provides a detailed 

narrative account of the operations of a painting studio in Hong Kong in his 1875 

journal: 

The work in this painting-shop, like many things Chinese, is to divide as much 
effort to afford the maximum of profit for the minimum of labour. Thus, one 
artist sketches, another paints the face, a third does the hands, and a fourth fills 
in the costume and accessories. Canvas on the painter’s easel is covered with a 
piece of glass bearing the lines and squares which solve the problem of 
proportion in the large work.197 

In this regard, it would be reasonable to assume that the Cantonese artist either came 

with an assistant, or hired a local painter in his Singapore studio. One can conclude 

that Lamqua’s services were very much in demand amongst the residents of 

Singapore during this time, from the frequency of the afore-mentioned advertisement 

in The Straits Times of 1849–1850. He appears to have stayed in Singapore until 

1850, as his last appearance in The Straits Times was his advertisement published on 

11 June 1850.198 Lamqua probably returned to his studio in Hong Kong during the 

time when his self-portrait, dated about 1854, was exhibited in the Royal Academy 

in London. A notice published in The Straits Times of 22 June 1852 announced the 

death of Lamqua’s teacher Chinnery: 

The papers notice, in terms of deep regret, the decease of Mr. Chinnery, an 
artist of much talents, who has resided in China nearly one-third of a century, 
and who was considered to be the father of modern painting in that part of the 
Globe, having instructed several Chinese, Lamqua and, others, favourably 
known to Europeans.199  

Very few portraits of Singapore inhabitants produced before 1850 have survived. 

However, I have identified an unsigned portrait of Malacca merchant and community 

leader Lee Quee Lim (1824–1890) which bears similar characteristics to the 

followers of Lamqua. The oil painting also has some of the characteristics of the oil 

portraits of his relative Tan Kim Seng, who was mentioned in the previous section. 

                                                
197 Thomson, John, Through China with A Camera, London: Harper & Brothers, 1899, p. 37. 
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September; 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 October; 6, 27, November; 25 December 1849, and on 7, 28 May 1850; 4, 11 June 1850 
199 The Straits Times, 22 June 1852, p. 4. 
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The bust portrait presents the subject in three-quarter view painted in saturated 

colours, against a plain, dark background to focus on the isolated figure (Figure 

3-13).  

A portrait in oils attributed to a follower of Lamqua was sold in the Art and Antiques 

auction at Bonhams, Oxford in September 2013. The background in the Portrait of a 

Lady (Figure 3-14), attributed to a follower of Lamqua, is painted in a chocolate-

brown background similar to the portrait of Lee Quee Lim, and highlighted in a 

diffusion of light on her right shoulder, which is stylistically very similar to the 

unsigned portrait of the Malacca merchant.200 

 
Figure 3-13 (left): Artist unknown, Portrait of Lee Quee Lim (1824-1890), oil on canvas, c. 

1890s, Singapore or Malacca. Collection of Donna Meyer, Singapore. 

Figure 3-14 (right): Chinese artist, follower of Lamqua (1805-1830), Portrait of a lady, oil 
on canvas. Sold by Bonhams, Oxford, 18 September 2013, lot 76. 

Unfortunately, examples of his work produced in Singapore are not known, as 

Lamqua was rarely known to inscribe his paintings with his signature. However, I 

have identified an oil painting depicting Singapore from the Roadstead (Figure 3-15) 

exhibited by Martyn Gregory Gallery in 1996, which is executed in the Chinese 

                                                
200 Sold at Bonhams, Oxford, Art and Antiques, Auction 20708, 18 September 2013, lot 76. 
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‘export’ painting style characteristic of the works by Chinese artists who painted for 

the European market in the Chinese treaty ports.201  

 
Figure 3-15: Chinese artist, possibly Lamqua, Singapore from the Roadstead, oil on canvas, 

Singapore, c.1850. Martyn Gregory Gallery, The China Trade, 1996, p. 55. 

The view depicts the piers and buildings of Commercial Square on the left, the Old 

Court House to the right of the mast of the ship on the left, and the former residency 

of the Governor on the peak of the central hill of Bukit Larangan (presently known 

as Fort Canning Hill), which was demolished in 1859 to build Government House. 

The building to the right of the central vessel depicts the second Church of St 

Andrew, which was built in 1842 and demolished in 1855 after its spire had twice 

been struck by lightning.  Between the trees, two buildings from the right is the spire 

of the Catholic Church (now cathedral), completed in 1847, dating this painting to 

around the late 1840s, coinciding with the dates of operation of Lamqua’s Singapore 

studio. This unsigned Singapore scenery may indeed be closely related to Lamqua or 

his apprentices at his Singapore studio. 

While portraiture appeared to comprise the bulk of many Chinese artists’ commercial 

endeavors, many also received commissions to paint harbor scenes, portraits of ships 

and vessels, as well as other landscape and genre scenes throughout the 19th and 

early 20th centuries. This diverse artistic repertoire was a common trait amongst 
                                                

201 Martyn Gregory Gallery, The China Trade: Historical pictures by Chinese and Western artists 1760-1910 including 
works by Sir Rutherford and Henrietta Alcock, 1996, p. 55. 
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enterprising migrant Chinese artists who advertised as portrait painters. Later 

advertisements put up by Chinese artists clearly indicate that painted images were 

made after photographic originals, a process that was employed in the production of 

almost all such paintings. For example, the Cantonese artist, Lee Yuk who was active 

in Singapore in 1861, advertised himself as both a portrait painter and Daguerreotype 

copier.202 

It was also highly likely that Lamqua also offered reproductions of daguerreotypes as 

paintings to his clients in his Singapore studio. It is worthwhile noting that Lamqua 

sat for a daguerreotype for the French photographer Jules Itier in the Chinese artist’s 

Canton studio in November 1844, after which Itier presented Lamqua with a 

daguerreotype portrait of the Chinese painter.203 Several months prior to this sitting, 

the French photographer made a visit to Singapore in 1844, where he photographed 

the earliest known photographic portrait in Singapore – a daguerreotype depicting a 

Palanquin driver and his assistant.204   

Itier took Lamqua’s portrait upon the Cantonese artist’s request, who reportedly was, 

“driven by the desire to see this admirable instrument that draws itself”.205 As his 

journal recorded, as a token of appreciation for Itier’s daguerreotype portrait, 

Lamqua later presented the French photographer with a miniature which he had 

painted using the daguerreotype as a reference. 206   An illustration based on 

Lamqua’s painting of Itier’s daguerreotype portrait was published in a French 

magazine in 1846 (Figure 3-16). 207 

                                                
202 The Straits Times, 18 April 1861, p. 2. 
203 Bennett, Terry, History of Photography in China: Chinese Photographers 1844-1879, p. 6. 
204 Jules Itier’s ship anchored in the Singapore harbour on 3 July 1844. (Itier, Jules, Journal d'un voyage en Chine en 1843, 

1844, 1845, 1846, 1 (Paris: Dauvin et Fontaine, 1848, vol. 1. p. 200) See Liu 2009, pl. facing p. 11.  
205 Itier, Journal, vol.2, p. 74 (entry for 14th November 1844) 
206 For more on Lamqua, see Conner, Patrick, George Chinnery, 1774-1852: Artist of India and the China Coast, 

Woodbridge, Suffolk: Antique Collectors' Club, 1993, pp. 169-70.  
207 See Portrait du peintre chinois Lam-Qua, miniature, peint par lui-même. —Collection particulère de M. Itier, in 

L'illustration: Journal Universel, 7:182, 22 August 1846, Paris: J.J. Dubochet, p. 393. 
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Figure 3-16: Portrait du peintre chinois Lam-Qua, miniature, peint par lui-même.  

L'illustration 1846, p. 393. 

Already famous in Canton and Shanghai, Lamqua’s sojourn from Hong Kong to 

establish a studio in Singapore at the height of his career must have been motivated 

by business opportunity. He might have been aware of the demand for his type of 

services in the British Settlement from a friend or associate who had previously 

travelled to Singapore. Whether it was Jules Itier who encouraged Lamqua to travel 

south to find work remains unknown.208 Lamqua’s forays in Singapore marked the 

beginning of an influx of other Chinese artists to Southeast Asia, escaping the 

economic sanctions of the Treaty of Nanking. However, it was not until over a 

decade after Lamqua’s departure that the next Cantonese arrived in Singapore. 

Sun Qua’s Singapore Studio 

After Lamqua, the other Cantonese artist of note to arrive in Singapore was the 

Cantonese photographer Sun Qua, who established a photography studio in 

Singapore at 26 Malacca Street in 1867. He announced his presence in Singapore in 

an advertisement in the Singapore Daily Times, 17 May 1867:  

                                                
208 It is useful to note that Jules Itier met many of Singapore’s prominent merchants during his visits, including, “Jose 

D’Almeida, Mac-Mecking, Almeida, consul-general General of Portugal, Abu Basa, Arab merchant of Muscat, a rich Armenian 
Isfahan, a banyan Baghdad, Mr. Rustumjee, Parsis Bombay, and Wampo”. 
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SUN QUA,  
Photographer, 
From Canton 
 
Photographic rooms 26 Malacca Street, Singapore,  
Terms moderate.  
 
Singapore, 25th March 1867.209 

It is unclear as to whether or not the Sun Qua of 26 Malacca Street in Singapore was 

indeed the same person as Sun Qua 1
  (active 1830-1870), a well-known 

Cantonese painter who, by this time, was the proprietor of a studio in China Street in 

Canton (Guangzhou). The well-known Cantonese painter also previously worked in 

Macao from the 1830s, and subsequently in Hong Kong, when his studio was 

featured in the Illustrated London News in August 1858. The Hong Kong based artist 

was also well known in Canton in the 1830s for his specialty in portraits, paintings of 

ships and ports, as well as views of Canton.210  

While it is difficult to ascertain if Sun Qua – the photographer active in Singapore, 

and the Cantonese painter Sun Qua of China Street, Canton were the same person, it 

is worth speculating if the same Cantonese Sun Qua might have arrived in Singapore 

not as a painter, but as a photographer. Like the many painters previously engaged in 

the painting studios of Canton, Shanghai, Macao and Hong Kong who picked up 

photography to supplement their livelihoods, Sun Qua could have also picked up 

camera skills to supplement his profession.   

Sun Qua is known to be one of the first Chinese export artists to inscribe his 

signature on the front surface of his paintings in a manner which would seem 

characteristic of European artists’ signatures. As propounded by Craig Clunas in his 

study on Chinese export watercolours, Sun Qua usually inscribed his signature on the 

lower right hand corner of his paintings. His handwriting can be identified by a 

distinctive small block font, with which he spelt his name in English. The Victoria 

and Albert Museum’s collection holds an example of a label from Sun Qua’s 

workshop mounted on pith paper album, which according to Clunas, dates to around 

                                                
209 Singapore Daily Times, 17 May 1867, p. 1. 
210 His studio was featured in the Illustrated London News in August 1858. 
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1860 to 1870 (Figure 3-17).211 Sun Qua was also known to sign on his portrait 

paintings and views of harbours and ports in block letters, “SUNQUA”.212 

  
Figure 3-17: Label from Sun Qua’s workshop, ink and colour on paper, c.1870. Victoria and 

Albert Museum, D.681-1886 

Straits Chinese art historian Peter Lee has identified several ship portraits in Straits 

Chinese homes which bear Sun Qua’s characteristic signature in block letters (Figure 

3-19). These are the paintings of the steamships Japan, Benmore and Sharpshooter 

(Figure 3-18), which belonged to Malacca businessmen Tan Choon Bock, his brother 

Tan Choon Sian, and Tan Beng Swee of Singapore, of the firm Kim Seng and 

Company.  

Sun Qua might have painted them during his stay in Singapore and Penang in 1867. 

Ship portraits or commemorative paintings of ships were popular among merchants 

and traders, who would commission for posterity a painting of their vessel upon their 

appointment or after they had been repaired.  

In these paintings, sailing vessels and steamers were usually depicted with local 

scenery in the background and painted in the tradition of the mid-19th century China 

trade artists. Many have the names of the vessel inscribed onto the bow of the ship in 

the painting. This might indicate that the Sun Qua, who arrived in Singapore as a 

photographer, might have been the same Sun Qua who was known for his specialty 

                                                
211 Clunas 1984, p. 81. 
212 The Portrait of John Heard of Ipswich, Massachusetts, watercolour on ivory, circa 1850, privately owned, is inscribed 

as, “SUNQUA” on back panel. See pl. 31 in, Crossman, Carl L., The China Trade, Export Paintings, Furniture, Silver and 
Other Objects, Princeton: The Pyne Press, 1972, p. 44. For a discussion of Sun Qua's signed paintings of Chinese ports, see 
Crossman, Carl L., The Decorative Arts of the China Trade: Paintings, Furnishings and Exotic Curiosities, Antique Collectors' 
Club, 1991, p. 130. 
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in paintings of ports and ship portraits at his studio in China Street, Canton in 

1837.213 

 
Figure 3-18: Sunqua (1
), The Sharpshooter, oil on canvas, Singapore or Canton, 1870s. 

Collection of Tan Siok Choo, Malacca. Photograph by Jason Ong.  

 
Figure 3-19: Detail of Figure 3-18 showing the signature of Sun Qua in block letters 

Although Sun Qua advertised himself as a photographer during his time in Singapore, 

examples of his photographic works taken in the Straits Settlements have yet to be 

identified. It was likely that he would have also received commissions from local 

clients to paint sceneries at his Singapore studio located at 26 Malacca Street.  
                                                

213 Martin Gregory Gallery, The China Trade: Historical pictures by Chinese and Western Artists 1760-1910 including 
works by Sir Rutherford and Henrietta Alcock, vol. 69 of catalogue, 1996, p. 61. 
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Figure 3-20: Sun Qua after William Daniell, R. A. (1821), Glugor House and Spice 

Plantations in Penang, oil on canvas, Penang, undated. Reproduced from Martin Gregory 
Gallery, vol. 69 of catalogue, 1996, p. 62  

Like other Chinese artists, Sun Qua painted not only portraits of people and their 

ships, he also painted views of land and seascapes prior to his arrival in Singapore in 

1867. Having also spent some time in Penang, several oil paintings signed by Sun 

Qua depicting landscape views of the Straits Settlements have survived. These 

include an oil painting of Glugor House and Spice Plantations in Penang (Figure 

3-20), based on an aquatint by William Daniell, together with three other 

watercolours signed 'SUNQUA' and inscribed as titled on the reverse.214 The three 

watercolours were painted after William Daniell, R.A., comprising of two versions 

of View of Mount Erskine and Pulo Ticoose Bay, Prince of Wales Island, and View 

from Strawberry Hill, Prince of Wales Island, all painted with bodycolour on paper 

laid down on linen.215  A watercolour illustration signed by Sun Qua, possibly 

depicting St Andrews cathedral in Singapore also survives.216  

                                                
214 For a discussion of Sun Qua’s Penang views, see Crossman 1991, p. 170, and Lim Chong Keat, Penang Views 1770-

1860, Penang Museum, 1986, pp. 111, 211.  
215 The three paintings in this discussions include: Sun Qua (c.1830-c.1870) after Daniell, R.A., View of Mount Erskine and 

Pulo Ticoose Bay, Prince of Wales Island, watercolour on paper, Penang. Sold at Christie’s, London, King Street, Exploration 
and Travel, Sale 6808, 25 September 2003, lot 465; Sunqua after William Daniell, R.A. View of Mount Erskine and Pulo 
Ticoose Bay, Prince of Wales Island; and View from Strawberry Hill, Prince of Wales Island, bodycolour on paper laid down 
on linen. Sold at Christie’s, London, King Street, Exploration and Travel, Sale 7652, 25 September 2008, lot 14. [see pls. 64 
and 65, in Lim Chong Keat, Penang Views 1770-1860, Singapore, 1986, pp. 92-3.] 

216 See lot. 118, in Martin Gregory Gallery, vol. 69 of catalogue, 1996, p. 63. 
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While none of Sun Qua’s Singapore portraits have survived, we can draw some 

preliminary conclusions from the surviving corpus of his signed works produced in 

the Straits Settlements. Like most of the artists of the 19th century, Sun Qua’s artistic 

repertoire was incredibly diverse. A survey of Sun Qua’s advertisements published 

in the mid-19th century is significant in revealing the artist’s versatility and wide 

artistic repertoire – that he was a painter of portraits, ships, landscapes, and marine 

scenes, as well as figure studies.   

During his time in Hong Kong, Sun Qua received commissions from his European 

clients in the 1850s to paint portraits of both people and ships in a variety of media, 

ranging from oils on canvas, watercolours on paper, and watercolours on ivory. 

These types of pictures appeared to form the bulk of his revenue as an artist. His 

studio in Canton was especially known for its wide selection of old views of Canton, 

genre paintings, and floral studies on pith paper. These types of pictures were 

popular souvenirs amongst travellers of the time, and were widely traded and 

exported to foreign markets.  

In the wider context of Chinese export painting, figure subjects provided for the 

main content of works produced in the Chinese export painting workshops. 

Characteristic of the type of pictures produced during the pre-Opium War period are 

paintings of Chinese figures in domestic interiors and garden scenes in watercolours.  

Popular amongst European markets were the pictures depicting idealized and 

stereotyped views of Chinese life, trade, and commerce painted either in 

watercolours which were either mounted or bound in volumes, painted on glass, on 

paper with gouache, or as oil paintings.  

Common imagery found in these interior scenes were depictions of ladies gathered in 

a tea room with mandarins or merchants sipping tea in a Chinese interior, against a 

backdrop of Chinese gardens with Chinese calligraphy paintings displayed on a wall 

flanked by hanging scrolls bearing poetic couplets (Figure 3-21). The pictorial 

conventions of Chinese export paintings depicting figures seated in domestic 

interiors appears to be replicated in the 19th century portrait paintings found in 

Straits Chinese family collections in the Straits Settlements.  
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Figure 3-21: Unknown Chinese artist, Chinese Export Reverse Glass Painting of an Interior 

Scene, Qing Dynasty, 19th century. Sold at Sotheby's, 14 May 2008, Lot 634 

 
Figure 3-22: Artist unknown, Portrait of Chee Yam Chuan (1818-1862) and his wife, 

possibly watercolour on paper, Singapore or Malacca, c. 1850s-1880s. Collection of Chee 
Temple Trust, Malacca 
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Two examples of 19th-century portrait paintings in the collection of Malacca-

Chinese families recall the visual characteristics and composition of these Chinese 

export watercolors of interiors; their subjects are depicted seated in domestic 

interiors, and executed in a manner resonant with the painted interiors which 

emerged out of the Chinese export painting studios in China in the mid-19th century.  

The first painting shows the Malacca-Chinese merchant Chee Yam Chuan (1818-

1862) with his wife and presumably two children, seated in a domestic interior with a 

garden in the courtyard in the background (Figure 3-22).  The family is shown seated 

at a Blackwood table with mother-of-pearl in the center of the picture. The Chinese 

merchant is dressed in a Chinese garment typically worn by the “tow-kays”, or 

Chinese businessmen in Singapore. The second is a painting reproduced in a 1908 

illustrated periodical which featured the homes and personalities of prominent 

Malayan figures.  

 
Figure 3-23: Artist unknown, Portrait of Chua Yeng Keng and his wife, possibly watercolour 

on paper, Singapore or Malacca, c.1850s-1880s. Reproduced from Wright and Cartwright 
1908, p. 179. 

The second example shows the portraits of the grandson of the last Chinese Kapitan 

of Malacca, Chua Yeng Keng and his Peranakan Chinese wife (Figure 3-23) within a 

conventional Chinese domestic setting. Mrs Chua is shown dressed in a batik baju 
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panjang and sarong characteristic of the fashion style of Peranakan Chinese or Straits 

Chinese women during the 19th century, while Chua Yeng Keng is depicted dressed 

in the robes of a Chinese scholar. The portrait of Chua Yeng Keng and his wife was 

reproduced in a 1908 publication, Twentieth Century Impressions of Hong Kong, 

Shanghai and Other Treaty Ports of China, and the original painting was possibly 

executed on paper in watercolours in either Singapore or Malacca. If painted during 

the sitters’ lifetimes, these pictures date to between the 1850s and the 1880s.  

These paintings of portraits depicting their subjects in domestic interiors clearly 

display the pictorial conventions of Chinese export watercolours. The NUS Museum 

collection has a later example found in a residence in Blair Road, Singapore, of an 

unknown seated subject within a similar scene (Figure 3-24). 

 
Figure 3-24: Artist unknown, Portrait of man with two children, ink and gouache on paper, 
Singapore, c. 1910. Gift of Agnes Tan Kim Lwi, National Univesrity of Singapore (NUS) 

Museum, B2012-0003-012-0 
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The prevalence of these types of portrait paintings might suggest the presence of 

other Chinese trade artists in British Settlements in the mid-19th century who had 

never advertised in local newspapers. Also, while Chinese export paintings fell into 

decline in China in the mid-19th century, pictures depicting interior scenes and 

costume types might have found a revival in the Straits Settlements and East Indies 

as a hybrid form of portraiture.  

While the paintings of Chinese figures that were circulating in Chinese markets in 

the mid-19th century generally did not depict actual persons, these pictures from the 

Straits Settlements depicted identifiable subjects and hence can be considered as 

examples of portraiture. These Straits Chinese pictures portray subjects engaged in 

direct eye contact with their viewers, seated in frontal poses characteristic of 19th 

century Straits Chinese portrait paintings. Conversely, Chinese figure paintings 

typically depicted Chinese types and generic mandarin figures which could be 

typified according to the activity depicted and the theme of the pictorial setting.   

Pictures such as these would have been common items of trade and widely 

distributed as paintings or printed copies across the ports of Singapore, Malaya and 

Java. Illustrations of figures from popular Chinese folklore in the style of traditional 

Chinese woodcuts were widely circulated in Singapore from the late 1880s. In an 

effort to promote Chinese literature and make it more accessible to the Baba Malay 

speaking Straits Chinese community, Chinese literary classics and popular stories 

from Chinese folklore and historical epics were translated into Romanised Baba 

Malay, a form of colloquial Malay, and published as richly illustrated volumes. 

These illustrations usually consisted of drawings of the story’s main characters 

rendered in the style of traditional Chinese woodcuts.  

An illustration by one of the most prominent illustrators of the time, Tan Phiak Kong, 

showing a Mandarin and his five wives in a domestic setting in Ming Dynasty China 

(Figure 3-25) was published on the cover of the fourth volume of Gnoh Bee Yean’s 

1892 translation of the Chrita dahulu-kala nama-nya (Orang Lima bini) di jaman 

Beng Teow entitled, ‘Phang Hiok dengan Lima Bini’, and introduces the story of 
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Phang Hiok and his five wives.217 It is interesting to note that the artist also included 

a portrait of himself in one of his book’s illustrations, where Tan depicts himself as a 

bespectacled Mandarin holding a fan and posing in Ming Dynasty robes.218  

 
Figure 3-25: Tan Phiak Kong, Phang Hiok dengan Lima Bini [Phang Hiok and Five beauties 

or five wives], illustration, 1892, Singapore.  Published in Chrita dahulu-kala nama-nya 
Gnoh Bee Yean (Orang Lima bini) di jaman Beng Teow [Ancient story entitled Five beauties 

or five wives during the Ming Dynasty], frontispiece. Print. Author’s Collection 

The wide circulation of these types of images and the immense popularity of such 

literary works in Singapore and the Straits Settlements from the late 19th century 

onwards, might have played a part in shaping how people chose to represent 

                                                
217 Gnoh Bee Yean, Chrita dahulu-kala nama-nya Gnoh Bee Yean (orang lima bini) di jaman Beng Teow, vol. 4, 1892, 

translated by Chan Kim Boon and Illustrated by Tan Phaik Kong, Singapore: Kim Seck Chye Press, 98 & 99 Cross Street, 
frontispiece. 

218 For the self portrait of Tan Phiak Kong, see Yoong, S. K., Zainab, A. N., “The Straits Chinese Contribution to 
Malaysian Literary Heritage: Focus on Chinese Stories Translated into Baba Malay”, in Journal of Educational Media & 
Library Sciences, vol. 42, no. 2, 2004, p. 185. 
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themselves. The impact of print and literature on artistic tastes and in shaping the 

type of art produced during this time is indeed an area that needs further study. 

The 1860s onwards saw an influx of Chinese seeking new markets in the wealthy 

port cities of the South China Sea. With the increasing popularity of painting in the 

Dutch and British colonies, Singapore became an increasingly popular port of call 

for Chinese export artists to sojourn or settle to find work. The next section traces the 

movement of Chinese artists around the archipelago. 

3.4 Artist Networks in the Archipelago and Regional Styles of Portrait 
Painting  

Many migrant Chinese artists, who came to Singapore as early as the 1860s, were 

possibly escaping the Taiping Rebellion in southeast China. Like the early Chinese 

settlers, artists and photographers did not only establish themselves in Singapore and 

the Straits Settlements but also in many other port cities in the Eastern Archipelago, 

where they became equally as established.219 

While the first Chinese artists were known to operate commercially and establish 

more permanent studios in Singapore in the late 1840s, in Java the presence of 

Chinese painters and draughtsman is documented from as early as the 1820s. 

Although considerable research has been devoted to the practices of European 

portrait painters active in 19th century Dutch East Indies, little attention has been 

given to the activities of the migrant Chinese portrait painters active all over Java. 

Many settled along the north coast of Java, operating in the port towns of Batavia 

(Jakarta), Pekalongan, Cirebon, Surabaya and Semarang.  

The research on foreign artists in Indonesia conducted by Leo Haks and Guus Maris 

on foreign artists in Indonesia has revealed the identities of several Chinese 

draughtsman and artists active in the early 19th century. One of the earliest was the 

artist Chang Shui Tien, who was active in Java in the 1830s, and worked for P.W. 

                                                
219 Chinese artists would settle along the north coast of Java, en route from their journey from the Southern provinces of 

China.  
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Korthals in drawing Indonesian flora220. Tsjing Wang Ke or Tsjing Wang Ho, was 

also active in Indonesia in the 1830s as a lithographer.221  

G. William Skinner notes that the Cantonese who came to Southeast Asia tended to 

be endowed with significantly more capital and artistic skills than other Chinese 

immigrants. He also observed, as did many others, that the Cantonese were 

particularly known in Indonesia as tukang (“craftspeople”). Thus the Chinese 

amateur photographers became known as toekang potret, or “portrait maker”. 

Vaughan’s 1879 account of the Chinese in Singapore and the Straits Settlements, 

describes the Cantonese immigrants in the following observation:  

Canton men are more robust and hardworking than the Hokiens. All the 
Carpenters, miners, blacksmiths, shoemakers and artisans in general come from 
the province of Quantung.222   

Over a decade after Lamqua’s departure from Singapore to Canton, another 

Cantonese artist by the name of Lee Yuk established a studio in Singapore in 1861. 

Lee Yuk announced his arrival in Singapore through a notice published in The 

Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, a Singapore English-language 

newspaper on 18 April 1861, and advertised as “Portrait Painter and Daguerreotype 

Copier, from Canton”, and operated from his studio at 139 Telok Ayer Street.223 Two 

months later, he was listed in the Straits Calendar and Directory as a “photographic 

artist”. 224 

Lee Yuk advertised regularly in a local English-language newspaper from his arrival 

in Singapore in April 1861, where he remained for around six months before leaving 

for Calcutta in early November in the same year.225 Five years later he appeared in 

Semarang in October 1866, advertising in the mid-October issue of a local Dutch-

language newspaper De Locomotief, that he was, “a portrait painter working in oils, 
                                                

220 Haks, Leo and Maris, Guus, Lexicon of foreign artists who visualized Indonesia (1600-1950): surveying painters, 
watercolourists, draughtsmen, sculptors, illustrators, graphic and industrial artists / compiled by Leo Haks and Guus Maris, 
Utrecht: G.J. Bestebreurtje, 1995, p. 57. 

221 Some of his drawings of Indonesia were lithographed and published as illustrations in Dutch publications on Natural 
History. See pl. 64, in C.J. Temminck, Verhandelingen over de natuurlijke geschiedenis der Nederlandsche overzeesche 
bezittingen, Leiden, 1839-1844, vol. 1, seq. 624. 

222 Vaughan, J D., The Manners and Customs of the Chinese of the Straits Settlements, Singapore: Mission Press, 1879, p. 
15. 

223 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 18 April 1861, p. 2; 22 August 1861, p. 1.; 5 
September 1861, p. 1. 

224 Straits Calendar and Directory, 24 June 1861, p. 3. 
225 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 14 November 1861, p. 1. 
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from life or from photographic prints” at his studio in Kampong Jurnatan, which was 

near the Jurnatan train station on the south side of Semarang.226  

The following month, he announced his imminent departure for Canton.227 The 

Chinese artist might have returned to Semarang two years later and advertised his 

services in July 1868 to produce, “portraits from life, in oil, available from the 

famous Portrait Painting Painter Lieijoek”, which was the Dutch transliteration of his 

Cantonese name.228 The following advertisements put up by Lee Yuk shows the 

itinerant nature of Lee Yuk’s presence in the region (Figure 3-26):  

(a) (b) 

  

 (c) (d) 
 

(e) 

Figure 3-26: Advertisements by Lee Yuk track his movement around the region. (a): Lee 
Yuk first advertised in Singapore in 1861 in, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser, 18 April 1861, p. 2. (b): He then announced his departure from Singapore to 

Calcutta in, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 14 November 1861, p. 1. 
(c): He was active in Semarang in 1866, De Locomotief, 12 October 1866, p. 2. (d): He then 
announced his departure from Semarang to Canton in, De Locomotief, 5 November 1866, p. 
2. (e) Lee Yuk might have returned to Semarang in 1868 and adopted a Dutch spelling of his 

Cantonese name as advertised in, De Locomotief, 3 July 1868, p. 3 

Werner Kraus has identified the movements of Chinese artists around the 

archipelago during the same time as Lee Yuk’s sojourn to the Dutch East Indies. In 

                                                
226 “Lee-Yuk, portretschilder in Olieverw, naar het leven en Photografische Afdrukken. Adres: Kampong Djernatan.” (De 

Locomotief: Samarangsch handels- en advertentie-blad, 12 October 1866, p. 2.) 
227 De Locomotief: Samarangsch handels- en advertentie-blad, 5 November 1866, p. 2. 
228 “Portretten naar het leven, in Olieverw, verkrijgbaar bij den beroemden Portretschilder Lieijoek… Singsoeloeng – 

Boebaän.” (De Locomotief, 3 July 1868, p. 3.) 
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1866, in the same year Lee Yuk was active in Semarang, the Bintang Timoer 

reported in Javanese, the arrival of Chinese artists from Singapore to Java: 

On 30 July three Chinese artists arrived in Semarang from Singapore, and those 
who have seen their works have said that they are very good.229 

On the same day the Selompret Melajoe also reported this event: 

Semarang. On Monday three Chinese arrived from Singapore. They are artists 
by profession who create painted portraits. They have also brought with them 
several portraits that they have themselves done. Those who have seen them 
remarked on their excellence, and it is obvious that they are accomplished.230 

While the names and identities of these Chinese artists are not known, further 

research reveals the identity of a certain Chinese artist by the name of Ho Kwa who 

announced his arrival in Surabaya in a notice published on the front page of De 

Locomotief on 18 June 1869. The report described the Chinese painter as follows: 

A skilled Chinese portraitist Ho Kwa of Hong Kong graces Surabaya today with 
his presence; he lives in Tjantian…231  

Werner Kraus has identified a reference to the arrival of the artist Ho Kwa in 

Surabaya, in a notice published in the Bintang Soerabaia – a local newspaper in 

Surabaya on 16 June 1869. The report described Hou Kwa as a Chinese artist from 

Hong Kong who had worked in Surabaya and later in Raden Saleh’s studio in 

Batavia, and is as follows: 

A person who is extremely capable of painting with oils. He creates pictures to 
the same scale and likeness of what is to be depicted, so much so that whoever 
views the result feels like they are looking at the actual person himself. Not 
only does he make paintings of people, but also of mountains, lands and coasts, 
all with accuracy. Should anyone desire to witness his talent, he can pay a visit 
to Mr. J.B. Jaspers in Gatotan, where a few of his works have been left so that 
people can believe it for themselves. Ho Kwa hails from Hong Kong, and 
travelled in British India before going to Batavia, where he stayed with Raden 

                                                
229 “Koetika tanggal 30 juli soedah dateng di Samarang dari Singapura, tiga orang Tjina toekang gambar, dan orang 

njang mengliat bilang njang boeatannja itoe gambaran bagoes sekalieh.” (cited in Kraus 2005, p. 76.) 
230 “Samarang. Kapan hari senen soedah ada bangsa Tjina tiga dateng dari Singapoera. Pekerdjaannja djadi toekang 

gambar bekin portret-portret pake tjat. Dia orang bawah djoega bebrapa portret bekinannja sendiri. Katanja njang soedah 
meliat baik-baik bagoes, kentara dia orang soedah bisa betoel.” (cited in Kraus 2005, p. 76.) 

231 “Een bekwaam Chineesch portretschilder Ho Kwa van Hongkong vereert tegenwoordig Soerabaia met zijne 
tegenwoordigheid; hij woont te Tjautian, en teekeut linnen halsboorden die vooruitsteken en wit zijn als sneeuw; dit 
vooruitsteken en die witheid zijn eerst dan waar te nemen als men de portretten beziet door de holte der tot een kijker gevormde 
hand. Hij behoeft tot geen humbug zijn toevlucht te nemen.” (De locomotief: Samarangsch handels-en advertentie-blad, 18 
June 1869, p. 1.) 
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Saleh, who excelled in noteworthy paintings. Ho Kwa will not stay much longer 
in Surabaya, and has set up residence in Petjantian.232 

It is noteworthy that this reference mentions that Ho Kwa was a resident at the studio 

of Raden Saleh, and while the nature of their relationship is difficult to ascertain, it 

creates a connection between a Chinese painter active in Indonesia, and the artist 

applauded as the father of modern painting in Indonesian art history.233 

 
Figure 3-27: Hou Qua (Hou Kwa), Portrait of Ecoma Verstege, oil on canvas, Java, 

Indonesia, 1873.  Reproduced in Kraus, Archipel 69, 2005, p. 80 [ill. 10] 

The Portrait of Ecoma Verstege (Figure 3-27) painted by Hou Qua (also Ho Kwa) in 

Batavia (Jakarta) in 1873 has survived. Discovered by Kraus in 2005, who noted that 

the catalogue entry for the painting "Hou Qua, Portrait of Ecoma Verstege, (Batavia 

1865/66)” – sold in 2005 in an auction of Indonesian pictures, spelt the artist’s name 

as “Ho Qua” instead of “How Qua”.234 Coincidentally, the little girl Ho Kwa painted 

was the great-granddaughter of Matthijs Eliza Verstege (1763-1847), provincial 

                                                
232 “Satoe orang jang bisa skali menggambar dengan pakee minjak tjet. Dia bikin gambar bagimana jang digambar poenja 

besar dan begitoe sama roepanja, sampee jang liat seperti liat sendiri orangnja (jang di gambar tadi). Tiada melinken gambar 
manoesia tapi djoega roepa roepa goenoeng - tanah tanah dan pasiran ia sanggoep dan bisa sampeken dengan segala 
kabetoelan. Kaloe orang kapingin liat kapandeannja, bolih pigi di tempat toean J.B. Jaspers di Gatotan, dimana ada satoe 
doea gambar dari boeatannja, jang sengadja di liatliatken soepaja orang pertjaia. Ho Kwa beratsal dari Hong Kong - soedah 
taoe djalan koeliling tanah Hindia Britani dan kamoedian pergi di Batavia dimana ia menoempang pada Raden Saleh pandai 
gambar jang kesoehoer. Ho Kwa tra tinggal lama lagi di Soerabaia dan ada beroemah di Petjantian.” Kraus 2005, p. 76. 

233 For a discussion on Raden Saleh and modern painting in Indonesia see, Kraus, Werner, Raden Saleh: The Beginning of 
Modern Indonesian Painting, Goethe-Institut Indonesian, Jakarta, Indonesia, 2012. 

234 Kraus 2005, p. 79. Kraus cites the following auction catalogue: Larasati Pictures of Indonesia, 6 June 2004, p. 66. 
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inspecteur der accijnzen of Northern Brabant, who was also a friend of Raden Saleh. 

According to Werner Kraus’ study on Chinese influence on painting in Java, one of 

Saleh’s earliest works was the portrait of M.E. Verstege from 1834. Saleh also 

painted the portraits of many members of the Verstege family. Assuming the girl was 

about eight or nine years old, the portrait must have been executed around 1873.  

It is worth noting that four years earlier in 1869, Hou Kwa had advertised on the 

Bintang Soerabaia that he had worked in Raden Saleh’s studio before he went to 

Surabaya. These reports highlight the itinerant nature of Chinese artists in Southeast 

Asia during the mid-19th century. It also suggests that Singapore was part of a 

network of port cities linked by maritime trade routes that intersected with the 

regional routes taken by artists travelling between Singapore and the port cities of 

Java.  

From the second half of the 19th century, portraits executed both in traditional 

Chinese painting media as well as oil paintings, and painted in the pictorial 

conventions of traditional Chinese informal portraits became popular in Singapore, 

Java, and Malaya. Subjects were depicted seated next to tables displaying an 

assortment of symbolic objects, for example porcelain teacups, a vase of fresh 

flowers, antique objects and the occasional ornamental clock to complete a 

contemporary setting, that may have reflected the sitters’ role, aspirations, and place 

in the world. According to Shane McCausland and Yin Hwang:  

Informal portraits by the late imperial era had become an expression of the 
sitters' aspirations, desires and agenda as typified by the 'costume portraits' of 
the emperors Yongzheng (r. 1723-25) and Qianlong (r. 1736-95). 235 

The many portraits of members of the prominent Tan family in Singapore and 

Malacca provides for a useful reading on the preoccupations with the formulation of 

self through portraiture. The family’s patriarch, Tan Kim Seng, has about five 

portraits painted in his likeness – two works in inks and three identical paintings in 

oils as mentioned earlier in this thesis.236 Peter Lee has identified the watercolours in 

private collections in Malacca. The oldest is possibly a watercolour of Tan, depicted 
                                                

235 McCausland, Shane and Yin Hwang (Eds.), “Editor’s Introduction”, On Telling Images of China: Essays in Narrative 
Painting and Visual Culture, Hong Kong University Press, 2014, p. 19.  

236 No known photograph of Tan Kim Seng has been identified. 
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sitting in the ancestral hall of the family home, Panglima Prang, flanked by an 

ornate venetian mirror to the left, and a table piece displaying a porcelain flower vase 

to the right (Figure 3-28). 

 
Figure 3-28: Artist unknown, Portrait of Tan Kim Seng (1805-1864), watercolour and gouache on 

paper, Singapore, c. 1860s, Singapore. Collection of Hong Soon Cho, Malacca 

The second portrait of Tan shows the Straits Chinese philanthropist seated by a wall 

flanked by the same venetian mirror and a mantelpiece displaying a delicate silver 

epergne (Figure 3-29). This object was a gift from Hamilton Gray & Co. (Figure 

3-30) in 1862 to Tan Kim Seng and his son Tan Beng Swee, as a “mark of esteem 

and friendship during an uninterrupted friendly intercourse of nearly a quarter of a 

century”.237 The posterity portrait was probably commissioned by his family or 

associates to commemorate the achievements of their firm, Kim Seng & Co., whose 

success was pivotal to the business relations with many European firms.238  

 

                                                
237 Song 1923, p. 92. 
238 Song 1923, ibid.  
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Figure 3-29: Possibly by Ong Qwee Hong, Portrait of Tan Kim Seng (1805-1864), Watercolour on 

paper, Singapore, c. 1860s. Collection of Hong Soon Cho, Malacca. Photograph by Chris Yap 

  
Figure 3-30: Photograph of silver epergne; a gift from Hamilton Gray & Co. to Tan Kim 

Seng, and his son, Tan Beng Swee in 1862. Collection of the family of Mr Philip Tan 
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Figure 3-31: Lee Kip Lin, Reception Hall of Panglima Prang, Tan Kim Seng residence. c. 

1970s, Singapore, photograph. Collection of Lee Li-ming, Singapore.  
Tan Kim Seng’s portrait was displayed in this hall (a). The venetian mirrors (b) and the 

silver epergne (c) depicted in Tan Kim Seng’s watercolour portraits were also displayed in 
this room.  

The venetian mirrors, as depicted in both portraits of Tan Kim Seng seated in the 

reception hall of Panglima Prang, can be identified in a photograph of the interior of 

the residence of Tan Kim Seng taken by Lee Kip Lin in the late 20th century (Figure 

3-31). Both of Tan’s portraits in watercolours demonstrate efforts to present a 

faithful rendition of the interiors of the reception hall of Tan Kim Seng’s home in 

Singapore – Panglima Prang, including furnishings and family treasures such as the 

well-documented epergne.  

This silver epergne is also depicted in the three known full-length portraits of his son, 

Tan Beng Swee (1828-1884). Tan is represented in three different guises, the first is 

a ‘scholar-literati’ type portrait of Tan, which appears to be an early portrait of Tan 

posed with a scroll in his right hand, seated beside a table where the epergne is 

displayed (Figure 3-32).239 The ornament is also depicted in a later portrait of Tan 

painted by the Singapore-born artist Low Kway Song (Figure 3-33), who was 

                                                
239 Song 1923, p. 90. 
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commissioned to paint a portrait of Tan in 1938 from an old photograph of a painted 

portrait of Tan, which will be discussed later in Chapter Five. 

 
Figure 3-32 (left): Portrait of Tan Beng Swee (1828-1884) reproduced in Song Ong Siang 

1923, p. 90.  

Figure 3-33 (right): Low Kway Song, Portrait of Tan Beng Swee (1828-1884), oil on canvas, 
Singapore, 1938. National Museum of Singapore, HP-0152 

As for representations of women, the Peranakan Museum carries several examples of 

paintings which are likely to be the works of Chinese artists. The Portrait of Lim 

Imm Neo, wife of Tan Beng Wan (1851–1925) in the collection of the Peranakan 

Museum, is unsigned but features the appropriation of local imagery (Figure 3-34). 

The Straits Chinese lady is depicted in a baju panjang, seated next to a table 

displaying betel nut chewing paraphernalia, a common feature in portrait paintings 

depicting Straits Chinese women. The depiction of sireh-box sets as the table-side 

display, which is associated with the practice of sireh (betel) chewing amongst 

Peranakan Chinese ladies (Nyonya), was considered to be a status symbol in Malaya, 
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Singapore and the Dutch East Indies.240 The sireh-box is also seen in portraits found 

in the Dutch East Indies, distinguishable by the local designs.  

 
Figure 3-34 (left): Portrait of Lim Imm Neo, wife of Tan Beng Wan (1851–1925). Singapore, 

Straits Settlements, circa 1890s. Unsigned. Gouache on paper, 84.5 x 62.5 cm. Gift of Mr 
and Mrs Tan Choon Hoe. Asian Civilisations Museum, Singapore, HP-0158 

Figure 3-35 (right): Artist unknown, Portrait of couple, man in mandarin robe and lady in 
baju kurung and sarong with lokcan motif, oil on canvas, probably Java, undated.  Gift of 

Agnes Tan Kim Kwi. NUS Museum, B2012-0003-008-0 

Similar types of portraits can also be found in the East Indies. Portrait of couple, 

man in mandarin robe and lady in baju kurung and sarong with lokcan motif (Figure 

3-35), in the collection of the NUS Museum, was initially acquired by an art dealer 

from Java in Indonesia before it was acquired by the museum in 2012.  

The female subject is portrayed in traditional Peranakan Chinese attire commonly 

worn by Nyonyas (Peranakan Chinese women) in Indonesia. She is shown dressed in 

a black baju kurung (tunic) and a batik sarong decorated with the lokcan motif and 

dyed in an earthy colour palette characteristic of the batiks made in Cirebon in East 

Java – where batiks were made with natural dyes such as indigo, soga brown, deep 

                                                
240 Foo Su Ling. “Surveying the Straits Chinese Portrait Collection”, in Inherited and Salvaged: Family Portraits from the 

Straits Chinese Collection, NUS Baba House, National University of Singapore, 2015, p. 23. 
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red from the bark of the mengkudu (morina) and yellow from the safflower petal.241 

Her footwear is also characteristic of Peranakan embroidered boat-shaped slippers or 

kasut tongkang. According to Peter Wee, older Nyonyas or Bibiks usually wore these 

types of footwear.242  

Foo Su Ling of the NUS Museum has suggested that ornamentation and costume can 

provide clues by which we determine the Peranakan Chinese identity of sitters and 

their partners.243 Furthermore, the baju (or clothing) of Peranakan Chinese or Nyonya 

ladies, can also be useful in determining the origin of portraits as many were neither 

signed nor dated. For example, the baju kurung (tunic) was worn exclusively by 

Nyonya ladies in Indonesia, while the baju panjang (a type of long blouse fastened at 

the front with brooches, or kerosang) was more commonly worn by the Nyonyas in 

the Straits Settlements and Southern Thailand, and is another way to infer the 

geographical origin of the sitters depicted in portraits with no attribution.  

The resentment of Qing rule also shaped Chinese funerary rites in the Straits 

Settlements before the 1911 revolution. Many funeral observances had a hidden 

meaning, intended to remind the children of the dead of their duty to recover their 

ancestral heritage from the Manchus by donning robes in the Ming style. The 

matriarch-patriarch portrait later becomes separated into two, each depicting the 

male and female subject individually. Two paintings depicting the portraits of Mr 

and Mrs Tan Beng Chong (1799-1875) (Figure 3-36, Figure 3-37), seated by an 

ornate marble-top table are similarly resonant with the treatment of composition in 

the portraits of Mr and Mrs Chee Yam Chuan. These portraits would have been 

commissioned as a pair and hung side by side in the family home.  

The female subject is portrayed dressed in a traditional Hokkien teo lao sah (�&), 

Zhāng lǎo shān) resembling Ming-style robes, which might indicate the portraits’ 

function in the context of ancestral halls and rituals. These garments would be worn 

twice in a woman’s life – first when she reached the age of sixty, and as burial 

garments during her funeral. There are several other similar portraits presently 

                                                
241 Datin Seri Endon Mahmood, The Nyonya Kebaya: A Century of Straits Chinese Costume, Periplus (2002), pg 134 
242 Wee, Peter, Peranakan Legacy: The Heritage of the Straits Chinese, Marshall Cavendish International Asia Pte Ltd, 

2011, p. 108. 
243 Foo 2015, p. 7. 
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displayed above the ancestral altar in the homes of several Singapore and Malaccan 

Straits Chinese families.  

 
Figure 3-36 (left): Artist unknown, Portrait of Tan Beng Chong (1799-1875), watercolour on 

paper, Singapore or Malacca, c. 1870s-1880s. Gift of Ronney Tan Koon Siang, NUS 
Museum, B2014-0001-009-0  

Figure 3-37 (right): Artist unknown, Portrait of Yeo Swee Neo (Mrs Tan Beng Chong) 
(1800-1879), watercolour on paper, Singapore or Malacca, c. 1870s-1880s. Gift of Ronney 

Tan Koon Siang, NUS Museum, B2014-0001-010-0 

Unfortunately neither of these paintings are signed nor dated. However, the fact that 

the portraits show accurate depictions of local imagery and traditions of fashion and 

taste might indicate that these paintings were not merely drawn from templates or 

stock imagery. It is worth noting that portrait painters also synthesised local 

imagery through the depiction of textile motifs unique to each region. While first 

seen in China in late-imperial informal portraiture, portrait paintings found in 

Southeast Asia appear to have appropriated the pictorial conventions of Chinese 

informal portraiture while also appropriating local imagery.  

One notable example is a Portrait of Raden Ayu Muning Kasari painted by the 

Indonesian artist Raden Saleh in 1857 (Figure 3-38), who also painted the portraits of 
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the Sultan and his family at the courts of Yogyakarta.244 Besides the obvious 

demonstration of the artist’s technical versatility, Raden Saleh’s full length portrait 

of Raden Ayu shows a deliberate departure from the formal style of academic 

realism of the European oil painting portrait tradition that the artist was accustomed 

to, to a more intimate manner of depicting his fellow Javanese that is evocative of a 

domestic interior setting.  

 
Figure 3-38: Raden Saleh, Portrait of Raden Ayu Muning Kasari, oil on canvas, 1857. 

Private Collection. 

The Javanese lady is portrayed wearing a batik sarong decorated with a pattern 

associated with the textiles of the Javanese north coast (known as Pasisir) worn 

mostly by Peranakan Chinese women, rather than the courtly Kratons (palaces) of 

Central Java.245 Saleh’s portrait also bears strong similarities in composition and 

content with the examples from Malaya and Singapore executed by Chinese artists in 

                                                
244 Raden Saleh had no fellow artists among his compatriots and virtually no stimulating contacts among the Dutch officials, 

planners and merchants. For further details, see Holt, Claire, Art in Indonesia: Continuities and Change, Cornell University 
Press, 1967, p. 192. 

245 Kraus indicates that the portrait was probably a gift from Raden Saleh to Raden Ayu, as the Ranggawarsita families 
were, “going through economic hardships at the time the portrait was painted – a strong gesture of friendship. This attached 
great importance to establishing contact with Ranggawarsita, the cornerstone of a great Javanese literary tradition.” See Kraus, 
Werner, Raden Saleh: The Beginning of Modern Indonesian Painting, Goethe Institut Indonesia, 2012, p. 320. 
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the National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum’s Straits Chinese Collection. In 

particular, the anonymous portraits of Peranakan Chinese women found in the NUS 

Museum’s collection are portrayed dressed in long black tunics and monochrome 

batik sarongs, which is characteristic of the clothing worn by women in the coastal 

region of north Java.246 

As an illustration, Portrait of Lady in Baju Kurung and Cirebon Batik Sarong with 

Black Designs (Figure 3-39) executed in oil on canvas, offers a full-length view of a 

Chinese woman dressed in a batik sarong characteristic of the textiles created in the 

north coast of Java (Pasisir), similar to the type of batik Raden Ayu is depicted in.  

 
Figure 3-39: Unknown artist, Portrait of Lady in Baju Kurung and Cirebon Batik Sarong 

with Black Designs , oil on canvas, Indonesia, c. 1890s. Gift of Agnes Tan Kim Kwi, 
National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum, B2012-0003-005-0 

The picture depicts the anonymous woman dressed in a long black tunic (baju 

kurung) and light coloured batik sarong with stylized aquatic motifs in monochrome, 

characteristic of the textiles produced in the north coast batik manufacturing town of 

Cirebon. The kepala or front section of the batik sarong worn by Raden Ayu also 
                                                

246  The lady in this portrait is dressed in a Cirebon batik with lok cuan motif, the kepala with white tumpal motif on a blue 
ground, she is wearing gold rings on her fingers – probably silver gilt, very typical of Peranakan jewellery (Information 
courtesy of Lesley Pullen 2013). 
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bears the Tumpal design, indicated by the triangles pointing at each other, and is 

similar to the design of the batik sarong worn by the unknown Chinese woman in 

Figure 3-39.  

The medium (oil on canvas) used by these paintings is western, but depict very 

finely painted batik motifs. This appropriation of local imagery extended beyond the 

copying of standard local objects, and into adapting techniques and iconographies 

from the Malay textile world – batik in particular. It would seem that in order to 

accurately paint the traditional motifs on the sarongs of their female subjects, artists 

might have studied Javanese batik patterns that their Nyonya clients might have 

specifically requested for their portraits. Also common was the use of compositional 

grids to render perspective on a hanging scroll format – a stylistic feature in portrait 

paintings which seems to have appeared in the region during the mid-19th century. 

This compositional feature only appears in two other portrait paintings by Raden 

Saleh, the double portrait Javanese Couple, dated to 1837, and Portrait of a Chinese 

Gentleman. According to Renate Kant who restored the paintings: 

Both paintings show a pattern of simulated stone pavement with rhomboid and 
square floor patterns, which in the case of the "Javanese Couple" is sketched 
underneath with silver pencil. In the portrait, the bright floor under the figure of 
the Chinese gentleman (closed with various tratteggio retouching strokes over 
the sections of paint loss) shows a similar cubistic stone structure. All persons 
posing in a statue-like manner are standing en face and solidly positioned on 
this floor-pattern, a principle of composition which in its repetitive certainty 
was chosen by the artist for reasons of broadened perspective of space.247 

Unlike his portraits of his European clients, the use of this particular pictorial 

composition in framing his non-European subjects is perhaps not merely coincidental, 

and might have been an attempt by the Javanese artist, who had received art 

education in Europe, to paint in the European tradition of oil painting, to cater to his 

native, and Java-based Chinese clients. Marie-Odette Scalliet's extensive research 

into Raden Saleh’s experience of colonial life in Semarang through his letters 

indicates that after Saleh’s return to Java from Europe, the Javanese artist stayed in 

                                                
247 Kant, Renate, “Go East - Go West: On the Eventful Damage History and Restoration of the Painting "Javanese Couple”, 

in Sternagel, Peter and Kraus, Werner (Eds.), Raden Saleh Bulletin: The Painter Raden Saleh: Migrant between Two Worlds, 2, 
Peter Sternagel and Mahmud Buchari, 1998 
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Semarang and maintained a clientele of rich Chinese in Semarang between the years 

1851 and 1853.248  

Furthermore, given Raden Saleh’s association with the Chinese painter Ho Kwa, as 

previously discussed in this chapter, the portraits of the artist’s non-European 

subjects might hold important clues on interactions between migrant Chinese artists 

and Javanese artists. Further research on the travel practices of artists, and the 

interaction between various artist circles during that time could draw new 

perspectives on the development of modern painting in the region. 

In the later part of the 19th century, the emerging technologies of print and 

photography would also play a significant role in shaping the visual regimes 

governing the production of pictures. Innovations in 19th century portrait painting in 

the Straits Settlements extended beyond the simplistic exchange between the stylistic 

conventions of East and West. It was not uncommon to see the figure thinly outlined 

in ink or pencil and interiors filled with colour-wash, and rendered with European-

influenced modeling.  

The Portrait of Tan Beng Swee in the NUS Museum is an example of this technique 

(Figure 3-40) and shows the intermingling of Chinese and European painting 

traditions. Tan is depicted wearing a blue scholar robe, seated legs akimbo, holding a 

fan in one hand, and a handkerchief in the other.  

The ‘empty space’ in the background, as depicted by an unpainted background in the 

portrait, evokes a Chinese aesthetic convention, while the rendering of tonal 

contrasts of the figure’s facial features, created by layers of graphite strokes to 

achieve a chiaroscuro effect, is conversely, inherently Western.  

 

                                                
248 Scalliet, Marie-Odette, "Le retour du fils prodige: Raden Saleh à Java (1851-1858)”, in Archipel, 76:1 (2008), p. 168. 
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Figure 3-40: Artist unknown, Portrait of Tan Beng Swee, watercolour on paper, Singapore, 
undated. Gift of Melvin Tan Bee Hong. Collection of the National University of Singapore 

(NUS) Museum, B2012-0003-003-0 

 

Furthermore, the grid-like pattern that appears all over the surface of the wove paper 

support is a reoccurring feature in other portraits produced during this period. The 

rendering of composition and physiognomy in the portrait of Tan bears a strong 

resemblance to a group of portraits signed by the artist Ong Qwee Hong, who has 

painted several portraits of Malaccan Straits Chinese, including the portraits of Chee 

Kiat Bong (Figure 3-42) (1838–1881) and his wife Ong Seok Neo (Figure 3-41) 

(1836–1910), both painted in watercolour, gouache and outlined in pencil.
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Figure 3-41: Ong Qwee Hong, Portrait of Ong Seok Neo (Mrs Chee Kiat Bong), watercolour, 

gouache and pencil on paper, Malacca or Singapore, undated. Gift of Sharron Chee Guek 
Kee in memory of Chee Teng Kwee, NUS Museum, B2014-0001-003-0 

 
Figure 3-42: Ong Qwee Hong, Portrait of Chee Kiat Bong, watercolour, gouache and pencil 

on paper, Malacca or Singapore, undated. Gift of Sharron Chee Guek Kee in memory of 
Chee Teng Kwee, NUS Museum, B2014-0001-002- 
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Figure 3-43: Top: Portrait of Chee Kiat Bong before restoration. Bottom: Portrait of Chee 

Kiat Bong before restoration digitally enhanced to show grid lines on support. Conservation 
and restoration report, Renate Kant Studio, 2008 
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While Ong Qwee Hong’s portraits of the Malaccan Straits Chinese clearly display 

pictorial conventions of Chinese informal portraiture, the influence of European 

modeling techniques apparent in the rendering of the facial features cannot be 

ignored. According to Renate Kant, who oversaw the restoration of many portrait 

paintings in the NUS Museum’s portrait collection, the painting was outlined with 

pencil and filled with watercolour and gouache paint which had been applied heavily 

and thickly while rendering the subject’s vestments (Figure 3-43).249  

The harlequin tiles or checker-box patterns depicting the ground were probably 

conceived for reasons more than being merely a decorative feature. The tiles appear 

to form a grid-like matrix of diagonally crossed lines, which are in fact constructed 

upon the vanishing-point axis, extending under the figure and disappearing into the 

center of the picture plane. Although presented in a frontal view, the figure’s gaze 

never quite meets the viewer. The figure is also placed in the very center of the 

pictorial composition, and painted at a higher position in the picture frame to show 

distance and depict power. The overall effect presented is an image of Tan Beng 

Swee as a literati of stature and poise, placed against a background of infinite space.  

The effect of these “Eastern influences”, as described by Erwin Panofsky in his 

analysis of the use of perspective in Chinese painting, “the freely extended landscape 

and the closed interior space begin to disintegrate”, and as a result, ”these forms 

stand in relief against a gold or neutral ground and are arrayed without respect to any 

previous compositional logic.”250  

Through a transmutation of European laws of perspective and the Chinese pictorial 

convention of depicting empty space, the overall effect is an image that is neither 

Chinese nor European. These compromises can tell us a lot about how one culture 

saw another at the dawn of the age of photography.  

 

                                                
249 Information courtesy of Studio for Conservation and Restoration, Renate Kant Asia, Singapore. 
250 Panofsky, Erwin, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Wood, Christopher S. (Trans.), New York: 1991, p. 48. 
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3.5 Portraiture at the Dawn of Photography 

The advent of the camera and the proliferation of new photographic technologies and 

techniques in the 1860s sounded the death knell for the export art market in China in 

the treaty ports of Hong Kong, Shanghai and Guangzhou. As a result, many of these 

artists who had previously worked in the export painting studios of Canton producing 

paintings for a European market, expanded their craft into photography.  

Surviving portraits from the early 19th century clearly show a pre-photographic 

pictorial tradition present in the region, and can be said to draw influences largely 

from Chinese export paintings – particularly through pictures such as costume types 

and figures in interiors which were widely circulated and reproduced in the region.  

According to the Chinese art historian, Craig Clunas, “early photography (in China) 

was heavily influenced by export painting in its choice of subjects”, especially in the 

case of street scenes and ‘types’ of trades and occupations posed in the studios of 

Canton and Hong Kong taken by M. Miller and John Thomson.251 While these types 

and figures remain part of the image of the Far East to the West, commissioned 

studio portraits spoke of a purely local subject. John Thomson, during his time in 

Canton, vividly described such pictures with the “strange, very square table” next to 

a Chinese sitter as a principal feature of a typical Chinese portrait, but we also see 

that this table is in fact also a permanent fixture of Miller’s photography studio.252 

John Thomson, after leaving Singapore in the mid-1860s, was commissioned by 

King Mongkut (Rama IV) of Siam to photograph him in such a manner.253  

The depiction of tables was not merely for decorative purposes, instead they served 

to display the symbolic emblems reflecting the sitter’s status, usually to portray him 

or her as more refined, modern or more scholarly. This informal style – as it is 

designated in Chinese portraiture, is in contrast with the formal style, commonly 

referred to as the Chinese ancestral portrait in which the subject is depicted in a full-

bodied, full-frontal seated stance and clothed in imperial dynastic robes. The latter 

                                                
251 Clunas 1984, p. 102. 
252 Cody and Terpak 2011, p. 87. 
253 Thomson, John, The Straits of Malacca, Indo-China, and China, or, Ten years' travels, adventures, and residence 

abroad / by J. Thomson ... illustrated with upward of sixty wood engravings by J.D. Cooper, from the author's own sketches and 
photographs, 1875, New York: Harper and Bros, pp. 93-94. 
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often possessed funerary or mortuary functions, acting as an effigy in rituals. 

Conversely, the former was strictly emblematic, occupying an entirely secular 

domain in the case of portraiture in China.  

In China, the pictorial conventions of portraiture adopted by Chinese photographers 

were based on the Chinese perception of classical standards idealised in Chinese 

classical paintings. During his time in China, Austrian photographer Baron Raimund 

von Stillfried, (1839–1911, Vienna) noted these observations in the following 

account: 

A full frontal face must be taken, showing both ears, each side of his face of the 
same proportions; both feet must be arranged so that they are of equal length. 
The hands are arranged to show each finger distinctly, some with a fancy long 
nail. Flowers in a small vase were placed on a table.254 

While the surviving painted portraits from the middle of the 19th century were 

closely connected with pre-photographic modes of representation, portrait painting 

by the latter half of the 19th century became very much dependent on the techniques 

afforded by photography. 

The following account of a painting studio in Canton given by Scottish photographer 

John Thomson provides a vivid observation of the operations within Chinese 

painting studios during this time. Many travellers have noted the factory-line 

operations of portrait studios during these periods.255 For example, after departing 

from Singapore in 1867, John Thomson travelled to China and visited the portrait 

studio of Ating in Hong Kong. His account in his travel diary, written in 1872, 

illustrates these practices: 

The walls of Ating’s abode are adorned with paintings in oil, and at one 
extremity of the apartment a number of artists are at work, producing large 
coloured pictures from small imperfect photographs.  The proprietor has an 
assistant, whose business it is to scour the ships in port in search of patrons 
among the foreign crews… The work in this painting-shop, like many things 
Chinese, is so divided as to afford the maximum of profit for the minimum of 
labour. Thus one artist sketches, another paints the face, a third does the hands, 
and a fourth fills in the costume and accessories… [The photograph] is placed 

                                                
254 The Photographic News, 29 February 1884, p. 129. 
255 In 1872, John Thomson contributed two articles to the British Journal of Photography recounting the production-line 

style in Hong Kong’s painting workshops where, “one artist sketches, another paints the face, a third does the hands, and a 
fourth fills in the costume and accessories”. 
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on the limner’s easel, and is covered with a glass bearing the lines and squares 
which solve the problem of proportion in the large work… [The artist] measures 
out [the proportions] as he transfers them to the canvas…256 

The use of photographs as stencils, as described in Thomson’s account is best 

illustrated through the portraits of the Singapore-based artist Lim Kim Swee, whose 

specialty appeared to be producing Chinese ‘ancestor-type’ portraits, during the 

1890s.   

Highly sought after by many prominent Straits Chinese families, Lim Kim Swee 

painted the portraits of his wealthy and illustrious clientele, most notably Tan Beng 

Wan (1851–1891), Wee Boon Teck (1850–1888) – only son of the business tycoon 

Wee Bin (1823-1868), Wee Bin’s concubine Tan Keow, and Tan Kim Ching (1829-

1892), all of which are inscribed as, “Drawn by Lim Kim Swee, Singapore”.  

Further analysis of the inscriptions on these portraits suggests that most of Lim Kim 

Swee’s portraits were made posthumously. For example, the portrait of Wee Boon 

Teck in the NUS Museum Collection is inscribed in pencil as, “Drawn by Lim Kim 

Swee, Singapore, 1st Oct, 1898”, ten years after Wee Boon Teck’s death, while the 

portrait of Tan Beng Wan, “Drawn by Lim Kim Swee, Singapore, 5th Dec 1896”, 

five years after his death. This indicates the artist had either painted the portrait with 

a photographic reference or purely from imagination. 

Although the original painting of Tan Kim Ching (1829-1892) has not survived, 

Figure 3-44 is a photograph of a lost portrait of Tan Kim Ching (1829-1892) painted 

by Lim Kim Swee. It was photographed in 1915 by the Lee Brothers Studio, 

Singapore, as indicated by the inscription on the bottom right of the photograph, 

“Photo recopied 15th Nov. 1915”. The photograph indicates that the original painting 

was inscribed with, “22nd August”, providing only a partial view of the full 

inscription, omitting the year it was made. The original painting appears to be 

painted with watercolour and gouache on paper – and similar to Lim Kim Swee’s 

dated portraits – is worked with a style marked by a certain rigidity, and with its 

centralised perspective, places the subject in a similar grid-like composition.  

                                                
256  Thomson, John, Through China with A Camera, London: Harper & Brothers, 1899, p. 37. 
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Figure 3-44: Lee Brothers, Tan Kim Ching (after a portrait by Lim Kim Swee). Photograph 
of a lost oil portrait of Tan Kim Ching by Lim Kim Swee, Singapore, 1915. On loan from 

the Thai descendants of his daughter, Tan Choo Neo, Peranakan Museum. 
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Figure 3-45: Detail of Figure 3-44. Lee Brother’s Studio Photograph of Portrait of Tan Kim 

Ching by Lim Kim Swee, c. 1915 

 
Figure 3-46: (left) Albumen carte-de-visite of Tan Kim Ching by Quan Hing Studio, 1870s 

or early 1880s, digitally enhanced to show details of faded albumen photograph   

Figure 3-47: (right) Studio photograph of Tan Kim Cheng published in 1908 (Wright, A., 
Twentieth Century Impressions of British Malaya, p. 574.)  

Further analysis shows that Lim Kim Swee’s Portrait of Tan Kim Ching (Figure 3-45) 

appears to be based on an older surviving carte-de-visite of Tan Kim Ching (Figure 

3-46) taken by Quan Hing Studio in the 1870s or early 1880s. A similar photograph 

of Tan reproduced in a 1908 publication provides a sharper depiction of the portrait 

(Figure 3-47). Upon closer analysis, it is evident that Lim Kim Swee used the 

photograph of Tan as a basis for his painting.  
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It was very likely that the artist used a photographic reference and added the faces to 

a template. These workshop-like operations in Chinese portrait painting were the 

norm during this period, which Roberta Wue described as “collaborative portraits”, 

and that it was common for studios were known to engage a better-known artist to 

render the face or faces only, leaving the rest of the image to artists with less 

versatile abilities.257 It would seem that Lim Kim Swee probably also hired several 

other apprentice artists in his studio to paint the decoration on the garments, leaving 

the most important task of painting the face to himself. The technical inferiority of 

the details on the textiles, as compared to the rendering of facial features in all of 

Lim Kim Swee’s portraits, could attest to such operations. 

The Portrait of Tan Keow (Figure 3-48), painted by Lim Kim Swee in 1898, could 

attest to such operations. Close scrutiny of the painting reveals that the details on the 

fabric appear to have been painted by apprentice artists, while the master artist 

painted the face. 

The technical skill in the rendering of likeness and physiognomy was far superior to 

the clumsy and crude, almost amateur attempt at say, the details of the mandarin 

square. Lim Kim Swee most probably used a photographic reference to complete this 

portrait. The attention to detail especially in the way the artist focused on rendering 

the subject’s facial features (Figure 3-49) as opposed to the ornamentation of the 

subject’s robes (Figure 3-50), can be seen as a reference to the preoccupations of the 

Chinese with depicting their “likeness” in their portraits. 

                                                
257 Wue, Roberta, "Essentially Chinese: The Chinese Portrait Subject in Nineteenth-Century Photography”, in Wu Hung 

and Katherine R. Tsiang (Eds.), Body and Face in Chinese Visual Culture, Cambridge (Massachusetts) and London: Harvard 
University Asia Centre, 2005, p. 268. 
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Figure 3-48: Lim Kim Swee, Portrait of Tan Keow, watercolour, gouache and gold leaf on 
paper, Singapore, 1898, Singapore,. Gift of Wee Lin. NUS Museum, B2008-0001-001-0 
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Figure 3-49: Detail of Figure 3-48 Portrait of Tan Keow by Lim Kim Swee. The rendering 
of the subject’s face appears to be done by the hand of a master artist as compared with the 

other parts of the portrait (Figure 3-50) 

      

 
Figure 3-50: Details of Figure 3-48 Portrait of Tan Keow by Lim Kim Swee. The subject’s 

robes and other decorative elements appear to be painted by a less experienced artist 

Many 19th century Chinese photographers were also miniature artists; hence a 

typical portrait studio would provide options for photographic services, hand-

coloured photographs and paintings copied from photographs. This practice of 

replicating images seemed to be a standard service provided by portrait studios in the 

early Chinese settlements.  
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The Cantonese artist, Lee Yuk, for example, advertised his services in Singapore 

earlier in 1861 as both a portrait painter and a daguerreotype copier in Singapore, at 

his studio at 139 Telok Ayer Street.258 Five years later he appeared in Semarang, 

advertising that he was “a portrait painter working in oils, from life or from 

photographic prints” in Kampong Jurnatan.259 These advertisements clearly indicate 

that painted images were commonly made after photographic originals, a service that 

was offered by photography studios during those times. 

According to Matthew Isaac Cohen, “many Chinese and Japanese itinerant 

portraitists visited major Indonesian towns and cities in the 1890s and made graphite 

sketches (teeken portret dengen potlood) based on family photographs”.260 Cohen 

notes that some Japanese portrait painters even took on Chinese names, such as Ho 

Tian Lio Tjioe (whose Japanese name was Wada Riosioe, or R. Wada for short).261 

Coincidentally, R. Wada was also active in Singapore from 1891, and advertised as a 

“Japanese artist and portrait painter”, offering his services for “enlargements in 

crayon to any size from photographic oil paintings” at the Singapore Photographic 

Rooms at 56 Hill Street.262 Song Ong Siang’s 1923 publication features dozens of 

portraits that appear to be reprints of graphite and charcoal sketches.  

It was possible that clients of photography studios chose to commission a painted 

reproduction of a selected portrait photograph taken during a single visit to the studio. 

The studio of Chia Peng Seng was particularly prolific. Chia was a photographer 

who regularly advertised the following advertisement in local English newspapers 

from June 1890 onwards (Figure 3-51):  

                                                
258 The Straits Times, 29 June 1861, p. 3. 
259 “Lee-Yuk portretschilder in Olieverw, naar het leven en Photografische Afdrukken. Adres: Kampong Djernatan.” De 

Locomotief, 12 October 1866, p. 2. The following month the artist announced that he was “departing within two to three weeks 
for Canton” (“vertrekt binnen 2 à 3 weken naar Canton”. De Locomotief, 5 November 1866, p. 2. “Portretten naar het leven in 
Olieverw, verkrijgbaar bij den beroemden Portretschilder Lieijoek… Singsoeloeng – Boebaän.” De Locomotief, 3 July 1868, p. 
3. 

260 Cohen, Isaac M., “Traditional and Popular Painting in Modern Java”, in Archipel, vol. 69, 2005, Autour de la peinture a 
Java, vol. 1, p. 20. 

261 Cohen 2005, ibid. 
262 The Straits Times, 5 January 1891, p. 3. 
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Figure 3-51: Advertisement by Chia Peng Seng, Daily Advertiser, 26 June 1890, p. 3. 

During a single visit to the studio of Chia Peng Seng at 125 South Bridge Road, 

clients could choose to have their portraits painted or photographed, or they could 

have their studio photographs reproduced as paintings or hand-painted 

photographs.263  

By the 1900s, many Chinese and Japanese artists and photographers offered a wide 

range of services for studio portrait photography, mainly for hand-coloured 

photographs and paintings copied from photographs. For example, Soo Pun Ting, the 

portrait painter and photographer, provided both photographic and painterly services, 

which he frequently advertised subscriptions for, “chalk, oil, watercolour paintings” 

at his studio at 29 South Bridge Road. For additional income, he also gave drawing 

classes to aspiring artists for the fee of $15 a month and $150 for complete 

courses.264 Despite the popularity of portrait photography, portrait painting was still a 

much sought-after service by the people.  

Soo Pun Ting reportedly exhibited some examples of his portrait work at the opening 

ceremony of The Agri-Horticultural Exhibition in 1906, including the portraits of 

Tan Jiak Kim and Thomas Scott of Guthrie & Co. A newspaper article provides an 

account of these works: 

A rather interesting item in this varied exhibition is some drawings shown by 
Mr. J. Soo Pun Ting; he shows considerable ability in his crayon reproduction 
of the photographs of Mr. Thos. Scott and the Hon. Tan Jiak Kim.265 

                                                
263 Daily Advertiser, 26 June 1890, p. 3. 
264 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 29 April 1909, p. 2. 
265 Eastern Daily Mail and Straits Morning Advertiser, 17 August 1906, p. 3. 
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Later in 1924, Soo Pun Ting established a photography studio at 54 Victoria Street, 

and advertised the following: 

S. Punting Photo Studio. Owing to the extension of his photographic business, 
Mr. S. Punting has temporarily closed down his studio for the necessary repairs 
and alterations. The studio will be opened from September 13, and patrons who 
wish to have artistic oil painting, chalk drawing or water color portraiture done 
are especially welcomed. Photographic work also undertaken.266 

As discussed, this section serves to illustrate the diverse artistic repertoire of early 

artists and photographers engaged in the business of producing portraits in 

commercial studios in 19th century Singapore, by looking at the genre of portraiture 

to trace the concurrent development of both painting and photographic practices in 

Singapore and the wider region. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has presented evidence to suggest that as early as the 1860s, Singapore 

became a place for not only the trans-shipment of art, but also the production of 

works of art. From the middle of the 19th century, itinerant portrait painters from 

Europe and China travelled along maritime trade routes, using Singapore as a base to 

travel between British Malaya and the Dutch East Indies. Chinese migrant 

photographers from the treaty ports of Hong Kong, Canton and Shanghai, previously 

employed as export artists in the painting workshops, became active in Singapore 

from as early as the 1840s.  

Like the early Chinese settlers, Chinese artists and photographers did not only 

establish themselves in Singapore and the Straits Settlements, but also in many parts 

of the Eastern Archipelago where they were equally as prominent, and firmly 

established. Straits Chinese portrait paintings found in Singapore, Malaya and Java 

were significantly influenced by the pictorial conventions of Chinese export painting 

and European oil painting, while also appropriating local imagery and traditional 

themes. The prevalence of such pictures might suggest the emergence of a regional 

style of painting, perhaps as a result of the encounters between cultures and the 

global networks of trade. These cultural cross currents are manifest in the materials 
                                                

266 The Straits Times, 6 October 1924, p. 16. 
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and methods favoured during this era. The issues discussed in this chapter serve to 

illustrate the diverse repertoire of the artists during this period, and the role of 

Singapore as both a base for artists travelling in the region, and as a site of patronage. 

The emerging technologies of print and photography played a pivotal role in shaping 

the visual regimes governing the production of pictures. Despite the popularity of 

portrait photography, the appeal of painted portraits endured. Portrait painting from 

the 1890s became very much dependent on the techniques afforded by photography, 

while many photography studios relied on the services of painters.  
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Chapter 4  
Connecting Local and Regional Histories of Photography: 

European photographic enterprises and the network of Chinese 
familial studios 

The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 opened the floodgates to maritime trade, 

propelling Singapore onto the world map as a strategic port of call for vessels plying 

the trade routes from the West to the East. From the third quarter of the 19th century, 

the colony of Singapore became the main economic center in the Malay Peninsula. 

The influx of foreign trade grew Singapore’s economy, creating wealth for both the 

British as well as pockets of the mercantile community.  

The adoption of photography as a new medium for portraiture was a practice that 

developed in tandem with the increasing importance of Singapore as an entrepôt for 

East-West trade, and as the administrative and political capital of British Malaya. 

The rising social classes in Singapore began to commission portraits of themselves in 

order to make their social ascent more visible, thus fuelling the production of such 

pictures. Conveniently situated at the crossroads of maritime trade routes, Singapore 

also became much more accessible to travelling artists and photographers. With the 

development of urban infrastructure, Singapore also became a safer and more 

conducive place for artists to settle permanently. 

While the earliest surviving photographic views of the settlement are the 

daguerreotypes taken in 1844 by the travelling photographer Jules Itier, it was 

Gaston Dutronquoy who can be regarded as the pioneer of photography in Singapore. 

Dutronquoy introduced commercial photography to Singapore when he opened the 

island’s first daguerreotype studio on 14 December 1843 at the London Hotel, 

merely four years after the invention of the first camera.  

In comparison with the inception of photography in the rest of Southeast Asia, 1843 

is a relatively early date. Adolph Schaefer set up the first daguerreotype studio in 

Batavia (presently Jakarta) on 15 February 1845.267 The daguerreotype arrived in 

Siam (Thailand) much later in 1855, when the Siamese monarch Rama IV (King 

                                                
267 Java Courant, 15 February 1845, p. 7. 
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Mongkut) received from Queen Victoria, various state gifts including a camera and 

complete photographic apparatus.268   

The advent of photography in Singapore in 1843 gave authenticity to a medium that 

would become a credible method of historical documentation. The works of well-

known photographers such as John Thomson, August Sachtler and Gustave Richard 

Lambert defined the second half of 19th century Singapore as a period of flux driven 

by European colonialism and modern technology. 269  While the majority of 

photographic studios in Singapore during the 19th century were European, the rise of 

the Chinese-owned photography studios eventually led to the decline of the 

established European photographic firms by the early 20th century.   

This chapter explores the impact of the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 on the 

proliferation of more permanent photographic establishments within the urban spaces 

of colonised and social-stratified Singapore. The first section begins with a 

discussion of new photographic techniques, and the services provided by 

photography studios in relation to the trades and traditions that characterised their 

practices. It analyses the various types of services offered by early photographic 

studios, ranging from studio portrait photography to the sale of views and types.  

The second section examines the conditions for the rise of the European 

photographic firms, and the demise of these enterprises in the aftermath of the First 

World War. This is discussed in relation to the rise of Chinese and Japanese studios 

in the 1890s.  

Thirdly, I discuss the proliferation of Chinese photographic studios in Singapore and 

the shifting centers of economic activity in the Colonial city-state. I also map the 

geographical distribution of Chinese photography studios in the region, in order to 

determine the extent and influence of their vast operations on the spread of 

photography in Singapore and Southeast Asia. 

                                                
268 M. L. Manich Jumsai, King Mongkut, p. 100. (cited in Cary, Caverlee, Tow Photographs from Nineteenth-Century Siam, 

in Taylor, Nora. A, Studies in Southeast Asian Art, Essays in honour of Stanley J. Connor, New York: Southeast Asia Program 
Publications, Cornell University, 2000, p. 125.) 

269 Toh, Jason, Singapore Through 19th Century Photographs, Singapore: Editions Didier Millet, 2009, p. 11. 
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The fourth section examines the familial and regional networks of Chinese 

photographers, focusing primarily on the photographic practices and operations of 

the studios of the Lee Brothers, and ends with a discussion of new frameworks for 

future research on Chinese photography studios. 

4.1 Situating Early Photographic Practices in 19th Century Singapore   

By the end of the late 1850s, commercial portrait photography had reached very 

common levels of adoption around the world. During this time, technological 

advancements enabled more commercially viable photographic methods and 

techniques to replace the daguerreotype process. Following its invention in 1851, 

the wet-collodion process quickly emerged as a successor to the expensive and 

cumbersome techniques of the daguerreotype, hastening the latter’s demise.270  

The wet-collodion albumen printing process was a commercial success as it proved 

to be a cheaper and much more productive technique than the daguerreotype. This 

technological development allowed for the production of multiple prints on a paper 

base using the albumen found in egg whites. Edward A. Edgerton commercially 

introduced this new process to Singapore in February 1858. In May 1858, Edgerton 

entered into a partnership and advertised the opening of Alfeld & Edgerton’s 

photography studio at 3 Armenian Street, announcing a range of newly acquired 

photographic equipment and materials brought from London and Paris.271  

The advertisement described his use of a, “new and far superior technique”, which 

used a process that was, “more life-like and not liable to be injured by the changes of 

climate as is so generally the case with Daguerreotypes”.272 He described his 

establishment as being: 

A suitable place for taking portraits at No. 3 Armenian Street, corner of 
Stamford Street (opposite Mr Edgerton’s former residence) has been erected, 
and every arrangement made at a great expense, to give general satisfaction and 
secure a faithful, pleasing and permanent likeness.273  

                                                
270 As the daguerreotype process was patented, one had to pay a fee to practice as a daguerreotype photographer  
271 The Straits Times, 15 May 1858, p. 2. 
272 The Straits Times, 20 February 1858, p. 2. (First cited in Falconer 1987, p. 16.) 
273 The Straits Times, 15 May 1858, p. 2. 
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In 1859, Edgerton moved his studio to the entrance on the street leading to 

D’Almeida’s Pier at Commercial Square, where Gaston Dutronquoy’s London Hotel 

was first located.274   

Edgerton’s carefully worded advertisements inform us that from 1858 to 1859, his 

studio produced copies of paintings, portraits, drawings, and daguerreotypes, as well 

as photographic and stereoscopic portraits on glass or paper.275  Edgerton also 

photographed views of Singapore and Penang, which could be purchased at his 

studio. In addition, he advertised for the services of a colourist at his studio, 

indicating that he also provided hand painted photographs.276 In 1861, Edgerton gave 

up his photography studio to become the first editor of the Singapore Review and 

Monthly Magazine, which was incepted in January 1861.277 Unfortunately, none of 

his photographic portraits have survived to inform us about the extent of his 

photographic practice. 

The introduction of better paper material for producing photographs used in the wet-

collodion process resulted in the inception of the carte de visite – a photographic 

format which became extremely popular during the second half of the 19th century, 

as it provided a modern and economical alternative to the painted miniature portrait 

in Europe. Introduced in France in the 1860s, the carte de visite was originally 

intended as a post card. However, its charming appeal and portability made it an 

instant sensation as the micro-portrait photographs could also be turned into charms. 

A steady stream of photographers arrived in quick succession after Edgerton’s 

retirement from commercial photography in 1861. The photographer Thomas 

Heritage opened a studio in Singapore at 3 Queen Street a year before Edgerton’s 

New Photographic Rooms closed its doors. 278  Like Edgerton, Heritage also 

advertised his services for producing photographic and stereoscopic portraits, while 

also providing services to produce miniatures for brooches and lockets.279 The next 

                                                
274 The Straits Times, 21 May 1859, p. 2. 
275 The Straits Times, 31 December 1858, p. 4. 
276 The Straits Times, 13 February 1858, p. 2. 
277 Makepeace, Walter, Brooke, Gilbert, E. and Braddell, Roland, S. J., One Hundred Years of Singapore: Being Some 

Account of the Capital of the Straits Settlements from Its Foundation by Sir Stamford Raffles on the 6th February 1819 to the 
6th February 1919, London: J. Murray, 1921, p. 285. 

278 The Straits Times, 8 June 1861, p. 4. 
279 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 19 April 1860, p. 2. 
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year, the itinerant French photographer from Paris, O. Regnier offered carte de visite 

portraits at his residence at Oxley Road.280 The British photographer W.H. Honiss, 

previously from a photography studio on Oxford Street in London, advertised his 

services in July 1862 for producing portraits in brooches, lockets and rings at his 

studio in Singapore at 18 Orchard Road.281 

A detailed survey of documentary and archival sources appears to suggest that the 

principal business and source of income for photographers in the mid-19th century 

was not generated solely through studio portrait photography, but was also largely 

dependent on the sale of views.  

Throughout the 19th century, prints depicting landscapes and views of the 

indigenous people of Singapore and the region formed a significant source of 

revenue for most European photographic establishments. Although many appeared to 

have used their studios for commissioned portrait work, their services were probably 

not limited to studio portrait photography. As an example, E.A. Edgerton often 

advertised the studio’s collection of, “Portraits and Views at The New Photographic 

Rooms at Commercial Square”.282  Edgerton clearly distinguishes the sale of pictures 

depicting ‘types’ from portraits commissioned by paying customers, two very 

distinct aspects of his business.283  

In the 1860s, views of Singapore could be purchased from the studio of the German 

photographer August Sachtler. The Straits Times published a notice on 22 October 

1864, advertising the sale of a “selection of the choicest Views of Singapore and its 

surroundings” while also offering portrait photography at his studio “at any hour 

during the day” (Figure 4-1).284 

                                                
280 The Straits Times, 28 December 1861, p. 3. 
281 The Straits Times, 26 July 1862, p. 4. 
282 The Straits Times, 21 May 1859, p. 2. 
283 The Straits Times, 21 May 1859, p. 2. 
284 The Straits Times, 22 October 1864, p. 5. 
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Figure 4-1: Advertisement by A. Sacthler & Co. The Straits Times, 22 October 1864, p. 5.  

Perhaps the most notable photographer to establish a studio in Singapore during this 

time was the Scottish photographer John Thomson (1837–1921). Thomson left his 

hometown in Edinburgh to visit Asia briefly, but embarked on a more prolonged 

period of travel and residence in 1862. 285 After his arrival in Malaya, Thomson spent 

ten months exploring Penang and Province Wellesley to photograph the sceneries 

and inhabitants of the settlement, before moving to Singapore to join his older 

brother William, who was already working there as a watchmaker as well as a 

photographer.286 By June 1862, Thomson was advertising as a photographer in 

Singapore.287 

Upon his arrival in Singapore in 1862, Thomson first advertised his photographic 

services to the public in The Straits Times on 14th June 1862: 

“Mr. J. Thomson, Photographer, has arrived by the Mail of this day and will 
open his Photographic room at Captain Leisks, 3 Beach Road on Monday 
16th.”288 

It is worth noting that John Thomson first operated a studio in Singapore in 1862 

before working in Thailand and various cities in China. He is best remembered 

primarily for the production of a series of illustrated publications of his photographic 

                                                
285 Pearce, Nick, “John Thomson’s China: 1868-1872” in, China: Through the Lens of John Thomson 1868-1872, Bangkok: 

Riverbooks, 2010, p. 6. 
286 Thomson gives an account of his stay in Penang in Thomson 1875, pp. 8-9. Sack and Thomson of Beach Road were 

listed as photographic artists in The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1861, p. 42. A 1862 listing states that W. Thomson 
practiced as a Nautical Instrument Repairer as well as Photographic Artist at his establishment at Beach Road. The Straits 
Calendar and Directory for 1862, p. 73. 

287 A J. Thomson also listed together with W. Thomson as a partner of ‘Thomson Brothers, Watchmakers, Helston Lodge, 
Kelleney road’, in The Royal Almanac and Directory for the year 1864 (being leap year), the various departments of 
government, merchants, trades and professions, etc., at Singapore, 1864, p. 112. 

288 The Straits Times, 14 June 1862, p. 1. 
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documentation of the places and foreign subjects of his travels.289 Lauded as the 

father of travel photography, and perhaps the most celebrated photographer of the 

time, it is also important to point out that Thomson’s first port of call in Asia was 

Penang, before he established his base in Singapore. It is worth considering the 

significance of how his stay in Singapore and Malaya might have shaped his later 

practice. 

John Thomson’s portraits of his subjects taken in his studio in Singapore are some of 

the earliest surviving examples of portrait photography in Singapore. The surviving 

corpus of Thomson’s photographs of his Singapore subjects includes a number of 

carte de visite portraits of Straits Chinese women taken in his studio at Beach Road 

(Figure 4-2).  

 
Figure 4-2 (left): John Thomson, Portrait of a seated Straits Chinese woman, carte de visite 
photograph, Singapore, ca. 1863-1866.  (right): ‘THOMSON Singapore’ printed on verso. 

Collection of Peter Lee 

It appears that by 1867, John Thomson had partnered with his brother, and they 

established a new photography studio together at Battery Road, offering portrait 

photography services at their studio Thomson Rooms, as advertised in the following 

notice (Figure 4-3). 

                                                
289 Falconer 1987, p. 68. 
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Figure 4-3: Advertisement for studio portrait photography at Thomson Rooms. Singapore 

Daily Times, 18 May 1867, p. 2. The British Library Board 

 
Figure 4-4: John Thomson, Thomson Brothers, Whampoa, albumen silver photograph, carte 

de visite, Singapore. c. 1863. Inscribed in ink under image on card, 'Whampoa'. National 
Gallery of Australia, NGA 2012.1853 

Gael Newton brings our attention to a rare albumen carte de visite portrait 

photograph of the Chinese merchant Hoo Ah Kay or Whampoa (Figure 4-4) – the 

subject of many other portraits discussed in the previous chapters. The albumen 

silver photograph was taken in the Thomson Brothers Studio in Singapore around 

1863, and purchased by the National Gallery of Australia in 2012.290 There is an 

inscription in ink under the image on the card that reads 'Whampoa', and is also one 

                                                
290 Newton, Gael, “The sale price of a Singapore photograph by G R Lambert”, The Curatorial Crypt, 12 December 2014, 

http://photo-web.com.au/gn/the-curatorial-crypt/ (accessed 1 Feb 2015) 
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of the earliest known examples of commissioned studio portrait photographs 

produced in Singapore in the early 1860s.  

The photograph depicts Hoo Ah Kay in a ‘European’ style pose – which is a full 

length and profile view, and seated beside an ornately carved table. His hand is 

resting on a book, perhaps to indicate his education and status. This might suggest 

that the photograph was a commissioned portrait and not a ‘type’ – whereby a 

photographer hires a model to be dressed in traditional costumes and props, and 

photographed in various poses.   

Commissioned studio portraits usually placed emphasis on the sitter’s social status or 

wealth, through the use of symbolic props, specific poses, studio backdrops, or the 

display of emblems and rank. In contrast, in photographic ‘types’, the ethnicity and 

occupation of the subject was emphasized over his or her individual identity, which 

was expressed by using specific traditional costumes identifiable with a particular 

ethnic community, or with objects which might suggest one’s profession. 

Many photographers employed models to sit in such poses in their studio. One 

example is the albumen print taken by August Sachtler, who operated a photography 

studio in Singapore in the 1860s. 

Figure 4-5 depicts a Chinese lady dressed holding a cigar to her mouth, and dressed 

in a baju panjang – an article of fashion worn by Straits Chinese ladies of the 19th 

century. The inscription at the bottom of the print reads, “Baba girl, half Malay, half 

Chinese” (“Baba Girl. Half mal. Half chin.”), and typifies the subject rather 

generically, hence suggesting that the subject was not a paying customer.  
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Figure 4-5: August Sacthler, Babagirl, half mal. Half chin, albumen photograph, c.1860s. 

Collection of Mr and Mrs Lee Kip Lee 

 
Figure 4-6: Unknown photographer, Straits Chinese ‘Nyonyas’, photograph, Singapore, early 

20th century. National Museum of Singapore, XXXX-13874 

However in observing portraits of other Straits Chinese women in photographs 

produced during this time, one does not see this pose being perpetuated. Straits 

Chinese women were found to be seated in a full frontal pose similar to the posture 

adopted by elites in Imperial China. They were usually depicted with their palms 
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placed on their laps, and despite their rather restrictive sarongs, would sit with their 

feet outturned and firmly planted, projecting an impression of a woman of power 

(Figure 4-6). 

According to Straits Chinese customs, a woman was expected to act according to 

custom (jalan adat) by conducting and presenting herself in a manner according 

to certain codes of conduct (seronoh). These characteristics are inconsistent with 

Sachtler’s cigar-smoking Baba girl. Furthermore, the fact that Sachtler’s female 

subject appears to have modeled other costumes for Sachtler further supports the 

claim that she was probably a model.   

Such pictures were therefore not portraits, but ‘types’, in which photographers 

portrayed their subjects typified as ethnological specimens. These pictures became 

popular items of purchase and were bought and sought by the European market – 

especially in the case of street scenes and ‘types’ of trades and occupations taken by 

M. Miller and John Thompson in the studios of Canton and Hong Kong in the late 

1860s and early 1870s (Figure 4-7).291 

 
 Figure 4-7: John Thomson, A Manchu lady having her face painted, Photograph, Beijing, 

China, 1869.  John Thomson, Illustrations of China and its people, London, 1873-4, vol IV, 
pl. XIII, No. 34, "Manchu ladies". Wellcome Library no. 19668i 

                                                
291 Clunas, Craig, Chinese Export Watercolours, Victoria and Albert Museum: Far Eastern Series, 1984, p. 102. 
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Fuelled by the Victorian enchantment with the Orient, these ethnological curiosities 

and romanticised images led to a booming trade in the production and sale of these 

pictures. A comprehensive survey of advertisements of the types of services offered 

by photography studios in Singapore published in local English language newspapers 

in the mid-19th century indicates that the early photographers were not limited to 

studio portrait photography. Table 4-1 shows the types of services offered by portrait 

photographers active in Singapore before the invention of the gelatin silver process 

by Richard Maddox in 1871.  

The wide range of services provided by the early European photographic firms 

established in Singapore included portraits of types, as well as portrait studio 

photography, and photography of residences and buildings. Customers could also 

purchase a variety of stock images of topographic views of Singapore and the 

surrounding region during their visit to the studio. As the data presented in the table 

below shows, the sale of views and types often complemented the studio’s services 

for commercial portraiture. The success of many European firms was therefore not 

solely attributed to commissioned portraiture, but also to the trade in stock views and 

types. 
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Table 4-1: Services offered by photography studios in Singapore according to date 
established 

Date Photographer Company/Adress Services advertised 

1843 Gaston 
Dutronquoy London Hotel Daguerreotype portraits 

1853 H. Husband 1 Hill Street Daguerreotype portraits 

1854 Cesar von  
Düben Beach Road Daguerreotype portraits, Copies  

Views 

1855 Ludowick 
Saurman London Hotel Daguerreotype portraits 

1856 J. Newman 
The American Photograph 

Portrait Rooms 

Church Street 

Daguerreotype portraits, copies of 
paintings and drawings 

1858 Edward A. 
Edgerton 

New Photographic Rooms  
Commercial Square 

Photographic and stereographic 
portraits, copies of paintings and 

drawings, portraits for lockets and 
brooches. Photographic views of 

Penang and Singapore 

1860 
Thomas 
Heritage, 
London 

3 Queen Street 

Photographic portraits, 
photographed residences, offfices, 

family and group portrait 
photographs. 

Photographic views of Penang and 
Singapore 

1861 O. Regnier, 
Paris Hotel D L’Esperance 

Photographic portraits,  
photographed residences. 

Photographic views of Singapore 
and its inhabitants  

1861 Lee Yuk, Canton 139 Telok Ayer Street Portrait painting, photographic 
portraits, daugerreotype copies 

1862 John Thomson 3 Beach Road 
 Killiney Road (1864) 

Photographic portraits and views, 
portraits for jewellery, albums for 
portraits and stereoscopic views 

 

1862 W. H. Honiss, 
London 18 Orchard Road Portraits for lockets, rings, 

brooches 

1863 August Sachtler  
 

Sachtler & Co.(1863) 
A. Sachtler & Co. (1864) 

Photographic portraits, 
photographed views of Singapore, 

Sarawak.  
Views and types of Borneo, Java, 

Sumatra, Saigon, Siam, Burma and 
the Straits Settlemetns 
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From the evidence presented above, it is also apparent that the early photographic 

establishments appeared to be concentrated in the metropolitan core of Singapore’s 

civic district. The following section will focus on locating and situating photographic 

practices of the late 19th century within the urban landscape of 19th century 

Singapore. 

4.2 Photographic Districts in the Colonial Settlement and the ‘Collective 
Enterprise’ of G.R. Lambert & Co. 

The early photographic establishments in Singapore formed an industry dominated 

largely by European photographers and concentrated within the core of Singapore’s 

civic district in the area surrounding Coleman Street – where the London Hotel 

previously stood, at the birthplace of photography in Singapore.292 This vicinity 

within the core of the city, bordered by the intersections of Hill Street, Stamford 

Road, North Bridge Road and High Street, was to become the epicentre of 

photographic activities in Singapore in the following decades, as the following map 

which marks the locations of photography studios within this area will show (Map 

4-1). 

                                                
292 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 14 December 1843, p. 2. 

1865 William Jones Canning Street Photographic portraits, enlarging 

1867 G. R. Lambert 
G. R. Lambert & Co. 

1 High Street 
Photographic portraits, views of 

private residences 

1867 Sun Qua 26 Malacca Street 

Photographic portraits, also painted 
ship portraits. 

Painted views of Penang and 
possibly Singapore 

1868 J. M. Nauta High Street Photographic portraits, also painted 
views of Penang 
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Map 4-1: Ethnic distribution of photographers and studios along High Street, Hill 
Street and Coleman Street according to date established 

 

The pioneers of this trade congregated around High Street, Hill Street and Coleman 

Street. Many were itinerant photographers who situated their businesses in hotels 

strategically located along the Esplanade such as The Hotel de l'Europe, Hotel de la 

Paix, The Adelphi Hotel and the Raffles Hotel. High Street was also the first street 

built in Singapore in 1821.  

The studios situated along High Street were predominantly established and owned by 

European proprietors. G.R. Lambert & Co. established their first studio at 1 High 

Street on 10 April 1867.293 Sachtler & Co., whose original partners were August 

Sachtler and K. Feilberg, set up their first studio along High Street near the Court 

House in July 1864, and later moved to 88 High Street in January 1874.294 Henry 

Schuren, a former employee of Woodbury and Page in Batavia, opened his studio in 

Hotel de l’Europe in 1873, before leaving his studio at 89 High Street to J. Huck.295   

                                                
293 The Singapore Daily Times, 18 May 1867. p. 2. 
294 The Straits Times, 27 August 1864, p. 3; The Straits Times, 13 June 1874, p. 5 
295 Straits Times Overland Journal, 6 September 1873, p. 13; The Straits Times, 18 April 1874, p. 4. 
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Hill Street, situated right below Government Hill (presently known as Fort Canning 

Hill) begins at the junction of Victoria Street and Stamford Road, and extends to the 

fringe of Chinatown. The following studios were situated along Hill Street. H. 

Husband’s daguerreotype studio at 1 Hill Street opened in January 1853; albeit short 

lived.296 George Michael’s Celestial Studio at 50 Hill Street opened for business in 

1888, whilst Robert Lenz & Co. was established in c.1895-98 at the corner of Hill 

Street and Stamford Road.297 F. Agassiz, the sole proprietor of The Photo Store 

operated his studio at 56 Hill Street from 1889 to 1905, and 1909 saw the 

establishment of the Lee Brothers Studio at 58-4 Hill Street.298 The proprietors of the 

Lee Brothers Studio were the second generation of the Lee Clan, Lee King Yan and 

Lee Poh Yan, who later became well-known photographers in Singapore. 

Under British colonial rule, Singapore’s urban planning and spatial organization of 

society was ordered in such a way that its constituents were subservient to the 

demands of the capital. The colonial city of Singapore was specifically designed to 

facilitate trade and communications, and was constructed in such a manner as to 

efficiently regulate the traffic of commodities and labour into the city.299  

Roads were laid to efficiently funnel the flow of commodities from the hinterland 

into the heart of Singapore’s civic district; banking, financial and warehouse 

complexes burgeoned within the city’s metropolitan core to support entrepôt trade. 

According to Armstrong and McGee (1985), Singapore’s civic district was a crucial 

element in the framework of the Colonial-capitalist economy, with its metropolitan 

core designed to function as ‘theatres of accumulation’ for the accretion of financial, 

industrial and commercial capital; and ‘centres of diffusion’ from which Western 

culture and values were spread.300 

It is evident that the central business and administrative district was the most sought 

after location for a photography studio, and particularly along Hill Street, High Street 

                                                
296 The Straits Times, 15 February 1853, p. 3. 
297 The Straits Times, 22 January 1889, p. 4; The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 15 June 

1896, p. 4; The Straits Times, 11 May 1909, p. 3. 
298 The Singapore Free Press And Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 15 September 1898, p. 2;  
299 Yeoh, Brenda S. A., Contesting Space: Power Relations and the Urban Built Environment Colonial Singapore, Oxford 

University Press, 1996, p. 8. 
300 Armstrong, W. and McGee, Terence G., Theatres of Accumulation: Studies in Asian and Latin American Urbanization, 

London: Methuen, 1985, p. 41. 
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and Battery Road, which were situated within the commercial district of Commercial 

Square (presently Raffles Place) – as the following map indicates (Map 4-2). These 

studios were concentrated within the locus of colonial power, and situated within the 

Downtown core – the financial, administrative and commercial centre of the British 

colony.  

Map 4-2: Ethnic distribution of photographers and studios established along Battery 
Road, Commercial Square 

By the 1880s, there were clusters of studios concentrated around Orchard Road, 

Battery Road, and North and South Bridge Roads, indicating a shift from the heart of 

the civic district to the town’s periphery and other residential suburbs, which became 

satellite spheres of economic activities in Singapore (Map 4-3).  

Many of the studios along Orchard Road were branches that were set up to cater to 

the people living in these new residential locales. The studios that opened branches 

along Orchard Road were: G.R. Lambert & Co. in 1877, Moses & Co. in 1883, 

Wilson & Co. in c.1903 and later, H. Nugent Buckeridge, previously a manager of 

G.R Lambert & Co. who opened his own studio at 65 Orchard Road in 1921.301 All

of them provided portrait-taking services catering to the new residents in the area.

Between 1877 and 1918, the studio of G.R. Lambert & Co. operated from various

locations along Orchard Road to cater to the European communities who had moved

into the vicinity surrounding the idyllic nutmeg estates.

301 The Straits Times, 19 May 1877, p. 11; The Straits Times, 2 August 1883, p. 3; The Singapore Free Press and 
Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 18 June 1903, p. 6. 
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Map 4-3: Ethnic distribution of photographers and studios established along Orchard 
Road 

 

Table 4-2 shows the names and addresses of photographic establishments in 

locations across Singapore from 1843 to 1889, compiled through studios’ 

advertisements in local English-language newspapers. It shows that the district 

around Orchard Road had become a popular location for photography studios by the 

1880s, with the first studio there established by W.H. Honiss in 1862. 

Table 4-2: Addresses of photographers and photography studios active in Singapore 
between 1843 and 1889 according to date established  

Date  Name(s)  Address 

1843 Gaston Dutronquoy 
 

London Hotel 
3 Coleman Street 

1853 Herman Husband 1 Brash Basah Road 
1 Hill Street 

1854 Cesar von Düben Beach Road 

1855 Ludowick Saurman London Hotel 
Esplanade 

1856 
J. Newman 

The American Photographic 
Rooms 

Church Street 

1858 Edward A. Edgerton 3 Armenian Street (1858) 
Commercial Square (1859) 

1860 Thomas Heritage 3 Queen Street 
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1861 O. Regnier
Hotel D L’Esperance 

Corner of High Street and Esplanade 
Road 

1861 W. Thomson Beach Road 

1861 Sack and Thomson Beach Road 

1861 Lee Yuk Telok Ayer Street 

1862 John Thomson 3 Beach Road (1862) 
Killiney Road (1864) 

1862 W. H. Honiss 18 Orchard Road 

1863 Thomson Brothers Beach Road (1863) 
Battery Road (1868) 

1864 Sacthler & Co. (A. Sachtler and 
K. Feilberg)

High Street, next to court house (1864) 
Battery Road 

88 High Street (1874) 

1864 A. Sachtler & Co. 88 High Street 

1865 K. Feilberg United Services Hotel 

1865 William Jones Canning Street 

1866 Thomson Rooms Battery Road 

1866 Sachtler & Feilberg (H. 
Sachtler, K. Feilberg) Beach Road 

1867 W. Woodford Waterloo Street 

1867 G. R. Lambert & Co 

1 High Street (1867) 
30 Orchard Road (1877) 

430 Orchard Road (1884) 
186 Orchard Road (1886) 

1867 Sun Qua 26 Malacca Street 

1867 Nauta & Co. High Street 

1873 Apolinaire (Mr & Mrs) Hotel De La Paix, Coleman Street. 

1874 Henry Schuren Hotel de l'Europe (1874) 
89 High Street (1876) 

1875 A. Schleesselmann 30 Orchard Road (1875) 
High Street (1877) 

1875 A. Vander Crab Hotel de la Paix, Coleman Street 
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1881 Moses & Co. 
Stamford Road (1881) 

30 Orchard Road (1883) 
4 Orchard Road (1887) 

1887 H. Day 50 Hill Street 

1889 George Michael 50 Hill Street 

A review of the data provided by documentary and archival sources reveals that 

many of the leading photographic talents in the region were largely based in 

Singapore – names such as Henry Schuren, Gustave Lambert, and John Thomson 

began to gain regional fame, and even today are regarded as pioneers in the history 

of photography.  

During his time in Singapore, John Thomson travelled extensively throughout the 

surrounding region in order to explore and document photographic views and types 

of the landscapes and inhabitants of Malaya, Sumatra and Ceylon. Thomson left 

Singapore for Siam (Thailand) by the invitation of the King of Siam. King Mongkut 

(Rama IV), impressed by Thomson’s growing reputation as a photographer, 

commissioned him to take photographic portraits of himself and other members of 

the royal family.302  

Thomson was the first in a succession of other Singapore-based photographers 

selected by the Siamese royalty and given royal appointments as official 

photographers to the Siamese monarchs. As Patrick Flores accurately observes, 

Mongkut’s ideals brought a, “marked shift in the royal attitude towards photography 

and modernity that worked out a secular image intended to commemorate a living 

king”.303 This was followed by a range of efforts by King Mongkut’s successor, King 

Chulalongkorn (reigned 1868-1910) to further deepen the commitment to the 

pictorial representation of future Siamese monarchs. 

Prior to the reign of Rama IV (October 1804–1868), it was strictly taboo to make 

royal portraits and visual representations of Siam’s king for public display. King 

302 For an account of Thomson’s photography session with the King of Siam, see Thomson, John, The Straits of Malacca, 
Indo-China, and China, or, Ten years' travels, adventures, and residence abroad / by J. Thomson ... illustrated with upward of 
sixty wood engravings by J.D. Cooper, from the author's own sketches and photographs, 1875, New York: Harper and Bros, pp. 
93-5. 

303 Flores, Patrick D., Past Peripheral: Curation in Southeast Asia, Singapore: NUS Museum, 2008, p. 38. 
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Mongkut breached the prohibition of making images of Siamese monarchs by 

allowing himself to be photographed, by many European photographers selected 

from the top photography studios in Singapore.  

The reign of King Mongkut also introduced to Siam the European tradition of the 

exchange of portraits as gifts between sovereigns to forge political solidarity. In June 

1855, the first daguerreotype depicting the monarch was sent to United States 

President Franklin Pierce. In the following years, the monarch was photographed 

multiple times and the photographs distributed to European monarchs and leaders, 

among them Queen Victoria in 1857, the pope in 1861, and Emperor Napoleon III in 

1861.304  

However it also appears that King Mongkut experienced difficulty in finding skilled 

photographers amongst the Siamese during this time. A letter written by the Siamese 

King on 14 February 1861, expressing his gratitude to Queen Victoria stated: 

But the photographic camera was to postpone very long because Siamese have 
no facility to work. Afterward however, we have met with a Swedish 
photographer being visitor here, and the other English gentleman, who was a 
person of good understanding of photographic work introduced to us by your 
Majesty’s Consul Sir Robert Schomburgk, who both have given some 
instruction and assistance to our native worker who become now in some 
facility in the photographic work. Wherefore we on this occasion have liberty to 
let our native photographer take likeness of ourselves, when we adorned with 
the watch decked with diamonds…305 

King Chulalongkorn or Rama V, Mongkut’s successor, also appointed foreign 

photographers, many of whom were established names in Singapore. During his 

reign, Henry Schuren, who had previously worked for Woodbury and Page in 

Batavia before settling in Singapore, was appointed the official photographer to the 

King of Siam soon after he established a photography studio in Singapore at Hotel de 

L'Europe in 1874.306 When he returned from Bangkok to Singapore in September 

                                                
304 Cary, Caverlee,“Two Photographs from Nineteenth-Century Siam”, in Taylor, Nora. A., Studies in Southeast Asian Art, 

Essays in Honour of Stanley J. Connor, New York: Southeast Asia Program Publications, Cornell University, 2000, pp. 124-6. 
305 “Official Letter to Queen Victoria”, in Pramoj, M. R. Seni and Pramoj, M. R. Kukrit, A King of Siam Speaks, Bangkok: 

The Siam Society, 1987, p. 149. 
306 During this short trip to Bangkok, Schuren left the management of his Singapore studio to his assistant photographer, J. 

Ruck. The Straits Times, 18 April 1874, p. 4. 
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1874, he placed an advertisement in The Straits Times announcing his newly 

conferred title (Figure 4-8).307  

 
Figure 4-8: Advertisement announcing Henry Schuren’s new title as photographer to the 

King of Siam in, The Straits Times, 12 September 1874, p. 10. 

The Siam Advertiser also published a Royal Proclamation issued by King 

Chulalongkorn, conferring a title onto Schuren as a token of his good work. Dated 20 

August 1874, and signed by Chulalongkorn, the notice read: 

Mr. H. Schuren, a photographer, visited Siam and was employed for H. M. to 
take photographic pictures of H. M., of the members of the Royal Family and 
many other views and scenes in Siam. His work is masterly and completely 
satisfactory to the Royal will. Therefore, We, the King of Siam, are pleased to 
confer upon Mr. H. Schuren the Busop Mahlah medal - a Decoration, and Royal 
reward, designed for those who have merited the Royal favor as artists, to be 
worn upon the outer garment, as a lasting mark of honour, and a memento of H. 
M. the King of Siam.308 

The position of official photographer to the King of Siam and successor to Schuren 

was later given to yet another Singapore photography studio – G.R. Lambert & Co. 

Established in 1867 by the German photographer Gustave Lambert, the photographic 

firm would later become one of the most commercially successful photographic 

enterprises in Singapore and the region. 

                                                
307 The Straits Times, 12 September 1874, p. 10 
308 The Straits Times, 24 October 1874, p. 2. 
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The ‘Collective Enterprise’ of G.R. Lambert & Co 

The young Gustave Richard Lambert from Dresden first arrived in Singapore in 

April 1867 and established a photography studio at 1 High Street. The following 

advertisement is perhaps the earliest record of Lambert’s presence on the island. The 

notice published in the Singapore Daily Times on 18 May 1867 announced his 

arrival: 

NOTICE 
The undersigned begs to inform the community of Singapore, that he has this 
day opened a Photographic Establishment under the firm of G. R. Lambert &co., 
in High Street, No. 1 
G. R. LAMBERT. 
Photographer. 
Singapore, 10th April, 1867.309 

In the same issue of the Singapore Daily Times, John Thomson also advertised his 

studio on the same page alongside the newly arrived G.R. Lambert, announcing 

“portraits daily, at Thomson Rooms, Battery Road”. Also published on the same 

page of the Singapore Daily Times of 18 May 1867, was an advertisement for a 

watchmaking business that John Thomson and his brother William Thomson were 

partners in. This business was registered as the Thomson Brothers, which was also 

the name of John Thomson’s photographic studio.310 Like Thomson, the German 

photographer Gustave Lambert came to Singapore to join his family who were 

already running a coach building business registered as the Lambert Brothers, which 

was established in 1862 at 1 Coleman Street. The Lambert Brothers were also listed 

as engravers, sculptors and undertakers.311  

The photographic firm of G.R. Lambert & Co. was later to become the “harbinger of 

a photographic enterprise”, that in a span of four decades (1867-1918) produced 

pictures that would, “demystify Asia for the European”.312 Jason Toh describes G.R. 

Lambert’s business as having, “prospered because of global capitalism driven by an 

                                                
309 The Singapore Daily Times, 18 May 1867. p. 2.  
310 Ovenden, Richard, John Thomson (1837-1921) Photographer, Edinburgh: National Library of Scotland, 
The Stationery Office, 1997, p. 6. 
311 The Straits calendar and directory for the year 1870, Commercial Press, p. 53. 
312 Worswick, C., “Photography in Imperial China”, in Imperial China: Photographs 1850-1912, Pennwick, 1978, 134. 
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expansionist colonial policy”.313 This was evident with the establishment of branch 

studios in Deli (Sumatra), Malaya and Bangkok.  

The firm of G.R. Lambert was reputed not only for offering one of the most 

comprehensive collections of topographic views in the East comprising about 3,000 

subjects pertaining to Borneo, China, Malaya, Siam and Singapore, their studios also 

claimed to have a “good reputation for artistic portraiture”. 314   It is also 

acknowledged that the firm was the “practically unchallenged leader for the last 

thirty-five years in everything pertaining to pictures in this Colony”, boasting of their 

“artistic quality and technical perfections as well as in commercial reliability”.315 In 

1886, the firm was appointed as the official photographer to the King of Siam as well 

as the Sultan of Johore.316  

Lambert’s business was in fact a collective enterprise and according to Toh, most of 

the firm’s works were “blind stamped with the firm’s signature oval shaped logo, and 

could in no way be justified and regarded as the artistic creation of an auteur”.317 

References in documentary sources confirm that the firm had indeed employed many 

apprentice artists and assistant photographers. An advertisement published by G.R. 

Lambert & Co. in 1881 in The Singapore and Straits Directory for 1881, announced 

that the studio had just employed the services of a European artist to produce hand 

painted photographs, in the advertisement shown below (Figure 4-9). 

                                                
313 Toh, Jason, "Photographic Panoramas by German and Chinese Photographers in Singapore”, in International Institute of 

Asian Studies Newsletter, no. 46, Leiden: IIAS, 2008, p. 27.  
314 The Straits Times, 27 November 1908, p. 6. 
315 Ibid. 
316 The Straits Times, 13 November 1886, p. 1. 
317 Toh, 2009, p. 26. 
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Figure 4-9: Advertisement announcing that G.R. Lambert & Co. had employed an artist from 
Europe to produce hand painted photographs. “Advertisements.” The Singapore and Straits 

Directory for 1881, Mission Press, 1881, p. 18. 

The 1881 volume also contained a directory of mercantile establishments operating 

in Singapore. Listed under the employees of G.R. Lambert & Co. were the following 

names and titles: J.C. van Es., Managing Partner, and J.F. Charls., as First Assistant. 

The most interesting find is that the listing contained the names of four “native 

assistants” including Yakoob Mahomad Taber, Abdullah Rachmat, and Mahomad 

Tayeb, revealing the presence of Muslims as part of Singapore’s history of 

photography.318  

Due to works being produced under the aegis of G.R. Lambert & Co., it is difficult to 

ascertain the identities of the individual artist or photographer. Take for example the 

painted photograph of Tan Jiak Kim in the collection of the NUS Musuem (Figure 

4-10) – if taken to be produced in c.1905-10, it cannot be attributed to G.R. Lambert 

himself but to other employees of the firm, like F. Ogata (c.1908-09) or Seichi 

Miyahata (c.1911), who were assistants in G.R. Lambert & Co.’s studio at 186 

Orchard Road during those years.319 Lambert left Singapore in 1886, leaving the 

business to managing partner Alexander Koch, who managed the studio at Orchard 

Road until around 1905 when he was succeeded by H. Thomas Jensen, manager of 

G.R. Lambert & Co. The managers employed by the firm were also skilled 

photographers. An article in The Straits Times of 16 August 1906 suggests that Tan’s 

                                                
318 The Singapore and Straits Directory for 1881, containing also directories of Sarawak, Labuan, Siam, Johore and the 

Protected Native States of the Malay Peninsula and an appendix, Mission Press, 1881, p. 69. 
319 Lambert left the Straits Settlement in c.1886 leaving the business to managing partner Alexander Koch, who managed 

the studio at Orchard Road until c.1905, who was then succeeded by H. T. Jensen c.1905.  
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portrait was not only attributed to Jensen, formerly of Reutlinger's in Paris, but that 

the portrait was also the fruition of a breakthrough in photographic processes 

invented by Jensen himself.320  

According to the article in The Straits Times reporting on the proceedings of the 

1906 Agri-Horticultural Show in Singapore, G.R. Lambert & Co. exhibited, “a 

complete set of photographs in natural colours produced purely by chemical and 

mechanical means only”.321 Several notable examples of this newly invented process 

included the life-sized photographic portraits of the Colonial Secretary – Menteri 

Besar of Johore, Sir Arthur Young, the Honourable John Anderson, and a 

photographic portrait of Tan Jiak Kim in pastel colours. 

 
Figure 4-10: G.R. Lambert & Co., Portrait of Tan Jiak Kim, coloured photograph, Singapore, 

c. 1905, Singapore. Gift of Winson Tan in memory of Edward Tan Tian Leong. NUS 
Museum, B2012-0003-001-0 

Figure 4-11: G.R. Lambert & Co., Portrait of Tan Jiak Kim, cabinet-card photograph, 
Singapore, c. 1905, Singapore. Collection of Olive Tan 

                                                
320 “Agri-Horticultural Show”, The Straits Times, 16 August 1906, p. 2 
321 The Straits Times, 16 August 1906, p. 2. 
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Given that the article’s description of the portrait in The Straits Times matches the 

Portrait of Tan Jiak Kim by G.R. Lambert & Co. in the NUS Museum’s collection, 

and that no other similar example is known, it is possible that the tinted photograph 

of Tan in the museum’s collection was indeed the pastel portrait of Tan that was 

chosen for G.R. Lambert & Co.’s display at the Agri-Horticultural Show of 1906, 

and thus should be considered for its historical significance. A comparison of the 

portrait photograph of Tan Jiak Kim rendered in pastel colours with another 

photograph of Tan by G.R. Lambert & Co (Figure 4-11) illustrates how the original 

photograph would have looked like before colour was applied to it. 

G.R. Lambert & Co. became known as the first firm in this part of the world to have 

mastered this new printing technique.322 Advertising as “the oldest and best reputed 

firm of the colony” several months before the exhibition of 1906, the firm advertised 

the service of producing “artistic portraiture in platinotypes” of “the finest and most 

permanent process in the tropics”.323 Platino-mezzotinting was an innovation in 

printmaking processes that enabled the colouring of photographs by chemical means 

without the application of paint. The process that produced these portraits, a 

technical innovation attributed to the firm’s manager H.T. Jensen, managed to 

overcome the difficulties of photographic printing in the harsh tropical climate of 

Singapore.324    

It was therefore an efficient technique to produce better pictures more quickly, and 

hence became immensely popular as an economical alternative for those who 

preferred some colour in their portraits, but could not afford to commission a 

painting. H.T. Jensen became particularly well known for perfecting this technique; 

his mastery drew clients to the studio of G.R. Lambert & Co.  

However, the fortunes of the firm took a downward turn after the end of the First 

World War. According to John Falconer, none of Lambert’s older contemporaries 

were in operation by 1919 as few firms managed to adapt and survive the changed 

                                                
322 “Coming Art Exhibition”, Eastern Daily Mail and Straits Morning Advertiser, 1 February 1906, p. 2. 
323 The Straits Times, 2 June 1906, p. 4. 
324 The Straits Times, 2 June 1906, p. 4.  
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conditions and markets.325 He suggests that the factors that led to the demise of the 

European firms were two-fold. Firstly, the first local issues of picture postcards in 

Singapore in 1884 contributed to the diminishing demand for original photographic 

prints; and secondly, ‘a combination of simplified technologies which encouraged 

the spread of amateur photography from the end of the century’.326  

The death knell for European professional photographers eventually sounded at the 

end of the First World War. Moses & Co. Standard Photographic Studio ceased 

operations in 1915, the European firms G.R. Lambert & Co., Wilson & Co. and the 

studio of George Michael closed for good in 1918, concluding the early chapters in 

the history of photography in Singapore.327  

It can be said that the initial success of the European firms and the old style of 

professional photography was mostly attributed not only to studio portraiture, but 

also through the sale of topographical and ethnographic views – which was fuelled 

by tourist demands for piquant curiosities and romanticised views of the Far East. 

Although the First World War did not directly affect Singapore, it had adverse 

effects on Germany’s publishing and printing industries, hence the supply of 

photographic materials to Singapore was disrupted by the war.328 The sharp decline 

in tourism in the wake of the war in Europe had far reaching repercussions on the 

European photographic firms, whose business were largely dependent on the sales of 

stock views.  

Early photographic establishments were situated within the metropolitan core of 

Singapore where its practitioners could provide conveniently located services to 

those (predominantly wealthy European colonial settlers and travellers) who wanted 

to produce a likeness of themselves for posterity, commemoration or dissemination. 

However by the 1890s, photography studios registered under Chinese names began 

to mushroom within the Chinese quarters in Chinatown, particularly along North and 

South Bridge Roads, indicating a shift in the centre of economic activity from the 

metropolitan core to its peripherals. The large map (Map 4-4) which shows a view of 

325 Falconer 1987, p. 37. 
326 Falconer 1987, p. 38. 
327 Falconer 1987, p. 37. 
328 Lambert’s hometown, Dresden, was also the world’s leading producer for albumen paper from the 1870s to 1914 and 

was also the main source of Baryta paper until 1906, when Kodak set up their own plant in the USA. 
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the main town areas of Singapore, and the locations of photography studios, indicates 

a clustering of Chinese studios within the Chinese quarters and along the south and 

north side of the Singapore River. The next part of this chapter discusses the 

conditions surrounding this shift. 
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Map 4-4: Photography studios in Singapore between 1843 and 1940. 
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4.3 Shifting Spheres of Economic Activity and the Proliferation of 
Chinese Photography Studios 

Before 1929, the Elgin Bridge provided the only link between the Downtown Core 

and the Singapore River, linking the Chinese community on the south of the river 

and the Indian merchants of High Street on the northern side.329 Under British rule, 

the colonial city of Singapore was constructed to become a strategic port city with a 

similar spatial organisation as Burma’s colonial capital, Rangoon.330 As observed by 

Moore and Osiri, Colonial Singapore, like Rangoon was spatially segregated into 

three key areas: the congested multi-ethnic ‘downtown’ street grid, the residential 

areas of the Europeans surrounded by idyllic gardens and plantations, and at the heart 

of the city, Fort Canning, built on high topographical ground as a vantage point for 

the control and surveillance of the city.331 

Singapore’s spatial structure was based on the original settlement pattern 

implemented by Stamford Raffles’s 1822 plan, which situated and segmented 

inhabitants according to race, dialect, trade and country of origin. Each community 

was assigned to designated neighborhoods and districts in the city’s periphery. These 

districts were defined not only by “class and status, but by ethno-geography as 

well”.332  

The urban layout of Singapore was therefore segmented into racial containers, dialect 

groups and trades. This was a system defined by John Rex, wherein “ethnicity and 

race [were] major factors which serve to bind together groups with quite different 

social functions in relation to the means of production”.333 Chinese town dwellers, in 

particular, the “craftsmen, carpenters, builders, painters, engineers, artificers, 

goldsmiths [and] peddlers” formed the “cubicle population” of urban Colonial 

Singapore, as defined in the 1918 Memorandum published in the Housing 

329 The existing bridge was completed in 1929 and named after Lord Elgin, Governor-General of India (21 March 1862 - 20 
November 1863). See G. Chandradas and Tien Chung Ping, “Bridging the gap”, in The Straits Times, 21 August 2008, p. 4. 

330 For a comparison on city planning in Bangkok and Rangoon, see Moore, E. H. and Osiri, N., “Urban Forms and Civic 
Space in Nineteenth-to Early Twentieth-Century Bangkok and Rangoon”, in Journal of Urban History, 2014, pp. 158-177.  

331 Moore and Osiri 2014, p.167. 
332 Moore and Osiri 2014, p. 160, citing Thongcai Winichakul, “The Others Within: Travels and Ethno-spatial 

Differentiation of Siamese Subjects, 1855-1910”, in Civility and Savagery: Social Identity in Tai States, ed. Andrew Turton, 
London, Curazon, 2000. 

333 Yeoh, 1996, 2, citing Rex, John, “Racism and the Structure of Colonial Societies”, in Ross, Robert (Ed.), Racism and 
Colonialism, 1982, pp.199-218. 
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Difficulties Report.334 Hence, Chinese photography studios were sited in close 

proximity of each other, clustered within the equally congested grid of streets 

parallel to the Singapore River. 

By the 1880s, the town and the residential suburbs, previously circumscribed within 

a two-and-a-half mile radius from the Singapore River, began to expand beyond 

those confines. Wealthier families escaped the poor sanitary conditions and 

congestion of the central area and moved into the new residential suburbs of Tanjong 

Pagar Road, River Valley Road, Orchard Road, Thomson Road and Bukit Timah 

Road.  

However, this privilege was denied to the bulk of the working classes who remained 

confined in the highly congested inner districts where accessibility to work could be 

maximised and transport costs minimised.335 Many Chinese photography studios 

therefore faced stiff competition, being clustered along North Bridge Road (Map 4-5) 

and South Bridge Road (Map 4-6), which were linked by the Elgin Bridge.  

334 Yeoh 1996, p. 137, citing Galloway, D. J., ‘Memorandum D: Notes on Tuberculosis by Dr D. J. Galloway’, in Housing 
Difficulties Report, 1918, vol. 2, C8-C9. 

335 Yeoh 1996, p. 35. 
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Map 4-5: Ethnic distribution of photographers and studios established on North Bridge 
Road 
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Map 4-6: Ethnic distribution of photographers and studios on South Bridge Road 

The proliferation of Chinese and Japanese photography studios is evidenced by the 

increased frequency of advertisements in English newspapers and directories. Data 

extracted from English-language newspaper advertisements, commercial listings and 

colonial registers from 1869-1900, when compared to 1837-1868, indicates that there 

was an influx of Chinese and Japanese artists to Singapore from the 1890s, creating a 

confluence of European, Chinese and Japanese photographers in Singapore. 

The following table (Table 4-3) compares the number of European establishments 

with the number of Chinese and Japanese photography studios that advertised their 

services over the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
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Table 4-3: Total number of European, Chinese and Japanese photographic 
establishments based in Singapore between (1870-1879), (1880-1889), (1890-1899), and 
(1900-1909) 

Origin 1870-1879 1880-1889 1890-1899 1900-1909 

European 6 6 9 5 

Chinese 1 1 8 11 

Japanese 0 0 1 2 

Although these numbers may appear low, it is important to note that by the 1890s, 

Chinese photography studios rivaled European photographic enterprises in terms of 

scale. The reasons for this will be discussed in the following section. 

Unlike European photographic firms, which were managed as corporate enterprises, 

the photographic establishments operated by Chinese immigrants who settled in 

Singapore and various parts of Southeast Asia were very much defined by family ties, 

and many studios were staffed strictly with family members. 

Many of these early Chinese photographers were originally trained as portrait 

painters in the Jesuit missionary schools in Shanghai, and initially also acquired their 

skills through apprenticeships with European photographers.336 By the turn of the 

20th century, when their familial studios in Southeast Asia became more prominent, 

most Chinese photographers learnt the skills of their trade as apprentices in their 

relatives’ photographic establishments.  

Like the early Chinese settlers, Chinese artists and photographers established 

themselves in Singapore and the Straits Settlements, as well as in many parts of the 

Indian archipelago. The next section is focused on exposing the geographical scope 

of the activities of Chinese photographers in Singapore and the region. 

336 “European-style portrait painting was introduced into China long before the advent of photography. In the 17th century, 
European oil painting had become very popular in Southern China, particularly in cities such as Macau and Guangzhou 
(Canton), where Jesuit missionaries were active in training Chinese pupils to reproduce European religious paintings”, in China: 
Through the Lens of John Thomson 1868-1872, Riverbooks, Bangkok, 2010, p. 152. 
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4.4 Chinese Familial Ties, Regional Studios and the Photographic Empire 
of the Lee Brothers 

The connection of family ties, ethnicity and language formed the basis and 

foundation for the operation of Chinese photography studios across the region. Karen 

Strassler, in her seminal study on Chinese photographers in post-war Indonesia, 

notes that Cantonese photographers were, “the more skilled subset of the massive 

influx of immigrants from southern China” – they maintained an, “intricate 

networking system throughout the region as they remained connected through family 

ties, ethnicity and language”.337  

Empirical research on the geographical distribution of Chinese photography studios 

in the region confirms Strassler’s claim that Chinese photographers were linked by a 

network of familial ties which extended throughout Southeast Asia. In order to 

ascertain these complex linkages and the geographical scope of the networks of 

Chinese migrant photographers in the region, research was undertaken to document 

the spread of Chinese photography studios throughout Singapore, the Malay 

Peninsula and the territories that made up present day Indonesia.   

Using archival, documentary and contemporary published sources dating up to 

around 1940, references to names and addresses of Chinese photography studios 

were identified from both textual and visual sources. Data from written sources 

include references in listings in trade directories, as well as advertisements from 

published sources. Evidence from visual sources was identified through a survey of 

postcards and studio portrait photographs in photographic archives and databases.  

Documenting photographers’ imprints on photographic mounts, carte de visite and 

cabinet mounts bearing the monogram, logo, and address of the studio, as well as 

identifying signboards and exteriors of photography studios in photographs 

reproduced in postcard format have proved to be particularly useful methods of 

ascertaining the exact locations of Chinese photography studios.   

337 Strassler, Karen, “Cosmopolitan Visions: Ethnic Chinese and the Photographic Imaging of Indonesia in the Late 
Colonial and Early Postcolonial Periods", in Journal of Asian Studies, vol. 67, no, 2, 2008, p. 415. 
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In order to visualise the spread of Chinese photography studios and the geographical 

scope of their activities, data collected was further synthesised according to place 

and presented in the following map. Map 4-7 shows the geographical distribution of 

Chinese photography studios across the Eastern Archipelago, and the various cities 

and settlements where these establishments were situated.  
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The total number of Chinese photography studios found in Indonesia was 81, while 

86 were found in the Malay Peninsula. The complete documentation of this study can 

be found in Appendix B: Index of Chinese and Japanese Photographers and 

Photographic Establishments in the Straits Settlements, Dutch East Indies, and Siam. 

The data reported here indicates that Chinese photography studios in Malaya were 

mainly found along the west coast of the Peninsula, and particularly concentrated in 

the Straits Settlements of Penang and Malacca, followed by the towns of Ipoh, 

Johore Bahru, and later on the new capital of Kuala Lumpur.  

Chinese studios in Indonesia were clustered around the port cities along the north 

coast of Java, and most densely concentrated in the settlements of Batavia (Jakarta), 

Surabaya, Semarang and Bandung. On the island of Sumatra, Chinese studios were 

mostly situated in the coastal port cities of Medan, Padang and Banda Aceh. 

Evidence of the presence of a small number of Chinese photography studios in 

Pontianak, Borneo, and Makassar in South Sulawesi has been uncovered, while 

studios in Denpasar, Bali and Bangkok, Siam (Thailand) were also recorded.  

Due to the fact that many studio imprints, monograms and logos bore their studio 

names in English, Chinese and Romanised Chinese in no particular order, a list 

of Chinese studios active in Singapore, Malaya and Indonesia with their 

corresponding names in these languages is also presented in Appendix C. This 

list has aided in current research and should also prove to be a particularly 

valuable resource for future research into the history of Chinese studio 

photography in Southeast Asia.  

The most striking result to emerge from this research is the number of Chinese 

photographers and studios with the family name Lee “�” (Lì), or “Lie” – for those 

based in Indonesia. Further research has also revealed that the photography studios 

and photographers with the surname Lee, or “�” (Lì) were the most prominent 

amongst proprietors of Chinese photography studios in the region. Since few studies 

until now have convincingly attempted to document the extent of the influence of 

their activities on the spread of photography around Southeast Asia, research was 

undertaken to identify and locate photographers and studios associated with the Lee 
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family name. Table 4-4 shows the distribution of studios and photographers 

associated with the Lee family name in Malaysia, and Table 4-5 lists those active in 

Indonesia. The data presented here reveals the family’s extensive familial and 

regional network of photographic establishments during the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries, with the distribution of branches and establishments spreading across the 

Malay Peninsula and extending into the Dutch East Indies. 

Table 4-4: Photographic Establishments associated with the Lee Clan in Malaysia 

* Lee, Kelvin, “Ephemeral Memories: Collecting Photographs by Early 20th Century Chinese Photo Studios in
Singapore”, National Museum of Singapore, 23 May 2009, Lecture 

** Yang Chih-wen, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: Seminary Press, 1934 
*** The Commercial Directory of Malaya, 1930 

Place Studio/Photographer 
Name(s) 

Address Proprietor 

Ipoh Lee Keng U** 55-57  Hugh Low Street

Ipoh Yung Cheong* 19 & 21 Hugh Low Street 

Kedah Lee Yong, (��)***  23 Jalan Pang Kalan, Sungei 
Patani 

Klang Bee Wah (��)*** 25 Rembau Street Manager: Lee Onn 

Kuala Lumpur Bee Wah (Chop)** 135-137 High Street Proprietor: Lee 
Sam Wing 

Kuala Lumpur Keng Li*** 154 High Street Manager: Lee 
Wing Tseong 

Kuala Lumpur Yoong Kwong** 33 Old Market Square Manager: Lee Fook 
Wing 

Kuala Lumpur Lai Sang Photo Studio* 

Malacca Lee & Company* 

Malacca The Eastern Studio** 2 Jonker Street Lee King Yan 

Penang Kuan On Photo Studio* Lee Tit Loon 

Penang Lee Brothers Studio 
Branch*  

The Sanatorium, Penang 
Hills  

Perlis Kwong Seng Photo 
Studio* 

Lee Tat Loon 
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Table 4-5: Photographic Establishments associated with the Lee Clan in Indonesia 

* Lee, Kelvin, “Ephemeral Memories: Collecting Photographs by Early 20th Century Chinese Photo Studios in
Singapore”, National Museum of Singapore, 23 May 2009, Lecture
** Studio imprints from Peter Lee Collection

As the data presented in the above table appears to suggest, the descendants of the 

first generation of the Lee brothers ran a succession of photography studios and later 

merchants for photographic supplies, forming probably the largest and most prolific 

Place Studio/Photographer Name(s) Address Proprietor 

Bandung Mee Lan Fotograaf* 

Bandung L. Winson & Co.** 1 ABC Straat 

Batavia Dutch India-Chinese Photographers 
Union * 

Batavia King Meng L.** 

Bojonegoro Li King Meng** 

Djombang Lie Yok Man** Djombang 
Straat 

Malang L. King Ming**

Semarang Chung Hwa (China) Studio* 

Semarang Djawa Studio* 

Semarang Oy Lan* 

Semarang King Song* 

Semarang Mi Song* 

Semarang Foto Varia* 

Surabaya 

Khoen Tjhiang, Toekang Potret 
Kembang Tjan Tian ���** 

Lee Brothers 

Surabaya Kootjhoen Lie** 

Surabaya Lie Tjoan Tijing, Djagalan 40** 

Surakarta (Solo) L. King Ming**

Makassar, 
Sulawesi 

Wah Heng Photographers** Lee Shui Loon 
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network of photographers and photographic establishments from a single family 

based in various cities across Southeast Asia.  

According to Gretchen Liu, members of the Lee family operated over a dozen 

studios across Southeast Asia, including eight in Singapore – Kuan Heng, Koon Sun, 

Yong Fong, Tin Seng, Lee Brothers, Eastern Studio, Venus Studio, and Lee Weng 

Sun; one each in Kuala Lumpur and Ipoh, and three in the Indies – in the cities of 

Batavia, Magelang, and Bandung, as well as in Bangkok, during the period between 

1875 and 1940. 338  

Hailing from Nanhai, a village in the Pearl River Delta in Canton (Guangzhou), the 

brothers Lee Tat Loon, Lee Tit Loon, and Lee Yin Fun (also known as Lee Shui 

Loon) were the first generation of brothers of the Lee clan to settle in Singapore in 

the late 1870s to the mid-1880s.339  

According to the Lee family’s oral history accounts, there were many portrait 

painters in the village during this time. The advent of photography consequently 

provided the portrait painters with a new and modern medium for producing portraits. 

The descendants of Lee Tat Loon believe that Tat Loon may have been a portrait 

painter by profession, before he picked up photography through a Christian 

missionary in Shanghai, who taught Tat Loon how to use a camera in exchange for 

Tat Loon’s conversion to Christianity.   

The eldest of the three brothers – Tat Loon, was the first to arrive in Singapore. He 

was later joined by his younger brother Tit Loon, and they established their first 

photography studio in Singapore in the late 1870s or early 1880s under the name 

Quan Hing (or Kuan Heng, Kuan Hing) at 236 South Bridge Road. Their youngest 

brother, Lee Shui Loon – better known by his scholastic name Lee Yin Fun, joined 

them in Singapore in the 1890s. 

338 Liu, Gretchen, From the Family Album: Portraits from the Lee Brothers Studio, Singapore 1910-1925, Singapore: 
National Heritage Board, 1995, pp. 7-8. 

339 According to Kelvin Lee, Nanhai was a shire (214 BC) in the Qin Dynasty and then, a county in the Sui Dynasty. 
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Figure 4-12: Quan Hing, Portrait of Tan Kim Ching, albumen carte de visite, Singapore, late 

19th century. Tan Kim Ching’s Thai name ('Phya Anukulsiamkij') inscribed on verso 
National Museum of Singapore, 2009-03482 

The oldest surviving portrait photograph taken in the oldest of the Lee Brothers’ 

photographic establishments, can be found in the collection of the National Heritage 

Board of Singapore. Figure 4-12 is a carte de visite depicting the portrait of Tan Kim 

Ching (Thai name: Phya Anukulsiamkij) (1829-1892), the first Siamese Consulate 

General in Singapore and prominent Singapore Straits Chinese merchant. While little 

of the original image remains, the carte de visite can be dated to the 1870s or early 

1880s.  

While Quan Hing (also spelt as Kuan Hing or Kuan Heng) never advertised in local 

English-language newspapers, the studio was known within the elite of Straits 

Chinese society. Tan Kim Ching’s name in Siamese characters (Phya Anukulsiamkij) 

is on the reverse of the photograph. He is depicted in the portrait seated in a full 

frontal pose, next to a wooden table displaying an ornamental vase and what appears 
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to be a book. A similar photograph of Tan reproduced in a 1908 publication provides 

a sharper depiction of the portrait.340 This albumen photograph is perhaps the oldest 

surviving example of the work produced by early Chinese photographic 

establishments in Singapore. 

The two brothers subsequently made a trip to the Dutch East Indies in 1875 to find 

work in Surabaya in Java, leaving their Singapore business to their youngest brother 

Lee Yin Fun. During this time, the brothers allegedly also opened branches in Perlis 

and Penang. Upon their return to Singapore, the brothers closed their first studio and 

established Koon Sun at 179 South Bridge Road in the last decade of the 19th 

century, and subsequently operated other studios around Singapore, including Tien 

Seng and Quan Seng.  

Table 4-6 shows the various photography studios owned and managed by Lee Tat 

Loon, Lee Tit Loon and Lee Yin Fun, and the numerous other studios in Singapore 

which were subsequently established by their descendants from 1875 onwards. 

340 Wright, Arnold, and Cartwright, Henry Adolphus, Twentieth Century Impressions of British Malaya: its history, people, 
commerce, industries, and resources, London: Lloyd's Greater Britain Publishing Company, 1908, p. 574. 
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In order to provide for a better understanding of the vast operation of their 

enterprises, and how the Lee clan were able to expand across the region with such 

proliferation, the following section provides an account of the activities and daily 

operations of a typical Chinese photographer’s studio. 

Behind the scenes of the Chinese Photography Studio 

The turn of the 20th century heralded new technologies and photographic techniques 

to supply the growing demand and the needs of the rising class of the nouveau riche. 

Many artists and photographers faced stiff competition in Singapore. In order to be 

commercially successful, artists had to keep abreast of the latest developments in 

photographic processing and printing technologies, whilst ensuring the studio had a 

steady stream of customers.  

Certain conditions were vital to running a profitable photographic studio in 19th-

century Singapore. These factors included keeping up to date with the latest 

photographic processes and trends, efficient management of staff and finances, 

effective branding and advertising, and finally, choosing a good location for the 

studio – which was one of the biggest factors. Few studios had the luxury of securing 

a location that was conducive for photo taking. It was important that the studio was 

not only spacious enough, but also a space that allowed natural light to come in at 

different times of the day.  

Figure 4-13 shows the facade of Koon Sun located at the corner unit of a row of 

shophouses along South Bridge Road. Corner unit shophouses were the most ideal 

for a photography studio as they were spacious enough to have two studio spaces – 

one facing the east specifically for the morning, and the other to the west to 

accommodate the afternoon sun, thus allowing the photographer to have some 

control in ensuring uniformity in the lighting, and consistency in the mood. 
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Figure 4-13: Koon Sun Studio at the corner of South Bridge Road 

Another key factor that helped the Chinese studios to proliferate and succeed was the 

way they adapted to their workspace. Due to the limited housing space, many 

families lived and worked at the same premises, hence the shophouses along North 

and South Bridge Roads made for ideal spaces. According to Brenda Yeoh, the 

shophouse “combined the dual purpose of workplace and residence within the same 

premises and accommodated high population densities and intensive economic 

activity”.341  

The spatial organisation of the Singapore shophouses can be likened to the 

shophouses in the towns and villages of southern China. One of the key features of 

the architectural layout of Chinese shophouses was such that every floor in each 

341 Yeoh 1996, p. 143. 
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house was separated into spaces for public and private use. The communal area was 

usually at the front portion of the house that was ventilated by windows facing the 

street. An air well positioned between the front and back sections of a typical 

shophouse provided adequate lighting. This also marked the separation between the 

communal and private spaces. The family quarters situated behind the air well at the 

rear of the building thus had adequate privacy notwithstanding the business activities 

that were conducted in the front portion of the terraced building.  

Gretchen Liu describes these activities in the premises of the Lee Brothers Studio as 

follows: 

The ground floor was used for storage; the front room of the first floor 
was the reception area with the living quarters behind. The top floor 
contained the studio and the darkroom. At night the reception area 
became the children’s bedroom.342  

The physical integration of spaces for productive work and living quarters in the 

Chinese shophouses therefore allowed the Chinese photographers and others 

engaged in the trade to remain in central locations, within the easy reach of potential 

employers and customers. In contrast, the Europeans had a strict divide between their 

workplaces and their private homes. Hence, they could not enjoy the same advantage 

that the Chinese had, who operated their businesses right at the doorsteps of their 

homes. Consequently, the Chinese studios were set up to maximise resources, 

business, and profits – they were able to operate for longer hours, and had enough 

manpower available from family members at all times. For these reasons, the 

vocation of the photographer in Colonial Singapore, once the sole domain of 

Europeans, became monopolised by the Chinese at the turn of the 20th century. This 

flexible use of the limited space in the Chinese shophouse was instrumental to the 

proliferation of Chinese photography studios along North and South Bridge Roads. 

In an interview with the Oral History Department of the National Archives of 

Singapore, Lee Hin Ming, grandson of Lee Tat Loon recalled that after the second 

generation Lee Brothers opened their new studio at Hill Street, the family also stayed 

at the premises. According to Hin Ming, the ground floor of the shophouse was used 

342 Liu 1995, p. 15. 
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to store glass negatives and various studio props and furniture. The floor above was 

the office as well as the retouching and processing area, while the family stayed in 

the rooms located at the back of this floor. The top floor was where the studio and 

darkrooms were situated. The reception area was outside these rooms, and clients 

could directly access this space from the ground floor.343  

Like most other Chinese photography studios of the time, the premises of the Lee 

Brothers studio at Hill Street was housed within a shophouse similar in layout to the 

ones along North Bridge Road. While a floor plan for the Lee Brothers studio has not 

been uncovered, a 1911 architectural plan for another Chinese photographic studio – 

possibly Kong Hing Cheong & Co., at 101 and 103 North Bridge Road, shows the 

floor plan of a typical three-storied shophouse unit (Figure 4-14). Hence, this might 

provide for an impression of how the layout of the interior of the Lee Brothers studio 

would have looked like. In this example, the ground and first floor plans show each 

floor divided into several rooms, while the second, or top floor plan shows two 

rooms in the corners of what appears to be a reception area, with a larger space to the 

side which would probably have been the main studio. These plans therefore verify 

Lee Hin Ming’s account, and could probably demonstrate the typical use and 

demarcation of space in Chinese photography studios during that period. 

                                                
343   National Archives of Singapore: NAS 001487/1: Quah, I., “Oral history interview with Lee Hin Meng”, Singapore. 17 

May 1994. Audio Recording. 
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Figure 4-14: Yeo Hock Siang, Alterations of Premises to Photographic Studio, North Bridge 

Road, MC 101 & 103. 1911, Building Plan,  microfilm. National Archives of Singapore, 
245/1911 

In general, a photography studio in those times, depending on its size and reputation 

could require an entire team of camera handlers, plate processors, retouchers and 

colourists, as well as printers. Lee Hin Ming, who also worked at Koon Sun – 

another establishment run by the Lees, remembered that the studio hired a dozen 

workers.344  

The following table (Table 4-7) shows the names of studio managers, assistants, and 

retouchers listed as employees of Koon Sun in 1919, which verifies Lee Hin Ming’s 

                                                
344 NAS 001487/1 
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account. The data in this compilation was consolidated from listings in Chinese trade 

registers published in 1919.345 

Table 4-7: Names and roles of employees of Koon Sun between 1911 to 1919 

Role Name  

Manager Lee Poh Yan (1911), Lee Sou Yan (1913–1918) 

Assistant 
Manager Lee Sou Yan (1911-1913) 

Assistants Tah Watt, Lee Hock Chew, Lee Sew Ue, Lee Toe Hang, Tam 
Siong 

Retouchers Leong Kam Heng, Choy See, Lee Mun Tye 

Printers Lee Ying Fook, Lee Mun Kuey (1911) 

As the data presented in Table 4-7 highlights, with the exception of the assistant Tah 

Watt and the retouchers Leong Kam Heng and Choy See, the majority of employees 

at Koon Sun were members of the Lee family. Since the handling of cameras and the 

processing of plates was regarded as the exclusive domain of the owners, the tasks of 

retouching plates and mounting photographs were often left to the employees.  

According to Liu, this was done to safeguard the family’s trade secrets.346 This might 

explain the scarcity of visual documentation of the interiors of workspaces in 

Chinese photography studios. At the Lee Brothers Studio at 58-4 Hill Street, only the 

brothers, sons and nephews of Lee Tat Loon were allowed to handle the camera and 

process the plates.347 Assistants were required in the retouching of blemishes in 

photographic negatives. For example, to achieve a blemish-free face, they would 

paint a filter over the glass plate negative to mask the area before developing, giving 

the subject a glowing and blemish-free complexion. Figure 4-15 shows a negative 

print in which the sitter’s face has been retouched, as indicated by the wash of bright 

red just underneath the hairline of the Straits Chinese lady.  

                                                
345 Chinese Commercial Directory and S.S. & F. M.S. Trade Register, Singapore: Siow Choon Leng, 1919 
346 Liu 1995, p. 9. 
347 Liu 1995, p. 9. 
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Figure 4-15: Unknown photographer, print of negative showing retouching. Collection of 

Peter Lee 

One of the most important roles at the studio involved colouring photos and painting 

portraits from photos. One way to do this was to apply the color directly onto parts of 

the surface of a photograph in order to accentuate certain areas with coloured 

highlights. The managing photographer would usually fulfill this role. For instance, 

Lee Tan Siong, grandson of Lee Shui Loon, was the manager as well as the colourist 

at the Eastern Studio in the 1920s.348 Figure 4-16 shows a group studio portrait 

photograph taken by Tien Seng studio depicting two Straits Chinese women and their 

children.  

                                                
348 Lee, Kelvin, "My Great Grandfather Lee Shui Loon”, Telephone interview, 11 March 2016 
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Figure 4-16: Tien Seng. Handpainted Gelatin Photograph. c.1900s. Collection of the 

National Museum of Singapore 

The image is predominantly untouched except for certain areas which a retoucher or 

assistant at Tien Seng studio would have painted over with a brush. The flowers 

displayed in the vases are painted over with red and orange pigment. In order to draw 

attention to the exquisite Peranakan-style jewellery worn by the two Nyonya ladies 

and the girls, the painter adds a finishing touch of gold pigment to highlight their 

kerosangs (brooches) and other jewellery.  

At times, the paint would cover the entire surface of the photograph in oils, 

watercolours, or crayons, resulting in a hybrid appearance which mixed the visual 

characteristics of both painting and photography. Lee King Yan was both the 

manager and the colourist at the Lee Brothers studio at Hill Street. In a series of 

hand-coloured photographs by Lee King Yan in the collection of one of the Lee 

Brothers’ descendants, are two of King Yan’s hand-colours depicting the portraits of 

his uncle Lee Shui Loon (Figure 4-17), and another of Lee Shui Loon’s father, Lee 

Tat Moh (Figure 4-18).   
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Figure 4-17 (left): Lee King Yan, Portrait of Lee Shui Loon, hand-coloured photograph. 
Collection of Kelvin Lee 

Figure 4-18 (right): Lee King Yan, Portrait of Lee Shui Loon’s father, Lee Tat Moh, hand-
coloured photograph. Collection of Kelvin Lee 

From these pictures, it is evidently clear that Lee King Yan was not a mere copyist, 

but a skilled painter. While his legacy as a photographer and one of the founders of 

Lee Brothers Studio is assured, his painterly skills however have yet to receive 

similar levels of recognition. This could be due to the fact that the practice of hand 

painting of photographs has always been discussed as a component of the history of 

photography in Singapore, and never scrutinised within an art historical context, as it 

was seen as a mechanical or commercial activity. 

This method of painting over photographs provided an option for the clients of the 

Lee Brothers. For those who could not afford to commission a painted portrait of 

themselves, they now could still procure something that closely resembled a painting, 

yet at a more affordable price. As evidenced through newspaper advertisements, the 

Chinese studios provided a wide variety of both photographic and painterly services. 
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This enhanced their popularity and contributed to the decline of the European 

photographic firms. It was likely that a good number of these studios also operated as 

portrait painting studios. 

After Lee Tat Loon’s death, his brother Lee Shui Loon took Tat Loon’s sons into his 

care. Two of them, Lee Poh Yan and Lee King Yan would later establish the highly 

successful Lee Brothers Studio in 1909 at 58-4 Hill Street, in the very heart of the 

business district. The Lee Brothers Studio first advertised their new studio in the The 

Straits Times of 4 June 1909, a local English-language newspaper:  

NEW STUDIO. 
Lee Brothers, 
HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
58–4 Hill Street, off Stamford Road. 
Price list on application.349 

However, Koon Sun continued to operate at 179 South Bridge Road even after Poh 

Yan and King Yan set up the Lee Brothers Studio at Hill Street. The Chinese 

Commercial Directory and S.S. & F.M.S. Trade Register of 1919 shows Koon Sun 

of 179 South Bridge Road listed alongside the Lee Brothers Studio.350 It also appears 

that Koon Sun might have remained in operation until 1931. On 8 July 1931, the 

auctioneers Powell and Company published a notice for the auction sale of stock-in-

trade items used by a photography studio at 179 South Bridge Road which appeared 

in the Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), which included 

items comprising, “blackwood arm chairs and teapoys, tables, chairs, counters, 

showcases, iron safe, mirrors, clocks, sideboards, hat stands, almeirah, ceiling fan, 

flower pot, camera, sceneries, etc.351  

These items recall the range of studio props and various pieces of furniture used in 

Koon Sun Studio. A gelatin-silver photograph mounted on cardboard bearing the 

imprint of Koon Sun in the Basel Mission Archives shows a range of studio props 

used in portraits taken at the studio’s premises at 179 South Bridge Road. Figure 

4-19 is a photographic portrait taken in Koon Sun studio depicting a well-dressed 

                                                
349 The Straits Times, 4 June 1909, p. 6. 
350 “Alphabetical index of manufactures, importers, exporters, merchants, buyers, banks, Singapore”, in Chinese 

Commercial Directory and S.S. & F. M.S. Trade Register, Singapore: Siow Choon Leng, 1919, p. 10. 
351 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 8 July 1931, p. 9.  
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Chinese man posing with a cane. The studio furnishings depicted include a porcelain 

figurine of a dog, a carved blackwood chair, tapestry drapes, and what appears to be 

a teapoy (or three-legged) table displaying a potted plant. These items correspond to 

the description of items auctioned at 179 South Bridge Road on 8 July 1931. 

  
Figure 4-19: Koon Sun Studio, Studio portrait photograph of Chinese Man. Collection of 

Basel Mission Archives: Koon Sun Studio.  

 
Figure 4-20: Koon Sun Studio, Portrait of Chinese man in mandarin suit. Collection of Peter 

Lee. 
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Early portrait photographers in both Chinese and European studios would place their 

sitters in sumptuous settings decorated with ornate furniture, and use studio props 

such as porcelain dogs, vases and clocks; sometimes even a fur rug was thrown in for 

good measure. These items were popular studio props in the late 19th century and in 

the early 1900s, but this ornate style had grown out of fashion by the 1910s, giving 

way to a more minimal setting and the use of painted backdrops painted in subtle 

hues.  

Figure 4-20 appears to be produced later than Figure 4-19, as the style of Koon Sun’s 

imprint and the minimal use of props suggests. The setting of the studio is noticeably 

more minimal in Figure 4-20, except for the wooden armchair which the subject is 

seated in. No other furnishings or ornamental props are used except for the illusion 

of the subject seated against a painted backdrop depicting frescoed walls and lace 

curtains. Scenes such as these, depicting landscape views or interiors with 

architectural elements generally provided for a painted illusion behind period 

furniture and studio props. Backdrops were painted on cotton cloth with tempera 

paint or chalk and suspended from the ceiling of the studio on a metal channel or 

draped over wires. 

Identifying studio backdrops is a useful method to use in attributing early 20th 

century studio photography. Many 20th century studio photographs comprised of 

reprints, enlargements or copies, and hence would not have been mounted and 

stamped with the photographer’s imprints. Comparing matching backdrops in 

attributed photographs with those that don’t have studio markings is an effective way 

of determining where those photographs were taken. As photography studios would 

have had a limited selection of backdrops for clients to choose from, many 

photographs bearing the design of a particular backdrop used by the studio would 

have survived.  

According to Karen Strassler, it was common for Chinese studios in the Dutch East 

Indies to import backdrops from Shanghai.352 This might have been the case for 

Chinese studios in the Straits Settlements as well. Furthermore, it was also possible 

                                                
352 Strassler, Karen, “Photography's Asian Circus”, in International Institute for Asian Studies Newsletter, no. 44, Leiden: 

IIAS, 2007, p. 4. 
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that the studios might either have painted their own backdrops or hired the services 

of a decorator. Enterprising painters also catered to the demands of commercial 

photography. In an advertisement published on 25 August 1892 in the Daily 

Advertiser, E. Postal announced his services for the painting of “sign-boards, 

backgrounds for photographers, landscapes, marine views, trade-marks, engravings 

on marble”.353  While he advertised himself as a painter and decorator, he also sold 

watercolours and washes at his studio at 6 High Street, as well as provided services 

for the retouching of oil paintings. The increasing popularity of theatrical plays in 

Singapore would also have required the services of artists for the painting of theatre 

scenery backgrounds. It was thus possible that these artists might also have extended 

their services to photography studios.354  

Figure 4-21, taken from a private collection can be used as a demonstration of using 

studio backdrops for attribution. The photograph – taken in an unknown photography 

studio in Singapore according to the Ng family, shows the author’s late grandfather-

in law, Ng Chee Seng (1903-1996) posing with a violin against a backdrop showing 

an elegant interior setting. There are no visible studio markings on the print, and no 

other printed identification to indicate its provenance. The backdrop used in the 

Studio Portrait of Ng Chee Seng is executed in a manner that seems characteristic of 

the style of backdrops used in the Lee Brothers Studio at Hill Street. I have identified 

over a dozen photographs taken in the Lee Brothers studio at 55-4 Hill Street that 

were taken against the exact same backdrop as the bow-tied violinist (Figure 4-22). It 

is certainly clear that they were all taken at the Lee Brothers Studio at Hill Street. 

The majority of backdrops used by the Lee Brothers placed subjects in settings of 

European landscape and a variety of sceneries of interiors with architectural features, 

painted with a palette of subtle hues of pastel. These backdrops comprised a range of 

various settings befitting of the stature of many of the Lee Brothers’ high profile 

clients.  

353 Daily Advertiser, 25 August 1892, p. 3. 
354 Bijou Theatre play of the Spanish-American War at Fort Canning was scenery painted by a Mons. Geo Mabert D'Are 

(The Straits Times, 20 August 1898, p. 2.); The Lily Variety Troupe, had its scenery painted by Mr. Carter (The Singapore Free 
Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 18 September 1891, p. 2.) 
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With the increase in the number of commercial portrait studios, and the rising social 

classes and affluence in Singapore, people began having their portraits 

commissioned to make their ascent visible to themselves and others. Many 

prominent Straits Chinese had their portraits taken in these Chinese studios. The 

studios photographed many prominent personalities of the time, most notably Dr Lim 

Boon Keng, Sir Song Ong Siang, Lee Choon Guan, Wong Ah Fook, Lee Cheng Yan 

and many more.355  

As an illustration, Song Ong Siang’s publication in 1923 features a selection of 

portraits of prominent Chinese in Singapore taken before 1919. Twenty portraits 

were taken in the studios of the Lee Brothers, while four were taken in the studio of 

G.R. Lambert & Co., and two in Yong Fong Studios (also operated by the Lee Clan). 

These figures offer useful statements on the commercial appeal of certain studios 

over others during this time. 

Figure 4-23: Lee Brothers Studio, Studio Portrait Photograph of Lim Nee Soon. Singapore, 
17 October 1911. Collection of Mrs Ivy Kwa 

355 Song 1923, pp. 14-22. 
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Lim Nee Soon (1879–1936), a prominent Straits Chinese planter and merchant 

known as the “Pineapple King”, also a friend and supporter of Sun Yat-sen and 

deeply involved in Chinese Nationalist politics, had his portrait taken in the studio of 

the Lee Brothers (Figure 4-23) on 17 October 1911. The inscription written on the 

bottom of the mount reads, “Taken on the 17th Oct 1911”, which indicates that the 

portrait was taken exactly a week after the Wuchang Uprising of October 10 1911, 

which led to the creation of a new central government of the Republic of China, with 

Sun Yat-sen as its provisional head. These underlying societal tensions also 

underpinned the production of pictures at the end of the colonial period. 

Situated within the vicinity of Chinese cantonments in North and South Bridge Road, 

Koon Sun and Yong Fong’s clients were mostly Chinese, while the Lee Brothers 

studio established at Hill Street was aimed at attracting a more diverse and 

cosmopolitan clientele. Nearly three-quarters of the population of Singapore during 

this period was Chinese, making up the bulk of the Lee Brothers’ clientele, however 

the studio also photographed many Indian, Arab, European, Eurasian, and Boyanese 

clients, as well as foreign dignitaries including the Chinese Lieutenant-General 

Wang Jingxuan (1889-1956), but very few Malays except for the Sultan of 

Terengganu. The first generation Lee Brothers and their descendants learnt to speak 

English in Singapore by conversing with their English-speaking clients, who were 

mostly from the wealthy middle or upper class.  

Unlike their 19th century Cantonese predecessors, Lamqua, Lee Yuk, and Sun Qua, 

who eventually returned to their studios in the Chinese Treaty ports, Lee Shui Loon 

and the descendants of Lee Tat Loon, Lee Tit Loon and Lee Shui Loon chose to 

plant more permanent roots in Singapore, both for their businesses and their families.  

Lee Shui Loon (Yin Fun) (1865-1935) most notably, was the only one out of the 

three from the first generation of Lee brothers to settle permanently in Singapore. He 

only visited China once for a short stay but never returned to his hometown. Shui 

Loon married a Singapore Chinese woman, and continued to run his empire of 

studios together with his sons, nephews, and grandsons. After over forty years at the 

helm of perhaps the largest photographic empire in Southeast Asia, Lee Shui Loon 
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continued managing Yong Fong studio in Singapore until his death in 1935. In this 

regard, he truly can be considered the godfather of photography in Singapore.  

The following section discusses methods of conducting provenance research in order 

to provide a new framework for future efforts in researching Chinese photography 

studios in Southeast Asia.  

4.5 Researching Chinese Photography Studios: Notes on Attrition and 
Dating Chinese Studio Portraits 

One of the greatest problems with researching Chinese photography studios is the 

problem of anonymity. Chinese photography studios were often given names with 

auspicious meanings in Chinese rather than the proprietor’s name. As this analysis 

demonstrates, inscriptions on photographic material can provide important 

information on the ownership of Chinese commercial photographic studios.  

Imprints on the front and back of surviving carte de visite and cabinet cards provide 

valuable clues in dating and identifying early photographic works produced in the 

studios of the three generations of Lee brothers. These pictures can be easily 

recognized by the monogram, usually stylised letters of the photographer’s name 

imprinted on the front of the card. The earliest observation of this is 1886, but it 

became almost standard from 1890 to the middle of the 1890s.   

Covering the entire reverse of the card, back imprints that are characteristic of the 

mid-1890s onwards are often printed with information such as the name of the 

photographer or the photography studio (usually in both English and Chinese), the 

types of services offered, a business address, and at times a telephone number. Figure 

4-24 shows the studio imprint of Quan Hing on the verso of a carte de visite from the

oldest of the first generation of the Lee brothers’ photographic establishments,

opened in the 1870s by Lee Tat Loon, Lee Tit Loon and Lee Shui Loon.
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Figure 4-24: Quan Hing, credit stamp, verso of carte de visite, Singapore, c. 1870s. 
Collection of Kelvin Lee 

The card may be dated to around the 1870s or 1880s, given its plain design which 

bears no embossing: 

�
��

QUAN HING, 
PHOTOGRAPHER, 

SHIP & PORTRAIT PAINTER, 
No. 236, South Bridge Road, 

SINGAPORE. 
 ���

Imprinted from the top is the name of the studio in mandarin characters (read from 

right to left), “��
�” (Kūn xīng yǐng xiàng). “��” which can be translated as, 

‘brothers, rising and prosperous’, refers to the name of the studio, while “
�” 

means ‘photography studio’. “��� ” (zài qī mù jiē) indicates that Quan Hing 

was located at the, ‘paint or lacquer-wood street’, or ‘painter's street’. The Chinese 

communities were known to use informal names to refer to roads. For example, 
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according to Savage and Yeoh, South Bridge Road was often referred to as “��!” 

(Qiáo nánlù), or “great horse way”, while “�� ”, or “paint or lacquer-wood 

street”, referred to the area between the old Police Court (Hong Lim Green today) 

and the Singapore River or Elgin Bridge and the river.356  

‘Painters’ Street’, or, “chat bok koi”, in Hokkien and, “chat muk kai”, in Cantonese, 

indicated the vicinity at the corner of North Canal Road, where numerous painters 

allegedly lived. Unlike the official municipal street names, Chinese, Malay and 

Indian communities used informal street names that gave colloquial meaning to 

different areas of the city. This probably suggests that Quan Hing’s clientele were 

mostly Chinese patrons. 

While few of Quan Hing’s works can be identified at this point, numerous examples 

of the later works of the first generation Lee brothers’ other photography studios 

have survived, namely the studios Quan Seng, Tien Seng, Koon Sun and Yong Fong. 

Several of these cabinet cards bearing the studio imprints of their early 

establishments have survived.  

Figure 4-25: Detail of Figure 4-26. Tien Seng, studio imprint and monogram on cabinet card 
mount, late 19th century, Singapore. National Museum of Singapore, XXXX-15254 

Figure 4-25 shows the imprint of Tien Seng – one of Lee Shui Loon’s photographic 

businesses. Imprinted on the front of a cabinet card is a central monogram bearing 

the name of the studio in Chinese, “��”, which directly translates as, “made in the 

heavens”. The monograph is foil stamped in gold and embossed, and hence can be 

dated to the period between 1885 and 1895.357  

356 Savage, Victor R., Yeoh, Brenda, Singapore Street Names: A Study of Toponymics, Marshall Cavendish International 
Asia, 2013, p. 355. 

357 On dating 19th century cabinet cards, see Clark, Gary W., 19th Century Card Photos KwikGuide: A Step-by-Step Guide 
to Identifying and Dating Cartes de Visite and Cabinet Cards, PhotoTree, 2013 
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The earliest known advertisement of the Tien Seng’s services is a notice published in 

the Daily Advertiser, a local English-language newspaper on 26 June 1890:   

TIEN SENG,  
PHOTOGRAPHER,  
No, 81, North Bridge Road.  
Opposite Mr. Dallan’s Livery Stables.  
Photographs taken instantaneously at moderate charges.358 

Tien Seng was known to have taken the portraits of Straits Chinese ladies. Figure 

4-26 is a late 19th century cabinet portrait photograph, taken in the studio of Tien

Seng, which portrays a seated Peranakan woman in a baju panjang flanked by two

ceramic plant stands which appear to be decorated with the Ru Yi motif, a talisman

for prosperity and power in Chinese folklore.

Figure 4-26: Tien Seng Studio, Portrait of Straits Chinese woman, albumen print cabinet 
card, c. 1890s. National Musem of Singapore, XXXX-15254 

The painted backdrop depicting idyllic village or kampong scenery lends a Malayan 

touch to the Straits Chinese woman’s portrait. Tien Seng advertised frequently in the 

358 Daily Advertiser, 26 June 1890, p. 3. 
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Daily Advertiser between June and August 1890. The last advertisement of Tien 

Seng in the Daily Advertiser was published in the newspaper on 2 August 1890.359 

 
Figure 4-27: Tien Seng, negative holder with studio imprint. Collection of Kelvin Lee 

However, Tien Seng’s business continued well into the 20th century. It appears that 

Tien Seng also offered enlargement services and branched out as a dealer of 

photographic supplies.360 A negative holder in the collection of his Lee Shui Loon’s 

great-grandson, Kelvin Lee, bears the imprint of Tien Seng (Figure 4-27): 

 ����"�
���(tiān chéng rì yè diàn guāng yǐng xiàng fang dà) 

Introduced in the 1870s, the gelatin dry-plate negative became available to the public 

in 1881, allowing photographers to make prints with relatively little apparatus. As a 

consequence, since this innovation no longer restricted photography to the 

professional photography studio space, many studios began providing other services 

to supplement their main income. From the 1900s, the studios of the Lee brothers 

diversified and began to offer a range of services related to photography such as 

                                                
359 Daily Advertiser, 2 August 1890, p. 3. 
360 I am grateful to Kelvin Lee, the great-grandson of Lee Shui Loon (alias Lee Yin Fun) for sharing this information with 

me. 
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supplying equipment and materials, and processing negatives and prints for amateur 

photographers. For example Wah Heng & Co., one of Lee Shui Loon’s ventures, 

specialized in supplying cameras and other photographic supplies, also offered 

services for “developing, printing and enlarging Amateur’s work”.361  

It should also be noted that many Chinese studios of the late 19th century advertised 

in newspaper advertisements as ‘photographer’, or ‘ship and portrait painter’. 

However, it was more likely that these establishments employed several painters and 

photographers at their premises and operated as businesses, which were owned as a 

sole proprietorship or as a partnership, often involving several shareholders who 

were usually relatives – who themselves also owned other photographic 

establishments.  

Quan Seng studio was particularly prolific. The first announcement of the studio’s 

services in local English-language newspapers is an advertisement of its studio at 17 

North Bridge Road published in the Daily Advertiser’s 13 June 1890 issue:  

QUAN SENG, 
PHOTOGRAPHER, SHIP AND PORTRAIT PAINTER, 
No.17, North Bridge Road,  
Singapore.362  

Given the large corpus of surviving carte de visite and cabinet cards bearing the 

studio’s imprint, it can be concluded that Quan Seng’s studio portrait work was in 

high demand in Singapore. Since most of Quan Seng’s cabinet card photographs had 

the studio’s address printed on the back, with many identifiable examples showing 

different addresses in Singapore, it can be concluded that the studio either moved 

several times or opened branches in different locations in Singapore. 

For example, Figure 4-28 shows an ornately designed back of a cabinet card from 

Quan Seng’s studio at 17 North Bridge Road bearing the studio’s imprint in 

mandarin characters: “��
����” (Jūn shēng yǐng xiāng xīng jià bō). The 

studio’s auspicious Chinese name, “��”, can be understood as “always rising”, or 

“always ascending”. Another imprint on the back of a carte de visite by Quan Seng 
                                                

361 The Straits Times, 17 June 1910, p. 9. 
362 Daily Advertiser, 13 June 1890, p. 3. 
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dating to the 1890s indicates that Quan Seng also had a studio at 62 High Street 

(Figure 4-29).  

 
Figure 4-28 (left): Quan Seng, reverse of cabinet card, with photographers imprint on verso, 
“Quan Seng / No. 17 North Bridge Road / Singapore / ��
����”,  Singapore, c. late 

1890s, Singapore. Private Collection. 

Figure 4-29 (right): Quan Seng, reverse of carte de visite photograph, with stamp of 
photographers imprint, “
��
�/ Quan Seng / Photographer / Ship & Portrait Painter, / 

No. 62, High Street, / Singapore”, Singapore, c. late 1898s. Collection of Peter Lee 

The imprint of Quan Seng in Figure 4-29 indicates a different Chinese name for 

Quan Seng at its 62 High Street premises – “��” (Kūn Shēng). “�” means “elder 

brother”, while “�” translates as “ascending” or “rising up in ranks”, sharing a 

similar meaning to the Chinese name of the first generation Lee brothers’ first studio, 

Quan Hing’s, “��”or “brothers, prosperous”. Incidentally, the Lee Brothers Studio 

at 58-4 Hill Street which was established by the sons of Lee Tat Loon much later in 

1909, was given a similar Chinese name to Quan Seng, but with the addition of the 

brothers surname, “���
�” (Likūnchāng yǐng xiāng).363 The Chinese name of 

                                                
363 “Singapore General Establishments”, in Chinese Commercial Directory and S.S. & F. M.S. Trade Register, Singapore: 

Siow Choon Leng, 1919, p. 105. 
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Quan Seng was “��
�” (Jūn shēng yǐng xiāng), indicating both Chinese names 

might have been used interchangeably.  

 
Figure 4-30: Quan Seng, European man and Jinricksha puller in a photography studio, 

Singapore, c.1890s. The photograph shows a partial view of Quan Seng’s studio imprint. 
Author’s Collection. 

Situated at 62 High Street – at the heart of the bustling civic centre of Singapore, 

Quan Seng was strategically placed to cater to the flow of tourists passing through 

the settlement. In order to cater to European tourists, Quan Seng’s studio had stocked 

a wide variety of props including costumes and jinricksha, or rickshaw carriage – a 

common form of transportation in Singapore, Japan and China during the 19th and 

early 20th centuries. European clients of Quan Seng wanting to bring back a souvenir 

of their experience in the tropical Far East could obtain a photograph of themselves 

posing in the lush settings and comfort of the photography studio (Figure 4-30).  

The use of rickshaw carriages as studio props was first seen in Singapore in the late 

19th century, made popular by Chinese photographer Pun Lun�� (Figure 4-31) 

who photographed his clients using similar set ups in his Singapore studio situated at 

15 High Street.  
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Figure 4-31: Pun Lun, European man and Jinricksha puller in a photography studio, 

Singapore, c.1890s. The photograph shows Pun Lun’s imprint below the photograph, and is 
inscribed as, “Pun Lun, Singapore”. Author’s Collection. 

Already renowned in Hong Kong by the 1870s, Pun Lun’s studio was situated at the 

heart of the business district of Hong Kong, at 56 Queens Street. He later established 

a studio in Saigon around 1870, where he adopted the Vietnamese name Tân Luân, 

before opening a branch in Singapore.364 In 1891, Pun Lun & Co. advertised a sale of 

photographic views of the “decapitation of the Chinese pirates on the S. S. Nam A in 

Hong Kong” in a local newspaper in Singapore.365 Pun Lun might have introduced 

this studio setting to Singapore, as many of his surviving studio portraits suggest 

(Figure 4-31). 

Photographic records of old streets are also important visual sources for researchers 

of the history of photographic studios. Postcards show Quan Seng studio situated at 

two locations in Singapore corresponding to the addresses printed on the studios’ 

imprints. A postcard dating to around the 1900s in the author’s collection shows the 

signboard of Quan Seng Photographers on a building situated at the corner 

shophouse unit, next door to the High Street Provision Store (Figure 4-32). 

                                                
364 “Photography in Vietnam from the End of the Nineteenth Century to the Start of the Twentieth, by Nguyễn Ðức Hiệp”, 

in Translation, 4:2 (2014), Takata, Ellen (trans.), Trans Asia Photography Review, 
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.7977573.0004.204 (accessed 23 June 2015) 

365 Daily Advertiser, 23 September 1891, p. 3 
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Figure 4-32: Anonymous photographer, photograph of Quan Seng studio along High street, 

postcard, c. 1920. Author’s collection 

The above postcard probably shows Quan Seng at their location at 62 High Street 

(Figure 4-32), while a second postcard shows the signboard of another Quan Seng, 

probably at their location at 17 North Bridge Road, which was at the corner of High 

Street and North Bridge Road, and near the present location of the Supreme Court of 

Singapore (Figure 4-33). 

 
Figure 4-33: Anonymous photographer, photograph of Traffic police officer standing at 

junction of High Street and North Bridge Road showing part of Quan Seng’s studio 
signboard, postcard, 1934. Author’s collection 
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Many surviving photographs produced by Quan Seng have been identified in private 

collections. The studio’s imprints are either printed, stamped or embossed  on the 

reverse side advertising the names of the photo studios as well as their addresses. An 

imprint on a card-mounted photograph by Quan Seng (Figure 4-33) indicates Quan 

Seng established yet another studio at 32 North Bridge Road, which is a short 

distance from 62 High Street, further to the other side of the Singapore River. The 

Chinese inscriptions imprinted on the photographic mount (Figure 4-34), indicate 

that the studio may have reverted to its original Chinese name, “��
���” (Jūn 

shēng yǐng xiàng fang dà).  

 
Figure 4-34 (left): Quan Seng, card-mounted studio portrait photograph of a seated Indian 

couple, with photographers imprint on recto for ‘Quan Seng / 32 North Bridge Road / 
Singapore’, Singapore, circa 1910.  Collection of Peter Lee 

(right): Detail of studio imprint 

 

Furthermore, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements of 1931 

published a list of photographers and photographic accessories suppliers in 

Singapore. One of the entries indicates that Quan Seng was located at 32 North 

Bridge Road, and that Lee Fock Hing was the manager of the studio.366  

                                                
366 The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements of Singapore, Penang, Malacca, Kuala Lumpur, Batu Pahat, 

Muar, Singapore: Nanyang Advertising Co., 1931, p. 130. 
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Through analysing and comparing photographic and textual records from a range of 

photographic and documentary sources, evidence presented in this study suggests 

that the Lee family were proprietors of the studio Quan Seng, which was probably 

managed by different members of the family at various points in history. 

The photography studio Yong Fong, 	�
� (róng fāng yǐng xiàng), was the 

longest running photographic establishment out of all the studios established by the 

three generations of the Lee Brothers. Lee Yin Fun, also known as Lee Shui Loon, 

established the studio at 79 South Bridge Road, and advertised it for the first time in 

March 1909, and managed it until his death in 1935.367  

The longevity of Yong Fong, spanning nearly forty years, can be illustrated through 

the changing designs and logos of Yong Fong’s studio markings which can be found 

stamped, imprinted or embossed on photographic mounts and cabinet cards. Just as 

the type of font and printing technique used in studio imprints can yield valuable 

clues for dating photographs, the evolving presentation styles of Yong Fong’s studio 

imprints can also be used to show the changing styles of designs across the passage 

of time.  

 
Figure 4-35: Yong Fong, studio imprints on photographic mounts of studio portrait 

photographs show the changing styles and techniques in printing over time. 

Figure 4-35 shows details of a selection of Yong Fong studio markings collated from 

the mounts of cabinet cards and mounted photographs. From the far left, the studio’s 

imprint which appears to be printed with rubber stamp in black ink, spelt as “Yuong 

Fong”, typically Cantonese, is probably the oldest. In the middle, the imprint of 

Yong Fong is printed in white on a dark green paper label, which was attached onto 

the mount. The imprint on the right shows the studio’s name printed on a red paper 

                                                
367 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 4 March 1909, p. 2. 
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label. The second and third types of labels would have been printed and then 

manually adhered to the photograph mount. The use of stamps and labels might 

suggest an earlier date, perhaps during the early days of the studio, when the volume 

of work was low. 

It seems that the following three imprints were professionally produced, and 

probably during a later time period (Figure 4-36). Usually, a studio would choose a 

design for the imprint, after which, the card printer would engrave the studio’s 

design on a plate, which was then printed on the cabinet cards and mounts. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-36: Yong Fong, studio imprints on photographic mounts of studio portrait 

photographs show the changing styles and techniques in printing over time. 

Examining the imprint at the top, the studio’s Chinese name is placed within a 

graphic of an artist’s palette which would have been imprinted on the photographic 

mount using a stamp block. In the middle imprint, both the studio’s name and 

address are listed across a decorative scroll with tassel ornamentation, impressed on 

the mount and foil stamped – recognisable by the gold overlay on the typeface. On 

the final (bottom) imprint, the studio markings comprise of three imprints: a 

monogram of stylized letters of Yong Fong’s initials in the middle, on the right the 

studio’s English name is impressed in a cursive typeface on top of the full address of 

Yong Fong, and on the far left of the mount is the studio’s details in Chinese 

characters, “	�
�” (róng fāng yǐng xiàng).  
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Unlike Lee Shui Loon’s other businesses – namely Tien Seng and Quan Seng, which 

were given names with auspicious meanings in Chinese, Yong Fong was likely to be 

a translation of Lee Shui Loon’s own name in Chinese. A listing in a 1919 Chinese 

commercial and trade register shows Yong Fong’s Chinese name registered as: “�

	�
�” (Liróngfāng yǐng xiàng), with the inclusion of his surname, “�”. Lee 

Shui Loon was also known by his scholastic name, “Yin Fun”, which translates 

phonetically to the Chinese name of Yong Fong.368 

To demonstrate this further, the Koon Sun studio of 179 South Bridge Road was 

another business venture of the first generation Lee Brothers, and was founded 

around 1895 by Lee Shui Loon’s two brothers, Lee Tat Loon and Lee Tit Loon. 

Chinese names shown in Koon Sun’s studio imprints indicate that the establishment 

was not named after the brothers. Instead, the studio was given a name with an 

auspicious meaning in Chinese, “�
�” (Guān xīn yǐng xiàng), which might be 

understood as “first ranked”, or “first ranked in Singapore (“”). Given that Lee 

Shui Loon was the sole proprietor of Yong Fong, while Koon Sun was a partnership, 

it would seem that Chinese studio names with auspicious meanings were probably 

shared businesses, while only studios owned by a sole proprietor were known by the 

photographer’s name.  

As this research has suggested, the use of a combination of both archival and 

documentary sources, as well as data drawn from visual material – through 

inscriptions and markings, and other evidence provided by the photographs and their 

contexts, can provide useful clues in writing the much overdue history of Chinese 

photographic studios in Singapore.  

Conclusion 
 

The initial success of the European firm and the old style of professional 

photography was largely attributed to the sale of topographical and ethnographic 

views – which was fuelled by tourist demands for piquant curiosities and 

                                                
368 Chinese Commercial Directory of the S.S. & F.M.S Trade Register, 1919, p. 137. 
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romanticised views of the Far East. Singapore emerged as a centre for patronage by 

the end of the 19th century; many European photographers received royal 

appointments from members of the Siamese royal family.  

Although the First World War did not directly affect Singapore, its adverse effects on 

Germany’s publishing and printing industries disrupted the supply of photographic 

materials to Singapore. The sharp decline in tourism in the aftermath of the war in 

Europe also had far reaching repercussions on the European photographic firms, 

whose businesses chiefly depended on the sale of stock views to tourists.  

Sensing this shift, many Chinese artists and photographers concentrated on taking 

commercial portraits. The rise of the Chinese commercial studios led to the decline 

of the established European photographic firms – the explanation behind this 

simultaneity is threefold.  

Firstly, the artistic versatility of the Chinese artist photographers allowed their 

studios to provide a wider range of services which were obtainable by clients in a 

single visit. Secondly, the familial structure of the Chinese studios not only allowed 

for the retention of family trade secrets, but facilitated the expansion of family-run 

studios and branches across Singapore and the region. 

Lastly, the segregation of public and private spaces within the Chinese shophouse 

allowed families to work and live in the same premises, thus maximizing resources 

and profit. This flexible use of the limited space in the Chinese shophouse was 

instrumental to the proliferation of photography studios along North and South 

Bridge Roads. 

These developments were discussed through examples from the studios of the Lee 

Brothers. Finally, this chapter has also introduced research methods suitable for 

future scholarship of 19th and early 20th century commercial Chinese photographic 

studios in Southeast Asia.  
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Chapter 5  
 

Singapore as a Centre of Patronage:  
Civic portraiture, sites of patronage, and the making of the first 

Modern Malayan artists 

Over the course of the 19th century, high culture became increasingly accessible to, 

and enjoyed by not only the Europeans and colonial administrators, but also the local 

communities. New modes of cultural display emerged in the form of public 

exhibitions of painting, and public subscriptions of portraits. 19th century 

newspapers circulated in Singapore and Malaya record the prevalence of civic 

portraiture from as early as the late 1820s up to the late 1950s. Numerous references 

to community initiatives to fund the construction of monuments, statues, and the 

painting of commemorative portraits suggest the prevalence of local artistic 

patronage. This material can be useful in revealing the role of the patron in the 

funding, production and circulation of works of art. A close analysis of these sources 

can shed light on many aspects of the reception of art in early Singapore society. 

The interaction between British colonial rulers and the local communities of 

Singapore, who took up roles as administrative intermediaries, resulted in the 

exchange of diplomatic gifts and the adoption of the British tradition of exchanging 

portraits to forge diplomatic ties. The use of portraits as both tribute and diplomatic 

gifts, whereby commemorative portraits of past governors of Singapore and the 

Straits Settlements were commissioned, saw its inception in Singapore in 1855 when 

a group of local merchants commissioned an artist in England to paint a portrait as a 

tribute to honour a former governor’s services to the Straits Settlements.  

Between 1855 and 1956, local communities funded a total of twenty-seven life-sized 

oil paintings depicting the portraits of former British governors of the Straits 

Settlements, and distinguished personalities who had contributed to the building of 

the British empire in Malaya, which were presented to the Municipal Commission to 

be displayed at the Town Hall (1856-1901) and the Victoria Memorial Hall (1905-

1959). 
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During the period leading up to the decolonization of Malaya, attempts to 

disassociate from Malaya's colonial past culminated in a national effort in the 1950s 

to construct a modern, Malayan national identity in both political and cultural 

contexts. These were formative years not only for the construction of new national 

identities, but also in the development of a modern and Malayan identity in art. In the 

years leading up to the independence of the Federation of Malaya in 1957, local 

Malayan artists adopted portraiture as a vehicle to present the new symbols of 

nationhood and as a tool to communicate the values, ideals and identity of the new 

republic. 

This chapter presents new insights on local patterns of artistic patronage, and adds 

new perspectives about the role of local patrons in the production of works of art as 

well as the significance of the activities of the artists active in Malaya during the 

early 20th century in writing new histories of art for Singapore. Firstly, in order to 

provide a historical context, this chapter begins by tracing the beginnings of the 

practice of using portraits as diplomatic gifts by documenting public presentations of 

commemorative portraits of former governors of the Straits Settlements in public 

town halls in Singapore in the 19th and early 20th centuries, and the social 

motivations that underpinned such practices. 

Secondly, this chapter examines the conditions for the presentation and display of 

state-owned portraits in public town halls up to the period preceding the outbreak of 

the Second World War and the Japanese Occupation of Singapore (1942-1945), and 

considers the changing significance of the display of portraits – from a site of public 

commemoration to a space in which colonial power was contested.  

Thirdly, I examine the pioneer Singapore-born artists who emerged as prominent 

society portraitists and painters of official commissions. I focus primarily on the life 

and works of Low Kway Song to comment upon the wider events which occurred 

within the changing art worlds of Malaya and Singapore. I access Low Kway Song’s 

contributions as an educator, innovator and modernist to the building of the early 

infrastructure for art in Singapore, and present evidence to suggest that modernity in 

the history of art in Singapore begins much earlier than previously established. For 

this study, the genealogy of modern art in Singapore is not the central question. 
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Instead, the modern in art is discussed through an account of the artist Low Kway 

Song’s involvement in a discourse of modernity, and the role that Low played as part 

of a process of transformation in the art worlds of Singapore during the early 20th 

century, when emerging ideas about education, morality, history, language and 

identity found visual form through the expression of new subjects in art.   

Fourthly, this chapter discusses how portraits were used in the process of nation 

building in Malaysia and Singapore in the 1950s and 1960s, during which efforts to 

define and present a Malayan national identity resulted in the creation of new 

symbols of nationhood. In order to show how portraiture became a viable vehicle for 

articulating this identity, this section discusses how Malayan artists depicted their 

new leaders in portraits. This chapter concludes the analysis of the art practices of 

the final phase of the colonial period by bringing together the emerging technologies 

of print and photography, early practices of display and spectatorship, and the 

dissonant forms of identity and self-consciousness that found expression in these 

cultural spheres in Singapore during the late colonial period. 
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5.1 Commemorating Empire: Patterns of Artistic Patronage and Civic 
Portraiture in Colonial Singapore  

The businesses of local merchants prospered largely due to the ease of trade and 

travel, and by the 1850s, many of the Singaporean merchants gained considerable 

authority in political matters as well as cultural. Civic patronage became an arena in 

which leadership between the various communities in Singapore was sought and 

contested. The practice of civic patronage, woven as it was into the very fabric of the 

socially stratified, hierarchical culture of colonial society, was seen as a way to 

secure one’s place in history. Patronage took many forms, from gifts to monuments, 

and to the presentation of commemorative portraits. The following examples serve to 

suggest the pervasiveness of local artistic patronage in 19th century Singapore.  

The earliest reference to such an effort is the report of an unexecuted monument to 

honour the memory of Sir Stamford Raffles in 1827. The decision to erect a statue in 

commemoration of the late Sir Stamford Raffles was taken shortly after his death on 

5 July 1826, by a committee led by George D. Coleman (1796–1844), the first 

Government Superintendent of Public Works. The names of the benefactors of 

Raffle’s memorial were announced in the Singapore Chronicles on 1 February 1827. 

Amongst others of European origin, the members of the local communities who 

contributed to the fund included the Muslim and Jewish families of Saib, Hussein, 

Ishmael, Levi and Kassim, and the Chinese subscribers from the Tan, Lee, Chua, 

Chee, Khoo and Lim families.369 This occasion was perhaps the earliest recorded 

example of civic patronage in Singapore. Raffles’ memorial project was revisited 

later in 1835, however as the funds collected for the building of a suitable monument 

were ultimately insufficient, the committee decided to channel the funds into the 

building of the Singapore Institution instead.370 

Although the memorial to Raffles never materialized (the bronze statue now at 

Empress Place is a much later project completed in 1887), this is the earliest 

                                                
369 The Chinese names published were, Tan Sarng, Sarn Ho Sing, Sarn Chio Sing, Lee Feung Que, Chuar Chong Long, Ko 

Ho Wan, Chun Chin Sang, Low Pi Loang, Chee Hoo Hoh, San Chin Sing, Chi Hoh, Koo Chin Sung, Lam Sing Suem, Sun Sin 
Her, Lim Chi, Lum Sing Seut, Tik Ain Kongsie, Ban Sing Kongsoie” (“Monument to Raffles”, Singapore Chronicle, 1 
February 1827, p. 1.) 

370 Singapore Free Press, 31 December 1835, p. 1; Singapore Free Press, 7th January 1836, p. 1. 
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recorded example of local civic patronage in Singapore. 371  The unfinished 

commission gives an early account of the role of local communities in 

commissioning public works of art even during Singapore’s earliest period as a 

British colony.372  

In 1850, a committee was formed to oversee the building of a monument to 

commemorate the visit of the Marquess of Dalhousie, governor-general of India 

(1848-1856), to Singapore. It was reported that the initial suggestion was to have a 

portrait of the Marquess of Dalhousie painted should sufficient funds be raised. 

However the portrait was never painted, as it was agreed that a painting would not be 

suited for the humid tropical climate of Singapore, and the memorial should take the 

form of a public monument instead.373  

The members of the Dalhousie Testimonial committee included, amongst others, the 

merchants J. Guthrie, Joaquim D’Almeida and H.C. Caldwell as well as the 

Singapore Chinese merchants, Tan Kim Seng, Seah Eu Chin and Ang Choon 

Seng.374 While the Dalhousie Obelisk was officially commissioned to commemorate 

a bureaucratic visit, it was actually intended to be a reminder of the benefits of free 

trade.375 The obelisk was swiftly completed by the end of 1850 and inscribed in Jawi, 

Chinese, Tamil, and English to represent the colony’s principal communities, and the 

ethnicities of its benefactors.  

Monuments commemorating colonial rule and legitimising the effectiveness of 

empire are integrally connected to processes of nation-building through civic 

monuments and memorials. Complex messages negotiating status, ethnicity, and 

civic pride were often embedded within the official motivation of civic monuments. 

In funding such public monuments, local elites not only elevated their prominence in 

                                                
371 Buckley 1902, p. 59. This current statue by Thomas Woolner was unveiled on Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee, 27 June 

1887. Originally placed on the Padang, it was moved to Empress Place in 1919. In 1969, a white replica made in poly-marble 
was placed along the Singapore River behind the Empress Place Building (now the Asian Civilisations Museum).  

372 Raffles’ memorial project was only revisited later in 1835. As the funds collected for the building of a suitable 
monument were insufficient, the committee decided to channel the funds to fund the construction of the Singapore Institution. 
The Singapore Free Press, 31 December 1835, p. 1. 

373 “Public Meeting To Commemorate the Visit Of The Governor General”, The Straits Times, 26 February 1850, p. 1. 
374 Designed by Government Architect and Surveyor, John Turnbull Thomson, the obelisk was funded by contributions 

from the residents of Singapore, which amounted to a total of $1,305. 
375 After his return to India, the Marquis brought the Straits Settlements under his control as Governor-General, where in 

the past it had been under the Bengal Presidency. Since 1840, the Straits Settlements were dissatisfied with the rule of the East 
India Company in Calcutta. 
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the community, but also laid claim to a permanent position within the urban 

cityscape. 

 
Figure 5-1: Anonymous photographer, photograph of the presentation of the statue of Queen 
Victoria at Government House, photographic reprint, Singapore, 1889. Reproduced in Song 
1923, p. 249. The six-foot high marble statue was the work of Emanuel Edward Geflowski 

(1834-1898), and is now housed in a gazebo within the Istana grounds.  

In the Jubilee Year of Queen Victoria in 1887, Seah Liang Seah, on behalf of the 

Singapore Chinese community initiated a project to build a statue of the queen as “a 

memento to her rule” (Figure 5-1).376 The statue was presented to the Governor, Sir 

Cecil Smith by the Chinese representatives in an unveiling ceremony at Government 

House on 26 February 1889, where it is also presently displayed.377  

While civic monuments articulated issues of public memory and identity, the painted 

portrait – as both gift and memorial, soon became an important tool of diplomacy in 

Anglo-Malayan relations. The production of colonial portraits as both gift and tribute 

was a practice first initiated in 1855 by a group of local elites to fund a portrait of 

General W.J. Butterworth (1801-1856), who was Governor of Singapore from 

August 1843 to 21 March 1855. Commissioned as a memorial to commemorate his 

services as Governor, the portrait was painted in 1856 prior to the former Governor’s 
                                                

376 Makepeace, Walter, Brooke, Gilbert E., and Braddell, Roland St. John, One hundred years of Singapore: being some 
account of the capital of the Straits Settlements from its foundation by Sir Stamford Raffles on the 6th February 1819 to the 6th 
February 1919, 1921, London: J. Murray, p. 598.  

377 The six-foot high statue in Sicilian marble was the work of sculptor E. E. Geflowski.  
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return to London and presented to the Town Hall for permanent display in the same 

year.378 

According to a report published by The Straits Times on 3 April 1855, a decision to 

form a committee to oversee the organisation of the former Governor’s memorial 

resulted in the appointment of a group of prominent residents of Singapore. Amongst 

its members were the Singapore Straits Chinese merchants, Tan Kim Seng, Seah Eu 

Chin and Tan Kim Cheng, the first Siamese Consul in Singapore, the Jewish 

merchant Abraham Solomon, Arab philanthropist Syed Ali bin Mohammed Aljunied, 

William Henry Macleod Read, Treasurer of the first Singapore public library and 

Honorary Police Magistrate, Portuguese merchant Jose d'Almeida, as well as the 

eminent Parsi Dhunjibhoy Hormusji, a member of the Grand Jury.379 An account of 

these events appeared in The Illustrated London News of 26 July 1856: 

General Butterworth was requested to sit for his portrait, to be placed in the 
Town Hall of Singapore, in memory of the esteem and respect in which he is 
held by all classes of the community. The portrait has accordingly been painted, 
and will be transmitted to Singapore by an early opportunity.380 

Prior to his departure to England, the governor was also presented with a plate 

(Figure 5-2), in a ceremony described in the Illustrated London News of 26 July 

1856: 

The plate consists of a centre ornament, thirty-nine inches high, and two side 
ornaments, twenty-two inches high, total value £700. The centre ornament has 
branches for nine lights and four glass dishes for flowers. The base supports a 
very rich group of figures, representing commerce exhibiting to Britannia a 
portrait of the General: with the figures of a Chinese, a Malay and an Indian 
Jew, over whom Britannia holds her shield in allusion to her protection.381 

Unfortunately, according to Colonial Office records, this portrait did not survive the 

Japanese Occupation. However, an engraving based on the portrait of General 

Butterworth which was painted for the Singapore Town Hall was published in the 

                                                
378 For a preliminary discussion of civic portraiture in Singapore see, Ang, Daphne, “The Straits Chinese and Civic 

Portraiture in Singapore, 1819-1959”, in Chong, Alan (Ed.), Great Peranakans: fifty remarkable lives, Asian Civilisations 
Museum, University of Hawaii Press, 2015, pp. 30-51. 

379 The Straits Times, 3 April 1855, p. 4. 
380 Illustrated London News, 26 July 1856, p. 106. 
381 Illustrated London News, 26 July 1856, p. 105. 
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Illustrated London News of 26 July 1856, and provides for an impression of the 

appearance of the original portrait (Figure 5-3). 

   
Figure 5-2 (left): Engraving of silver plate presented to General W.J. Butterworth by the 

public of Singapore. 1856. Illustrated London News, 26 July 1856, p. 105. 

Figure 5-3 (right): Engraving based on the Portrait of General W.J. Butterworth painted for 
the Singapore Town Hall, Illustrated London News, 26 July 1856, p. 106. 

According to the report published in the Illustrated London News of 26 July 1856, 

the General’s testimonial was reportedly executed by Messrs. Smith and Nicholson 

of Duke Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, while the portrait, at this time, “has accordingly 

been painted”, and would be, “transmitted to Singapore by an early opportunity”.382 

This indicates that the painting commission was given to an artist based in the United 

Kingdom, and probably painted through studio sittings with the former Governor 

upon his return to his home in London. 

When photography became more accessible, artists no longer relied on live sessions 

with their sitters to carry out their commission. The Portrait of Sri Maharajah of 

Johore, Tunku Abu Bakar bin Ibrahim, painted in 1894 by Louis Fleischmann, is one 

                                                
382 “Testimonial presented to General W. J. Butterworth, C. B”, Illustrated London News, 26 July 1856, p. 105. 
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such example. The Sultan or Maharajah of Johore, also the grandson of the Malay 

Prince from whom the island of Singapore was first ceded to Sir Stamford Raffles in 

1819, is depicted dressed in state uniform trimmed with gold lace lapels, seated in an 

armchair placed over a tiger pelt carpet (Figure 5-4). 

  
Figure 5-4 (left): Louis Fleischmann, Portrait of the Maharajah of Johore, Tunku Abu Bakar 
bin Ibrahim, oil on canvas, Bombay (Mumbai), India, 1894, National Museum of Singapore, 

HP-0020 

Figure 5-5 (right): The Maharajah of Johore, engraving after photograph by H. Webster, 
Bayswater, reproduced in, Illustrated London News, 4 August 1866, p. 124.  

The artist reportedly painted the portrait in Bombay before travelling to China and 

Japan, when he transited through Johore to deliver the painting to the Sultan before it 

was unveiled at the Singapore Town Hall. The painting was also exhibited at the 

photography studio Ahrle &Co. in Bombay, in February 1894. Fleischmann must 

have painted the Malay Sultan using a photographic reference, as the painted portrait 

appears to be based on an early photographic portrait of the Maharajah of Johore 

taken by a H. Webster of Bayswater during the Sultan’s trip to England. An 
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engraving of this photograph was reproduced in the Illustrated London News on 4 

August 1866 (Figure 5-5).383  

A detailed and comprehensive survey of 19th and early 20th century newspapers 

published in Singapore and Malaya have revealed that between 1856 and 1901, a 

total of thirteen commemorative portraits of past governors of Singapore and the 

Straits Settlements and other prominent Singapore personalities were funded by local 

communities and displayed at the old Town Hall, while a total of fourteen portraits 

were commissioned and displayed at the Victoria Memorial Hall in Singapore 

between 1905 and 1957, where the collection of portraits was displayed in its entirety 

until December 1959.  

The following tables shows details of all twenty-seven portraits which were financed 

by members of the public through community-led initiatives, presented to, and 

displayed at the old Town Hall (Table 5-1) and the Victoria Memorial Hall (Table 

5-2). Also shown in the following tables are details of each portrait commission. 

                                                
383 Illustrated London News, 4 August 1866, p. 124. 
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Table 5-1: List of Portraits at the Town Hall according to date 

Description of Portrait Details of subscription 

Unknown artist, Portrait of General W.J. 
Butterworth (1801-1856), Governor of 

Singapore, 1843-1855, oil on canvas, London, 
England, 1856 

Paid for by the  Arab, Straits Chinese, 
Portuguese, Parsi, European residents of 

Singapore 

Sir John Watson Gordon, R.A. (1790-1864), 
Portrait of Dr. John Crawfurd (1783-1868), oil 

on canvas, Edinburgh, Scotland, 1857 
Paid for by European residents of Singapore 

Patrick George after James Lonsdale (1777-
1839), Portrait of Sir Stamford Raffles, oil on 

canvas, London, England, 1859 
Ordered by the Municipality 

Sydney Hodges, Portrait of Major General 
Orfeur Cavenagh (1820-1891), oil on canvas, 

England, 1868 
Paid for by European residents of Singapore 

and Penang 

J. Edgar Williams, Portrait of Major-General 
Sir Harry St. George Ord (1819-1885), oil on 

canvas, England, 1875 
Paid for by public subscription raised by the 

Chinese of Singapore 

James Sant, R.A., Portrait of William Henry 
Mcleod Read (1819-1909),  oil on canvas, 

England, 1875 
Paid for by public subscription raised by 

Messrs. Guthrie & Co. 

J.B. Burgess (1830-1897), Portrait of Thomas 
Scott (1857-1902), oil on canvas, England, 1884 

Paid for by the Chinese, Arabs and Klings of 
Singapore. 

R. C. Horsley,  Portrait of Sir Cecil Clementi 
Smith (1840-1916), oil on canvas, England, 1891 

Paid for by public subscription raised by the 
Chinese of Singapore 

Louis Fleischmann, Portrait of  Sri Maharajah 
of Johore, Sultan Abu Bakar bin Ibrahim (1833- 

1895), oil on canvas, Bombay, India, 1894 
Paid for by the Colonial Engineer 

John Adamson, Portrait of Sir Henry Keppel 
(1809-1904), oil on canvas, England, 1900 Commissioned by Sir Henry Keppel 

John Adamson, Portrait of Lt. Col. Sir Charles 
Bullen Hugh Mitchell (1832-1899), oil on 

canvas, England, 1901 
Ordered by the Municipality  

John Adamson, Portrait of William Adamson 
(1832-1917), oil on canvas, England, 1901 

Paid for by the sitter’s European and Chinese 
friends 

John Adamson, Portrait of Thomas Shelford 
(1839-1900), oil on canvas, England, 1901 Paid for by public subscription 
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Table 5-2: List of Portraits at the Victoria Memorial Hall according to date 

Description of Portrait Details of subscription 

John Singer Sargent (1856-1925), Portrait of Sir Frank 
Athelstane Swettenham (1850-1946), oil on canvas, England, 

1905 
Paid for by the Straits Settlements 

Association 

John Adamson after George Francis Joseph (1817), Portrait 
of Sir Stamford Raffles (1781- 1826), oil on canvas, London, 

England, 1912 

Paid for by the Committee of the  
Singapore Agri-Horticultural Show 

(1910) 

John Adamson after Francis Grant, R. A., Portrait of Sir 
James Brooke (1803-1868), Governor of Labuan, Rajah of 

Sarawak, oil on canvas, London, England, 1912 

Paid for by the Committee of the  
Singapore Agri-Horticultural Show 

(1910) 

John Adamson, Portrait of Charles Burton Buckley (1844- 
1912), oil on canvas, London, England, 1912 

Presented by the Children's 
Memorial Committee 

William Orphen R. A., Portrait of Sir John Anderson (1858-
1918), Governor of the Straits Settlements, 1904-1911, oil on 

canvas, England, 1913 
Paid for by the Chinese community 

of Singapore 

Low Kway Soo, Portrait of Tan Jiak Kim (1859-1917), 
Member of Legislative Council, 1888-1915, Municipal 

Commisioner, 1888-1897,  oil on canvas, Singapore, 1919 

Paid for by Chinese community and 
subscriptions raised by the Chinese 
Chamber of Commerce and the Tan 

Jiak Kim Portrait Fund 

Harold Speed, Portrait of Sir Arthur Henderson Young (1854-
1938) , Governor of the Straits Settlements, 1911-1919, oil on 

canvas, England, 1922 

Paid for by public subscriptions 
raised by the Straits Settlements 

(Singapore) Association 

John Collier, Portrait of Sir Laurence Guillemard (1862- 
1951), Governor of the Straits Settlements, 1919-1927, oil on 

canvas, England, c. 1927 
Commissioned by Sir Laurence 

Guillemard 

Anatole Shishter, Portrait of Sir Hugh Charles Clifford 
(1866-1941), Governor of the Straits Settlements, 1927-1929, 

oil on canvas, Singapore, 1928 
Paid for by the Muslim Community 

of Singapore 

Julius Wentscher, Portrait of Sir Ong Song Siang (1871- 
1941), oil on canvas, Singapore, 1936 

Paid for by the Chinese community 
of Singapore 

Xu Bei Hong (1895-1953), Portrait of Sir Thomas Shenton 
Whitelegge Thomas (1879-1962), Governor of the Straits 
Settlements, 1934-1942, oil on canvas, Singapore, 1939 

Paid for by the Chinese community 
of Singapore 

Anatole Shishter, Portrait of Sir Cecil Clementi (1875-
1947), Governor of the Straits Settlements, 1930-1934, oil on 

canvas, Singapore, 1949 

Paid for by Government and City 
Council and public subscriptions 

raised by the Friends of Singapore 

A. R. Thomson, R. A.,  Portrait of Sir Franklin Gimson 
(1890- 1975), 1946-1952, oil on canvas, Singapore, 1952 

Paid for by public subscriptions 
raised by Tan Chin Tuan 

Sir William Goldstream, Portrait of Sir John Nicoll (1889-
1981), oil on canvas, London, England, 1956 

Paid for by public subcsriptions 
raised by the Friends of Singapore 
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The data presented in the tables above suggests that the Chinese, followed by the 

Arab communities of Singapore were the most actively engaged in the British 

custom of portrait exchange. In 1875, the Chinese and Arab communities of 

Singapore raised funds to commission a portrait of Major-General Sir Harry St. 

George Ord to be displayed at the old Singapore Town Hall.384  

Several noteworthy Straits Chinese undertook these projects on behalf of their 

associations or communities in the 19th century. On 10 May 1883, Tan Kim Ching 

led a delegation of twenty-five leading members of the Chinese and Arab 

communities, who gathered at the Town Hall to request for Thomas Scott to sit for 

his portrait upon his return to England. 385  

The practice of commissioning colonial portraits as both gift and tribute with the 

intent of forging diplomatic ties became central to Anglo-Malayan relations, 

particularly within the Chinese and Arab communities in the Straits Settlements. The 

Straits Chinese labour contractor and philanthropist, Gan Eng Seng (1844-1899), had 

benefitted from Thomas Scott’s involvement as one of the developers of Tanjong 

Pagar and the port of Singapore. Scott had provided financial support to one of Gan 

Eng Seng’s early business ventures that supplied Chinese labour and transport for the 

Tanjong Pagar Dock Company through a company called Chop Guan Ban Seng. 

This turned out to be one of Gan’s most successful and lucrative business ventures. 

To reciprocate Scott’s investment in Gan’s early business venture, Gan presented the 

completed portrait of Thomas Scott to the Town Hall on behalf of the Chinese 

subscribers in 1884.  

The full-length portrait of Scott (Figure 5-6) was painted by J.B. Burgess (1830-

1897), a well-known English landscape artist during this time. Seah Liang Seah, the 

president of the Gambier and Pepper Society of Singapore and Malaya, also 

                                                
384 Buckley 1902, p. 196. The portrait was placed in the upper hall of the Town hall in 1875. “Municipal Commissioners”, 

Straits Observer (Singapore), 8 October 1875, p. 3. 
385 The subscribers include Syed Mohamed Alsagoff, Syed Aboobaker al Junied, Syed Moshim, Syed Alwee. Tan Keng 

Swee, Wee Kim Yam, Wee Boon Teck. Straits Times Weekly Issue, 10 May 1883, p. 2. 
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presented Scott with a pair of silver vases as a token of appreciation for his 

contribution to the society and the trade and commerce of Singapore.386 

  
Figure 5-6: J.B. Burgess (1830-1897), Portrait of Thomas Scott (1857-1902), oil on canvas, England, 

1884. National Museum of Singapore, HP-0019 

In 1891, the Chinese property magnate, philanthropist, and Justice of the Peace in 

1873, Cheang Hong Lim (1825–1893) initiated a fund to finance the painting of a 

portrait of Sir Cecil Clementi Smith as a tribute to the services of the newly retired 

Governor of the Straits Settlements (Figure 5-7). In the same year the Straits 

Settlements government officially recognised Cheang as the leader of the Hokkien 

community in Singapore.387 According to the obituary of Sir Cecil Clementi Smith, 

the late governor had, “received a telegram from a Chinese merchant at Singapore 

asking to have his portrait painted by an artist of his choice”, and that he was to, 

“draw to any extent he liked upon the merchant’s deposit at the bank”. This gift was 
                                                

386 National Archives (United Kingdom): FCO 141/14787/A/Misc-1083/01 
387 The Governor Sir Cecil Smith was the principal guest at the celebrations of Cheang Hong Lim’s newly conferred title 

(Song 1923, p. 270; The Straits Times, 14 October 1977, p. 8.) 
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reported to be the merchant’s tribute in recognition of Sir Cecil Clementi Smith’s 

effective measures in quelling the activities of secret societies, which had allowed 

the merchant, “to live and carry on his business without fear of murder or 

blackmail”.388 

 
Figure 5-7: R. C. Horsley, Portrait of Sir Cecil Clementi Smith (1840-1916), oil on canvas, England, 

1891. National Museum of Singapore, HP 0015 

While the practice of portrait gifts amongst the mercantile community was mainly a 

strategy to attain positions of power during the discussions of new trade terms or 

laws, the actual presentation of the portrait served a somewhat different function. 

While the portrait was a diplomatic gift, the unveiling of the portrait to its recipient 

was a signifier of status.  The patron’s reputation in society would have been further 

asserted by the prestige of the event itself.  

A publicly broadcasted spectacle, such as the unveiling of the portrait of a governor, 

immediately elevated the status of the patron or patrons. Painted in London by the 

                                                
388 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 15 March 1916, p. 3. 
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English artist R.C. Horsley, the completed portrait of Sir Cecil Clementi Smith was 

first exhibited at the prestigious Royal Academy in London in June 1891 before it 

was shipped to Singapore to arrive in time for its unveiling ceremony, whereby 

Cheang Hong Lim, on behalf of Chinese subscribers, presented the portrait to be 

displayed at the old Town Hall.389 The details of these events were well reported in 

several newspapers, and many praised the magnanimity of the patron.  

The gift of a painted portrait was undeniably a more symbolic and highly personal 

form, compared to gifts of money, land or commodities. The practice of 

commissioning painted portraits with the intent of forging diplomatic ties had its 

inception in China when Qiying (1787-1858), the imperial commissioner responsible 

for negotiating the Treaty of Nanking (1842), was one of the first to give portraits as 

gifts to European envoys during these negotiations.390  

One way to understand the relationship between memorial and patronage is to 

consider the traditional roots of the practice of commissioning painted portraits and 

the function of portraits within a traditional Chinese context. According to Salma 

Khoo, from the 17th to early 19th centuries, “capital accumulation for the early 

Hokkien Chinese was mainly accomplished through tin mining and revenue farms, 

consolidated through clan-based corporations, formed on the basis of common 

lineage and with the objective of venerating common ancestors”. 391  Religious 

patronage became a means for businessmen to uphold their leadership of the Chinese 

community.392 The earliest forms of Chinese patronage in Singapore were individual 

donations to temples, clan associations, funeral associations, and schools. 

Built in 1645 by Li Weijing 李為經 (1614-1688), the second Kapitan Cina of 

Malacca, the Cheng Hoon Teng Temple – the oldest Temple in Malacca, contains 

numerous plaques recording such donations. An inscription written by the head of 

the temple on one such plaque dating to 1846 provides an ideal example for 

                                                
389 “Straits Governors in the Academy”, Straits Times Weekly Issue, 9 June 1891, p. 2.; Straits Times Weekly Issue, 4 

November 1891, p. 3. 
390 Johnson, Kendall, Narratives of Free Trade: The Commercial Cultures of Early US-China Relations, Hong Kong 

University Press, 2011, p. 137. 
391 Khoo, Salma Nasution. “Exploring Shared History, Preserving Shared Heritage: Penang’s Links to a Siamese Past”, in 

Baker, Chris (Ed.), in Baker, Chris (Ed.), Protecting Siam’s Heritage, Chiangmai, 2013, p. 302. 
392 Khoo 2013, p. 303. 
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discussion. Written in Chinese, the verse begins by extolling the merits of the first 

Kapitan Cina (or Chinese Captain) of Malacca, Zheng Fangyang, and his legacy as 

the one who had, "opened the country of Malacca". The text then described a gift to 

the temple and a donation of a sum of money whose benefits will be used to, 

“finance the worship of the deceased [that occurs] twice a year: in spring and 

autumn”.393  

Other inscriptions on steles erected throughout the temple grounds commemorate the 

founder and heads of the temple. Patrons could have tablets inscribed with their 

names and details of their donation installed in the temple compounds if they 

financed temple ceremonies. 394  Many inscriptions from the 19th century were 

probably composed, written and engraved in China and shipped to Southeast Asia, in 

particular tombstone inscriptions, on which in some cases, had the dates added in at a 

later stage. These stone steles were either erected to commemorate a donation, or 

were paid for by patrons to accompany the installation of memorial wooden tablets 

dedicated to deceased relatives, previous kapitans, and previous heads of the 

temple.395 At times, a memorial portrait to commemorate ancestors or historic figures 

would accompany these plaques.  

Figure 5-8 shows a portrait of Kapitan Li Weijing displayed in a niche which houses 

the spirit tablets of generations of Malaccan Chinese ancestors at the Cheng Hoon 

Teng Temple. Displayed at the back of the main prayer hall, stands the altar for the 

founder of the temple – Kapitan Li Weijing, with his portrait presiding over the 

ancestral tablets of the other past Chinese Kapitans of Malacca.  

Assuming that the portrait was painted posthumously after Kapitan Li’s death in 

1688, it might be dated to as early as the late 17th century, indicating a pre-existing 

tradition of image making in the Malay Peninsula. The portrait is also the only 

known surviving portrait produced in the tradition of the Ming Imperial portraits. 

                                                
393 Franke, Wolfgang, and Chen Tieh Fan, Chinese Epigraphic Materials In Malaysia: collected, annotated, and edited by 

Wolfgang Franke And Chen Tieh Fan, Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaysia Press, vol. 1, 1983, pp. 430-31. 
394 Wolfgang and Chen 1983, p. 3. 
395 Following the model of the official and semi-official inscriptions in China, a feature not found in China is the 

application of the abbreviated forms of numerals for dates, amounts of money, and other data, commonly used only by 
merchants in business dealings. (Wolfgang and Chen 1983, p. 3) 
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Figure 5-8: Unknown artist, Portrait of Li Weijing 李為經 (1614–1688), ink and pigment on 

paper, Malacca, not dated. Displayed in the Cheng Hoon Teng Temple, 25 Jalan Tokong, 
Malacca, Malaysia. Author’s photograph 

For the Straits Chinese, religious patronage and philanthropy traditionally 

necessitated the production of portraits. The walls of clan associations and temples in 

Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand are also filled with similar kinds of 

portraits paired with couplets.396 The format of religious memorials seems to share 

many similarities with the colonial portrait testimonials. Although ancestral images 

were posthumous, the process of memorialisation can be associated with the 

propagation of public images of rulers, for example, portraits of colonial governors.  

                                                
396 Penang Chinese Clan Council, Chinese Clans in Penang: a Concise History, vol. 1, Penang: Penang Chinese Clan 

Council, 2013, pp. 71-78.  
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As was the case with donations to temples, benefactors would have their 

contributions to official portraits recognised in the public record, including 

newspapers, which often included the dollar amount of their donation.  

For example, the following notice published in the The Straits Times, shows the 

names of subscribers who had contributed to the Tan Jiak Kim Portrait Fund in 1916 

and the amount of each donation (Figure 5-9).397 By contributing to this fund, 

subscribers gained instant prestige and recognition amongst the newspapers’ readers. 

Continuing the 19th century custom of gifting colonial likenesses, the Straits Chinese 

community continued to initiate commissions for the paintings of portraits of 

governors for display at Singapore’s public town halls, including portraits of William 

Adamson in 1901, Sir Arthur Young in 1922, and Sir Thomas Shenton Whitelegge 

Thomas in 1939.398 Members of the Muslim community presented a portrait of Sir 

Hugh Charles Clifford in 1928.399  

                                                
397 “Tan Jiak Kim Portrait Fund”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 26 June 1916, p. 3. 
398 Tan Jiak Kim appealed on behalf of the Chinese community for a portrait of William Adamson to be commissioned. It 

was paid for by his European and Chinese friends at the Straits Settlements (Singapore) Association and unveiled in the Town 
Hall in 1901. National Archives (United Kingdom): FCO 141/14787/A/20). 

399 “The Governor’s Portrait”, The Straits Times, 21 September 1928, p. 8. 
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Figure 5-9: Advertisement of names of contributors to the Tan Jiak Kim Portrait Fund.  

Initiated in 1916. The fund enabled the commissioning of a full length, life size portrait of 
Tan Jiak Kim in Chinese dress painted by local artist Low Kway Soo. “Tan Jiak Kim Portrait 

Fund”, The Straits Times, 10 July 1916, p. 7. 
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From the mid-19th century – with the inauguration of the unveiling of the first state 

portrait at the Singapore Town Hall, portrait commissions were mostly given to 

British artists of repute. Between 1856 and 1956, artists all over Britain were 

employed to execute portrait commissions for patrons in the Straits Settlements. All 

of the thirteen portraits previously displayed at the old Singapore Town Hall were 

painted in Britain by the hand of acclaimed British portraitists of the time, most 

notably Sir John Watson Gordon, R.A., for his portrait of Dr. John Crawfurd painted 

in 1857, and James Sant, R.A., for his portrait of William Henry Mcleod Read 

painted in 1875. The portraits were later moved to the Victoria Memorial Hall by 

1905, where they were later joined by the works of John Singer Sargent, for his 

portrait of Sir Frank Athelstane Swettenham painted in 1905, and William Orphen 

R.A., for his portrait of Sir John Anderson painted in 1913.  

While these portraits form a laudable collection of later-Victorian portraits and early 

20th century British art, these works cannot be representative of local artistic 

practices as these portraits were executed by artists in England and not 

commissioned nor produced locally. It was only in the early 20th century that 

Malayan or Singapore-born artists emerged as prominent society portraitists, most 

notably the Straits Chinese brothers Low Kway Soo and Low Kway Song, whose life 

and works will be discussed later in this chapter. 

5.2 Local Artistic Patronage and Artists Domiciled in Malaya  

In the year of 1897, a meeting held among members of the Municipal Council 

assented to the erection of a new town hall as a permanent memorial to Queen 

Victoria.400 Shortly after this announcement, prominent members of the Straits 

Chinese community came forth to the aid of the funding of its construction. The 

Governor of the Straits Settlements, Sir John Anderson, officially opened the 

Victoria Memorial Hall on 18 October 1905. It was also decided that the upper 

gallery of the fully renovated Hall should be devoted to the display of pictures of 

prominent men of the Straits Settlement. 

                                                
400 “The commissioners agreed to pay $120,000 for the existing town hall - this sum to be devoted to the renovation of the 

new building, and to contribute dollar for dollar up to a maximum of $100,000 an equal amount to that subscribed by the public. 
(“The Permanent Memorial”, The Straits Times, 4 June 1897, p. 2.) 
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While the initial intention of the hall was to commemorate local heroes who had 

contributed to the building of the British Empire in Malaya, the bulk of the portraits 

were of past governors of Singapore and the Straits Settlements (Figure 5-10). In fact, 

the gallery aimed at placing the colonial order on full display, whereby colonial 

figures gained presence, prestige and importance through their portraits that were 

displayed within a space where the British Empire naturally held precedence. The 

Straits Chinese in particular, became motivated to be represented at the ‘Valhalla of 

local heroes’, by using portraiture as a tool for the assertion of a collective identity in 

the face of colonialism.401  

In 1919, Tan Jiak Kim became the first Singaporean Chinese to have his portrait 

displayed at the hall, in the company of former governors. Painted by the Singapore-

born artist Low Kway Soo, the life-sized portrait was unveiled in a regal ceremony at 

the Victoria Memorial Hall on 6 August 1919.402 In 1916, the family of Tan Jiak 

Kim had set up The Tan Jiak Kim Portrait Fund and formed a committee to oversee 

the collection of funds from the Straits Chinese community to commission a portrait 

of Tan for the Victoria Memorial Hall.  

Due to his reputation as a skilled portrait painter, and one of the few artists known 

within the circles of the Straits Chinese elite, Low Kway Soo emerged as the best 

candidate to paint the portrait. Unfortunately Tan Jiak Kim passed away in 1917 

before Low could complete the portrait. Since it was no longer possible for the artist 

to organise sittings with his subject, it was highly likely that the artist, Low Kway 

Soo had to resort to painting the portrait using photographic references, which might 

have been based on some of the photographs of Tan which had been taken in the 

studio of G.R. Lambert & Co., as discussed previously in Chapter 4. 

The portrait (Figure 5-11) shows the Straits Chinese man wearing a Baju Lok 

Chuan or Mandarin Jacket and a black skullcap which conceals Tan’s shaved 

forehead and pigtail – a practice of Manchu origin that was phased out in China by 

1911, but became fashionable among Straits Chinese men during this time. The 

401 "Portraits Presented: Valhalla of Local Heroes", The Straits Times, 8 February 1912, p. 10. 
402 “The Late Mr Tan Jiak Kim”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 7 August 1919, p. 10. 
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subject is depicted donning the garments and accessories of a Chinese scholar, and is 

shown holding a fan in one hand, while his other hand rests upon an ornate Victorian 

table displaying a bouquet of roses in a vase, set against a column and a lush 

backcloth of deep red velvet, creating the feel of a classical and European setting. 

 
Figure 5-11: Low Kway Soo, Portrait of Tan Jiak Kim (1859-1917), oil on canvas, 

Singapore, 1919. National Museum of Singapore, HP-0024 

This was the first time a local Malayan artist had been given a commission to paint a 

portrait destined for display at the Victoria Memorial Hall, and for the first time, the 

work of a Malayan artist was finally represented at the Hall together with the other 

colonial portraits, which were mostly painted in England by English artists. 
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It was unveiled in a ceremony at the Victoria Memorial Hall on 6 August 1919. 

Before the portrait was unveiled, Dr Lim Boon Keng delivered the following speech 

paying tribute to Mr. Tan’s long public service:  

Those of them who knew the late Tan Jiak Kim would know that his friends had 
subscribed for a painting of this portrait, and with the consent of the Municipal 
Commissioners, it was to be hung up in the Memorial Hall. The portrait was 
painted by Mr [Low] Kway Soo, whose knowledge of the art came to him by 
inspiration, and his study of the masters in Europe and elsewhere is yet to come. 
They had the demonstration of what art unassisted could do.403 

Following which, the portrait was unveiled by the Governor of the Straits 

Settlements, Arthur Henderson Young. He pulled a cord which then drew aside a 

large Union Jack, and amidst the applause the portrait was unveiled. 

After its completion in 1905, the Victoria Memorial Hall accumulated portraits, busts, 

and mementoes of individuals who had contributed to the building of the British 

Empire in Singapore. They can be divided into several groups, namely: past 

governors, distinguished judges, Malay heads-of-state, generals, scholars, and men of 

science and commerce.404   The life-sized portraits would have appeared as imposing 

figures to spectators at the hall. Represented in symbolic terms, both the colonial 

masters and colonised subjects, through such a display of their portraits, were 

brought to the same level, finding common ground within the walls of the Victoria 

Memorial Hall. Paintings in oil form the bulk of the total collection of portrait 

displays, and in this regard, the portrait gallery may be regarded as the first National 

Art Gallery of Singapore. 

Two weeks after the unveiling of Tan Jiak Kim’s portrait, an advertisement 

published in The Straits Times on 23 August 1919 announced that the portraits of Dr 

Lim Boon Keng, and Sir Arthur Young, commander of the Straits Settlements, both 

also painted by Low Kway Soo would be publicly exhibited. The portraits were to be 

displayed for a few days in the emporium of the department store, John Little’s, after 

                                                
403 "Hon. Tan Jiak Kim. Unveiling of His Portrait", Malaya Tribune, 6 August 1919, p. 5. 
404 Charles Buckley formed a scheme to commission replicas of the portraits of Sir Stamford Raffles and that of Sir James 

Brooke, the first Rajah of Sarawak from the originals in the collection of the National Gallery in London. The committee of the 
Agri-Horticultural Show funded these efforts. The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 7 February 
1912, p. 6. 
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which they were to be installed in the newly founded portrait gallery at the Raffles 

Museum.405  

It was nearly two decades later, before another local figure was commemorated at the 

portrait gallery at Victoria Memorial Hall. The Portrait of Sir Song Ong Siang, 

painted by the German artist Julius Wentscher (1881-1932), suitably depicted the 

first Chinese Malayan knight wearing the blue-and-red enameled badge of the 

K.B.E’s ( Figure 5-12). 

 
 Figure 5-12: Julius Wentscher, Portrait of Sir Song Ong Siang, oil on canvas, Singapore, 

1936. National Museum of Singapore, HP-0017 

Sir Song is pictured dressed in a formal dinner suit, with the badge of the K.B.E 

around his neck, the silver star of the Order on his left breast, and above it the 

Colonial Auxiliary Forces medal on the lapel. A copy of The Chinese in Singapore is 

                                                
405 “Dr Lim Boon Keng”, The Straits Times, 23 August 1919, p. 8. 
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displayed on a table beside Sir Song, together with a copy of the Bible and several 

bound prized volumes. Reverend William Murray of the Presbyterian Church of 

England, where Song was a member of the congregation, recalled in his memoirs in 

1946, five years after Song Ong Siang’s death, “in a corner of Song Ong Siang's 

study stands a bookcase filled to overflowing with books, maps, and literature about 

the lands they had visited. Travel is an education, (a) means of widening one's 

outlook of life and increasing one's knowledge of the world”.406 However, by the 

time the portrait was completed, the “Valhalla of Local Heroes” was reported to be 

already full of pictures. An article from an anonymous writer to The Straits Times 

published on 15 March 1936, entitled, “No Space For a Knight!” articulates these 

sentiments:  

Who should make room for Sir Ong Siang? There are twenty panels around the 
hall, each with its portrait of a personage who made a niche for himself in local 
history. Not only are there no vacant panels, but the gallery are overcrowded. 
The portrait of Sir Laurence Guillemard is so badly placed, in a corner by the 
organ, that few people have ever seen it. However, as one looks around this 
gallery one is forced to admit that Sir Ong Siang Song has a much stronger 
claim to be there than some of those bygone notabilities.407 

In spite of these circumstances, the portrait of Song was eventually given its 

deserved place in the portrait gallery. Archival photographs of the interior of the 

Victoria Memorial Hall have recorded the display positions of the portraits. It is 

evident that both the portraits of Tan Jiak Kim (Figure 5-13) and Song Ong Siang 

(Figure 5-14) were hung in the most prominent positions in the upper gallery of the 

Hall – both displayed across the hall facing each other and hung at the first row of 

portraits flanking the main stage. 

                                                
406 SOAS Archives & Special Collection, SOAS University of London (SOAS): PCE/FMC/7/02/51: “Rev William Murray 

OBE”, 1878-1946. 
407 “No Space For a Knight”, The Straits Times, 15 March 1936, p. 2. 
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Figure 5-13: Meeting of the Rendel Commission at Victoria Memorial Hall showing the 

portrait of Tan Jiak Kim by Low Kway Soo on top right, photograph, Singapore, 11 
November 1953. Ministry of Information and the Arts Collection, National Archives of 

Singapore, 19980002122 - 0030 

 
Figure 5-14: Meeting of the Rendel Commission at Victoria Memorial Hall showing the 
portrait of Sir Song Ong Siang by Julius Wentscher on left, photograph, Singapore, 11 
November 1953. Ministry of Information and the Arts Collection, Singapore, National 

Archives of Singapore, 19980002122 - 0029 
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Surviving photographic documentation appears to suggest that Wentscher first 

executed a study showing only the bust of Song Ong Siang in March 1936 (Figure 

5-15), before commencing on final full-length portrait later that year (Figure 

5-16).408 The smaller of the portraits of Sir Song Ong Siang was included in an 

exhibition of the works of Julius Wentscher and his wife, Tina Wentscher held at the 

Y.W.C.A on 30 March 1936.  

 
Figure 5-15 (left): Julius Wentscher and his study of Sir Song Ong Siang at an exhibition at 

the Y.W.C.A. “Far Eastern Works Exhibited”, The Straits Times, 27 March 1936, p. 12. 

Figure 5-16 (right): Julius Wentscher completing the finishing touches of his full-length 
portrait of Sir Song Ong Siang. “Art of Julius Wentscher”, Malaya Tribune, 13 June 1936, p. 

20. 

These works comprised of paintings by Julius Wentscher and sculptures by Tina 

Wentscher, which were executed during their trips to Bali, Java, and Siam 

(Thailand).409 The pair later travelled around the Malay Peninsula, exploring the 

villages of Terengganu, Kelantan and Selangor in search of new subjects for their 

art.410 

                                                
408 Wentscher’s bust portrait of Song Ong Siang was exhibited at the Y.W.C.A. “Portrait Of Sir Song Ong Siang on Show 

at Y.W.C. A., Art of Julius Wentscher”, Morning Tribune, 27 March 1936, p. 3. 
409 “Far Eastern Works Exhibited”, The Straits Times, 27 March 1936, p. 12. 
410 “Artists In Kelantan”, The Straits Times, 21 June 1937, p. 6.; "Artists' Return Visit To East Coast”, The Straits Times, 3 

May 1937, p. 10. 
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According to a newspaper article featuring the Wentschers, Julius Wentscher studied 

art in Berlin and worked in Paris, Rome and Greece – where he devoted most of his 

time to landscape painting. Both he and his wife had spent a considerable time in 

Bali, Java, China, Siam and Indo-china, and allegedly “remained in each these places 

long enough to absorb something of the spirit of the inhabitants as can be seen from 

their artistic creations”.411  

It is interesting to note that Julius Wentscher also represented the Colony of Malaya 

at the Empire Exhibition of 1938 in Glasgow, with two dioramas displayed at the 

Malaya Pavilion, which illustrated the main sources of revenue for Malaya, one 

being a panoramic view of a model rubber estate, the other being a model of the 

interior of a modern pineapple factory.412  The couple was based in Malaya up to 

1940, when they were sent to Australia as enemy aliens and interned (1940-42) at 

Tatura, Victoria.413 The Wentschers eventually anglicised their name to Wentcher, 

and settled in Melbourne by 1943 where they became active in the local art scene.414 

While their time in Malaya and Singapore was cut short, the Wentschers’ artistic 

oeuvre can be seen as significant in revealing and foreshadowing the types of 

pictures produced later in the 1950s and 1960s. 

The Wentschers’ presence in the Straits Settlements was widely publicised by the 

local press (Figure 5-17). Between 1936 and 1938, the couple held numerous 

successful exhibitions in Singapore, Malacca and Penang. Inspired by the East Coast 

of the Malay Peninsula, Bali, Java, and Siam, the Wentschers produced both 

watercolour and oil paintings as well as sculpture. The types of pictures presented at 

one of their exhibitions reportedly comprised of studies of Malays of the East Coast 

and the Temiar tribe of aborigines of the Peninsula, and landscapes of the East Coast 

                                                
411 “Distinguished Artists in Singapore”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 13 February 1936, p. 6. 
412 Empire Exhibition Official guide, Scotland, 1938, p. 158. British Library  
413 Peers, Juliet, 'Wentcher, Tina (1887–1974)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, 

Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/wentcher-tina-11998/text21515, published first in hardcopy 
2002, accessed online 15 February 2016. 

414 Julius and Tina Wentscher held an exhibition of their works in Melbourne, Australia in 1943. (The Age from Melbourne, 
Victoria, 20 October 1943, p. 4.) 
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in the vicinity of Kelantan and Terengganu, while Tina Wentscher produced 

sculptural studies of the Temiars and East Coast Malays.415  

 
Figure 5-17: Review of Julius and Tina Wentscher’s exhibtion held at Robinson’s in 

Feburary 1937 in Singapore. “Exhibition of Painting and Sculture in Singapore”, Morning 
Tribune, 16 February 1937, p. 7. 

Documentary sources also indicate that Julius Wentscher started to work with 

Chinese materials using European painting techniques. Some of Julius Wentscher’s 

watercolour paintings including his studies of Javanese dancers were painted on 

Chinese parchment, which was described in a newspaper article as, “a very difficult 

medium but a very lasting one as the paint soaks into the paper and cannot easily be 

removed”, while the effect is, “soft and at the same time clear cut".416 

These reports shed light on the reception of art in Singapore during this time. 

Furthermore, the influence of foreign migrant artists on the development of local art 

practices can also raise crucial questions regarding the relation between migration 

and artistic transfer. Numerous references of local exhibitions of art reported in local 

                                                
415 “Art Exhibition At Robinson’s”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 16 February 1937, p. 9. 
416 “Far Eastern Works Exhibited”, The Straits Times, 27 March 1936, p. 12. 
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newspapers appear to suggest the prevalence of European artists domiciled in 

Singapore long before the arrival of the Wentschers.  

On 24 June 1913, an advertisement publicised an exhibition of, “portrait paintings of 

well-known local ladies and gentlemen”, painted by the Munich artist Franz Hofer at 

the premises of A. Frankel and Co. at Victoria Street (Figure 5-18).417  

 
Figure 5-18: Advertisement for an exhibition of portrait paintings by the German artist F. 
Hofer held at the premises of the furniture dealer A. Frankel and Co. The Straits Times, 24 

June 1913, p. 1. 	  

A second exhibition, held on 23 July the next year, announced the following: 

Messrs. A. Frankel and Co., of 375 Victoria Street, are holding an exhibition of 
paintings by Mr. F. Hofer of Munich, and notify that the display will be open 
only for the next few days. These paintings have been ordered by local residents 
and include a few portrait paintings of Chinese local residents which have been 
well executed.418   

The exhibition was open to the public for a few days, and included paintings reported 

to be, “ordered by local residents and include a few portrait paintings of Chinese 

local residents”. It is possible that the portrait of the rubber planter and merchant, 

Tan Chay Yan (1871-1916) (Figure 5-19), that bears the inscription ‘F. Hofer’, was 

one of the works exhibited by the German artist. The portrait depicts the subject 

                                                
417 The Straits Times, 24 June 1913, p. 1. 
418 The Straits Times, 23 July 1914, p. 8. 
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dressed in a western suit holding a cigar, and is shown seated on an gilt chair with 

dragon-head armrests, flanked by a partial view of a framed oil painting visible in the 

background.  

This setting is also replicated in a portrait of Tan Yong Neo (Figure 5-20) – wife of 

Chee Tye Cheng (1860-1921) of Heeren Street, Malacca. Conservator Renate Kant 

treated the painting in 2010, and noted an inscription on the recto of the painting 

prior to restoration.419 Due to the deterioration the painting has endured through 

flaking and severe bleaching by water, the inscription has become illegible.420 A 

stylistic comparison between the portrait of Tan Chay Yan – signed by Hofer, and the 

portrait of Tan Yong Neo, appears to suggest that the same artist painted the latter 

portrait. 

 
Figure 5-19 (left): F. Hofer. Portrait of Tan Chay Yan, oil on canvas, Singapore, ca. 1914. 

Gift of Tan Hoon Leong, National Museum of Singapore, HP-0053 

Figure 5-20 (right): Possibly F. Hofer, Portrait of Tan Yong Neo (Mrs Chee Tye Cheng), oil 
on canvas, Malacca or Singapore, c. 1910. Gift of Sharon Chee Guek Kee in memory of 

Chee Teng Kwee, NUS Museum, B2014-0001-001-0 

                                                
419 Renate Kant produced a condition report dated 7 October 2010 for treatment conducted on this painting   
420 Information courtesy of Studio for Conservation and Restoration, Renate Kant Asia, Singapore. 
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According to a newspaper report published in The Straits Times on 20 February 1906, 

Frederick Hofer was, “by profession an artist, photographer and painter”. The article 

states that the German artist made short trips to Bangkok in 1896 and in 1901, before 

travelling back to his hometown in Munich to learn the photographic process of 

enlargement. In 1903, he returned to Bangkok, with the intention of becoming Court 

painter to the King of Siam through the influence of one of the Royal princes. The 

same article also claimed that Hofer had reportedly, “fitted up a studio in luxurious 

fashion, sparing no expense”, but unfortunately his Bangkok studio was later 

destroyed by a fire.421  

During this time, there were few dedicated spaces for displaying works of art.  In 

order to accommodate the rising number of art exhibitions held in Singapore during 

the early 20th century, many establishments began to offer their premises to artists 

who required spaces to exhibit and sell their artworks. 

The artist A.L. Watson, S.B.A reportedly held an exhibition in January 1913 at the 

premises of a shop dealing in musical instruments in Singapore. According to a 

newspaper article, Watson put up a painting for sale at Robinson Piano Co.’s music 

salon, whereby members of the public, collectors or interested buyers could view the 

painting for a limited period of time.422 Measuring up to five feet by three feet, the 

painting entitled The Balkan Crisis, and was described to be, “graphic in its grouping, 

and the colour is vivid and harmonious”.423 

It was also common for newspapers to publish details of portraits commissioned by 

prominent members of Singapore society. In the wake of the media’s coverage of 

Watson’s first exhibition, the artist began to attract the attention of many wealthy 

Straits Chinese residents, and by March that year, he received a commission to paint 

a portrait of the Straits Chinese businessman and philanthropist, Lee Choon Guan. 

                                                
421 “Appeal Court”, The Straits Times, 20 February 1906, p. 5. 
422 The Straits Times, 15 January 1913, p. 8. 
423 The Straits Times, 15 January 1913, p. 8. 
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The press described the portrait as being, “a fine specimen of portraiture”, and that 

the artist was successful in producing, “an excellent likeness of his subject”.424  

 
Figure 5-21: A.L. Watson, View of Mandalay Villa, oil on canvas, Singapore c.1913. 

National Museum of Singapore, HP-0045 

In the early 20th century, many artists also received private commissions from local 

patrons to paint or photograph their private residences. A.L. Watson was also known 

to have painted the houses of many wealthy Straits Chinese, including the house of 

Lee Cheng Yan (1841–1911).425 Figure 5-21 shows a painting by Watson depicting a 

view of the façade of Mandalay Villa, the residence of the Straits Chinese 

businessman and philanthropist Lee Choon Guan, dating to around 1913 or 1914. 

Built in 1902 along Amber Road, Mandalay Villa was the setting for many charitable 

and social events hosted by Mr and Mrs Lee Choon Guan. The Lees hosted lavish 

evening cocktails attended by a circle of British, Chinese and Malay elites, 

sometimes numbering several hundred guests in total.  

                                                
424 Weekly Sun, 1 March 1913, p. 7. 
425 Watson’s oil painting of Lee Cheng Yan’s residence, painted in 1904, is reproduced in Lee Kip Lin 2015, p. 176. 
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By April 1913, Watson had decided to plant more permanent roots in the settlement, 

and established his first studio in Singapore at 110-A Orchard Road where he offered 

services to paint oil paintings of portraits from photographs. According to an 

advertisement, his work also extended to, “landscapes in oils and watercolours, and 

all branches of artistic production”.426 

Like a few of his contemporaries, Watson was equally adept at painting portraits as 

he was at painting landscapes, sceneries and other genres of painting. It appears that 

pictures depicting scenes of urban Singapore and city life became a popular subject 

matter amongst art collectors in Singapore during this time. Between May 1913 and 

1914, Watson painted a series of cityscapes and views of Singapore’s town life 

including: View of Esplanade and Harbour (Figure 5-22) painted in April 1913 for 

Lim Peng Siang of the Chinese Commercial Bank, View of the Padang (Figure 5-23), 

and View of Raffles Place (Figure 5-24), painted in June 1913 to the order of a well-

known local gentleman.427   

 
Figure 5-22: A.L. Watson, View of Esplanade and Harbour, oil on canvas, Singapore, 1913. 

National Museum of Singapore, HP-0180 

                                                
426 The Straits Times, 9 April 1913, p. 8. 
427 The Straits Times, 18 April 1913, p. 8.; The Straits Times, 17 May 1913, p. 8.; The Straits Times, 14 June 1913, p. 8. 
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Figure 5-23: A.L. Watson, View of Padang, oil on canvas, Singapore, 1913. National 

Museum of Singapore, HP-0050 

 
Figure 5-24: A.L. Watson, View of Raffles Place, oil on canvas, Singapore, 1913. National 

Museum of Singapore, HP-00179 

The last painting depicting a scene of Raffles Place at rush hour was described in a 

newspaper feature as being, “a bright canvas of the five o’clock homeward rush in 

Battery Road, giving an effective idea of the rush of motors, carriages and rickshaws, 

etc., at that hour, with the Hongkong Bank, the Fountain, the Exchange Buildings, 
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Johnston’s Pier, and a glimpse of the harbour included in the scene”.428 As Lee Kip 

Lin has noted, Watson was a friend of the family of Lee Cheng Yan (1841-1911) of 

Cheng Yan & Company, Lee Choon Guan’s father. According to Lee Kip Lin, Lee 

Cheng Yan’s family were amongst Watson’s keenest patrons – not only did they 

entrust the artist with the execution of portraits, they also commissioned Watson to 

paint a series of over a dozen paintings between 1904 and 1912, which once 

decorated the walls of the front hall of their residence at Magenta Cottage in 

Singapore.429  As one of Watson’s most loyal patrons, Lee Choon Guan reportedly 

commissioned the artist to execute a number of pictures including an oil painting of 

the Chinese temple in Telok Ayer, a view of Government House and its grounds, and 

a series of miniature portraits, as a report published in The Straits Times on 25 

October 1913 reveals.430 Lee later commissioned the artist to paint a series of 

cityscapes of London including views of Trafalgar Square, Kensington Gardens, 

Leicester Square, Embankment, and Tower Bridge, which Watson painted using the 

patron’s personal collection of photographs as references.431 

Watson gained a good reputation amongst his wealthy Chinese patrons, and later 

moved his studio to Cairnhill Road in January 1914, which was an upscale 

residential area.  A notice published in The Straits Times on 17 January 1914 reveals 

the overwhelming support the artist received from his Singapore patrons: 

Mr Watson we understand has had enquiries from several people desirous of 
receiving instruction in art, but has decide to accept in his studio two student-
apprentices of talent on premium and agreement, whom he will initiated into the 
practical technical work of draftsmanship and painting in oils, watercolours and 
pastels.432 

The above accounts not only indicate the versatility and diversity of Watson’s 

practice, but are also significant in revealing the important role patrons played in 

commissioning certain types of pictures during this time. Before the infrastructure 

and institutional support provided by art academies and state funded initiatives for 

the promotion of art, the production and circulation of art during this time was very 

                                                
428 The Straits Times, 14 June 1913, p. 8. 
429 Lee Kip Lin 2015, p. 177. 
430 The Straits Times, 25 October 1913, p. 8. 
431 The Straits Times, 14 February 1914, p. 9. 
432 The Straits Times, 17 January 1914, p. 10. 
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much dependent on the tastes and preferences of individual patrons. The role of the 

patron as an important arbiter of taste can be seen in respect to the types of pictures 

produced in the 19th century compared with those produced in the early 20th century. 

By this time, with the increasing support of local patrons in the early 20th century, 

local Malayan artists started to gain recognition in colonial society. The first 

Singapore-born artists to emerge as formidable painters in the Singapore art world in 

the early 20th century were the brothers Low Kway Soo (b.1881) and Low Kway 

Song (1889-1982). The Low brothers, born into a Straits Chinese family, gained a 

considerable reputation as the finest local artists in Singapore, and received 

numerous commissions for painting the portraits of prominent personalities at 

various stages of their artistic careers. The Straits Chinese pair gained a reputation in 

the early stages of their career for the production of portrait paintings to be used in 

ancestral rites.433 Kway Soo, the older of the two brothers, was also well known for 

his charcoal portraits, and painted the portraits of many prominent members of 

society at a young age.434  

The NUS Museum has in its collection, a 1902 portrait of Wee Boon Teck by Low 

Kway Soo, rendered in graphite and inscribed as “Low Kway Soo & Co. / 1902” on 

paper (Figure 5-25). The artist Low Kway Soo was also highly sought after by the 

Singapore elite, who commissioned him to paint the portraits of Singapore 

bungalows, most notably the painting of Choa Kim Keat’s bungalow Seaside Charm 

in 1928.435 

                                                
433 Lim Seng Tiong, “Artist reunited with portrait that tells a pioneer’s story”, The Straits Times, 4 March 1982, p. 9. 
434 Tan Boon Chin discovered Low Kway Soo’s talent in drawing charcoal portraits. The director of Guthrie & Co. paid the 

boy artist $80 to draw his portrait. (Song 1923, p. 400.) 
435 This painting is reproduced in, Lee Kip Lin 2015, pp. 10-11. 
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Figure 5-25: Low Kway Soo & Co., Portrait of Wee Boon Teck, graphite on paper, 

Singapore, 1902. Inscribed, “Low Kway Soo & Co. / 1902” on bottom right. Gift of Wee Lin. 
NUS Museum, B2008-0001-003-0 

When Low was still studying at Raffles School, he already showed a considerable 

aptitude in drawing pictures. Mr Seow Teck Boo, who was Low’s maternal 

grandfather, encouraged him by getting him to draw the portraits of Thomas Scott 

and Sir John Anderson, of Guthrie & Co. As reported by Song Ong Siang in 1923, 

they allegedly, “supplied the young Low with the necessary requisites to pursue his 

career in art”.436 However, despite the support he received, Low Kway Soo 

eventually gave up his career in art to pursue a career in medicine shortly after 

he completed his commissions to paint the portraits of Tan Jiak Kim (in 1919) 

and Loke Yew (Figure 5-26).  

                                                
436 Song 1923, p. 400. 
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Figure 5-26: Anonymous Photographer, Low Kway Soo posing with his completed portrait 
of Loke Yew, Photographic reproduction, Singapore, date unknown. Reproduced in Song 

1923, pl. facing p. 539. 

Writing in 1920, Song Ong Siang noted certain concerns that Low Kway Soo had 

bemoaned at that time about the state of art in Singapore, and that the artist had 

expressed regret that he was, “born into a generation when his conceptions of art 

cannot be freely and fully displayed”, lamenting that his customers, “cannot 

appreciate his art”, and that he produced pictures “against his will', just to satisfy the 

demands of his clients, and that such work did not, “satisfy his artistic soul”.437 

While Low Kway Soo’s artistic career was short lived, his younger brother Low 

Kway Song 刘溪松 (1889-1982) continued to pursue his career as an artist in 

Singapore, Penang and Malacca, over a period spanning from the early 1910s until 

his death in 1982. His works, which were produced well before the 1950s, are some 

of the earliest expressions of Malayan art.  

The 1950s is widely regarded as the period when the first modern school of painting 

in Singapore – the Nanyang school arose, and while Kway Song’s earlier 

contributions form part of pre-Nanyang art history, for various reasons which have 

                                                
437 The Nation and Athenæum, vol. 34, 22 March 1924, Nation Publishing Company Limited, p. 898.  
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been left to conjecture, his achievements have not until now been given the requisite 

attention.438   

While Low Kway Song is best known for his portraits, he also tried his hand at a 

variety of genres throughout his career as an artist – as a painter of animals, 

landscapes, religious paintings, and other genres of sceneries. His works, produced 

over a period of more than sixty years, provide for some of the earliest expressions of 

Malayan art produced before the 1950s – a period widely regarded in Singapore art 

history as the inception of the first modern school of painting in Singapore, 

pioneered by the “Nanyang” Chinese artists associated with the Nanyang Academy 

of Fine Art (NAFA), which was established by Lim Hak Tai (1893–1963) in 1938. 

The following section therefore focuses on revealing the life and works of the 

pioneer Singapore-born artist. It also examines the conditions that allowed Low 

Kway Song to enjoy such a huge level of success in the wider scope of the Straits 

Settlements, and places Low Kway Song in context with the Nanyang artists who 

rose into prominence during this time.  

For this study, the genealogy of modern art in Singapore and Malaya is not the 

central question, as its origins were, as Redza Piyadasa accurately noted, “complex 

and multi-facetted.”439 The “modern” in art is discussed through an account of Kway 

Song’s involvement in the discourse of modernity, as a pioneer of new forms of 

expression and an innovator in painting, illustration and photography.  

 

                                                
438 Two paintings by Low Kway Song, exhibited at the Singapore Art Fair of 1993, attracted the attention of T.K. 

Sabapathy and Redza Piyadasa, reviving short-lived interests in Low Kway Song, see Piyadasa, Redza, “On Origins and 
Beginning”, in Vision and Idea: ReLooking Modern Malaysian Art, exh. cat., Kuala Lumpur: National Art Gallery, Balai Seni 
Lukis Negara, 1994, p. 13. Low Kway Song is credited in a brief reference as one of the earliest known painters involved in the 
emergence of Malaysian modern art, see Shireen, Naziree, and Muliyadi, Mahamood, Convergence: Past, Reality & Future: 
Selected Artworks of Petronas Art Collection, Kuala Lumpur, Petronas, 2013, p. 42. 

439 Piyadasa was responding to the Penang gallery owner, Tan Chee Khuan’s claim that Yong Mun Sen is the father of 
Malaysian painting. See Tan Chee Khuan, Social Responsibility in Art Criticism, or, Why Yong Mun Sen is the Father of 
Malaysian Painting, Pulau Tikus, Malaysia: Dr Tan Chee Khuan, The Art Gallery, 1998, p. 75, p. 93. 
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5.3 A Modern Artist for Singapore: Low Kway Song (1889-1982) and the 
making of the Malayan Modern 

Born in Singapore in 1889, Low Kway Song – the youngest of Low Boon Pin’s three 

sons, began his artistic career as a young student at the Raffles Institution around 

1903.440 Formal academic training in art was not available in Singapore at that time, 

and like many other artists of his own and earlier generations, Kway Song was self-

taught. 

As enterprising as he was creative, Kway Song sought paying customers while he 

was still a student. His first clients were parents of his schoolmates and the hawkers 

in his school canteen, who paid the young artist to sketch ancestral portraits. Oil 

pigments were expensive then, and the resourceful artist turned to charcoal as a much 

more economical medium.441  

The formative beginnings and development of Kway Song’s art practice is best 

explained in relation to his involvement and activities with the Amateur Drawing 

Association.442 Founded in September 1909 with Tan Kok Tiong as its first president, 

the association’s members comprised a circle of individuals connected with the 

Straits Chinese elite and who were also alumni of Raffles Institution.443 Such artist-

led institutions and art societies were avenues for like-minded art enthusiasts and 

aspiring artists to congregate and develop their skills, until the establishment of the 

Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA) in 1938 provided another option. As early 

as the 1880s, members of the arts clubs in Malaya and Singapore competed in 

regional art exhibitions, including art societies such as the Penang Impressionists, 

Perak Art Club in Ipoh, F.M.S Art Club in Kuala Lumpur, the Selangor Art Club and 

the Singapore Art Club.   
                                                

440 Low Boon Pin – Low Kway Song’s father, moved from China to Singapore in the 1860s. He was married to Seow Teck 
Boo’s daughter, who worked as a cashier at Messr. Guthrie & Co. Low Kway Soo, the eldest of the three sons was also a self-
taught artist while Kway Koh worked as an architect. See, Song 1923, p. 400. 

441 Low, Happy, “Brothers who Blazed the Trail of Art in Malaya”, The Straits Times, 19 July 1953, p. 4. 
442 Upon graduation from Raffles Institution, Low Kway Song enlisted in the Singapore Volunteer Infantry in 1907. There 

he met Lee Chim Kuan, an alumni of Raffles Institution, who was then a lance corporal in the corps. Lee would later become 
the secretary of the Amateur Drawing Association in 1911. (“S.V.C. Orders”, The Straits Times, 29 May 1907, p. 5.; “Prize Day 
at Raffles”, The Straits Times, 4 May 1909, p. 8.)  

443 Tan Kok Tiong was the uncle of Wee Kim Wee (1915–2005), the fourth President of Singapore. In 1911, Tan Tiang 
Yew, son of Gambier planter, Tan Ah Hung, was elected to office as the association’s second president. The vice-president then 
was Tan Chong Chew, son of the Straits Chinese businessman Tan Kheam Hock (1862–1922).  The association’s first honorary 
auditor, Chua Choon Seng, was Low Kway Song’s senior at Raffles Institution. By 1913, the association had the support of 
patrons and honorary members including Wei Chen Tse (Chinese Minister to Holland), Hoo Wei Yen (Chinese Consul 
General), Tan Jiak Kim and Lim Boon Keng. “Amateur Drawing Association”, Weekly Sun, 12 July 1913, p. 11. 
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Kway Song was only twenty-two years old when he was appointed honorary 

instructor of an art society, the Amateur Drawing Association on 11 July 1911.444 He 

achieved critical acclaim and was one of the first to be referred to as a “well-known 

local artist” by the local press.445 As honorary instructor, he conducted drawing 

lessons and organised weekend study groups that went around Singapore in search of 

local subjects to depict en plein air, which is the practice of painting outdoors. This 

approach to drawing was a distinctly modern phenomenon amongst local art 

societies at the time.446  

As the tropical sun was harshest at midday, these sketching parties took place early 

in the morning, at places such as the Chinese temples at Balestier Road and Little 

India. Low encouraged participants to experiment with various methods of 

representing dawn landscapes. These sessions were conducted for a few years, from 

1912 to 1916. Through these activities, Low contributed towards the beginnings of a 

structured pedagogy of art in Singapore despite having received no formal academic 

training in art.  

A surviving etching showing a view of a rural Malayan river scene, entitled Fishing 

Village, Kampong Kallang (Figure 5-27), was drawn by the artist C. Jackson who 

allegedly succeeded Low Kway Song as instructor of the Amateur Drawing 

Association.447 Perhaps this picture might provide a good impression of the types of 

works produced during the Amateur Drawing Association’s study trips. 

                                                
444 Kway Song’s appointment as honorary instructor was announced in The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 

Advertiser (1884–1942), 11 July 1911, p. 4.  
445 The announcement was made in, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 11 July 1911, p. 4. 
446 Weekend drawing classes were held at the association’s premises at Cecil Street. All weekend drawing lessons were 

followed by “sketching parties” held early next morning. The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 16 
August 1912, p. 6.; The Straits Times, 8 November 1912, p. 8. 

447 “An Art Exhibition”, The Straits Times, 23 March 1914, p. 10. 
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Figure 5-27: C. Jackson, Fishing Village, Kampong Kallang, etching, Singapore, c. 1930s, 

Author’s collection. 

While none of the artworks produced during the sketching parties have been 

identified, numerous published accounts from the Amateur Drawing Association 

conclusively reveal Kway Song’s pivotal role in the inception of this practice, and 

show that he was the driving force behind one of the earliest examples of a local 

artist-led initiative. His sketching parties even predate the historic 1952 sketching 

trip to Bali undertaken by the Nanyang artists Chen Wen Hsi, Chen Chong Swee, Liu 

Kang and Cheong Soo Pieng. The exhibition of works produced after the Nanyang 

artists’ trip to Bali has been consistently and commonly cited as the inaugural 

moment of the story of modern art in Singapore.448 

Outdoor sketches are a milestone in Singapore’s art history, as these representations 

of Singapore – visualised and drawn by local artists, stand in contrast to impressions 

recorded by European artists and photographers engaged by the British colonial 

government or trade missions to document the progress of the thriving port 

                                                
448 For the earliest reference to the significance of this exhibition, see Hsü, Marco, A Brief History of Malayan Art, Lai 

Chee Kien (Trans.), Singapore: Millennium Books, 1999, p. 72-73.   
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settlement.449 From the colonial perspective, views of Singapore and her subjects 

were viable for scrutiny and enquiry. In the wider context of the production of 

pictures throughout the 19th century, colonial artists produced views and types of 

colonial settlements to satisfy the Victoria penchant for the exotic and ‘picturesque’ 

Far East. Paintings, prints and photographs created by these image-makers typified 

and classified ports and peoples according to the interests of imperial efforts or the 

expansion of trade. In The Treatment of Local Landscape in Modern Malaysian Art 

1930–1981, Piyadasa explores the significance of local landscapes as a feature in the 

story of Malaysian modern art, as “artist’s challenged ways in which they could 

contribute meaningfully through their artistic creations toward a vision that is finally 

real to their environment and also real to themselves.”450 

Although Low Kway Song was known to receive commissions to produce landscape 

paintings to decorate the homes of several Straits Chinese families in Singapore, he 

also painted other types of sceneries that were not commissioned work.451 Painted by 

Low Kway Song in 1923, Thai Temple (Figure 5-28) provides a view of how the 

artist responded to, and visualised nature and well-loved places.452 The oil painting is 

a carefully composed depiction of a dramatic sunset over Siamese scenery evoked 

through the use of unexpected, non-naturalistic colours to create impressions of light 

on a natural setting. The central image is a view of a grand Wat (Thai Temple) and a 

gilded chedi (stupa) illuminated by the setting sun over a river scene in the 

foreground, bathed in vivid hues of yellows, purples, and reds, to render the effect of 

sunlight during the moments before nightfall. The harmony of the overall effect 

provides evidence of the painter’s exceptional talent in rendering the effects of 

natural light on a landscape. 

                                                
449 These visual records were often used for the study of trade and administration of the colony, hence views of the harbour 

and the towns were most common. See Wong Hong Suen, Singapore through 19th Century Prints & Paintings, Singapore: 
Editions Didier Millet & National Museum of Singapore, 2010, p. 41.  

450 Piyadasa, Redza, “The Treatment of Local Landscape in Modern Malaysian Art, 1930–1981”, in Nur Hanim Khairuddin, 
Yong, Beverly, and Sabapathy, T.K. (Eds.), Imagining Identities: Narratives in Malaysian Art, vol. 1, Kuala Lumpur: RogueArt, 
2012, p. 51. 

451 Gwee, William, A Nyonya Mosaic: Memoirs of A Peranakan Childhood, Marshall Cavendish Asia, 2013, p. 23. 
452 Thai Temple (1923) was included in the exhibition Vision and Idea: Relooking Modern Malaysian Art, held at the 

National Art Gallery Kuala Lumpur in 1994. A newspaper review of this exhibition mentions Low Kway Song’s Thai Temple 
(1923) as being “among the rare paintings displayed in public for the first time”, see Murthi, R. S., New Straits Times, 27 
October 1994, p. 28. 
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Figure 5-28: Low Kway Song, Thai Temple, oil on canvas, Singapore, 1923. Collection of 

Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur 

The scenery lacks the immediacy evident in many of the watercolour coastal studies 

executed en plein air. While preparatory sketches have not survived, the picture 

might have been commenced en plein air, then completed in the studio, or most 

likely painted by the artist purely from memory as a recollection of the scenes and 

sites encountered during his time in Thailand more than a decade earlier. 

Low Kway Song’s ability to express the life of beautiful things more by the 

representation and reinterpretation of nature from his memory than by the 

observation and immediate execution directly from motif can indeed be considered 

as key attributes of his modernity. Evening in Singapore, a poem published in the 

final issue of Low Kway Song’s Eastern Illustrated Review in March 1920, 

coincidentally describes a scene strikingly similar to Thai Temple: 

Tis the hour when sunsets golden, melt in grayness on the sea, and romantic 
youth embolden, with coy maidens to make free. And the scene upon the waters, 
by its faerie beauty baffles the bard midst Eve's fair daughters, on the terrace 
round at "Raffles"…Velvet darkness like a pall, pricked by yellow slits of light, 
with black menace covers all, the human fragility of the night. When to light the 
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dawn limps lame, galled by all that went before, does she blush with rosy shame, 
For the Nights of Singapore.453 

Given that Low Kway Song had by this time, gained full proprietorship and 

authorship of the periodical, the poem was very likely penned by the artist himself. 

Despite having no formal art education, not only did Low Kway Song manage to 

achieve mastery in painting many different types of subject matter, his forays into 

poetry and literature shows how the painter continued to cultivate multiple facets of 

his artistic persona. This achievement must be highlighted when comparing his 

practice and legacy with the Nanyang artists, who had all received academic training 

in art academies in Paris and Shanghai.    

As an influential figure in the emerging art worlds of Singapore and Malaya, Kway 

Song organised and participated in a succession of art exhibitions associated with the 

Amateur Drawing Association over a period spanning nearly a decade. One of them, 

in 1912, was a defining moment in Kway Song’s career as an artist. In March that 

year, the Singapore Art Club extended an invitation to the members of the Amateur 

Drawing Association to participate in their annual art exhibition. Kway Song, 

together with the association’s President Chua Choon Seng, the vice-president Lee 

Chim Kuan, and committee member Tan Kok Tiong, represented the association 

with a selection of their best and latest works, in mediums such as crayons, oils, 

watercolours and photography, and were reportedly the only Malayan Chinese artists 

who participated in this early art exhibition.454  

The entries submitted by Kway Song to the exhibition drew the attention of both 

critics and collectors, such as Lady Evelyn Young (wife of the Governor of the 

Straits Settlements and also the club’s patron). Impressed with Kway Song’s artistic 

skills, Lady Young was reportedly taken by surprise when she learnt that he had 

never been to Europe to study art formally.455 Kway Song’s paintings of animals 

were also acknowledged by the Singapore press in their reviews of the exhibition as 

“most noticeable for their strong effects and their line-work is undoubtedly excellent,” 

                                                
453 “Evening in Singapore”, Eastern Illustrated Review, February-March 1920, vol. 3, no. 2, p. 45. 
454 In reviews of the exhibition, Tan Kok Tiong’s sketch of Count Leo Tolstoy was praised as being, “worthy of notice.” 

(“Art in Singapore”, The Straits Times, 13 March 1912, p. 7.)_ 
455 Low, Happy, op. cit. 
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and for the “good work being put into the backgrounds.”456 He also drew the 

admiration of C.M. Phillip, the headmaster of his alma mater at Raffles Institution, 

with his portrait of Phillip’s late father that had clinched the third prize in the oils 

category. With the encouragement of Lady Young and other European admirers, 

Kway Song opened Raffles Art Studio in 1912. From then on, he became more 

prolific, winning awards for his works and exhibiting many at the Amateur Drawing 

Association’s competitions.457 

His term as honorary instructor of the Amateur Drawing Association culminated in 

its first exhibition held on 7 February 1913. A review of the exhibition, referring to 

Kway Song, applauded the achievements of the Association under the guidance and 

“watchful eye of a capable instructor”. By 1913, it was reported that the association 

had grown from 6 members to “a very forceful organization” of sixty-two 

Chinese members who were “animated with an enthusiastic desire to improve 

their abilities with the brush and pencil.”458 Although Kway Song relinquished his 

post a month later on 11 March 1913, he continued to generously offer both his time 

and expertise as a judge of art competitions for many years to come.459 He was 

consequently presented with an award for his services rendered to the instruction of 

art at the Association’s sixth anniversary celebrations in March 1916.460 Although 

the extent of his influence on later artists has yet to be analysed, these accounts 

undoubtedly reveal that Kway Song was one of the first to nurture artists and art in 

Malaya.  

Kway Song is by far the earliest example of a Singapore-born artist who broke into 

the local art scene which was dominated by European expatriates in the early 1910s. 

By his mid-20s, he had gained fame and critical acclaim, and maintained a notable 

level of authority and influence in the Malayan art world. The local press referred to 

                                                
456 “Art in Singapore”, op. cit. 
457 “An Art Exhibition. Work done by the Amateur Drawing Association", The Straits Times, 23 March 1914, p. 10. Low 

Kway Song and Low Kway Soo exhibited paintings of various subjects, most notably a portrait of the late Charles Buckley. 
(The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 17 June 1916, p. 4.); in 1916, Low Kway Song was 
awarded first prize in the crayon category at a drawing competition organised by the Amateur Drawing Association. (“Amateur 
Drawing Association”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 17 June 1916, p. 4.) 

458 “The Pursuit of Art”, The Straits Times, 8 February 1913, p. 9. 
459 The Straits Times, 11 March 1913, p. 8. 
460 The Straits Times, 3 April 1916, p. 8. 
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him as “the well-known local artist” and the “Singapore self-made artist,” and 

described his art as “undoubtedly excellent.”461 

Between the 1910s and 1930s, Kway Song produced many fine oil paintings of 

animals and landscapes. Known for his ability to depict the anatomy and proportion 

of animals and human figures, he received commissions to paint several portraits of 

horses from their wealthy owners in 1917, when he and his wife were living in 

Penang.462 Low’s interest in the animal kingdom as subject matter is evident in his 

early works. Despite not having a formal education in art, Low’s paintings of 

animals reveal his remarkable ability to render flesh and musculature to achieve 

likeness and naturalism even at an early stage of his career.463  

It is interesting to note that paintings of local wildlife were not commonly featured in 

art exhibitions in Singapore and Malaya then. Instead, reviews and accounts indicate 

the prevalence of picturesque local landscapes, paintings from life models, and still 

lifes, both oils and watercolours, at such shows organised by art societies based in 

Singapore, Penang, Perak, Selangor and Kuala Lumpur. To a lesser extent, 

specimens of woodcarving, needlework and photography were also exhibited.  

The theme of the wild beast became a leitmotif in Low’s early works, and can be 

seen as an indication of maturity in his practice. Completed in 1917, Tigers (Figure 

5-29), Leopards (Figure 5-30), King of the Jungle (Figure 5-31), and Elephants 

(Figure 5-32), a series of oils on canvas laid on board were large-scale paintings 

which depict pairs of wild animals, and are the earliest evidence of his enduring 

interest in the subject. Some of the animals in this series, such as the Malayan Tiger 

and Clouded Leopard, are predators that are native to the Straits Settlements, where 

the artist spent most of his professional life. The arrangements of similar species of 

animals in pairs recall the Biblical story of Noah and the Flood.464 Similarities in the 

treatment of colour and composition scheme also suggest that Low might have 

executed these paintings as a group. It is important to emphasise their significance as 

                                                
461 “Art in Singapore”, op. cit. 
462  Low, Happy, op. cit. 
463 Low Keong Hee Richard, descendant of Low Kway Song, in a telephone interview with author, 25 February 2015.     
464 Genesis 7: 7–9. 
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there are no other contemporary examples from Singapore during this period that are 

comparable in style and skill. 

King of the Jungle depicts a lion and a lioness presiding over a cliff at sunrise, 

painted with a palette of dark tones. The artist’s masterful use of colours to depict the 

effects of the setting sun is evident in the rendering of the lions’ musculature and fur, 

and the glossy blades of grass painted with red, orange and violet pigments in high 

contrast. A similar treatment of colour and composition can also be seen in Tigers. 

These two paintings appear to be executed en brunaille, with touches of diverse hues 

of orange, yellow and violet to highlight the horizon in the background.  

What is interesting about this series is that the animals are presented from varying 

vantage points. While the three paintings of wild cats place the felines higher in the 

composition, Elephants shows, from a very low angle, a pair of animals walking 

through a valley of dense undergrowth. The scene is framed by hills in the distance 

and set against an ominous sky. The colour palette evokes a sombre mood; dark 

shades of red and touches of iridescent green are used to portray the reflection of 

light on wet foliage and on the backs of the elephants. The manner in which faint 

rays of light emanating through storm clouds draw attention to the central figure is 

indeed extraordinary. Kway Song had worked for his uncle on a tin mine in Thailand 

from 1908 to around 1910, and had probably encountered elephants there. According 

to the artist’s eldest son Happy Low, his father, “learnt old Thai, rode on elephants 

and made friends with princes.”465 

 

                                                
465 Low, Happy, op. cit. 
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Figure 5-29: Low Kway Song, Tigers, oil on canvas laid on board, Singapore, 1917. Sold at 

Sotheby’s Singapore, South East Asian Paintings, 16 May 1998, lot 68 

 
Figure 5-30: Low Kway Song, Leopards, oil on canvas laid on board, Singapore, 1917. 

Collection of Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur 
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Figure 5-31: Low Kway Song, King of the Jungle, oil on canvas laid on board, Singapore, 

1917. National Gallery Singapore, 1997-02152 

 
Figure 5-32: Low Kway Song, Elephants, oil on canvas laid on board, Singapore, 1917. 

National Gallery Singapore, 1997-02153 
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A common feature in these works is the use of sombre shadows to evoke a landscape 

in its final moments of darkness before daybreak, and given its subject and setting, 

are unflinching in their portrayals of the untamed beast, and animatedly expressed as 

potent visual manifestations of the sublime and the savage. The large scale and 

complex composition of the works, each measuring one metre wide, suggest that 

these paintings are likely to have been carefully executed in a studio. These 

meticulous compositions exemplify the artist’s formidable grasp of the pictorial 

conventions of painting garnered purely through self-study. 

Although Low’s animal paintings show his keen understanding of animal anatomy, 

they were based on his imagination and are hence markedly different from natural 

history drawings, which sought to replicate nature. In the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries, colonial patrons and employees of the British East India Company 

commissioned Chinese and European artists to produce natural history drawings of 

flora and fauna found in the Settlements. 466  These botanical and zoological 

illustrations were intended for scientific inquiry, and anatomical accuracy was 

essential to enable the identification and classification of specimens.  

Attempts to understand where and how Low might have encountered his animal 

subjects have drawn a blank. One hypothesis is that the artist may have encountered 

these animals through pictorial or photographic reproductions in publications 

dedicated to the study of local fauna, such as the illustrated guidebooks of wildlife of 

Singapore and Malaya which became popular amongst nature lovers in Singapore by 

the late 1910s. There is also evidence that photographs of Malayan wildlife, such as 

postcards of native elephants and tigers, were widely circulated in Malaya between 

1900 and 1920.  

Another possibility is that Low might have sketched animals at circuses or 

entertainment shows featuring wild animals and lion-taming acts, which became 

popular in Singapore in the early 20th century. According to advertisements in local 

newspapers, travelling circuses based in Singapore between 1914 and 1917 often 

                                                
466 For a discussion of William Farquhar’s natural history drawings in the collection of the National Museum of Singapore, 

see Kwa 2010, p. 29. 
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featured a menagerie of animals, including trained elephants, lions, tigers, bears, 

leopards, baboons and monkeys.467 In 1917, the same year Low painted his wild 

beast series, the Royal Italian Circus presented a programme of performing animals 

in Singapore, which included an elephant.468  

The wild cat recurs in Kway Song’s works throughout his early career; it was first 

depicted in Tigers, Leopards, and King of the Jungle, and later in Lynx and Wild 

Kitty in 1923. The tiger was also a mascot for the Eastern Illustrated Review, with 

the magazine using a stylised illustration of a tiger as its masthead (Figure 5-33). For 

its September 1919 issue, Kway Song procured illustrations and caricatures of 

Malayan tigers to accompany features and stories of tiger hunting in Malaya.  

 
Figure 5-33: Illustration of a Tiger by Low Kway Song was used as the Masthead for Low 

Kway Song’s Eastern Illustration Review: A Monthly Pictorial Magazine, May 1919, cover 
page. Print. The British Library Board, BLL01002868902 

An illustration by Low Kway Song accompanying an article on tiger hunting shows a 

hybrid creature, with the body of a human and the head of a tiger, titled with the 

caption “Orang Korinchi” – a reference to the myth that the Korinchi people of 

Sarawak rumored to be were-tigers (Figure 5-34).469  

 

                                                
467 “Circus Sensation”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 8 December 1914, p. 10. 
468 “Royal Italian Circus”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 15 June 1917, p. 5. It is also 

worth noting that before 1905, public could view displays of Malayan birds, beasts and reptiles, including a Malayan elephant 
and Orangutan, at the zoological enclosures in the Singapore Botanic Gardens, situated at Tanglin; the artist might have visited 
as a student.   

469 “The Were-Tiger of Kuala Segamat by Muzaffer. Specially written for the Eastern Illustrated Review”, Eastern 
Illustrated Review, September 1919, vol. 2, no. 6, pp. 35-7. 
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Figure 5-34: Low Kway Song, Orang Korinchi, inscribed “Low. K. Sung”, illustration 

reproduced in, Eastern Illustration Review, September 1919, p. 37. Print. The British Library 
Board, BLL01002868902 

The Malayan tiger was especially popular in art, literature, and later in advertising, as 

can be seen through numerous depictions of tigers and tiger hunts in illustrated books, 

paintings and prints produced throughout the 19th century in Singapore and Malaya. 

Featured prominently in Malayan folklore and superstitions, the tiger was the source 

of inspiration for many literary works of the time. Although its ubiquity then was 

associated with the colonial fascination with tigers in Malaya, Kway Song’s various 

renditions of tigers appear in line with the widespread interest in the protection of 

wild animals in Singapore in the early 20th century, which was a reaction to the 

practice of hunting tigers for sport.  

Kway Song’s treatment of the animal world in his art and literary endeavours reveal 

that he was a lover of animals. As a supporter of the then new idea of animal welfare, 

he often published human interest stories and articles in the Eastern Illustrated 

Review which commented on animal hunting and respect for animals; these articles 

were accompanied by sketches and caricatures drawn by himself.  

An article on elephant hunting published in the August 1919 issue of the Eastern 

Illustrated Review expressed how the elephant seemed to be "like no other animal, 

not the lion himself, is so constant a theme of talk, and a subject of such unflagging 

interest.” The account also describes the elephant as having “qualities of personal 
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endurance and hardihood and resolute perseverance in the face of disappointment 

and difficulty,” virtues symbolically expressed in Kway Song’s painting, 

Elephants.470 He had only gained full proprietary control and authorship of the 

Eastern Illustrated Review in May 1919, a few months prior to this article being 

published, and this account was quite likely to have been authored by the artist 

himself.471 

 
Figure 5-35: Low Kway Song, Animal Kingdom, oil on board, Singapore, 1960. Collection 

of Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur 

Kway Song featured allegorical and moral themes in his later paintings of animals. 

The oil painting Animal Kingdom (Figure 5-35), presents a dimly lit tableau vivant of 

a Macaw parrot being attacked by two monkeys, unaware of a snake, barely 

discernible, lurking in the background foliage. Painted in 1960, this scene with its 

                                                
470 “Elephant-Hunting by Orang Utan. Specially written for the Eastern Illustrated Review”, Eastern Illustrated Review, 

August 1919, vol. 2, no. 5, p. 25. 
471 Low Kway Song started the Eastern Illustrated Review, the first pictorial magazine in Singapore, with three partners in 

1918. The biannual periodical was published monthly after his partners sold their shares of the magazine to Low. Tan Kok 
Tiong and Lim Chin Kuan announced their dissolution of the partnership as publishers of the Eastern Illustrated Review. 
“Latest Advertisements”, The Straits Times, 8 May 1919, p. 6. 
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moralistic undertones, harks back to one of the artist’s favourite sayings, “to love 

human beings and animals, action equals reaction.”472 

The theatrical composition and arrangement of figures reveal Kway Song’s flair for 

storytelling, perhaps honed through his experience in painting backdrops for local 

theatre plays, and later in his career, as a director and scriptwriter of satirical plays 

for the Merrilads Musical Association.473 As the present pictorial examination has 

discussed, the technical and stylistic features in Kway Song’s early paintings were 

indeed innovative for his time, both for their composition and content. Similarly, his 

artistic interests and unrivalled achievements in both visual and performing arts as 

well as in the literary arts reflect his remarkable versatility and adaptability – 

irrefutable traits of his modernity. 

The Eastern Illustrated Review and Low Kway Song’s Forays into the Art of 
Photography 

While painting remained Kway Song’s primary means of artistic production, he 

diversified his practice by branching out into photography and graphic design, and 

later the performing arts (music and theatre). This was unlike the majority of his 

contemporaries, who tended to specialise in one artistic medium. Given Kway 

Song’s mastery in rendering the effect of light on his painted subjects, his foray into 

photography, which literally means, “to write with light”, comes as no surprise. But 

although Low made a name for himself as a photographer in Singapore and the 

Straits Settlements, his practice has been largely ignored or dismissed in Singapore’s 

history of photography.  

Perhaps the earliest recorded account of Kway Song’s use of photography dates to 

1912, when he submitted four tinted photographic portrait enlargements along with 

                                                
472 According to the artist’s grandson, Richard Low, one of his favourite sayings was, “to love human beings and animals, 

action equals reaction” (Low Keong Hee Richard, op. cit.) 
473  Low Kway Song painted the backdrop scenery for a theatrical play under the patronage of Sir Arthur Young, Governor 

of the Straits Settlements (1911 to 1920); the performance, entitled “Cinderella”, was staged on 28 December 1912. 
(“Cinderella. A Pantomime in 3 Acts”, Weekly Sun, 28 December 1912, p. 8.); between 1926 and 1929, Low Kway Song was 
responsible for directing and playwriting theatrical performances by The Merrilads. Low Kway Song was the director and 
scriptwriter for a production by The Merrilads, for a play entitled, “The Fortune Teller”, staged at the City Opera Hall, New 
World in Singapore on 2 December 1926. (“Public Amusements”, The Straits Times, 20 November 1926, p. 10.); In 1929, Low 
wrote and co-directed the play “Bon Nai Hoe” staged by The Merrilads in July 1929 (“Merrilads’ Show, New World in Aid of 
Charity”, The Straits Times, 12 July 1929, p. 12.); Low was given an award for his service as honorary director of The 
Merrilads in 1932 (“The Merrilads Association. 72 Active Members. Successful Club Founded in 1923”, The Straits Times, 24 
January 1932, p. 13.) 
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his prize-winning portrait painting of the late Mr Phillips and several studies of 

savage wildlife for the Singapore Art Club exhibition.474  

As already mentioned, Low also established the Raffles Art Studio in 1912, offering 

commercial photography services and graphic design. After his return to Singapore 

in 1918, Low Kway Song appears to have carried out his commercial artistic 

endeavours at the Raffles Art Studio at No. 47–49 The Arcade at Raffles Place, while 

he conducted his more experimental artistic endeavours at his private residence at 

Thomson Road. 

At this time, new photographic processes, techniques and technologies were 

emerging, which fuelled demands for studio portrait photography in Singapore. In 

order to be commercially successful, photographers and studios had to keep abreast 

with these developments.475  For instance, the bromoil process, an early method of 

making coloured oil-pigmented photographic prints by applying oil paint onto a 

bromide print, was first commercially developed in 1907.476  

These oil-pigmented bromide prints were favoured for their painterly qualities and 

became a popular medium among the pictorialists of the early 20th century. Kway 

Song was one of the forerunners of this bromoil process, and the National University 

of Singapore Museum owns an example of his initial attempt at it—a portrait of a 

Chinese man in a Western suit, bearing the inscription, “Low K Song, / 1917” 

(Figure 5-36).  

                                                
474 A review of the exhibition states that Low Kway Song submitted four fine tinted portrait enlargements. “Singapore Art 

Club. A Good Exhibition”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 13 March 1912, p. 7. 
475 For a discussion of 19th and early 20th century photographic establishments and their locations in Singapore see Ang, 

Daphne, “Portraiture and Photography in Colonial Singapore”, in Inherited and Salvaged: Family Portraits from the Straits 
Chinese Collection, Singapore: NUS Baba House, 2015, pp. 74–100. 

476 The bromoil process involves bleaching away the silver from a gelatin silver bromide print, followed by the application 
of oil pigment to the print with a special brush so that the pigment only adheres to parts of the print where the silver has been 
bleached off.  
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Figure 5-36 (left): Low Kway Song, Portrait of man in three piece suit with orchid on lapel, 
oil on photograph, Singapore or Penang, 1917. Gift of Agnes Tan Kim Lwi, NUS Museum. 

B2012-0003-010-0 

Figure 5-37 (right): Portrait of a Peranakan Man, Gelatin print, Penang or Singapore, early-
20th century. This is one half of the portraits of a Peranakan Chinese couple from Penang. 

The photos are mounted in their original frame but the identities of the couple are unknown. 
The Peranakan Museum, 2008-06222 

According to conservator Renate Kant, who restored the work in 2009, the artist had 

applied oil pigments onto a photographic reproduction.477 The portrait appears to be 

identical to a studio photograph taken in Penang that is in the collection of the 

Peranakan Museum of Singapore (Figure 5-37), indicating that Kway Song might 

have experimented with the bromoil process first during his stay in Penang in 1917 

and later in Singapore. A notice in the 21 January 1918 issue of The Straits Times 

announced that, “Low Kway Song, artist of 10-2 Thomson Road will receive orders 

for oil painting on bromide, which he says, like a canvas painting and will last as 

long.”478  

Given his experience and technical skills as a painter, this method of picture-making, 

a hybrid of painting and photography, was most suitable to him as it required the 

artist to be adept at handling brush and pigments as well as photography studio lights 

                                                
477 Studio for Conservation and Restoration, Renate Kant Asia, Singapore, “Treatment Protocol for Portrait of Chinese 

Gentleman in Wooden Period Frame by Low Kway Song,” (unpublished conservation report, NUS Museum, 2009). 
478 The Straits Times, 21 January 1918, p. 10.  
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to illuminate subjects. Kway Song first attained the former skill through painting 

scenery, and subsequently the latter by taking photographs at night. In fact, he rose to 

prominence as a photographer when he photographed night shots of the July 1918 

peace celebrations at Government House and Victoria Memorial Hall, which he then 

published in the Eastern Illustrated Review.479 Night photography in the 1920s 

involved the use of a flashlight gun loaded with magnesium powder. The combustion 

of powder illuminated the subject in a flare and exposed the film negative.  

In 1920, Raffles Studio closed. After a short hiatus, Kway Song resumed work and 

established the Empire Studio, his second photography studio, at 1-b Orchard Road 

on 1 July that year.480 Empire Studio was much more successful than the first 

photography studio he established and was perhaps amongst the finest in Singapore 

during the 1920s, rivaled only by the Japanese photography studio of Nakajima & Co. 

at Bras Basah Road, the studios of the Lee Brothers including the Eastern Studio and 

the Lee Brothers Studio at Hill Street, as well as the studio of the Englishman H.N. 

Buckeridge at Stamford Road. By 1925, Empire Studio had gained a reputation for 

their award-winning photography and the portraits they produced, which were 

“guaranteed to give a correct facial anatomy”.481  

His son Happy recalls that the studio “was so popular that people flocked there to 

take their pictures London style, plain background with shading” (Figure 5-38).482 

By this time, he had already made a name for himself in Singapore and the Straits 

Settlements as a photographic artist.483 It also appears that Low Kway Song also 

excelled at documentary photography, when the Empire Studio received an award for 

a series of photographs documenting a display of fireworks at the Thaipusam 

                                                
479 “The Peace Celebrations”, Eastern Illustrated Review, vol. 2, no. 4, July 1919. See pl. on pp. 55–6. 
480 “Grand Opening of the Empire Studio Limited”, The Straits Times, 1 July 1920, p. 5. 
481 The Straits Times, 26 May 1925, p. 7. 
482 Speeden, Muriel, “Portrait of the artist as an old man”, The Straits Times, 13 April 1982, p. 1. 
483 The Sultan of Terengganu, the Rajah Mudah of Selangor, Lee Peck Hock, O.B.E., Lee Cheng Yan and the families of 

Lee Choon Guan and Oei Tiong Ham were amongst the Empire Studio’s most notable clients. The studio also produced 
souvenirs of public events, such as the visit of M. Clemenceau in 1920, the Prince of Wales in 1922 and the King of Siam in 
1924. 
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Festival at a photographic exhibition organized by the 1922 Malaya Borneo 

Exhibition.484 

  
Figure 5-38 (left): The Empire Studio Ltd., Portrait of a Peranakan man in Western suit and 
bowler hat, photograph, Singapore, ca. 1920-1925, Gift of Theo Lai Heng, National Museum 
of Singapore, 1992-00886 (right): Detail showing studio imprint inscribed as, “The Empire 

Studio Ltd., Singapore” 

Kway Song did not limit his role at Empire Studio to that of a proprietor. He was the 

studio’s creative director; he supervised employees, and managed the studio’s day-

to-day operations, including attending to clients. Several reports in 1924 even 

indicate that Kway Song was personally responsible for posing customers for their 

portraits.485  

The proliferation of print and photographic techniques in the first half of the 20th 

century provided a medium for the dissemination and presentation of images. One 

mode of distribution was periodicals such as newspapers and magazines. 

Communities set up such publications, which represented Malayan interests and 

concerns, to cater to local readers. Also in circulation during this time were literary 

magazines and pictorial annuals that promoted and celebrated the achievements of 

                                                
484 The Empire Studio received a prize in a ‘Western Arts’ competition in Singapore, at the 1922 Malaya Borneo Exhibition 

(“Malaya-Borneo Exhibition. Western Arts”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 8 April 1922, 
p. 12.) 

485 The Straits Times, 2 February 1924, p. 7. 
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prominent Malayans. These widely circulated publications contained a mixture of 

news, editorials and short stories, and were richly illustrated with portraits and 

biographies of eminent Malayans.  

The Eastern Illustrated Review, established by Kway Song and two others in 1918, 

was one of the earliest pictorial magazines to be published and distributed by locals. 

Described by the Singapore press as “locally owned and locally produced,” the 

magazine operated on the premises of The Raffles Art Studio between 1918 and 

1920, and featured a mixture of local and regional news, views of Singapore, 

illustrated advertisements and sketches. Kway Song, the magazine’s editor, together 

with fellow artist from the Amateur Drawing Association, Tan Kok Tiong, 

contributed line illustrations and photo blocks to the magazine.486  

In addition, Kway Song also hired E.A. Bakar as manager of The Raffles Art Studio 

to supervise other “artists, designers and block makers [engaged for] The Eastern 

Illustrated Review”.487 As print advertising was becoming increasingly competitive 

in Singapore in the 1920s, Kway Song also designed personalised advertisements for 

companies to be published in the magazine – a reflection of his enterprising spirit.488  

Low’s caricatures for the Eastern Illustrated Review were significant as they were 

amongst the first visual representations and interpretations of Malayan politics and 

cultural issues made by a local. He was an English-educated artist, part of a rising 

intellectual class in Singapore that was at times critical of British colonial rule 

(Figure 5-42). His caricatures displayed a marked sense of the artist’s sensitivity 

towards contemporary social life.  

Low Kway Song’s caricatures and cartoons were often captioned in Baba Malay, and 

were often derived from Malay proverbs, riddles, metaphors, and idioms. Presented 

as vignettes from the lives of Malayans, his cartoons were usually punctuated with 

witticisms and humorous anecdotes of Malayan contemporary life (Figure 5-39), 

                                                
486 “Eastern Illustrated Review”, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 26 March 1919, p. 7. 
487 This information can be found in an advertisement by the Raffles Art Studio published in Eastern Illustrated Review, 

May 1919, vol. 2, no. 2, p. 50. 
488 Low Kway Song designed personalised advertisements for the following companies: Kiam Kiat & Co., United Import 

Trading Co., The Continental Stamp Co., Boon Seng & Co., L.U. Swee & Co., A. Aliambar, Wolseley Cars, Eng Hin & Co. 
and many more. 
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Figure 5-40). While many were usually light-hearted, they were at times critical, 

even bitter indictments of modern society and its vices. 

 
Figure 5-39: Low Kway Song, Mina! – Don’t Worry I’ll Get It Alright., comic strip (part 1), 
line engraving based on drawing by Low Kway Song. Eastern Illustrated Review, October 

1918, vol. 1, no. 2. See pl. on p. 21. 

  
Figure 5-40: Low Kway Song, Result – ( of being too sure), comic strip (part 2), line 

engraving based on drawing by Low Kway Song. Eastern Illustrated Review, October 1918, 
vol. 1, no. 2. See pl. on p. 23 
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Figure 5-41(top left): Low Kway Song, Straits Settlements War Loan: keep buying to keep 

the flag flying, line engraving based on drawing by Low Kway Song, 1918.  Eastern 
Illustrated Review, October 1918, vol. 1, no. 1. See pl. on p. 74.  

Figure 5-42 (top right): Low Kway Song, Friends Of To-day may be Enemies To-morrow, 
half-tone block print based on illustration by Low Kway Song, 1918. Eastern Illustrated 

Review, October 1918, vol. 1, no. 2. See pl. on p. 93  

   
Figure 5-43 (bottom left): Low Kway Song, The Pen Pan is Mightier than the Sword Swine, 
line engraving based on drawing by Low Kway Song, 1919.  “War Pictures in Singapore, A 
Magnificent Collection Show”, Eastern Illustrated Review, May 1919, vol. 2, no. 2. See pl. 

on p. 18.  

Figure 5-44 (bottom right): Low Kway Song, The Weaker Mind. Puppet of many Diseases, 
line engraving based on drawing by Low Kway Song, 1918. Eastern Illustrated Review, 

October 1918, vol. 1, no. 2. See pl. on p. 98.  
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His cartoons, caricatures and writings addressed issues, such as the suffering of small 

nations in the aftermath of the First World War (Figure 5-43) and Singapore’s 

gambling and opium problem (Figure 5-44), as well as challenged and inverted 

claims of the legitimacy of British colonial rule. One such example can be found in 

Kway Song’s drawing, Straits Settlements War Loan, Keep Buying to Keep the Flag 

Flying (Figure 5-41), published as a line block print in the magazine’s October 1918 

issue to accompany an editorial commentary on the economic repercussions of the 

First World War.489  

These allegorical and political satires can be considered Kway Song’s most personal 

works as they reveal his profound compassion and marked sensitivity towards 

contemporary social life. The Pen Pan is Mightier than the Sword Swine (Figure 

5-43), is based on a sketch made by Low Kway Song during the closing months of 

the First World War. They were entered for an exhibition of war pictures held at the 

Victoria Memorial Hall in May 1919, which had been brought to Singapore by 

representatives of the French War Office to galvanise public support for aiding the 

war in Europe.490 

Kway Song’s writings on philosophy, metaphysics and religion reveal his deep 

intellect, which were equally matched by his perceptual faculties. “English to Help 

China,” an article he wrote for the July 1919 issue of the Eastern Illustrated Review, 

provides an insight into the artist’s visionary ideas:  

Thought was first considered Nature's method of communication. Had speech 
and writing been the only possible means of communicating ideas with one 
another, we would have been born with those faculties developed and ready for 
use as the other five senses are. As we grow from infancy to childhood we are 
taught to use speech as a means of expressing ourselves, and thus the natural 
faculty is held in check and its development dwarfed. The deaf and dumb 
converse by a system of their own without the use of speech, and it is a well-
known fact that the greater part of their understanding is due to thought reading 
and very little of it to sign-reading. Therefore speech and writing are only 
cultivated talents. Then language is a medium; therefore to select a language is 
to select a medium.491  

                                                
489 Eastern Illustrated Review, October 1918, vol. 1, no. 1, p. 74. 
490 See pl. in “War Pictures in Singapore, A Magnificent Collection Show”, Eastern Illustrated Review, May 1919, vol. 2, 

no. 2, p. 18. 
491 Low Kway Song, “English to Help China”, Eastern Illustrated Review, July 1919, vol. 2, no. 4, p. 51. 
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These transcribed thoughts can be interpreted as an articulation of his approach to 

painting – as both a language, and as a medium for the expression of the artist’s 

thoughts, ideas and ambitions. It is therefore reasonable to infer that the Eastern 

Illustrated Review might have allowed Kway Song to freely express his ideas and 

creativity on a platform not bound by the constraints of artwork commissions. His 

artistic repertoire therefore needs to be seen in context with his profound intellect 

and in relation to his deep appreciation and understanding of nature and culture. 

When Kway Song became the sole proprietor of the Eastern Illustrated Review in 

May 1919, he managed the periodical until its last issue was published, in March 

1920, without any assistance even as he recovered from appendicitis.492  

Kway Song’s achievement lies in the fact that he worked freely across artistic 

disciplines, as a visual artist, poet and playwright. As mentioned previously, he also 

directed plays and wrote scripts for a local musical society. He made his first foray 

into theatre in March 1926, and by April the following year, he was elected honorary 

director of The Merrilads Association’s Dramatic Section.493 Furthermore, he held an 

anomalous position in the art worlds of Singapore and Malaya. Unlike his forbears, 

Kway Song was both an artist and entrepreneur – a very unusual combination for his 

time and even today. For instance, the enterprising artist produced prints of his 

paintings to raise funds for charity, and in 1930, established The Low Kway Song 

Modern Art Publishing Company which specialised in reproductions of fine art, such 

as the coloured reproduction of his painting depicting the late Chinese revolutionary, 

first president and founding father of the Republic of China, Dr Sun Yat Sen (1866-

1925) (Figure 5-45).494  

                                                
492 The dissolution of the partnership between Lim Chin Kuan, T.K. Tiong and Low Kway Song was announced in The 

Straits Times, 8 May 1919, p. 6. 
493 Low Kway Song directed a play with the Merrilads in aid of the funds of the Singapore Chinese Girls School and 

Chiang Teck School. (The Straits Times, 3 March 1926, p. 8.) His productions were well received and received awards from the 
association for directing their play “Between Love and Honour”.  

494 The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884–1942), 27 September 1930, p.11. (The Low Kway Song 
Modern Art Publishing Co. advertised in, The Straits Times, 13 March 1930, p. 4. The printed reproduction of the original oil 
painting is signed by the artist in Chinese lower left and inscribed as, “劉開賞”, and signed on upper right as, “Low Kway Song. 
1930”.) 
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Figure 5-45: Low Kway Song Modern Art Publishing Co., Dr. Sun Yat Sen, coloured 

reproduction of oil painting of Sun Yat Sen by Low Kway Song, print, Singapore, 1930. 
“Low Kway Song Modern Art Publishing Co., Singapore, S. S.”, printed on bottom right 

behind mount. Sun Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial Hall, National Heritage Board, Singapore, 
2011-01655  

 
East meets West 

Low Kway Song was not only proficient in the European school of portrait painting. 

The versatile artist also displayed a keen understanding of the pictorial conventions 

of Chinese informal portraiture – as seen in his 1938 portrait of Tan Beng Swee 

(1828-1884) (Figure 5-46). An interview with the artist was conducted by The Straits 

Times on 4 March 1982, a day after Low Kway Song was reunited with his portrait 

of Tan Beng Swee, when the painting was found abandoned in a derelict building, 

once the residence of Tan Kim Seng.495 According to the artist, the life-size oil 

painting is a posthumous depiction of the eldest son of Tan Kim Seng painted by 

Low Kway Song in 1938 from an older image of Tan Beng Swee, who passed away 

in 1884.496  

 
                                                

495 Lim Hui Kiau, “Artist reunited with portrait that tells a pioneer’s story”, The Straits Times, 4 March 1982, p. 9. 
496 The artist was paid $800 to base his painting on an older picture of Tan reproduced in Song 1923, see pl. facing p. 90. 
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Figure 5-46: Low Kway Song, Portrait of Tan Beng Swee (1828-1884), oil on canvas, 

Singapore, 1938. Painted by Low Kway Song in 1938 after an older portrait. Singapore, 
1938. National Museum of Singapore HP-0152 

Now in the collection of the National Museum of Singapore, the portrait depicts the 

founder of the Tan Clan temple in Singapore seated on a Chinese blackwood chair 

beside a table displaying a decorative silver epergne – a gift from Hamilton Gray & 

Co. in 1862 to Tan Kim Seng and Tan Beng Swee.497 The subject is depicted as a 

scholar-literati type figure and is shown holding a scroll and with a pelt of tiger-skin 

laid at his foot. He is flanked by two framed paintings hung on a wall in the 

background; one captures Chinese scenery, and the other a pair of white cranes – an 

auspicious bird associated with the Daoist immortals and a common motif in Chinese 

art to symbolise longevity.  

The artist successfully synthesises stylistic conventions of both the past and the 

present. The tiger-skin rug echoes an iconographic element associated with the 

                                                
497 The epergne was given to Tan as a “mark of esteem and friendship during an uninterrupted friendly intercourse of nearly 

a quarter of a century”. See, Song 1923, see pl. facing p. 91. 
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portraits of Chinese scholars in the late Ming period – where subjects were shown 

seated on chairs draped with a tiger's pelt, while the symbolic display of objects 

associated with the subject’s personal attributes is characteristic of Chinese informal 

portraiture during the late Qing period.498 In the tradition of Chinese informal 

portraits, the figure was usually seated next to a table displaying a range of symbolic 

objects that may have “expressed the sitter’s aspirations, desires and agendas”.499 

East also meets west in Low Kway Song’s 1938 portrait. While the artist painted the 

portrait with oil pigments on a canvas – a medium essentially European in origin, he 

also appropriates the visual attributes of the scholar-literati portraits of early 18th 

century China, particularly in the rendering of physiognomy through a full-frontal 

depiction of the face and devoid of all shading in order to fully capture the subject’s 

true likeness.500 The overall effect of the portrait shows an intermingling of Chinese 

and European pictorial conventions.  

The sitter’s face is thinly outlined and fully illuminated, in accordance with the 

canons of Chinese portraiture, while by depicting the production and projection of 

shadows produced by the illumination of natural light on a domestic interior, the 

artist conversely utilizes a European convention within the same painting. These 

painterly innovations therefore not only reveal Low Kway Song’s knowledge of 

Chinese and European pictorial conventions, but also highlights the Malayan 

painter’s ability in assimilating a diverse range of visual regimes to create hybrid 

forms. 

 

                                                
498 For a discussion on Chinese informal portraiture in later Ming and Qing dynasty China, from about AD 1600-1900 see, 

Vinograd, Richard, Boundaries of the Self: Chinese Portraits, 1600-1900, Cambridge University Press, 1992; Wue, Roberta, 
“From Paragon to Butcher: Iconography and Identity in the Early Portraiture of Ren Bonian (1840–95)”, in McCausland, Shane 
and Yin Hwang (Eds.), On telling images of China: essays in narrative painting and visual culture, Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2014, pp. 265-292. 

499 McCausland and Yin Hwang 2014, p. 19. 
500 In China, the pictorial conventions of portraiture adopted by Chinese photographers were based on the Chinese 

perception of classical standards idealised in Chinese classical paintings. Austrian photographer Baron Raimund von Stillfried, 
(1839–1911, Vienna) detailed these observations in China in, The Photographic News, London, 29 February 1884, p. 129.  
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5.4 Post-war Singapore and the Rise of the Nanyang Chinese Artists 

In 1936, Low Kway Song decided to give up his involvement in the performing arts 

in order to devote his time to preaching and teaching the gospel of Christ, although 

painting continued to be his foremost passion. He served in the pastoral ministry of 

the Methodist Church of Singapore and became a pastor.501 In February 1939, Kway 

Song played an instrumental role in reviving a Baba Malay mass at the Malacca 

Straits Chinese Methodist Church.502 He led bible study groups and delivered 

sermons at various Methodist churches in Singapore and Malacca between 1936 and 

1940, and after the Japanese Occupation (1942-1945) in the late 1940s and 1950s.  

The outbreak of the Second World War and the disruptions of the Japanese 

occupation of Singapore from 1942 to 1945 brought the increasingly flourishing art 

world in Singapore to a grinding halt. While many photography studios including the 

Lee Brothers studio at Hill Street were temporarily shut, the war did not impose a 

hiatus on Low Kway Song’s practice. Jesus Praying in the Garden of Gethsemane 

(Figure 5-47), painted in 1942 for the Malacca Straits Chinese Methodist Church as a 

devotional gift, is a poignant example of his more personal and introspective 

works.503 The suffering of Christ was a recurring subject in Kway Song’s paintings 

in his later years. He painted varying compositions of Christ on the crucifix, Christ 

praying in the Garden of Gethsemane, and most notably one of Virgin Mary and the 

Infant Jesus in 1958 for St Peter’s Church in Malacca, in the style of the celebrated 

15th-century Byzantine icon of Our Mother (or Our Lady) of Perpetual Help in 

Rome. 

                                                
501 Low Kway Song delivered sermons at the Geylang Straits Chinese Methodist Church, Payar Lebar Methodist Church, 

Geylang Methodist Episcopal Church in Singapore and at the Malacca Straits Chinese Methodist Church in Malacca.  
502 “Church Service Held In Malay At Malacca”, The Straits Times, 9 February 1939, p. 14. 
503 An inscription at the back of the painting reveals that the work is dedicated to the Church. The painting resides in the 

collection of Low’s grandsons today.  
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Figure 5-47: Low Kway Song, Jesus Praying in the Garden of Gethsemane, oil on board, 

Singapore, 1942. Collection of Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur 

The occupation also imposed a hiatus in the practice of public subscriptions for the 

painting of portraits commemorating the deeds of the settlement’s past governors and 

prominent members of Singapore society for display at the Victoria Memorial Hall – 

where over twenty-seven portraits procured through community-initiated funds were 

displayed throughout the colonial period. The last unveiling prior to the Japanese 

Occupation in 1942 was the portrait of Sir Thomas Shenton Whitelegge Thomas, 

Governor of the Straits Settlements (1934-1946), painted by Xu Bei Hong (1895-

1953) in Singapore and unveiled at the Victoria Memorial Hall in 1939.504  

These activities were promptly resumed in the aftermath of the end of the war, and 

by 1948, the Friends of Singapore initiated a commission for a portrait of Sir Cecil 

                                                
504 “Chinese Artist’s Oil Painting of Governor for the Victoria Memorial Hall”, The Singapore Free Press, 13 September 

1939, p. 5.  
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Clementi, Governor of the Straits Settlements (1930-1934) to be painted by the artist 

Anatole Shister, in order to complete the gallery of portraits of past Singapore 

Governors.505  

During this time in Singapore, the Nanyang painters Liu Kang (1911-2004), Chen 

Chong Swee (1910-1985), Chen Wen His (1906-1991), Cheong Soo Pieng (1917-

183) and Georgette Chen (1906-1993) emerged as leading modern artists in 

Singapore in the 1950s after their historic study trip to Bali in 1952. While these 

accomplishments are well cited, their involvement in painting commissioned 

portraits is much less known.  

Chen Wen Hsi and Georgette Chen were amongst the Nanyang artists who emerged 

in the Singapore art scene after the war as painters of portraits. In 1955, Chen Wen 

Hsi was commissioned to paint the portrait of former Governor Sir John Nicoll, 

while he was still an art teacher at the Singapore Chinese High School.506  A year 

later, the artist Georgette Chen Li Ying painted the portrait of the first Malaysian 

Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman. 507   

When Low Kway Song was largely based in Malacca in the late 1940s and early 

1950s in order to carry out his ecclesiastic duties at the Malacca Straits Chinese 

Methodist Church, he also received painting commissions from the Malayan 

government. Low Kway Song was sixty-four when he completed a portrait in 

memory of the Malaccan war hero P.G. Pamadasa in 1953.508 His private portrait 

commissions of the 1950s and 1960s are notable examples of portraiture’s capacity 

for artistic innovation. The portraits of Aw Boon Haw (1882–1954) – philanthropist 

and owner of Tiger Balm, Tun Tan Cheng Lock (1883–1960) – Malayan nationalist 

and leader of the Malayan Chinese community in Malaya after the Second World 

War and friend of the artist, and Tunku Abdul Rahman (1903–1990) – Malaya's first 

Prime Minster after independence in 1957 (Figure 5-48) – were painted by Low 

Kway Song in his sixties over a period spanning from 1954 to 1961.  

                                                
505  “Clementi portrait for Victoria Hall”, The Singapore Free Press, 1 April 1948, p. 5. 
506  “Sir John Sits for Portrait: The artist is teacher at Chinese High School”, The Straits Times, 29 April 1955, p. 7. 
507   “The Tengku has his portrait painted”, The Straits Times, 22 June 1956, p. 5. 
508   Low, Happy, “Brothers who blazed the trail of art in Malaya. The Story of Kway Soo and Kway Song”, The Straits 

Times, 19 July 1953, p. 4. 
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Figure 5-48: Low Kway Song, Portrait of Tunku Abdul Rahman, oil on canvas, Singapore or 

Malacca, 1961. Collection of Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur 

Kway Song was a rare innovator and not a mere copyist or illustrator, unlike so many 

of his contemporaries who slavishly reproduced portrait paintings from photographic 

references These portraits reflect the artist’s decorative sensibility and technical 

virtuosity, all of which portray more than just the sitter’s likeness. The Portrait of 

Tunku Abdul Rahman (Figure 5-48) in particular, shows distinctive characteristics of 

style and maturity in technical execution, particularly in the use of stippling, dry 

brushing and hatching to capture the effects of light, and the figure of the object 

through short patterned marks defining the subject’s drapery folds. This technique of 

using dots, scratches, and linear or crossed brushstrokes, known as “broken light”, 

was favoured by the impressionist painters to achieve the effect of blending colours 
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optically rather than on the palette, and thus allowed artists to better capture human 

perception and the effects of light.  

This group of Kway Song’s post-war portraits also seems to draw influences from an 

earlier phase in his artistic career while he was editor and artist of the Eastern 

Illustrated Review. The use of decorative cartouches – ornate or ornamental frames 

often used in maps and coats of arms as a pictorial device, was deployed for the 

presentation of icons, insignia and images associated with his subjects’ status and 

personality. This method is first seen in Kway Song’s illustrated biographies of local 

dignitaries in 1918, achieved through fine art printing processes, including etching 

and lithography (Figure 5-49).  

 
Figure 5-49: Low Kway Song, Bust Portrait of H. E. Sir Arthur H. Young, in an oval 

cartouche, Line engraving based on a drawing by Low Kway Song, signed on lower right. 
Eastern Illustrated Review: A Monthly Pictorial Magazine, vol. 1, no. 1, October 1918, pl. 

on p. 4. 
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His post-war portraits also employed the use of similar ornamental framing devices 

to contain pictorial elements that symbolised aspects of the sitter’s social standing 

and nationality – such as the use of emblems and oval cartouches with architectural 

ornamental designs bearing the portraits of the sitters’ ‘extended’ and ‘other selves.’ 

In the 1960s, Low Kway Song painted two portraits of the Malayan Chinese political 

leader Tun Tan Cheng Lock (Figure 5-50, Figure 5-51), both bearing the coat of 

arms of the Federation of Malaya (1948–1963), a symbol of the end of British 

colonial rule. It is interesting to note that the Portrait of Tunku Abdul Rahman, 

painted by Kway Song in 1961, the same year the Tunku first proposed the formation 

of Malaysia, also depicts the same coat of arms.  

Such formal devices invest the sitter with a novel presence; the resultant effect is that 

these portraits can be seen as poignant visual expressions of an emerging Malayan 

identity, in line with the nationalism rising in Malaya during the period leading up to 

Independence in the 1950s and early 1960s, whereby attempts to disassociate from 

Malaya’s colonial past culminated in a national effort to construct and define a 

Malayan national identity, in both political and cultural contexts.  

While Low was commissioned to paint the portraits of numerous Malay sultans in 

the 1960s and 1970s, the Portrait of Tunku Abdul Rahman (Figure 5-48) was more 

likely to be a study or a personal reflection of the Tunku. The portrait shows the 

subject dressed in traditional ceremonial attire which at first appears similar to the 

muskat dress which was worn by the Tunku at the Proclamation of Independence 

Ceremony. After comparing the portrait with photographs showing the Tunku in 

different ceremonial attires, it became undoubtedly clear that the portrait was not 

slavishly copied from a photographic reference.  

While the treatment of the Tunku’s ceremonial attire is purely aesthetic in intent, the 

artist’s use of the colour yellow, representing Malay royalty, keris, which might refer 

to the keris that was elevated by the Tunku in Malacca when he announced the 

Federation’s Independence, indicates a well-researched effort. The portrait also bears 

the coat of arms of the Federation of Malaya, which associates the sitter as the Father 

of Modern Malaya.  
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Figure 5-50: Low Kway Song, Portrait of Tun Tan Cheng Lock, oil on canvas, mid-20th 

century. Collection of the family of Tun Tan Cheng Lock 

Figure 5-51: Low Kway Song., Portrait of Tun Tan Cheng Lock, oil on canvas, mid-20th 
century. Lot 30, Treasures Of The Peranakan World & Straits Chinese, Henry Butcher Asset 

Auctioneers, Kuala Lumpur, 6 November, 2016 

Similarly, both portraits of Tun Tan Cheng Lock feature a portrait of Tunku Abdul 

Rahman presiding over the subject, which might allude to the political alliance 

between Chinese and Malay political parties in their struggle towards the 

independence of Malaya. The pairing of a national emblem – the coat of arms – with 

figurative representations of the new nation’s leader, is a clever device that 

demonstrates how the artist visualised abstract concepts of a modern Malayan 

identity during its most dynamic and turbulent time. Executed with spontaneity and 

confidence, these pictures marked a new phase of technical and intellectual maturity 

in the artist’s career as a painter. 
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Figure 5-52: Low Kway Song posing with his portrait of Tun Tan Cheng Lock, photograph, 

1963. Collection of Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur 

As evident in his Malayan portraits, the artist demonstrated himself as a progressive 

and innovative artist, by expressing new ways of depicting selfhood and nation even 

within the confines of his professional practice as a painter of society portraiture 

(Figure 5-52). He also expressed new ideas and subjects in his more personal 

paintings, and was amongst the first artists of the 1950s to explore and assert the 

notion of Malayan identity in art – both in his commissioned and personal work.   

An example of this can be found in Malacca Bullock Cart (Figure 5-53), a landscape 

painting of rural Malaya, which shows a bullock cart being driven across a rice 

paddy. The cart, with its curved roof and large wooden wheels, is characteristic of 

those found in Malacca, and is commonly referred to as kereta lembu. Traditionally 

used to transport agricultural produce from the countryside to the market in the early 
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20th century, such carts are regarded as one of the most significant symbols of 

Malayan cultural heritage.509 

 
Figure 5-53: Low Kway Song, Malacca Bullock Cart, oil on board, Singapore or Malacca, 

1953. Collection of Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur 

The treatment of landscape and use of recognisable symbols of Malayan identity 

were common features in the works of many Malayan artists active during this time. 

Singapore artists – most notably Cheong Soo Pieng, and Chen Chong Swee – 

asserted similar social statements through their paintings of rural Malay life, customs 

and domestic labour. These paintings, which record the rural tropical idyll for 

posterity, stand in stark contrast to the rapidly urbanised and industrialised Malaya of 

the 1950s.  

                                                
509 Jusoh, J. and Hamid, N.F.A, “The Prospect of Malay Cultural Heritage in Melaka: A Preliminary Evaluation", in Salleh 

Mohd Radzi et. al. (Eds.), Theory and Practice in Hospitality and Tourism Research, CRC Press, 2014, p. 301. 
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The preoccupation with the need to define a Malayan or Singaporean art in the 1950s 

echoes the prevailing tensions in society regarding the future of Singapore, in light of 

the events which led to the decolonisation of Malaya. As such, Malayan Bullock 

Cart, completed in 1953, can be interpreted within the context of the social and 

political climate of 1950s Malaya. Furthermore, close inspection of the painting, 

according to an exhibition entry receipt adhered to the reverse of the painting, reveals 

that Low Kway Song had submitted this painting to be judged in an exhibition of 

Malayan art in 1955 (Figure 5-54). 

 
Figure 5-54: Low Kway Song, Reverse of Malacca Bullock Cart. The reverse of Malacca 

Bullock Cart reveals an exhibition label adhered to hardboard backing  

The fact that the artist chose to submit this particular painting for the Arts Council of 

Malaya Picture Exhibition in May 1955 – an exhibition of art by Malayan artists that 

sought to explore the notion of Malayan identity in art – further supports this claim. 

He was also actively involved in the development of the Malaccan art world during 
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this time, and was part of a committee appointed in August 1954 to oversee the 

establishment of an art club in Malacca.510  

Low Kway Song’s last surviving work is a painting of the biblical scene of Jesus 

Praying in the Garden of Gethsemane  – painted in 1972 when the artist was aged 

eighty-three years old (Figure 5-55). 

 
Figure 5-55: Low Kway Song, Jesus Praying in the Garden of Gethsemane, coloured 

reproduction of original oil painting, print, 1972. Author’s collection, gift from Low Keong 
Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur. 

Ten years later in 1982, the National Archives of Singapore interviewed Low Kway 

Song as part of an oral history project to document surviving artists who pioneered 

visual arts in Singapore. However, the project ended in disappointment for the artist 

as his interviewers felt that Low Kway Song did not satisfy the criteria to qualify his 

                                                
510 The establishment of the art club was announced in August 1954. The day before the announcement, its committee was 

appointed at the first exhibition of works by local artists in Malacca. Members included Low Kway Song, P.C. Lai, Inche Majid 
bin Alias, C.H. Tan, Chu Fah, A. Kajapathy and Harry Low. (“Malacca to have an Art Club”, The Straits Times, 18 August 
1954, p. 6.) 
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inclusion in the list of chosen artists.511 According to Low Kway Song’s grandson 

Richard Low, “this rejection was a major blow to the artist, but not for long before he 

regained his cheerful and positive self again”.512 

According to an interview with The Straits Times in April 1982, Low Kway Song 

spent his last days writing verses and painting to improve his art.513 Several months 

after the artist gave his final interview in April 1982, Low Kway Song passed away 

peacefully on 8 December 1982 in Singapore at the ripe old age of ninety-three.514 

His life as an artist and his artistic practice truly evolved in Singapore and Malaya, 

beginning, flourishing, and ending there. 

Conclusion 

This period from 1819-1959, often seen as a time devoid of localised production of 

art, was significant for being the period during which there was an emergence of a 

history of illustration and a visual culture of display, seen through the prevalence of 

local patronage throughout this era, as this paper has shown through the preceding 

discussions. This chapter has considered Singapore’s role as a center of patronage, 

focusing primarily on Straits Chinese society and civic portraiture. A discussion on 

civic patronage and its similarities with Chinese religious philanthropy has also been 

presented.  

Civic portraiture in the 19th century comprised mostly of the presentation of 

publicly-funded portraits of colonial officials, most notably the procurement and 

presentation of portraits of past Governors of Singapore and the Straits Settlements 

by local communities as gestures of commemoration of their past leaders’ services.   

Members of the public, often through community-led initiatives usually financed 

these public portrait funds. The examples discussed earlier in this chapter serve to 

illustrate the patterns and prevalence of local patronage, and the conditions and 

social motivations underpinning the practice of portrait gifting in colonial Singapore 

                                                
511 Low Keong Hee Richard, op. cit. 
512 Low Keong Hee Richard, op. cit. 
513 Speeden, Muriel, “Portrait of the Artist as an old man”, The Straits Times. 13 April 1982, p. 2.  
514 Low Kway Song’s death was announced in a notice in the newspapers, see The Straits Times, 9 December 1982, p. 11.  
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society. These new insights on local patterns of patronage add new perspectives 

about the significance of the activities of the artists active in Singapore during the 

19th and early 20th centuries in writing new histories of art for Singapore.  

The second part of Chapter Five concentrated on illuminating the life and works of 

the pioneer Singapore-born artist Low Kway Song in order to access his 

contributions to the early visual arts in Singapore during a time where the Nanyang 

“pioneer modern artists” emerged. This research is the first comprehensive 

assessment of the life and works of the Low Kway Song, and is one of the first 

attempts to establish links between the development of modern art in Singapore and 

earlier art forms by analysing Kway Song’s art practices. Low’s oeuvre of paintings 

is discussed with other forms of visual material produced by him, in particular 

emerging printing and photography technologies that he had adopted and 

appropriated, to situate his art practice within the general production of pictures. 

Furthermore, this study also positions artists active in Singapore in the early 20th 

century as significant figures for consideration in the writing of new histories of 

Singapore art.  

Kway Song’s pictorial works, together with his forays into acting and writing, 

illustrate correlations between the visual arts and the literary and theatrical fields. 

However, his wide-ranging creative practice does not fit neatly into traditional art 

historical categories, and for this reason perhaps, might account for his exclusion 

from the art-historical canon. It can thus be asserted that his artistic repertoire in 

painting needs to be seen together with his many other achievements as a 

photographer, illustrator, cartoonist, fine art publisher and as a writer, as well as his 

activities and involvement with early performing arts groups in Singapore and 

Malaya. Low Kway Song’s interdisciplinary approach to his practice and 

engagement with contemporary life are hallmarks of a truly progressive and modern 

artist. 

It is important to emphasise the influence he exerted on the emerging art worlds in 

both Singapore and Malaya as an art educator and as a member and leader of early 

art societies, where he was vital in initiating and organising art exhibitions. He 
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played a considerable part in laying the foundation of modern art practices, and was 

a pioneer in the field of interdisciplinary arts. His experimentation with new 

techniques and technologies also resulted in innovation in art. These 

accomplishments constitute key areas in which to articulate and interpret his legacy.  

Kway Song’s lifelong contribution to the early arts of Singapore tells a hitherto 

untold story of Singapore’s art history prior to the Nanyang artists. It is hoped that 

future scholarship will continue to explore this history with fresh rigour and interest. 
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Concluding Remarks 

This thesis set out to trace the development of both painting and photography, 

through an exploration of the genre of portraiture, as a means of documenting the 

colonial period of Singapore’s history of art as a focused monographic study. It has 

sought to gather data to present evidence of Singapore’s history of art prior to the 

1950s – a period widely regarded in art historical discourse as the founding of 

Singapore’s first modern art achievement.  

Often cited and referred to as Singapore’s “pioneer modern artists” or “pioneer 

artists”, the Nanyang Chinese migrant artists rose to prominence in Singapore during 

the 1950s. They secured their legacy after their historic study trip to Bali in 1952, as 

the artists who were the driving force behind the inauguration of Singapore’s first 

modern school of painting. 

However, previous studies of Singapore art history have neglected to consider the 

significance and contributions of the artists who came before the Nanyang artists, 

while attempts to establish links between the formulation of modern art in Singapore 

and earlier art forms are presently lacking. The period prior to the Nanyang Chinese 

artists is often regarded within the field of Singapore art historical discourse as a time 

devoid of localised production of art. Furthermore, scholars within the field of 

Singapore art history have continued to bemoan the scarcity of surviving primary 

sources available for the writing and scholarship of Singapore’s art history. Current 

art historical accounts of Singapore modern art have also held low esteem for the 

genre of portraiture. 

The author has sought to re-evaluate the importance of the genre of portraiture, and 

the vital role it played in establishing an earlier history of art for Singapore. The 

research conducted has identified and consolidated a corpus of new material which 

has revealed not only the presence, but also the prevalence of a local artistic practice, 

as well as patterns of artistic patronage in Singapore throughout the colonial period. 

This wealth of material has provided new insights on the significance of the activities 

of artists active in Singapore in the 19th and early 20th centuries. 
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This thesis is particularly important because it not only provides crucial insights to 

an understudied period of Singapore’s art history, but also constructs new 

frameworks and methods for the exploration of colonial-period material in art 

historical research. One of the key questions which has been central to the manner in 

which this research was conducted was to think about how raw data can yield itself 

to analyses and interpretation in a way that would satisfy the demands of art 

historical research.  

In seeking to construct a history of visuals arts during Singapore’s colonial period, 

the specific questions this research has posed were as follows: 

I. Artists & Local Artistic Practice: Is there evidence of artistic activity in 

Singapore, and where can this evidence be found? 

II. Artistic & Regional Networks: Who were the artists and photographers 

active in Singapore during the colonial period between 1819 and 1959, and 

where else were they based? 

III. Patterns of Artistic Patronage: Who were the patrons of these artists, and 

how were these social circles organized? What types of patronage exist in 

Singapore?  

The main empirical findings are specific to each research question, and were 

summarized and synthesised within and throughout the chapters in this thesis.  

Chapter Two has suggested that Singapore’s early art history began with the arrival 

of colonial artists in the early 19th century, who produced picturesque prints of 

landscapes and architecture, as well as illustrations of botanical and zoological 

specimens produced for the purpose of scientific enquiry, and catered mainly to 

furthering the efforts of the colonial enterprise. While there were many artists and 

photographers who came to Singapore on colonial trade expeditions – staying in 

Singapore only for several weeks at the most, this chapter has revealed more 

permanent artistic activities in Singapore in the early 19th century, and has 

considered a number of examples of a few European portrait painters and 
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photographers who began to settle in Singapore from the 1830s, where they became 

commercially active for extended periods of time. 

A survey of advertisements published by artists in Singapore’s early newspapers – of 

which only a handful were in circulation during the 1830s, shows that many artists 

had established studios to provide services for either portrait painting or studio 

portrait photography. According to these advertisements, nearly all of the artists 

advertised primarily as portrait painters or studio portrait photographers, while a few 

supplemented their main income from portraits by offering to paint other types of 

genres such as landscapes, maritime paintings and miniatures. Many artists who were 

commercially active in Singapore also provided a range of artistic services in order 

make their trip worthwhile. For example, an artist might offer in addition to portrait 

photography, a range of other services to complement their incomes, such as services 

for painting reproductions of photographs in oils, enlargements, miniatures, printing 

of portraits on porcelain, glass and copper or as brooches. Others also offered 

auxiliary services such as producing copies and restoration of oil paintings. 

Therefore, an examination of the development of painting and photography through 

the lens of portraiture has also led to the examination of a diverse range of visual 

material.  

The second chapter has also established that Singapore was part of a network of 

cities that formed a route commonly taken by itinerant artists before and after the 

opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. By the late 1860s, Singapore became a place not 

only for the transshipment of goods, but also an important port of call for itinerant 

portrait painters coming from Europe and China, travelling along the British and 

Dutch maritime trade routes, and using Singapore as a base to travel between British 

Malaya and the Dutch East Indies. By tracking and mapping the movement of these 

itinerant artists across the regional port cities, the role of Singapore throughout the 

colonial period as an important port of call for artists travelling between Europe and 

China, or as a base from which to travel around the archipelago, has been 

conclusively shown. 
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As Chapter Three has suggested, a regional style in portraiture might have developed 

and spread as a result of the movements of Chinese artists around the archipelago. 

Chinese migrant photographers from the treaty ports of Canton, Shanghai, Hong 

Kong and Macau, previously employed as export artists in painting workshops, 

became active in Singapore as early as the 1840s. Like the early Chinese settlers, 

Chinese artists and photographers did not only establish themselves in Singapore and 

the Straits Settlements but also in many parts of the archipelago where they were 

equally as prominently and firmly established.  

The third chapter has consequently observed the emergence of regional styles of 

painted portraiture, which adopted Chinese pictorial conventions, whilst also 

appropriating local imagery, and has noted two styles of painted portraits in the 

region. Firstly, Chinese portrait paintings in oil share similar aesthetic qualities with 

the painted portraiture made popular by the Cantonese artist Lamqua. Secondly, 

early Chinese paintings of portraits in inks and washes found in Singapore and the 

Straits Settlements, shared similar visual characteristics as Chinese export painting, 

in particular scenes of figures in domestic interiors. The prevalence of such pictures 

suggest the emergence of a regional style of painting, perhaps as a result of the 

encounters between cultures and the global networks of trade. While Chinese export 

paintings fell into decline in China in the mid-19th century, it can be argued that they 

might have found a revival in the Straits Settlements and the Dutch East Indies as a 

hybrid form in the genre of portraiture. 

Chapter Four has accessed the impact of trade, travel, and war on the proliferation 

and eventual demise of the European photographic firms. This chapter also assesses 

the conditions for the proliferation of Chinese photography studios in Singapore and 

in the region. The chapter has argued that certain factors which contributed to the 

rise and spread of Chinese photography studios, include the efficient management of 

labour and resources, the integration of work and living spaces, and the wide 

reaching familial networks, which enabled studios to own and manage several 

branches at a time.  
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In addition to commissioned portraiture, many wealthy local elites also amassed 

collections of art in the form of prints and paintings. Reports and records of public 

auctions of the personal effects of the early residents of Singapore offer insight and 

evidence of this activity. A survey of shipping records and public auction notices in 

newspapers indicate the growth in the import and retail of paintings and other works 

of art from both Europe and China in Singapore from the early 1830s. This was 

largely due to the rising importance of Singapore as an entrepôt and regional hub in 

maritime trade. The businesses of local merchants also prospered due to the ease of 

trade and travel, and by the 1850s, many Singapore merchants took over 

considerable authority in matters of culture as well as politics. 

Chapter Five has established the role of Singapore as a centre of patronage. The 

practice of civic patronage, woven as it was into the very fabric of the socially 

stratified, hierarchical culture of colonial society, was seen as a way to secure one’s 

place in history. Patronage took many forms, from gifts to monuments and to 

portraits, as both memorials and tribute. Civic portraiture comprised mostly of the 

presentation of publicly funded portraits of colonial officials, most notably the 

procurement of portraits of past Governors of Singapore and the Straits Settlements 

by local communities, as gestures of commemoration of their past leaders’ services. 

A number of examples have been considered to explore the conditions and social 

motivations underpinning the practice of portrait gifting in colonial Singapore 

society. This chapter has provided an account of early patrons of art in Singapore, 

and has consequently served to argue that local artistic patronage in Singapore was 

prevalent as early as the first few decades of the 19th century. These histories can 

augment the scope of early Singapore art history, where very few works of art from 

this time have survived. 

The rise of portraiture reflected the changing status and cultural role of artists during 

this period when the first modern Malayan painters emerged. These histories also 

reveal how portraiture stimulated the formation of a Malayan social and cultural 

identity. It was also during this time that the first Singapore-born artists came into 

prominence. They were the brothers Low Kway Soo and Low Kway Song.  
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While this thesis has focused on the biography of Low Kway Song as a means of 

commenting on the wider developments of the emerging art worlds of Malaya 

(modern day Malaysia and Singapore), and as an example of a modern artist  who 

pre-dated the Nanyang Chinese artists, that is not to say that he was the only one. 

This research has raised necessary questions and presented sufficient evidence to 

suggest that future research into Low Kway Song’s contemporaries and peers is 

necessary. 

One of the key contributions of this thesis is that it is the first attempt at considering 

photography as an art historical category. This was done through the analysis of both 

painting and photographic practices during Singapore’s colonial period. 

Photographic and art archives have traditionally been utilized for provenance 

research – in determining only attribution and ownership. However, recent advances 

in database technology, coupled with the growing emphasis on digitization projects 

by museums and other cultural organisations, has enabled researchers to access and 

sift through mountains of data at an exponentially faster rate.  

In order to provide a systematic account of the development of an artistic practice in 

Singapore, data was collected from both written and visual materials from archival 

and documentary sources. This thesis has established the desirability and necessity of 

using the archival and documentary approach as an essential tool in reviewing 

colonial-period materials for art historical research relating to Singapore and the 

broader fields of Southeast Asian art history.  

Archival and documentary sources, such as newspapers, journals and directories   

have been particularly useful in revealing the identities of artists active in Singapore, 

and the nature of their artistic practice throughout the colonial period. Information 

about the types of services offered by artists and photographers, and the geographical 

locations of their operations was found mostly in advertisements in newspapers – 

particularly for artists active in the early 19th century, where few other documentary 

sources have survived.  
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Evidence regarding proprietorship and management of photography studios was 

found mostly through commercial and mercantile listings in trade directories. In 

order to track the passage of artists travelling around the region, a detailed survey 

was conducted, by identifying names of artists in shipping records of passengers’ 

arrivals and departures, through artists’ inscriptions on surviving works of art 

deposited across multiple image and photograph databases, and through photographs 

of works of art reproduced as illustrations in contemporary published sources.  

Where applicable, the data and evidence has also been supplemented with selected 

artworks, prints, postcards and other artefacts from antique shops, online auction 

websites as well as the personal collections of the author and descendants of 

Singapore artists. 

This thesis has also analysed photographs and works of art as historical documents to 

shed light on their creators, and where and when they were made. In order to 

undertake research into Chinese photographers, the use of evidence provided by the 

photographs – such as the photographer’s imprints and studio marks have proven 

particularly useful in writing the long overdue history of Chinese photographic 

studios in Singapore. 

As there were no publications dedicated solely to the promotion and practice of art 

during this period under review, using archives as a tool for art historical research of 

the colonial period of Singapore was particularly essential. 

This research has utilized these technologies to find the connections between 

disparate collections from archives around the world, thus tracing and mapping the 

passage of artists through identifiers such as their inscriptions, places of travel, studio 

marks, advertisements and signatures. Due to the nature of artist migration patterns, 

most of the relevant works were mostly found in collections held at places where 

artists had travelled to, which were mostly port cities connected by the old British 

and Dutch maritime trade routes, such as Bombay (Mumbai), Calcutta and Batavia.    

This thesis uses a methodological innovation, and has combined both art historical 

(style) and historical (archival) methods in dealing with colonial-period material. The 
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foremost contribution of this research to the field is the compilation of an index of 

portrait painters, photographers and photography studios active in Singapore between 

1837 and 1959, which records details of biographies, practice, addresses, clients, 

ownership, operations, and much more. The data was collated from both textual and 

visual records from both digital and analogue sources. 

References in historical texts, advertisements in newspapers, commercial listings in 

trade directories, old exhibition catalogues, and visual records including inscriptions 

and signatures on paintings, as well as photography studio imprints embossed or 

stamped on photographic mounts, have also contributed to this index. 

Research was conducted from 2010 to 2016 at numerous libraries and online 

repositories, examining the history of art and photography through multiple sources. 

References to advertisements and notices by portrait painters, photographers and 

photography studios were searched for on numerous online databases of historical 

newspapers in English, Dutch and French published in Britain, British Malaya, China 

and the Dutch East Indies. Archival research was also conducted in archives and 

libraries at institutions across the United Kingdom and Singapore. 

This research was also able to compile another index of Chinese photography studios 

active in Malaysia and Indonesia from the early 19th to the mid-20th centuries. This 

newly assembled material should prove to be a vital resource both for future research. 

The data presented in these indices has attested to the prevalence of artistic activity 

in Singapore, earlier than presently recorded. These findings provide strong 

empirical confirmation of Singapore’s artistic legacy during the colonial period.  

This wealth of material should prove to be a valuable resource for future discussion 

of Singapore’s 19th and 20th-century past as the basis and foundation from which 

the modern in art emerged. 

Despite the demonstrable importance of archives to the discipline of art history, very 

little has been written about how archives can be used effectively in art historical 

research. With the growing adoption of digitisation (of textual materials and 
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reproductions of works of art), the increasing number of photographic and art 

archives, as well as information databases made available to researchers has opened 

up a wealth of resources for art historical research.  

This thesis has nominated the archive as a key site of enquiry to create new histories, 

investigate networks, and unravel the complex linkage between cultures, places, and 

the individuals connected through objects or collections of art. Due to the nature of 

Singapore’s interconnection with the wider maritime world, colonial Singapore 

cannot be talked about separately from the Straits Settlements and other colonies. 

This thesis has therefore used images from other colonial constructions, with many 

references to Indonesia and Malaysia, but always maintaining Singapore as a locus 

and geographical point of reference. 

In order to provide a detailed, comprehensive and balanced account of the period 

under review, this research has utilized the archive in all its documentary forms – 

official, collective and personal. The need to draw from a wide spectrum of source 

material is crucial in recognising divergent histories and affirming local identities, 

particularly when dealing with materials from the colonial period. 

While this thesis has successfully re-evaluated and presented the colonial period as 

the true beginning of the art history of Singapore, the new research and 

methodological innovations presented here also opens up many avenues for the 

future exploration of the complex relationships between national and regional art 

histories in the broader field of Southeast Asian art history.  
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Appendix A: Index of Artists and photographers active in Singapore from 
1819–1959  

Explanatory Note 

The intention of this index is to provide data discovered about portrait artists or establishments in 
Singapore during the colonial period from 1819-1942. Entries to this index are arranged according to 
chronology of dates active. This compilation of names of artists has been collated through artists 
identified from originals or reproductions of works produced in Singapore, as well references in books, 
newspapers, commercial listings, and exhibition catalogues. Family names and names of photography 
studios are given in full and in bold and capital letters. Chinese names are listed as the first name, as it 
is customarily the family name, as are the names of photography studios. The abbreviation active (act.) 
denotes the dates during which the painter, photographer or photography studio was active in 
Singapore. In cases when the biographical data of the maker of is not known, a reference to an 
inscription or imprint is provided. The types of artistic service offered by portrait painter or 
photography studio are in italics. Names of patrons are given in the each index entry under ‘subjects’. 
Subjects are identified either from recognizable examples of surviving painted portraits or reprints of 
portraits of the represented person(s) inscribed or marked with the painter’s signature, or credit stamps 
on photographic mounts. The proprietors of photography studios and photographic assistants have 
separate entries in this index. Unless indicated, information on photography studios will be stated in 
separate entries to their proprietors. 

Format of entry for painter 

LOW, Kway Song, (act. 1911-1945) 
Chinese, Singapore (b. 1889, d. 1982) 
Artist, portrait, landscape, genre painter, photographer, proprietor, 
Also active in Penang (1917), Malacca (1940s) 
Subjects: Tan Jiak Kim inscribed, “Low Kway Song 1916” 

Format of entry for photographer 

THOMSON, John (act. 12 June 1862-1868) 
Scottish, Edinburgh 
Photographer, proprietor 
3 Beach Road (Jun. 1862), Killiney Road (1864) 
Also active in Edinburgh, Siam, Cambodia (1865), Singapore (1866), Hong Kong (1868), 
Penang (1863).  

Format of entry for Photography studio  

YONG FONG Studio (act. 3 March 1909-1935)  
Chinese, Singapore  
Photographers, photography studio 
Proprietor: LEE Shui Loon  
79 South Bridge Road 
History: The studio first advertised, in The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), 3 March 1909, p. 2. 
Subjects: Goh Boh Tan; c. 1905, Sultan Abdullah Mohammad Shah II of Perak 
with son Raja Ngah Mansuri. 1890s  
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1830s 

JANSSEN, Jacob (act. Nov. 1837 – 1838) 
Also known as Jacob Jansen  
Prussian (1779-1856) 
Landscape and miniature painter 
Also active in Rio, Brazil (1819-1831), Calcutta (1831-1836), Singapore (1837),  Philippines 
(1839), Sydney (1840). 
Prussian painter offered drawing lessons in Singapore between November 1837 and c.1838 
(The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 16 November 1837, p. 1) Also active 
in Brazil (1819-1831), Calcutta (1831-1836), Philippines (1839), Sydney (1840).  

DUTRONQUOY, Gaston (act. Marc. 1839- c.1850)  
Possibly France or Belgium 
Daguerreotypist, proprietor  
London Hotel 
Also active in Pontianak, Borneo (1838), Singapore (1838) 
Established the first daguerreotype studio at the London Hotel at 3 Coleman Street in 1843 
(The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 7 December 1843, p. 1.), and at 
another location at the Esplanade (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 16 
January 1845, p. 1.) 

ZECHARIAH, Andrew J. (act. May 1839-1840) 
Armenian 
Artist (Painter); Miniature and portrait painter  
Office of G. & I. Zechariah 
Died and buried in Singapore (14 March 1867) 
Armenian artist offered portrait painting services as well as to repair and varnish old oil 
paintings and pictures at the Office of G. & I. Zechariah (The Singapore Free Press and 
Mercantile Advertiser, 2 May 1839, p. 1.) 

1840s 

DE STORR, Madame (act. Dec.1842-1844, Jun. 1852).  
French, Paris 
Portrait painter  
London Hotel 
Also active in Paris (1842), Singapore (1842-1844), Penang (1845), Bengal (1845), 
Singapore (1852), Sydney Australia (1853), Launceston, Australia (1854), Mauritius (1854) 
Offered services as a portrait painter at the London Hotel at its premises at 3 Coleman Street. 
Specialised in paintings in oil and crayons (au pastel). “Pupil of the celebrated David of Paris” 
(The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 5 January 1843, p. 1.); “Likenesses in 
oil, miniatures, and crayon, at moderate rates” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser, 27 June 1844, p. 1.); “Portraits in oil or watercolours – the likenesses are 
warranted” (The Straits Times, 15 June 1852, p. 6.). 
Also a harpist, musician and retailer of Parisian fashion articles. 

ITIER, Alphonse-Eugéne-Jules (act. c.1840s) 
French 
Travelling daguerreotypist 
Macau (October 1844), Canton (1844). Stayed at Gaston Dutronquoy’s London Hotel during 
his two-week stay in Singapore.  

BEYERHAUS, Edwin (act. August 1845-1867) 
British or Prussian 
Portrait painter;  
Public room in the Institution next to the Library 
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Also active in Canton (1846), Batavia (1848), India (1854), London (1867) 
British-Prussian artist visited Singapore for a short period.  
Allegedly the pupil of Henry Schaeffer of Paris, the protégé of the King of Prussia. 
Reportedly painted Whampoa, Hoo Ah Kay (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser, 21 August 1845, p. 3.) Subjects: Portrait of John Turnbull Thomson inscribed S. 
Beyerhaus, Singapore 1845. 

FIEBEG, Frederick (act. Apr. 1845)  
German 
Travelling photographer; 
Also active in Calcutta, Madras, Ceylon, Burma (1840-1850) 
Offered views for a short time only (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 21 
August 1845, p. 3.)  

LAMQUA (act. Aug. 1849–c.1850)  
Cantonese, China 
Portrait painter 
Studio adjoining the new Carriage Bridge  
Also active in Canton (c.1830s-1840s), Singapore (1849-1850), Canton (1850-1855) 
Established studio in Singapore "Adjoining the new carriage bridge" and advertised 
frequently as, “Artist in oil and watercolours. Portraits and Miniatures” (The Straits Times, 
28 August 1849, p. 4); (The Straits Times, 28 August 1849, p. 5.) 

1850s 

BELLINGHI, L. (act. Jun.1851) 
Italian 
Itinerant portrait painter  
London Hotel 
Also active in Batavia (1851).  
Italian artist based at the London Hotel travelled between Singapore and Batavia (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 13 June 1851, p. 1.) 

HUSBAND, Herman (act. Jan.1853) 
Daguerreotypist, proprietor 
1 Bras Basah Road (Jan. 1853), 1 Hill Street (Feb. 1853) 
Also active in Lima, Peru (1847), Honolulu (1852) and Hong Kong (1852) [Palmquist, P.E. 
and Kailbourn, T.R., Pioneer Photographers of the Far West: A Biographical Dictionary, 
1840-1865, 2000, Stanford University Press, p. 312]. 
Advertised “coloured daguerreotypes likeness in the best style” at 1 Hill Street (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 21 January 1853, p. 2.); studio moved to 1 
Hill Street in Feb. 1853 (The Straits Times, 15 February 1853, p. 3.).  

VON DÜBEN, Cesar (act. Apr. 1854-c.1857) 
Swedish 
Daguerreotypist, proprietor 
Also active in Batavia (1857) Queretaro, Mexico (1859), Guanajuato (1850), San Francisco 
(1852), Shanghai (1852), Macao (April 1853), Manila (1853), Hong Kong (May 1853) 
[Palmquist, P.E. and Kailbourn, T.R., p. 217]. 
 C. Düben from Batavia offered superior improved portraits from 1854 in Singapore (The 
Straits Times, 25 April 1854, p. 4.; The Straits Times, 2 May 1854, p. 4.; The Straits Times, 6 
June 1854, p. 4.) until his return to Batavia in 1857. He also visited Hong Kong, Shanghai, 
Macao and Manila. 

SAURMAN, Ludowick (act.1852-1855) 
Daguerreotypist, proprietor 
London Hotel 
Also active in Batavia (1854) in the premises of the Hotel der Nederlanden, and in Shanghai 
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(1852). Saurman took over Dutronquoy's Daguerreotype Studio at the London Hotel. 
Advertised “for a short time to take portraits at the family residence upstairs, London hotel, 
rainy days exception, the rooms being too damp, those who have no time to call during the 
week, may do so on Sunday. Hours of operation 10am to 3pm. For sale one instrument 
complete, very best, with chemical, optical photographic instructions. Also what is highly 
necessary on aberration and light”. Lockets and brooches on hand for sale. SAURMAN. 
Artist, &c”.  (The Straits Times, 1 May 1855, p. 4). Advertised as “Daguierrean Artist..As I 
am aware that invariably a great deal of antipathy is felt by Ladies calling at Hotels, I beg to 
assure them, that those residing at the family residence are only such as are of high 
respectability, those ladies who have already honoured me with their presence can vouch for 
the truth.” (The Straits Times, 8 May 1855, p. 4.) 

NEWMAN, J. (act. September 1856-1857)  
Possibly American 
Daguerreotypist, proprietor 
52 Church Street, Kampung Bencoolen 
Also active in Madras, Manila, Singapore (1856-1857), Malacca (1857), Singapore (1857), 
Macau (1858), Shanghai (1862). 
Daguerreotypist established The American Photographic Rooms at Church Street in 
Kampong Bencoolen, “next door to Mr. Woodford’s…for a short time only” (The Straits 
Times, 16 September 1856, p. 4.)   
Advertised services for taking daguerreotypes and producing copy paintings and drawings 
from daguerreotypes, and “portraits fixed on plate by chloride of Gold at a very high 
temperature, and judging from past experience he has every reason to believe that his 
portraits are imperishable…Likenesses daily taken in all weathers, from 9am to 4pm, 
Sundays expected. A cloudy day is quite as favourable as clear weather. In dress avoid white, 
light blue and light pink. Mr. N. would recommend a dark dress. Specimens can be seen at 
the scored of Mesrs. Cursetjee & Co. S. M. Puckeridge and at Mr. Newman’s Photographic 
Room. Likenesses for Drs. 3.25 and upwards including Morocco case.” (The Straits Times, 
23 September 1856, p. 4).  
Travelled to Malacca by steamer Hooghly “for a short period, by the request of a few 
gentlemen of Singapore, and will return in ten days from 13th January 1857” (The Straits 
Times, 20 January 1857, p. 2.) 

EDGERTON, Edward A. (act. Feb 1858-1860)  
English 
Photographer, Proprietor 
Commercial Square 
Also active in San Francisco Nov 1854), Honolulu (1855), Guam (1855) Hong Kong (1857) 
New York (1870s).  
Established The New Photographic Rooms at Commercial Square in Singapore (The Straits 
Times, 31 December 1858, p. 4.)  
Introduced wet-collodian process to Singapore. Photographic and stereoscopic portraits on 
glass or paper. Copies of paintings, portraits, drawings, daguerreotypes taken. Miniature 
portraits for brooches and lockets. Also sold views of Penang and Singapore. Listed as 
photographer at Commercial Square (The Singapore Almanac and Directory for the Year ..., 
containing the government, various departments, merchants, trade and professions, &c., at 
Singapore, 1860, p. 69.) 

ALFELD & EDGERTON  (act. May 1858-1859) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Armenian Street, corner of Stamford Street (opposite Mr Edgerton’s former residence) 
“A suitable place for taking portraits at No. 3 Armenian Street, corner of Stamford Street 
(opposite Mr Edgerton’s former residence) has been erected, and every arrangement made at 
a great expense, to give general satisfaction and secure a faithful, pleasing and permanent 
likeness” (The Straits Times, 15 May 1858, p. 2.) 
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1860s 

HERITAGE, Thomas (act. ca.1860-1862) 
English, London 
Photographer  
Operated from a studio at 3 Queen Street.  
Also active in Penang (1860) 
First advertised as “Mr T. Heritage, photographer from London, having nearly completed his 
engagements in Pinang, will shortly leave for this port direct. Portraits on glass, coloured in 
the best style, also on paper untouched.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser, 19 April 1860, p. 2.) 
Advertised services for producing “portraits on glass or paper for the stereoscope. Copying 
done, miniatures taken for broaches, lockets”. Sold views of Penang and Singapore, “a large 
selection taken on plates 12 X 10 inches mounted on cardboard 18 X 16 inches for $4 per 
copy in large size and $1 per copy stereoscopic do”. “Offered services to photograph 
dwelling houses (family group taken at home), go-down or any particular view taken” (The 
Straits Times, 23 March 1861, p. 4.) Listed as photographic artist (The Straits Calendar and 
Directory for 1861, p. 42.)  
Listed as “photographic artist” (The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1862, p. 73.) 

SACK and THOMSON (act. c. 1861-1862) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Beach Road 
Listed as photographic artist (The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1861, p. 42; The Straits 
Calendar and Directory for 1862, p. 73.) 

REGNIER, O. (act. 1861-1862) 
French, Paris 
Photographer 
Redan College, Oxley Road 
Taking views of country and inhabitants. Views of Private residences, portraits, especially 
visiting cards (The Straits Times, 28 December 1861, p. 3.) Listed as “photographic artist” 
(The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1862, p. 73.) 

LEE YUK (act. 1861-1866)  
Canton, China 
Portrait painter, photographer  
139 Telok Ayer Street  
Also active in Canton, Calcutta (1861), Batavia (1866), Semarang (1866), Canton (1868).  
A portrait painter from Canton who worked in oils, from life or Daguerreotypes at 139 Telok 
Ayer Street. Advertised in Singapore as, “Lee Yuk from Canton. Portrait painter and 
daguerreotype copier, Singapore 18th April 1861” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1835-1869), 18 April 1861, p. 2; 22 August 1861, p. 1; 5 September 1861, p.1.)  
Listed as “photographic artist” (The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1862, p. 73.) 
“Lee Yuk begs to inform the public that he will leave Singapore for Calcutta early in 
November next” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1835-1869), 14 
November 1861, p. 1.) 
Advertised in De Locomotief of 15 October 1866, a Semarang newspaper in 1866, “Chinese 
Painter of portraits, active in Kampong Djernattan”. Lee Yuk announced his departure from 
Semarang on 5 November 1866. He advertised in De locomotief : Samarangsch handels- en 
advertentie-blad, “Portretschilder departs within 2 to 3 weeks to Canton departing from 
Kampong Djernatan”. 

THOMSON, William. (act. 1862-1868) 
Scottish, Edinburgh 
Photographer, proprietor 
Beach Road 
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Listed as “Thomson, W., photographic artist” (The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1862, 
p. 73.) 

LUO Yihu (di) 罗以湖 (c. 1860s) 
Portrait painter. 
Subjects: Portrait of Tan Kim Seng (1805-1864), undated but probably painted in c. 1860s 

THOMSON, John (act. 12 June 1862-1868) 
Scottish, Edinburgh 
Photographer, proprietor 
3 Beach Road (Jun. 1862), Killiney Road (1864) 
Photographer, proprietor;  
Also active in Edinburgh, Siam, Cambodia (1865), Singapore (1866), Hong Kong (1868), 
Penang (1863).  
Studio at 3 Beach Road 
Advertised his imminent arrival to Singapore on 3 May 1862 “Mr. J. Thomson, photographer 
will arrive here in June. Singapore, 22nd April, 1862.” (The Straits Times, 3 May 1862, p. 3.) 
He put up an advertisement dated 12 June 1862, “Notice. Mr. J. Thomson, photographer, has 
arrived by the Mail of this day and will open his photographic room at Captain Leisks 3 
Beach Road on Monday 16th. Orders left at 3 Beach Road will meet with attention” (The 
Straits Times, 21 June 1862, p. 3) 
“Notice. Mr. J. Thomson, begs to intimate that he is now prepared to undertake photographs 
of all kinds, including micro-photographs for jewelry, album portraits, stereoscopic and large 
views. Hours for portraits from 7 to 11 and 2 to 4 o’clock. Orders left with Mr. W. Thomson 
3 Battery Road will meet with attention. Singapore, June 23rd, 1862”. (The Straits Times, 18 
October 1862, p. 3.)  
“Mr. J. Thomson is now prepared to take micro-photographs for charms from any “carte de 
visite” portraits done by him, also to copy likenesses microscopic size. Oct 23rd 1862”. (The 
Straits Times, 20 December 1862, p. 5.) 
Thomson moved to the Far East in 1862, settling first in Penang and then in Singapore. In 
October 1864 Thomson visited India, travelling via Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). The following 
year, Thomson, growing bored of studio work, set out for Siam (now Thailand). From Siam, 
Thomson went on to Cambodia. He returned to Singapore in May 1866 and then went on to 
Scotland. He remained in Scotland for a brief period, presenting papers and publishing his 
some of his work. In 1867 he travelled to the Far East once again, visiting Singapore, 
Vietnam and then Hong Kong.   
Thomson advertised his returned to Singapore from Penang on 16 Feb 1864, “Photography. 
Mr. John Thomson will shortly return from Penang. Singapore, 16 February 1864” (The 
Straits Times, 20 February 1864, p. 35) 
Listed as “photographic artists, J, Thomson, Killeney Road” (The Royal Almanac and 
Directory for the Year 1864 (being leap year), the various departments of government, 
merchants, trades and professions, etc., at Singapore, 1864, p. 91.) 
Subjects: Hoo Ah Kay  

HONISS, W. H. (act. 26 June 1862-?) 
English, London 
Itinerant Photographer  
18 Orchard Road 
Also active in London (early 1862) with a studio on Oxford Street. Operated at 18 Orchard 
Road and advertised as, “Mr. W. H. Honiss photographer, late of Oxford Street London”, 
provided services for portraits taken in brooches, lockets and rings (The Straits Times, 26 
July 1862, p. 4.) 

ANONYMOUS (1861-1862) 
Portrait painter 
Studio at Hotel De L’Esperance 
“Portraits from half a dollar. At the Hotel De L’Esperance until the 29th instant, when the 
artist will leave Singapore” (The Straits Times, 28 December 1861, p. 3.) 
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THOMSON BROTHERS (act. 1863-1868) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Beach Road (1863), Battery Road (1868) 
Listed as “Thomson Brothers, Beach Road, Photographic Artists” (The Straits Calendar and 
Directory for 1863, p. 55.); Listed as photographic artist (The Straits Calendar and Directory 
for 1865, p. 46.) ; Listed as photographic artists, Battery Road (The Straits Calendar and 
Directory for 1868, p. 50.) 

SACHTLER, August (act. 1864-1874) 
German 
Photographer, proprietor 
High Street 
Photographer established photography studio Sachtler  & Co. A. SACHTLER & Co. at High 
Street, next to court house (1864), Battery Road, 88 High Street (1874), Singapore.  
Advertised the sale of frames and albums as well as prints of views of Singapore and its 
surroundings. Business of Messrs. Sachtler & Co. transferred to the ownership of A. Sachtler 
r & Co., 4 July 1864. (The Straits Times, 27 August 1864, p. 3.); “Photographic views of 
Sarawak, its vicinity and its harbour &c. just completed, can be had a Mr. Sachtler’s 
Photographic Rooms. Singapore, 8th Sept, 1864.” (The Straits Times, 17 September 1864, p. 
3.); Listed as photographic artist (The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1865, p. 46.); 
August Sachtler slipped from a roof taking views from the rooftop of the French Roman 
Catholic Church. He slipped while adjusting his camera and fell 70 or 80 feet, fracturing his 
skull and arm…” (Straits Times Overland Journal, 2 March 1869, p. 7.); He returned to 
Singapore on 18 November 1869 on the Sarawak steamer Royalist, Straits Times Overland 
Journal, 23 November 1869, p. 7. 
Advertised sale of frames and albums as well as prints of views of Singapore, photographic 
portraits at the studio at 88 High Street. “Sachtler’s photographic rooms have been removed 
from Battery Road to High Street, No. 88, opposite the Hotel d’Europe.  Views and types of 
Borneo, Java, Sumatra, Saigon, Siam, Burma and Straits Settlements, Singapore 5th January, 
1874” (The Straits Times, 13 June 1874, p. 5.) 

SACHTLER & CO. (act. 1864-?)  
Photographers, photography studio 
High Street 
Proprietors: August Sachtler (1864-1874); Kristen Feilberg partner (1864) 
Sachtler took over Sachtler & Co. in July 1864 and renamed photographic business to A. 
Satchler & Co. (The Straits Times, 22 October 1864, p. 5.) 
“Mr. A. Sachtler in taking to the business of A. Sachtler & Co. from Messrs. Sachtler & Co. 
respectfully solicits a continuance of patronage from the supporters of the late firm, and begs 
also to give notice that Mr S. Feilberry will sign his name per procuration from this date. A. 
Sachtler. Singapore, 11th July 1864.” (The Straits Times, 27 August 1864, p. 3.) 
 
Listed as “photographic artists, Sachtler and co., High Street” (The Royal Almanac and 
Directory for the Year 1864 (being leap year), the various departments of government, 
merchants, trades and professions, etc., at Singapore, 1864, p. 91.) 

FEILBERG, Kristen. (1864-1870) 
Danish born (1838-1919) 
Photographer, proprietor  
High Street (1864), United Services Hotel (1865) 
Partner of Sacthler & Co. until 1864 (The Straits Times, 27 August 1864, p. 3.), opened a 
studio at United Services Hotel in 1865. Listed as photographic artist (The Straits Calendar 
and Directory for 1865, p. 46.) Opened branches in Penang in late 1860s. 

JONES, W. (act. 1865) 
Photographer, gilder 
Canning Street 
Advertised “photographic room in Canning Street, and will be glad to execute views of all 
kinds-likeness of the size of 2 feet can also be executed with neatness. Orders and 
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communication received at his residence. 24 March 1865”. (The Straits Times, 3 June 1865, 
p. 3; The Straits Times, 3 June 1865, p. 3.) Opened studio in Penang at Penang Street in 1868, 
listed as photographer and gilder (The Straits Calendar and Directory for 1868 p. 20.) 

THOMSON’S ROOMS (act. 1867) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Battery Road 
Advertised in the Singapore Daily Times, 18 May 1867, “Portraits daily at THOMSON 
ROOMS, Battery Road, from 6.30am. Singapore, 1st Sept. 1866.” (The Singapore Daily 
Times, 18 May 1867. p. 2.) 

LAMBERT, Gustave, R. (act. Apr. 1867) 
German, Dresden 
Photographer, proprietor 
1 High Street 
Advertised on 10 April 1867, “Notice: The undersigned begs to inform the community of 
Singapore that he has this day opened a photographic Establishment under the firm of G. R. 
Lambert & Co., in High Street, No. 1. G.R. Lambert Photographer.” (The Singapore Daily 
Times, 18 May 1867. p. 2.); Lambert Bros., Joiners, cabinet makers, French polishers, 
upholsterers, undertakers, tomb builders and sculptors established at 1 Coleman Street by 10 
December 1864. (The Straits Times, 17 October 1865, p. 4).  
G.R Lambert, photographer formerly of Singapore, begs to inform his friends and the public 
in general, that he has returned from Europe and has opened his Photographic establishment 
at Orchard Road, No. 30 (opposite Messrs. Lambert Brothers’ Carriage Works.) 
“Photographs taken daily from 7-11am. Views of private residences taken a number of fine 
views constantly on hand. Singapore, 15th May, 1877.” (The Straits Times, 19 May 1877, p. 
11.) Studio at 30 Orchard Road taken over by Moses & Co in July 1883.  

SUN QUA 順哌(act. Mar.1867-c.1868)  
Cantonese, China 
Photographer, portrait painter, painter of sceneries 
26 Malacca Street 
Also active in Guangzhou (1830s) as a ship and portrait painter and a chart and 
daguerreotype copier, and Penang (1867) Painted portraits in oils on canvas, ship paintings, 
and sold views of Guangzhou, genre paintings, floral studies on pith paper.  
Advertised in the   “SUN QUA, Photographer from Canton, photographic rooms 26 Malacca 
Street, Singapore, terms moderate. Singapore, 25 March 1867.” (Singapore Daily Times, 17 
May 1867, p. 1).  
Subjects: Ship portraits of Kim Seng & Co.: The Sharpshooter (c. 1870s); owned by Tan 
Choon Bock, Tan Choon Sian, Tan Beng Swee (Kim Seng), The Japan (c. 1870s) and The 
Benmore (c. 1870s) 

WOODFORD, William (act.1867) 
English 
Photographer, proprietor  
Waterloo Street 
Also active in Xiamen (1867)  
Listed as “Woodford, W., Waterloo Street. Photographic Artist.” (The Straits Calender and 
Directory, 1867, p. 51.) 

G. R. LAMBERT & CO. (act. 1867-1918) 
Photographers, photographic studio 
Proprietor: Gustave Lambert, proprietor (1867) 
1 High Street (1867), 430 Orchard Road (1884), 186 Orchard Road (1890), Battery Road 
(1893) 
The firm's head office was at Gresham House, Battery Road in the 1890s. Branches in Deli, 
Sumatra, run by H. Stafhell in the mid-1880s and a branch in Kuala Lumpur.  
“Photographic Novelty; G.R. LAMBERT &CO., beg leave to call attention to their newly 
introduced photos painted in oil. They are simply charming and most fit presents for the 
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coming season. Large exhibition at our studio, inspection is invited. Charges moderate. G. R. 
LAMBERT & CO. Orchard Road, No. 186. Singapore, 29th August 1890.” (Straits Times 
Weekly Issue, 10 September 1890, p. 12.); 
“Photos of houses, interiors taken to order. Orchard Road, No 186” (The Straits Times, 9 
October 1890, p. 4.);  
“Best conducted establishment in the Settlements”. (The Straits Times, 17 October 1890, p. 
3.); 
“Photos equal to the best homework.” (The Straits Times, 24 October 1890, p. 2); 
“Large stock of Ilford’s Dry Plates. Sale of Chemicals and all photographic materials to 
Amateurs.” (The Straits Times, 26 May 1891, p. 2); Began to provide developing, printing 
and retouching services, offering their facilities to amateurs. (The Straits Times, 4 July 1891, 
p. 4); 
“Photos equal to the best homework. The well-known oval-photos. New! Beautiful 
Plationotypes, photos in oil and water-colours. The largest collection of types and views of 
the Archipelago. Enlargements up to life-size. Many new patterns of picture frames, mora 
stands... Feb. 28.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942),12 
September 1891, p. 2.); 
“Messrs. G. R. Lambert & Co. Art Photographers. Battery Road and 186 Orchard Road. 
Views, a large collection of views of Singapore, the Malay Archipelago, Sumatra and Siam. 
Framing Department: A large assortment of elegant and tasteful designs from Paris and 
Brussels. We have increased our store of photographic materials and will give every possible 
consideration to amateurs.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-
1942), 15 September 1893, p. 1, The Straits Times, 23 October 1893, p. 2); 
“Messrs. G. R. Lambert & Co. send us a copy of their comprehensive catalogue of 
photographic views of Singapore, the Malay archipelago and Siam. Not only are the chief 
topographic features of numerous localities fully illustrated but the collection includes a large 
variety of studies of scenery, native characters, forests etc. The publication of this catalogue 
will service to bring before the public the really extensive selection of handsome 
photographic pictures that are supplied by Messrs. Lambert at reasonable prices.” (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 24 March 1893, p. 2.); 
“Messrs. G. R. Lambert & Co., the well-known photographers of this part of the East, have 
today opened an establishment in Battery Road in the buildings lately erected by the 
Singapore Insurance Co.  What this firm can do in the way of art-photography is no secret to 
the Singapore public, and the fittings and arrangements of their new studio quite sustain their 
reputation. On the wall of the staircase are displayed a selection of their best types, which 
attracted numerous admirers this morning. The reception room is tastefully fitted up, and 
from the walls smile the faces of many Singapore favourites, some beautiful specimens of 
enlarging being shown. The studio itself is away at the top of the buildings, and is cool 
enough to soothe the nerves of even a photographic patient, while the technical details for 
proper lighting, dark room, have of course been well looked after by Mr. Koch. The types 
and views of this firma re too well known to need more than a passing mention, and visitors 
to Singapore will no doubt find the town establishment very convenient. Messrs. Lambert 
will be pleased to show their new premises and pictures to those who care to look over them.” 
(The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 4 September 1893, p. 2); 
Advertised as “Photographers by Special Appointment to H. M. the King of Siam and H. H. 
The Sultan of Johore” in January 1895. (The Straits Times, 4 January 1895, p. 4.); 
“Specialty: Enlargements even from the most faded pictures. In all sizes, finishes in the most 
artistic styles either in Crayons or in Colours.” (Daily Advertiser, 31 March 1894, p. 2.); 
Announced printing all portraits in the Collodian Chloride Process: (Aristo paper) of own 
manufacture by their new system. Also offered the follow types of printing papers such as: 
Ready sensitized albumenized paper of own manufacture, platinotype paper of Platinotype 
Company, London, Bromide paper of the Eastman & Co., London. May 9.” (The Singapore 
Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 15 June 1896, p. 4); 
Sold Photographic Christmas cards printed by Platino-type process at Battery Road Studio, 
Kelly & Walsh, Robinson & Co., Katz Brothers. (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), 30 December 1896, p. 3);  
“Singapore Views and Types. Now offering New Japanese & other albums. Also Views of 
Bangkok, native states &c. A large collection of new Photogravures from Messrs. MARION 
& CO., with special rates for framing. Novelty Stereoscopic local views. Set of 60 different 
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with Stereoscope at $27. Illustrated postcards, 20 different kinds with views of Singapore, 
plain and coloured. Nov. 30.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-
1942), 20 December 1898, p. 2.)’ 
Bangkok branch was run by C Frichas circa 1895.   
Offered photographic portrait post-cards, and photographic Christmas cards in 1900: 
“Photo Engravings from Berlin, London and New York Photographic Company. Marion Co., 
London. 300 Different Subjects. Prices same as sold in Europe. Special moldings on very 
cheap terms for these pictures. G.R. Lambert & Co. (The Straits Times, 7 November 1901, p. 
2.); 
Announced opening of new studio at 3A Orchard Road on Sunday 16 March (The Straits 
Times, 12 March 1902, p. 4); 
“Photos are now Guaranteed perfect Permanent prints either done in our own new patented 
Collodian process or in Platinotype or Bromide. Specimens of the new Collodian process are 
exhibited in our show window at Battery Road.” (The Straits Times, 19 June 1902, p. 4.); 
“The Only Studio in the Colony producing Refined Photographic Portraiture of Artistic Merit 
and Technical Excellence. Likeness and individuality, the most valued qualities of a Portrait, 
characterize all our work. Our Studio is m charge of Mr. H. N. Buckeridge, a British Artist of 
the highest experience, late of the renowned firm of Lafayette Photographers Royal” (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 11 November 1914, p. 6.) 

NAUTA, J. M. (act. 1869-70) 
Photographer, proprietor 
High Street 
Listed as “Nauta & Co., photographic artists, High Street.” (The Straits Calendar and 
Directory for 1869, p. 48.) 
Also operated branches in Penang (8 Farquhar Road), and in Medan, and Achin. J.M 
NAUTA exhibited three albums of Penang of Penang society and scenery at the 1886 
Colonial and Indian Exhibition in London.   

1870s 

SACHTLER, Hermann (act. 1870) 
German 
Photographer, proprietor 
High Street 
Listed with August Sachtler as Photographic Artists, at High Street. (The Straits Calendar 
and Directory for 1870, p. 54.) 

SCHUREN, Henry (act. 1873–1877) 
Photographer, proprietor  
Room No, 54, Hotel d’Europe (1873), 89 High Street (1875). 
Also active in London, Paris, Batavia (1870s), Bangkok (1874), Singapore (1874) Hong 
Kong (1878).  
1870s: Henry Schuren was a former employee of Woodbury and Page in Batavia. Advertised 
as, “H. Schuren, late of Messrs. Page and Woodbury, of Batavia, intends shortly to open a 
Photographic atelier in Singapore. Mr. Schuren, we area informed, has had considerable 
experience as an operator in London and Paris…” (Straits Times Overland Journal, 6 
September 1873, p. 13.) 
Opened his studio in Hotel d’Europe in 1873, before leaving his studio at 89 High Street to J. 
Huck (The Straits Times, 18 April 1874, p. 4.); 
Appointed photographer to the King of Siam. Conferred Royal reward Busop Mahlah, for 
Royal Favoured Artists, by H.M King of Siam, King Chulalongkorn on 24 October 1874. 
(The Straits Times, 5 September 1874, p. 3.);  
Specialised in chromo photographs (The Straits Times, 12 September 1874, p. 10; Straits 
Times Overland Journal, 22 October 1874, p. 12.); 
Listed at 89 High Street in 1875 (The Colonial Directory of the Straits Settlements, including 
Sarawak, Labuan, Bangkok and Saigon for 1875, Printed at the Mission Press, 1875, p. 14.); 
Photographs described as “Rembrandt light” (The Straits Times, 10 June 1876, p. 3.) 
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Sold views and types of Siam at his High Street Studio (The Straits Times, 2 January 1875, p. 
3.);  
Listed as based in Manila in 1877 (Burr, Samuel J., and De Vere Burr, S., Memorial of the 
International Exhibition: Being a Description Written Up by Buildings, by Nationalities, by 
Classes..., L. Stebbins, 1877, p. 641.) 

APOLINAIRE, Mr And Madame (act. 1873) 
French, Paris 
Photographers 
Hotel De La Paix, Coleman Street 
“Mr. and Madame APOLINAIRE, the great photographic artists of Paris, beg to announce 
their arrival to the republic of Singapore, and that they have opened a photographic gallery in 
the Hotel De La Paix, Coleman Street.  Took portraits, groups, houses and views. Studio 
opened daily from 7am to 10 am and from 2 to 5pm. Views of the scenes of the Indian 
Mutiny and the Looshai Expedition and places of note in Burma”. (Singapore Daily Times, 
10 December 1873, p. 4.)  

SCHLEESSELMANN, A. (act. Apr. 1875) 
Photographer, proprietor  
30 Orchard Road (opposite Messrs. Lambert Brothers new buildings) 
“Photographs taken from 8 until 12 o’clock. A large and choice selection of views from the 
Straits (Singapore, Malacca, Penang, Laroot, Klang, Johore), Siam & c. always on hand. 
Views for sale at Messrs. John Little & Co. Singapore, 22nd March 1875.” (Straits Observer 
(Singapore), 31 August 1875, p. 2.) 

CRAB, Van der (act. 1875) 
88 High Street 
Listed in 1875 as manager of “The (late) Sachtler’s Photographic Rooms. 88 High Street.” 
(The Colonial Directory of the Straits Settlements, including Sarawak, Labuan, Bangkok and 
Saigon for 1875, Printed at the Mission Press, 1875, p. 14.) 

QU Chiqing (屈馳卿) 
Chinese, Singapore 
Portrait painter. 
Subjects: Portrait of Tan Kim Seng (1805-1864), dated 1871 or 1931. 

LEE Tat Loon (act. 1875-?) 
Chinese, Canton, Singapore 
Photographer, proprietor 
236 South Bridge Road 
Opened QUAN HING studio in Singapore in 1875. 

LEE Tit Loon (act. 1875-?) 
Chinese, Canton, Singapore 
Photographer, proprietor  
236 South Bridge Road 
Chinese photographer opened QUAN HING studio in Singapore in 1875. 

QUAN HING Studio (act. ca.1880s–c.1890s?)  
Chinese, Canton, Singapore  
Photographers, photography Studio 
Proprietors; LEE Tat Loon, LEE Tit Loon  
236 South Bridge Road  
History: The first generation brothers of the Lee clan came to Singapore in circa 1870s-
1880s. However, photography at this time, did not meet with a receptive audience in 
Singapore. The two brothers travelled to 1875 to Surabaya, Java to find work, leaving the 
business to their youngest brother Lee Shui Loon (@Lee Yin Fun). Tat Loon was also 
proprietor of KWONG SENG Photo Studio, Tit Loon opened the KUAN ON Photo Studio in 
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Penang. Subjects.  
Subjects: Tan Kim Ching  

1880s 

MOSES & CO. (act. 1883-1903) 
Armenian 
Photographers, photography studio 
Proprietor: Moses C. Moses, C. H. Delthey (1888) 
30 Orchard Road (1883), 4 Orchard Road (1887),  
“Portraits taken daily with the best style. Special attention is drawn to the Rembrandt 
portraits. Views of buildings, shipping etc. taken to order. Best views of North Borneo, 
Sandakan, Kudat, also Sulu, Siam and the Straits Settlements, always for sale, charges 
moderate. MOSES & Co. Singapore 26 July 1883 to 28/8/83.” (The Straits Times, 2 August 
1883, p. 3.);  
“Photos taken from Carte-de-visite to life size. Views of Singapore and the neighbouring 
islands always on hand for sale. Photos, mounted and framed. Terms moderate. Moses & Co.” 
(The Straits Times, 11 October 1884, p. 22.); 
“F. Schuman has retired from the management of our studio from 31 March owing to 
expiration of time. The studio from 25 May 1885 was managed by Mr. O. Kurkdjian, 
photographic artist of Vienna. O. Kurkdjian won the 1st prize medal photography exhibition 
Vienna of 1882, “Ehrenphris ERTHEILT VON DER PHOTOGRAPHISCHEN 
GESELLEHAFT IN WIEN. Fur Verdienstvolle Leistungen.” Honourable mention, 
international exhibition Brussels. Also at the International Photographic Congress of St. 
Petersburg in which the “Kurkdjian System” was passed by the President. Memorial 
presented by His Imperial Highness Grand Duke Michael of Russia, etc. Photos taken from 8 
to 11am. Moses & Co., Photographers, Singapore 25 May 1885.” (The Straits Times, 27 May 
1885, p. 2.); 
Moved to No. 4 Orchard Road in November 1887. “Messrs. Moses & Co. photographers beg 
to announce that they have secured the services of an experienced Operator in Mr. Charles H. 
Dilthey, whose artistic portraiture is well known in Europe. The studio will be reopened 
tomorrow, Thursday 3rd November. (The Straits Times, 2 November 1887, p. 2);  
“Permanent enlargements of photos and views, and reproduction of the same on paper or 
canvas. Also have just added to their collection of views, some new scenes and photos of 
native types. Photos taken daily in the modern style. Singapore, 8 May 1889.” (The Straits 
Times, 20 May 1889, p. 4); 
MOSES & Co. sold at their studio, a consignment of photographic views taken by D. K. 
Griffith (late of Messrs. Dickinson Bros, 114 New Bond Street, London and now Hong 
Kong), “having returned from a second cruise of the Steam Yacht Marchesa, has on views at 
the studio of the undersigned a collection of views of the several places visited, comprising 
the ports of Celebes, Moluccas, New Guinea, & Co., with interesting groups of the natives. 
On view for a few days only at Messrs. MOSES & Co. Singapore, 4th Jan., 1884.” (The 
Straits Times, 10 January 1884, p. 2); 
Summoned for breaking the Ordinance 19 of 1887 (The Singapore Free Press and 
Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 5 May 1893, p. 2); 
Moses & Co., of the Standard Photographic Studio exhibited their oil painting of Sir Cecil 
Smith at Messrs. John Little & Co.’s for a few days (The Straits Times, 7 October 1893, p. 2.) 
“We have received from Messrs. MOSES & Co., of the Standard Photographic Studio, No. 4 
Orchard Road, a copy of a handsome panoramic photographic Collyer Quay, as decorated for 
the Jubilee The point of view if from Johnston’s pier.” (The Singapore Free Press and 
Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 6 July 1897, p. 2.) 

ERNST, H. (act. 1883) 
Photographer and artist at G. R. Lambert & Co. 
Produced a collection of views and photos of the savage tribes of Borneo for G. R. Lambert 
& Co., taken in villages never before visited by a photographer. 
Notice by G. R. Lambert & Co. published in, Straits Times Weekly Issue, 20 October 1883, p. 
4. 
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SCHUMAN, F. (act. 1885) 
Photographer; Manager of MOSES & Co. to 1885  

KURKDJIAN, Onnes (act. 1885-?) 
Photographer 
Manager of MOSES & Co. from 1885  
Replaced R. Schuman as manager of MOSES & Co.  
Previously established the photography studio V Photofrasch Atelier, O. Kurkdjian, in 
Surabaya, Java. 

KOCH, Alexander (act. 1885-1905) 
Photographer; Manager of G. R. Lambert & Co. from 1885 to 1905 

DAY, H. (act. 1887-) 
Photographer, proprietor; 
50 Hill Street 
Opened a photographic studio at 50 Hill Street, nearly opposite the Albion Hotel, where he is 
prepared to take views and photos from 6.30 am to 5.30 pm daily. “Those who wish his 
services for photographing house, lawn tennis, cricket matches have simply to write to him at 
50 Hill Street. All work done instantaneously and under a guarantee. Singapore, 3rd 
November 1887.”(The Straits Times, 5 November 1887, p. 2.) 
His wife operated a clothing store for ladies at 23-1 Coleman Street (Daily Advertiser, 27 
September 1893, p. 3.) 

DILTHEY, Charles, H. (act. 1887) 
Photographer at MOSES & Co. 
Photographic operator at MOSES & Co. advertised that they have, “secured the services of 
an experienced photographic operator, Charles H. Dilthey, whose artistic portraiture is well 
known in Europe”. (The Straits Times. 2 November 1887, p. 2.) 

ONG Swee (Quee) Hong (act. 1880s) 
Chinese, Singapore 
Portrait painter 
Subjects: Chee Kiat Bong; dated 1886, Ong Seok Neo (Mrs Chee Kiat Bong); 1886 (dated), 
Tan Kim Tian (1832-1882), c. 1890s, Singapore. 

MICHAEL, George Michael (act. 1888-1899) 
Photographer, proprietor 
50 Hill Street (1888), 87 & 88 Robinson Road (1896), 1 Robinson Road (1899) 
Took over 50 Hill Street from photographer H. Day on 12 December 1888.  
Announced the opening of New Photographic Studio, “fitted with all the latest approved 
appliances for the production of highly satisfactory work at popular prices. Developing, 
printing and mounting done for Amateurs / For sale, photographic chemicals, papers, 
Thomas’s “Pall Mall” dry plates. Opened from 7 am to 6pm daily. Singapore 12 December 
1888.” (The Straits Times, 22 January 1889, p. 4.);  
“To our Chinese friends. No photos exhibited or given away without permission and the 
negatives may be destroyed at the option of the sitter.” (The Straits Times, 25 January 1889, 
p. 2); 
Appointments made for outdoor photography or at sitter’s own residence.” Armenian 
photographer established the Celestial Studio (closed 1918), Wilson & Co. Partner at 
WILSON & CO. from 1903-18 at 50 Hill Street and 1 Robinson Road.  
Formed the Straits Photographic Club, where members could join a moderate subscription 
rate, for a membership which entitled the use of the dark room and studio, and instruction. “It 
should be useful to amateurs of the “dark art”. (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), 25 July 1896, p. 2.); 
“Completely equipped with the latest and most approved. Appliances in all branches of 
modern photography. Head-quarters for amateurs and tourists. By Arrangements the use of 
our well appointed studio can be obtained for figure studies or groups. A selection of local 
views and types for sale. Outdoor work done. Developing, printing, mounting. Dry plates, 
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chemicals and printing papers for sale.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), 10 June 1896, p. 2.): 
“MICHAEL’S PHOTOGRAHPIC STUDIO” at 87 & 88 Robinson Road on 6 June 1896. 
(The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 10 June 1896, p. 2.); 
“George Michael Photographic Studio offered Ilford, Mawson & Swan and Wratten and 
Wainwright’s Dry Plates. Eastman’s bromide papers. Santos P.O.P. Chemicals. Mounts and 
Albums and complete photo sets in ½ and 1/1 plate sizes. All Photo requisites kept in stock. 
Good modern apparatus lent out on hire, and bought, sold or exchanged. Sept 24.” (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 24 September 1898, p. 2.); 
Moved from 87 Robinson Road to 1 Robinson Road, opposite Fraser & Neave. “George 
Michael Photographic and Fine Art Dealer. Please note our 4 specialties: photographic 
supplies, developing printing, Frames and mouldings, Fine Art Publications.” (The Singapore 
Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 29 July 1899, p. 2.) 

1890s 

The Singapore Photographic Co. (act. 1890-1891) 
Photographers, photography studio 
56 Hill Street (1890), 48 Hill Street (1891) 
Proprietor: George Michael, or branch of his studio at 50 Hill Street 
“The event of the season. THE SINGAPORE PHOTOGRAPHIC CO. Have much pleasure 
in announcing that they have seen their way to provide the following treat for those who will 
avail themselves of it. They will be glad to take a photographic group of the members and 
staff of every office, the members of several clubs, societies without any charge. A proof 
copy will be submitted and those who like can have copies at the ordinary rate. How 
interesting and occasionally important such a group may prove it is scarcely necessary to 
state. The photos must be taken on 12 X 10 or 15 X 12 plates. GEORGE MICHAEL, 
Singapore Photo. Co. Tu. Th. & S.” (Straits Times Weekly Issue, 8 October 1890, p. 
15.);“Will take the photograph of anyone in Fancy Dress (in conjunction with the Fancy 
Dress Ball) at $6 per dozen cabinets. Exquisite photo-colouring at moderate charges.” (The 
Straits Times, 22 October 1890, p. 2.); Advertised in this issue of The Straits Times alongside 
G.R. LAMBERT & CO., and R. WADA., Japanese portrait artist who worked at the 
premises of 56 Hill Street in December 1890. (The Straits Times, 13 December 1890, p. 3.);  
“For sale, three new complete sets of photographic apparatus (cabinet size) camera, lens and 
stand. The cameras with 3 double dark slides each, are specially manufactured for us of best 
Spanish Mahogany and include all the latest improvements. They are fitted with Taylor’s 
Rapid Rectilinear Lenses. $85 per set.” (The Straits Times, 3 February 1891, p. 4.);  
Studio moved from 56 Hill Street to 48 Hill Street - opposite the Armenian Church. (The 
Straits Times, 2 November 1891, p. 2.) 

THE STANDARD PHOTOGRAHPIC STUDIO (act. 1890–1897) 
Photographers, photography studio 
4 Orchard Road  
“Do you want the most Artistic photographs printed in Platinotype or Argentic Bromide 
warranted never to fade. Photos are also finished on Opal in Black and white or painted. 
Attention is called to the miniature photos which are most delicate and beautifully finished. 
THE STANDARD PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO No, 4 Orchard Road.”(The Straits Times, 22 
October 1890, p. 2.); 
“Photos taken daily by the production of only first class work in all approved styles of 
modern photography by Messrs. Fielberg & Schlumpf. Attended to amateur’s work, and sold 
views of Singapore, 23.12.” (The Straits Times, 24 November 1891, p. 3.);  
“Our studio has been reconstructed and entirely refitted with the latest improvements. 
Photographs taken by the new process, in Bromide, Silver, Plationotype and collodion. 
Specialty – enlargements.” (The Straits Times, 16 August 1897, p. 2.) 

HAYASHI, N. (act. 1890-?) 
Japanese 
Photographer;  
Assistant at G. R. LAMBERT & CO. in 1890 
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CHIA PENG SENG (act. June 1890-1891)  
Chinese, Singapore 
Photographer, artist, proprietor 
125 South Bridge Road  
First advertisement in Daily Advertiser appeared on 19 June 1890 (Daily Advertiser, 19 June 
1890, p. 3.); Advertised in newspapers as “Photographic artist. Portraits painted, artistic 
photographs. The best and only French Enameller. Portraits painted, artistic photographs and 
enlargements.” (Daily Advertiser, 13 June 1890, p. 3; Daily Advertiser, 20 January 1891, p. 
4.) 

TIEN SENG or TIN SENG天成日夜電光影相放大 (act.  June 1890)  
Chinese, Canton, Singapore 
Photographers, photography studio; Proprietor; Lee Shui Loon (Yin Fun) 
89 North Bridge Road.  
The first advertisement of the studio was published (Daily Advertiser of 3 June 1890 p. 1.), 
advertising frequently between June and August. The last advertisement of TIEN SENG 
appeared in the Daily Advertiser on 2 August 1890 (p. 3): “TIEN SENG, PHOTOGRAPHER, 
No, 81, North Bridge Road. Opposite Mr. Dallan’s Livery Stables. Photographs taken 
instantaneously at moderate charges. Singapore, 2nd June, 1890.” 

QUAN SENG均昇影相 (act. June 1890-1957) 
Chinese, Canton, Singapore 
Photographers, photography studio, portrait painters, ship painters; 
17 North Bridge Road (1890), 62 High Street (c. 1900s), 32 North Bridge Road (c. 1930s) 
Advertised in the Daily Advertiser in July 1890 alongside Chia Peng Seng, Jim Sing, and 
Tien Seng photography studio (Daily Advertiser, 10 July 1890, p. 1.); Listed in, The Chinese 
Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 
Quan Seng listed as studio at 32 North Bridge Road (Corner of High Street), owned by Lee 
Fook Hing, in Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 470.  

JIM SING (act.  June 1890) 
Photography studio, art materials supplier 
82 North Bridge Road 
Hired Japanese and Chinese artists. Photography studio, art materials supplier 
“Opposite the Straits Horse Repository” (Daily Advertiser, 26 June 1890, p. 3.); Studio hired 
Japanese and Chinese artists. Photography studio based at 82 North Bridge, “The best and 
the cheapest house in the trade. Worked by Japanese and Chinese artists. The most 
fashionable second-class studio with first class appointments and lowest prices. Every 
description of photographic work either outdoor or indoor undertaken and executed in all 
sizes and styles (from carte de visite up to 15 X 12 in.) by the latest processes. We are 
determined to mark a new era in photography in Singapore, and we defy anyone to compete 
with our work either in price or quality. Pictures framed in all styles” (Daily Advertiser, 18 
July 1890, p. 3); “The best and cheapest house in the trade. Worked by Japanese and Chinese 
artists. The most fashionable second class studio with first class appointments and bottom 
prices. Look See! 6 Carte de Visite Photos for $1.50, 12 Carte de Visite photos for $3, 6 
Cabinet photos for $3, and 12 Cabinet photos for $5. Carte de Visites sized up to 15 X 12 in. 
by the “latest processes and with first class instruments. We defy anyone to compete with us 
either in price or quality and all we ask of you is a trial and your dollars. JIM SING, 
Singapore, 18 June 1890.” (The Straits Times, 20 August 1890, p. 1.) 

HEE YUN (act. 1890) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio  
172 South Bridge Road.  

LEE Shui Loon (Yin Fun) (act. 1890-1935) 
Chinese, Canton, Singapore 
Photographer, proprietor; TIEN SENG STUDIO (天成日夜電光影相放大) at 81 North 
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Bridge Road, YONG FONG at 79 South Bridge Road, and WAH HENG at 95 North Bridge 
Rd. 
“LEE.–Mr. Lee Yin Fun also known as Lee Yin Yuen, sole proprietor of the Chop Yong 
Fong Photographer, passed peacefully away on Friday, 13th inst. At 7.45 p.m at 209 South 
Bridge Road, Singapore at the age of 71 years. He leaves behind six sons:–Tan Pierw, Tan 
Seong, Tan Whye, Tan Him, Tan Ying and Tan So and two daughters Toh Ping and Yee 
Ping and 23 grandchildren to mourn their loss. The cortege will leave the residence at 3.20 
p.m. on Sunday, the 15th instant arrive at Biddadari Cemetery at 4.30. pm.” (The Straits 
Times, 14 December 1935, p. 4.) 

WADA, R. (act. December 1890) 
Japanese 
Portrait painter  
56 Hill Street 
Also active in Semarang (1892-1888) 
Japanese artist first advertisement in The Straits Times was on 18 December 1890 (p.3). 
Worked from the premises of THE SINGAPORE PHTOOGRAPHIC Co., 56 Hill Street.  
Also active in Semarang (1892-1888). Advertised in the Semarang newspaper De locomotief 
on 29 August 1892 as, “Japanese pencil portrait painter, staying only a few days in 
Semarang”. Operated the Singapore Photographic Company (1891), Japanese Hotel 
Singapore (1888), 88 Robinson Road (1888) and 56 Hill Street. Specialised in enlargements 
of portraits in crayon to any size or reproductions of photographs as oil paintings” (Straits 
Times Weekly Issue, 18 February 1891, p. 15.) “Japanese artist and portrait painter. Begs to 
inform the public that he is able to undertake enlargements in crayon to any size from 
photographs or oil paintings, at very moderate charges. As he intends to leave shortly for 
Europe he will be much obliged if intending patrons will favour him with their orders as 
early as possible. Address:–The Singapore Photographic Co., 56 Hill Street” (Straits Times 
Weekly Issue, 11 February 1891, p. 11.) 

PUN LUN (繽綸) & CO. (act. 23 September 1891) 
Chinese, Canton 
Photographers, Photography studio 
13 High Street, 15 High Street 
Also operated studios in Hong Kong (1864), Saigon (1869-1872), Hong Kong (1900) 
Studio sold views of the decapitation of the Chinese pirates on the S. S. Nam A in Hong Kong 
for 50 cents a print (Daily Advertiser, 23 September 1891, p. 3.)  
Several other images of Saigon bear the name Pun Ky (Tân Kỳ) on the back. Pun Lun (Tân 
Luân) was a photographer from Hong Kong who had been famous there in the 1860s. His 
studio and main place of business was in the center of Hong Kong, at 56 Queens Street, 
facing the Oriental Bank. In addition to photography, he offered skills in sketching and 
carving images on elephant tusks. He had branches in Saigon, Fuzhou, and Singapore. He 
was active from the 1860s to the 1880s, contemporarily with the photographer A Fong (華芳, 
Hoa Phương) in Hong Kong (1859–1941). He is considered a pioneer in the history of 
Chinese photography today. Several images from his studio are some of the earliest taken in 
Saigon, before those of Gsell. He may have been a representative of Pun Lun in Saigon and 
is likely related to his Hong Kong lineage. (“Photography in Vietnam from the End of the 
Nineteenth Century to the Start of the Twentieth Century, by Nguyễn Ðức Hiệp”, in Trans 
Asia Photography Review) 

PUN-KY (繽記) (act. 1890s) 
Chinese 
Photographer 
Known for distributing prints of Views and Types of Singapore and Malayan inhabitants 

AZUMA, Mrs. (act. 1895) 
Japanese 
Photographer 
93 North Bridge Road 
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Advertised as, “Mrs. Azuma, lady photographer…sittings from 8 am to 5 pm. Photographs 
coloured. 23 August 1895” (Mid-day Herald, 14 September 1895, p. 3.) 

ROBERT LENZ & CO. (act. 1895–1898) 
Photographers, Photography studio 
Hill Street & Stamford Rd 
“By Special appointment photographers to the H. M The King of Siam “to satisfy the 
demand for the latest photos of “H. M. The King and H. M. The Queen of Siam”, “We beg to 
inform the Singapore society that by the consent of H. M. the King, pictures can be obtained 
at Messrs. John Little & C. Ltd., Kelly & Walsh Ltd and at our Studio. June 13.” (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 15 June 1896, p. 4.); 
“Art photography”, “Robert Lenz & Co. Photographers. By Special appointment to H. H. 
The King of Siam guarantee photographs and enlargements of the very best quality. Sittings 
from 7am till 5pm The Collodion-chloride and also the platino process are the only ones we 
can recommend for tropic climates. The collodion-chloride process used by our studio and 
introduced by us in Singapore 1 ½ years ago has –given perfect satisfaction in regard to 
keeping quality.” (The Straits Times, 28 May 1897, p. 4.); 
Mr. STAFHELL, of the firm of Stafhell and Kleingrothe at Medan, has taken charge of 
Robert Lenz & Co.’s Photographic Studio here.” (The Straits Times, 7 August 1897, p. 2); 
Sold views and types from Singapore, Siam, Sumatra and Native States. Studio open from 
7am to 5pm.” (Mid-day Herald, 23 December 1897, p. 2.); 
“R. Wettern, the manager of Robert. Lenz & Co.’s photographic studio at Bangkok, died of 
cholera on the 28th of April 1901.” (The Straits Times, 7 May 1901, p. 2) 

HOFER, F. (act. 1895-c. 1915) 
German, Munich 
Photographer, portrait painter  
Artist from Munich assistant at G. R. LAMBERT & Co. at 186 Orchard Road from 1895–
1898. 
History:  Hofer started painting portraits of prominent residents of Singapore in 1910s. 
“Exhibition of oil paintings for a few days only. Including portrait paintings of well-known 
local ladies and gentlemen by artist Hofer, Munich, exhibited by A. Frankel and Co., Victoria 
Street” (The Straits Times, 24 June 1913, p. 1.) 

KOON SUN Studio 冠新影相 (act. ca.1895–circa 1931)  
Chinese, Singapore 
Photographers photography studio  
Proprietors; LEE Tat Loon, LEE Tit Loon 
179 South Bridge Road 
History: LEE Poh Yan and LEE Sou Yan –the sons of LEE Tit Loon managed KOON SUN 
after their father returned to China. LEE Poh Yan left KOON SUN in 1913 to join King Yan 
at the LEE BROTHERS STUDIO. Sou Yan ran KOON SUN alone until around 1917 when 
he retuned to China (Liu 1995, p. 11.);  
Provenance: A caricature based on a portrait photograph of James Keating, an officer on the 
steamer Rajah of Sarawak was reproduced in the Straits Times of November 1908 (p. 2); The 
studio also acted as ticket sales agents for the Boustead Institute Concert. (Eastern Daily 
Mail and Straits Morning Advertiser, 11 April 1907, p. 2.); 
The names of the employees of KOON SUN were listed in the Chinese Commercial 
Directory and S.S.&F.M.S. Trade Register (1919): Lee Hock Chew; Assistant. LEE Sew Ue, 
Assistant; LEE Toe Hang, Assistant. A LEE Sow Yan is listed as manager of “Koon San” 
which his perhaps a misspelling of KOON SUN (S.S. & F.M.S 1918, p. 52); A Tah Watt. Is 
also listed as assistant at KOON SUN (S.S. F.M.S 1918, p. 58.); 
Subjects: LEE Cheng Guan (inscribed on painted portrait in HCC), John KEATING 
(Engraving from photograph featured in advertisement published in, The Singapore Free 
Press And Mercantile Advertiser, 12 December 1908, p. 3.) 

STRAITS PHOTOGRAHPIC CLUB (act. July 1896) 
Photographic Studio, Dark Room  
77 & 78 Robinson Road 
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Owned by George Michael. “To amateur photographers in the Straits, Native States, Borneo 
&c. Dark rooms, studio, apparatus and every facility for the successful practice of 
photography at the disposal of members. Instruction and assistance given to beginners. 
Special prices to members for materials and printing. Subscription of $1 a month. July 25” 
(The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 25 July 1896, p. 2.); 
“Beginners can join by payment of $25 which will include a month’s instruction and 
materials. George Michael. Aug. 12” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser 
(1884-1942), 5 October 1896, p. 2.) 

MEE CHEONG (act. 1896)  
Chinese, Hong Kong 
Photographers, photography studio 
13 High Street 
Also Operated Studio In Hong Kong.  
Sold Views of China (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser , 28 November 
1896, p. 3.) 

H. LEONIDAS & CO. (act. 1896) 
French  
Photographers, photography studio 
75 Bras Basah Road and corner of Victoria Street.  
French Studio Established In December 1897. (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), 30 December 1896, p. 2.) 
“Albumen, Bromide, Aristo And Platinotype Papers. One Dozen Cabinet Portraits At $8, 
And One Dozen Carte De Visite At $4. “Mr Leonidas Will Make A  Charge Of One. Dollar 
Only For Every Proof Copy. H. Leonidas & Co. Photographers. Dec 28.” (The Singapore 
Free Press And Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 2 January 1897, p. 3.) 

BALMORAL STUDIO (act. 1897) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Proprietor: Bayley, D. F. 
Orchard Road 
“A New Photographic Studio in charge of Mr. D. F. Bayley, has been at work for some little 
time it is named Balmoral Studio, and is on Orchard Road.” (The Singapore Free Press And 
Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 5 February 1897, p. 2.) 

PEDERSON, Hugo R.A. (act. 1897) 
Artist, painter, visiting art teacher 
Adelphi Hotel  
Advertised paintings lessons to the public, “In compliance with numerous requests, a course 
of lessons in drawing and painting for ladies and gentlemen, both for beginners and advanced 
pupils will be started on the 20th this. In the Adelphi Hotel, under the direction of the Danish 
artist, Mr. Hugo Pedersen, R.A., of Copenhagen. Applications can be booked daily from 3 to 
6 in the afternoon, at the Hotel de l’Europe, Room No. 48, where a large collection of 
original drawings will be exhibited. No application will be accepted after the 19th inst. Pupils 
will be bound to go through a course of one or tow months. The aforesaid Hall will be 
divided into numerous compartments, separating the pupils, and will be kept open during the 
whole of the day for practice. Instruction will be give in five languages Advanced pupils are  
requested to bring samples of their drawings and sketches when applying.” (The Straits 
Times, 16 March 1897, p. 2.) 

DE LAIR, Fred (act. 1897-?) 
Itinerant Photographer, photo-Ceramic Artist  
Also Active In Bombay  
Advertised Services For “Photos Burnt In Porcelain Glass, Enameled Copper, Gold And 
Silver. Photos Taken On Silk Handkerchiefs.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser, 21 August 1897, p. 2.);  
“Will Shortly Visit Singapore For A Short Stay And On Further Notice He Will Invite The 
Public In General To Inspect The Artistic Specimens Of His Works. Having Obtained The 
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Highest Patronage From The Public Of Bombay And Abroad, He Guarantees That He Will 
Produce Here The Same Quality Of Workmanship, Combined With Beauty And Permanency. 
Specialty: Photos Burnt In On Porcelain, Glass, Enameled Copper, Gold And Silver. Will 
Last Forever Being Suitable For Brooches, Lockets And Rings, Permenant Photos Taken On 
Silk Handkerchiefs, Which Cannot Be Washed Away Even At The Laundry. Aug 17. 1897.” 
(The Singapore Free Press And Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 19 August 1897, p. 1.) 

AGASSIZ, F. (act. September 1898-1905) 
Photographer, photography studio, proprietor 
Corner Of Stamford Road And Hill Street 
Offered bromide and platinotypes, enlargements, portrait and landscape photography (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 6 September 1898, p. 4.) 
Opened the PHOTO STORE at 56 Hill Street in Singapore in 1899 

GIVEN, W. S. (act. 1898-1891) 
Portrait Painter  
Raffles Hotel (Room 66) 
Specialised In Crayon And Pastel Portraits Produced From Photos Or Life Sittings.  

LIM Kim Swee (act. 1896-1898)  
Chinese, Singapore 
Portrait Painter  
Subjects: Tan Kim Ching (1829-1892); Inscribed “22nd August”, C. 1890s, Tan Beng Wan; 
Inscribed As, “Drawn By Lim Kim Swee, Singapore. Singapore, 5th December 1896”, Tan 
Keo; 1898 (Dated), Singapore.  

THE PHOTO STORE (act. 1899-1905) 
Photography Studio;  
Established By F. Agassiz  
56 Hill Street.  
Studio specialised In Bromide And Platinotype Photography And Enlargements 

OGAWA, R. (act. 1898-1900) 
Japanese 
Portrait Painter 
26 High Street (July 1898), 19/20 Robinson Road, Japanese Hotel (Nov 1898), 88 Robinson 
Road (Jul 1899), 66 Anson Road (1900) 
“R. Ogawa. An Experienced Japanese Artist Is On The Way To Europe For A Few Weeks 
Only. At O. Tomiki, 26, High Street”. (The Straits Times, 16 August 1898, p. 4.); 
“Oil Paintings, Water Colour Pictures And Chalk Drawings For Likenesses, Views And 
Drawings Of Flowers Of Any Description. Also, Ready-Made Pictures Of Japanese 
Landscapes And Costumes On View” (The Straits Times, 5 November 1898, p. 1.); 
“Japanese Artist For Oil And Water Color Paintings And Chalk-Drawings.  Painting Lessons 
Given” (The Straits Times, 19 July 1899, p. 1.); “NOTICES. K. OGAWA. JAPANESE 
ARTIST, For Oil And Water Colour Paintings And Chalk-Draw-Ings, Likenesses, And 
Views. Painting Lessons Given. NO. 88. ROBLNSON ROAD.” (The Straits Times, 26 
January 1900, p. 1.) Advertised At 66 Anson Road In, The Straits Times, 9 March 1900, p. 4; 
A Mr. R. Ogawa was listed to depart Singapore for Shanghai in, The Singapore Free Press 
And Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 26 April 1910, p. 7. 

ROBERTON, A. J. (act. Feb 1899) 
Painter, art teacher 
No. 22 Hotel de la Paix 
Advertised, “Lessons in painting. Mr A. J. Roberton. English landscape artist visiting 
Singapore for a few weeks only is prepared to give lesesons in sketching and painting in oil 
and water colours.” In, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 2 
February 1899, p. 2. 
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FRED MITCHELL & CO. (act. 1899-?) 
Photography studio 
Previously based in India.  
Studio specialised in bromide and platinotype photographs. (The Straits Times, 15 November 
1899, p. 6.); “Special to the Elite of Singapore. Fred Mitchell & Co. Photographic Artists 
from India, under the patronage of several chiefs and princes, have the pleasure to inform the 
ladies and gentlemen of Singapore that they intend to open a permanent studio here shortly. 
Also Platino and bromide works where the highest class of work will be executed.” (The 
Straits Times, 21 August 1899, p.1) 

1900s 

FUJISE, R. K. (act. 1900) 
Japanese 
Painter, artist 
Japanese Hotel 
12 Robinson Road 
“Drawing and painting of all descriptions. Orders promptly executed” (The Straits Times, 7 
February 1900, p. 3.) 

THE STRAITS PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO (act. 1901?) 
Photographers, photography studio 
67 Coleman Street 
Photos taken on bromide or P.O.P. Enlargements and stock of photo materials and assorted 
views. (The Straits Times, 12 August 1901, p. 4.) 

WILSON, W. D. (act. 1901-1918) 
Photographer, proprietor; Established WILSON & CO. in 1901. 

WILSON & CO. (act. 1901–1918) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Proprietor: W. D. Wilson 
17 Armenian Street (1901), Orchard Road (1903) 
Wilson and Co. was a commercial photographic company active in Singapore circa 1901-
1918. The firm had a studio at 17 Armenian Street and 186 Orchard Road, Singapore circa 
1901-03. From circa 1903-1918 they had a studio only at 186 Orchard Road (with a branch 
office at 6A Battery Road circa 1905-1918). The firm acted as photographers to the Sultan of 
Johore from circa 1910. The business was owned by George S. Michael, possibly in 
partnership with W.D. Wilson, formerly of the Singapore Dispensary. 
First advertisement, in The Straits Times published on 30 July 1901, p. 3. “Will shortly open 
a studio at No. 17 Armenian Street, next to St Andrew’s House. In the meantime they are 
prepared to take all descriptions of outdoor photographs.” 
“Have the pleasure of announcing the opening of the Finest Studio the east, which has been 
specially designed by them on entirely novel principles to minimize the excessive heat and 
the painful glare of the tropical sin. The light in our Studio is just as good in the afternoon as 
it is in the forenoon.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 22 
October 1901, p. 3.); “Wilson & Co., photographers. 17 Armenian Street. The Premier 
Studio.” (The Straits Times, 13 December 1901, p. 3.) 
“A highly qualified American photographer has just arrived and joined the staff of our artists.” 
(The Straits Times, 12 January 1903, p. 4.); Moved to Orchard Road studio in 1903 (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 18 June 1903, p. 6.) 

WAH FONG & CO. (act. 1901) 
Chinese, Singapore 
Photography studio, photographic supplier 
225 South Bridge Road    
Also operated branches in Taiping and Makassar  
“Up to date photography. Messrs. WAH FONG & CO. Photographic artists have now 
entered into their new and spacious premises NO. 225 South Bridge Road, and are prepared 
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to supply modern and beautifully tinted high art photographs in all sizes. Views of Singapore 
are also on sale, and all supplies for amateurs are to be had. 18-10-12.” (The Straits Times, 13 
December 1901, p. 3.) 
Advertised in newspapers offered “Tinted photographs in all sizes, views of Singapore, 
supplies for amateurs, Cinematographs for sale complete with machine and films” (The 
Straits Times, 10 September 1902, p. 1.) 

FUJISAKI, I. (act. 1902-7) 
Japanese  
Photographer 
381 Victoria Street. Also active in Medan and Sumatra 
“Japanese photographer and artist, Photographs taken with all modern improvements. 
Artistic frames of all varieties for sale” (The Straits Times, 27 November 1902, p. 6.) 
“Special lady attendant for the convenience of Straits Chinese ladies” (Eastern Daily Mail 
and Straits Morning Advertiser, 3 April 1907, p. 5.) 

KAWAZUMI, S. (act. 1902) 
Japanese 
Painter, photographer 
381 Victoria Street 
“Will be glad to undertake any description of drawings from photographs at moderate 
charges.” (The Straits Times, 1 December 1902, p. 6.) 

LOW FONG & CO. (act. c. 1905) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
306 North Bridge Road 
Advertised as “first-class photographers and specialists in amateur’s work. Best plates and 
films for amateurs” in, Visitors Guidebook to Singapore, Published by Koh & Co., Singapore, 
p. xi. 

JENSEN, H. Thomas. (act. 1905-1908) 
Photographer; manager of G. R. Lambert & Co. in 1905  
Previously from Retlingger’s studio in Paris 

HERMANOS, Levy (act. 1905) 
Portrait painter; 
Studio at 3 Battery Road 
Advertised, “Only 14 days. Engravings, plain and heraldic type, chasing, drawing, painting, 
portraiture and sculpture of the highest artistic degree by a celebrated Paris Artist” (The 
Straits Times, 27 February 1906, p. 3.) “Are you a photographer? 10,000 feet of new films 
have just arrived. For first apply to Levy Hermonos” (Eastern Daily Mail and Straits 
Morning Advertiser, 13 September 1905, p. 1.) 

WENDRICH, Max (act. 1906) 
Itinerant portrait painter 
“Mr. Max Wendrich, the well-known artist, ahs just returned from Kedah, where he was 
engaged on a life-size portrait of the Sultan in State uniform.  The Straits Echo hears that the 
Sultan has expressed himself well pleased with the result of Mr. Wendrich’s work. The 
Sultan of Perak, also, is having his portrait painted by Wendrich” (The Straits Times, 11 May 
1908, p. 6.) 

OGATA, F. (act. 1908-1909) 
Japanese 
Photographer, Assistant at G. R. Lambert & Co. from 1908–1909  

ISHII, C.  
Japanese 
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Photographer, Assistant at G. R. Lambert & Co. from 1908–1909. Also active in Malacca 
(1909) 

KONG HING CHEONG & CO. 廣興祥(act. 1908–?) 
Chinese 
Photographic stores  
Establishment at 102 & 104 North Bridge Road, Singapore. 28 Bishop Street, Penang.  
Photographic dealers suppliers of cameras, plates, papers, films and photographic materials. 
Developing and printing at 104 North Bridge Road. Moved to Adelphi Hotels Buildings 
offered Developing, printing and enlarging and camera repair services (The Straits Times, 3 
January 1916, p. 6.); General photographic dealers, picture frames, window glass, motor car 
glass and mouldings (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 20.).  

TIN CHUN & CO. (act. 1909–?)   
Photography studio,  
439 North Bridge Road 
"High Class Photographers" 

WAH SANG (c. 1909- 1931) 
Photography Studio (circa 1909) 
15 High Street (1909), 137 South Bridge Road (1919),  
Proprietor: Phang Sheee Tong S (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 16.) 
Advertised as “Wah Sang, Photographer, 15 High Street, Singapore. Developing and printing. 
Photo enlargements at moderate prices” (The Straits Times, 11 May 1909, p. 3.) 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

SOO Pun Ting (act. 1909–c. 1920s) 
Portrait painter, photographer, proprietor 
1st floor of 29 South Bridge Road (1909), 54 Victoria Street (1924), 20 North Bridge Road, 
first floor (1912), 54 Victoria Street (1917-1924) 
History: Artist and Portrait Painter, offered services to produce portraits in chalk oil, and 
watercolour paintings, Offered drawing classes. Advertised “lessons given in drawing and 
painting by a recognised teacher of ability. Fee $15 per month, $1500 for complete course.”  
Published the names of pupils. “The following 27 pupils successfully passed examination last 
year: Cantonese.–Lee Po Ming, Lee Hew Sung, Lee Sun, Fong Kim Paw, Fan Pak Ming, 
Hoo Ah Whatt, Ny Joke Oon. Teochew: –Ny Yu Lim, Ny Siew Yew, Seah Eng Lock, Seah 
Eng Won, Ko Mon Sang. Kheh:–Wong Chee Soon, Fu Yet Chow, Kuk Yew Piang, Cheong 
Wan Kay, Wong Cheong Hing. Fokien:–Tan Yee, Sow Whay Sang, Hoo Ching Choon, Lee 
Kiang Yu, Kong Choon Seng. Hainan:–Lai Wing, Tem; Portuguese;– Jackson, Francise, 
Malay: Amindoidin. (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 23 
April 1909, p. 2.); 
“Artist and Portrait Painter. Chalk Drawings, oil paintings, watercolours. Charges Moderate. 
Course of Lesson: $150 Each Subject, Aug 27.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), 28 September 1912, p. 4.). “Soo Pun Ting will draw your portrait or 
teach you art.” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 27 
August 1912, p. 1.); An article on the Singapore Overseas-Chinese Japanese Relief Fund 
reports that Soo Pun Ting Photographer has promised voluntarily to contribute to the bazaar 
at New World (Jalan Besar) on 6 October 1923. (The Straits Times, 1 October 1923, p. 10.)  
“Soo Pan Ting. 54, Victoria Street. Artist and portrait painters: Oil painting, chalk drawing, 
watercolour. Will give lesson also. Photographic art studio: developing, printing enlargement 
and colouring.” (S. S. & F. M. S. Trade Index, published by Siow Choon Leng Press, 102 
Tank Road, Singapore, 1917-18, p. A-59.); 
Advertised studio at 54 Victoria Street, “S. Punting Photo Studio. Owing to the extension of 
his photographic business, Mr. S. Punting has temporarily closed down his studio for the 
necessary repairs and alterations. The studio will be opened from September 13, and patrons 
who wish to have artistic oil painting, chalk drawing or water color portraiture done are 
especially welcomed. Photographic work also undertaken.” (The Straits Times, 6 October 
1924, p. 16.); Photograph of the members of the Amateur Sporting association who had 
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given various performances in aid of charities including the play entitled “improvidence”, 
featured in, Malayan Saturday Post, 2 August 1924, p. 15. “Photographs taken at the funeral 
of the late Mr. Chia Wen Yen, Consul-General for China. Taken by Soo Pun Ting.” 
(Malayan Saturday Post, 7 August 1926, p. 24.);  
An article reported the opening ceremony of The Agri-Horticultural Exhibition on the 
occasion of its inauguration by H. E. the Governor, Sir John Anderson, “A rather interesting 
item in this varied exhibition is some drawings shown by Mr. J. Soo Pun Ting; he shows 
considerable ability in his crayon reproduction of the photographs of Mr. Thos. Scott and the 
Hon. Tan Jiak Kim.” (Eastern Daily Mail and Straits Morning Advertiser, 17 August 1906, p. 
3.) “Photographs of the event of the Japanese princes’ visit to Singapore and their visit with 
the training squadron to schools in Singapore.”(Malayan Saturday Post, 7 August 1926, p. 
24.) 
Advertised as a photographer in 1920s. “Where to be photographed? Go to S. Punting, 54 
Victoria Street, Singapore.” (Malayan Saturday Post, 18 September 1926, p. 2.6; 22 January 
1927, p. 31.) 
Subjects: Tan Jiak Kim; painting Inscribed, “C. A. S. Punting”, c. 1906 

YONG FONG STUDIO (act. 3 March 1909-1935)  
Photographers, photography studio 
Proprietor: LEE Shui Loon  
79 South Bridge Road 
The studio first advertised, in The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-
1942), 3 March 1909, p. 2.    Their last advertisement appeared, in 1911, The Singapore Free 
Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 18 February 1911, p. 5. The same 
advertisement was republished frequently between 1909 and 1911.  
A notice in, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942) of 17 
February 1913 (p. 7) reported, “a theft of a bicycle, from outside a photographer’s shop, No. 
79 South Bridge Road.”  
Listed as, “YONG FONG. Photographic Studio. High-Class Photographs and 
Enlargements.79, SOUTH BRIDGE ROAD.” (SS FMS, 1918, p. A-137) 
Subjects: Goh Boh Tan; c. 1905, Sultan Abdullah Mohammad Shah II of Perak with son 
Raja Ngah Mansuri. 1890s  

KONG HING CHIONG & Co. (act. March 1909)  
102 Tank Road 
Branch in Penang at 28 Bishop Street.  
General photographic dealers, picture frames, window glass, motor car glass and moldings” 
(Siow Choon Leng. S. & F. M. S. Trade Index, 1917-18, p. 20.) 

LEE BROTHERS STUDIO (act. 1909–1940)  
Photographers, photography studio 
Proprietors; LEE Poh Yan (act. 1908–1940), LEE King Yan (act. 1908–c.1922) 
Corner of Hill Street (1908–circa 1913), 58–4 Hill Street (circa 1913-1940), 492 North 
Bridge Road Branch (1914), 48-5 Hill Street (Jul. 1925). Branch in Penang at the Sanatorium, 
Penang Hills (c. 1915) 
Advertised  “New Studio, Lee Brothers, High-class photographers, 58-4 Hill Street, off 
Stamford Road” (The Straits Times, 11 May 1909, p. 3.) Advertised studio at 48-5 Hill Street 
in, Malayan Saturday Post, 25 July 1925, p. 26.) 
The studio employed two retouchers, LEE Fook Heng and Song Goh, assistant LEE Lab 
Keng and printer Ah Gun (The Singapore and Straits Times Directory, 1911, p. 178). LEE 
Poh Yan joined his brother at 58-4 Hill Street in 1913. Studio had a branch at 492 North 
Bridge Road (The Malayan Tribune, 1 August 1914, p. 6). King Yan left the LEE 
BROTHERS to open THE EASTERN STUDIO in circa 1920. The studio moved from their 
studio at 58–4 Hill Street closer to Loke Yew Street to 48-5 Hill Street after the buildings 
were demolished. An advertisement in the Malayan Saturday Post of 25 July 1925, p. 26 
shows the new studio address at 48–5 Hill Street.  
Subjects: Lim Nee Soon. Lee Choon Guan, Dr. and Mrs Lim Boon Keng, Song Ong Siang, 
Helen Yeo, Dr. Cheong Chee Hai, Chiao Hood Theam, Tan Cheng Tuan, S. J. Chan, Chan 
Sze On, Teo Teow Peng, S. Q. Wong, Rev Tay Sek Tin, Seah Cham Yeow, Dr S C Yin, Rev. 
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Father Michael Seet, Kow Soon Kim, Lim Nee Soon, Teo Hoo Lye, Koh San Hin and Wong 
Ah Fook (Song 1923) 

LEE Poh Yan (act. 1909-1942) 
Photographer, proprietor; Established LEE BROTHERS At 58-4 Hill Street in 1909 

LEE King Yan (act. ca. fl. 1909-1942) 
Photographer, proprietor; LEE BROTHERS Studio, 58–4 Hill Street On 15 December 1908 

LEE Poh Yan (act. 1909-1942) 
Photographer, proprietor; Established LEE BROTHERS At 58-4 Hill Street in 1909 

LEE King Yan (act. ca. fl. 1909-1942) 
Photographer, proprietor; LEE BROTHERS Studio, 58–4 Hill Street On 15 December 1908 

LEE Keng Yan (1909-1957)  
Proprietor: THE LEE BROTHERS STUDIO (1908–c.1922), Proprietor; THE EASTERN 
STUDIO (act. 1922–?) 

LEE Poh Yan.  
Proprietor: THE LEE BROTHERS STUDIO (1908–c.1922) 

1910s 

LEE Fook Heng (circa 1911) 
Photographic retoucher: THE LEE BROTHERS STUDIO 
(The Singapore and Straits Times Directory, 1911, p. 178.). 

LEE Song Goh (circa 1911) 
Photographic retoucher: THE LEE BROTHERS STUDIO 
(The Singapore and Straits Times Directory, 1911, p. 178.). 

LEE Lab Keng (circa 1911) 
Assistant: THE LEE BROTHERS STUDIO 
(The Singapore and Straits Times Directory, 1911, p. 178.). 

Ah GUN  
Printer: THE LEE BROTHERS STUDIO 
(The Singapore and Straits Times Directory, 1911, p. 178.). 

WAH HENG & Co. (act. 1910–1983)  
Photographic stores  
95 North Bridge Rd. opposite Adelphi Hotel.  
Photographic apparatus and supplies opened by LEE Shui Loon (LEE Yin Fun). WAH 
HENG & CO. was a distributor of cameras bearing the “ZEISSIKON” trademark (The 
Straits Times, 29 June 1928, p. 3).  
Supplier of Agfa orthochromatic, non-curling roll-films (Malayan Saturday Post, 5 
December 1925, p. 22). The New Reflex, Korelle was sold at WAH HENG (The Straits 
Times, 30 January 1939, p. 2). Advertised frequently from 1910 to 1914, and from 1925 to 
1930s. First advertised in The Straits Times on 17 June 1910, p.9. “Photographic stores, 
specialised in developing, printing and enlarging amateur’s work”, with a stock of the 
following items: “Plates, Papers, Films, Chemicals, Cameras, Lenses, and General 
Photographic Materials. Frames of every variety made to order.” 
The names of the management and employees of WAH HENG & CO. were listed in the 
Chinese Commercial Directory and S.S.&F.M.S. Trade Register (1919) as follows: LEE Yin 
Fan. Director (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52). LEK, L. A; Manager. (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 51). 
LEE Yeng Yuen, assistant (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52). LEE Mun Khue; Assistant (S.S & 
F.M.S 1919, p. 52). CHONG Fatt, CHONG Yan; Assistant (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 48.) 
LEONG Chee Wai; Assistant (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52). YONG Chook Wan; Assistant  (S.S 
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& F.M.S 1919, p. 63). By 1930, WAH HENG advertised themselves as “The House for All 
Photographic Supplies”, specialised in their selection of Cooke lenses, Voigtlander cameras, 
Afga products, artists’ requisites and other photo goods” (Malayan Saturday Post, 18 
October 1930, p. 10).  
WAH HENG & Co. expanded their business as suppliers in 1931, offered materials for 
artists such as oil and watercolours, artist’ brushes, Greyhound pastels, students’ colours, 
Showcard colour and brushes, artists’ prepared canvas (Malayan Saturday Post, 14 February 
1931, p. 10) Studio listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements. The 
Nanyang Advertising Co, 1931, p. 129. 
WAH HENG & Co Ltd, listed as studio at 95 North Bridge Road, Singapore, photographic 
dealers. Managing director: Lee Yin Fun. Secretary: T.S. Lee, sales manager: S. M. Tan. 
Listing in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 219. 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of 
Singapore, 1956, Singapore, front matter, “Wah Heng & Co. All Photographic requirements. 
95 North Bridge Road, Singapore (since 1904)”. 

LEK, L. A (act. 1919) 
Manager, WAH HENG & CO. (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 51).  

LEE Yeng Yuen (act. 1919) 
Assistant, WAH HENG & CO. (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52).  

LEE Mun Khue (act. 1919) 
Assistant, WAH HENG & CO.  (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52). 

CHONG Fatt (act. 1919) 
Assistant, WAH HENG & CO. (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 48. ) 

CHONG Yan (act. 1919) 
Assistant, WAH HENG & CO. (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 48. ) 

LEONG Chee Wai 
Assistant, WAH HENG & CO. (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52).  

YONG Chook Wan 
Assistant, WAH HENG & CO. (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 63) 

AU YEONG Yeem 
Assistant, WAH HENG & Co. (S.S & F.M.S 1917-18, p. 46) 

CHOW Weng Sun周永新  (act. c. 1910s) 
367 North Bridge Road 

LOW Kway Song 劉開賞 Liú kāi shǎng (act. 1911–1988) 
Photographer, portrait painter, cartoonist, proprietor; RAFFLES ART STUDIO (1911–
1916), THE EMPIRE STUDIO (1920–1925), Portrait painter, photographer, cartoonist, 
editor, actor, proprietor 
Proprietor of studio Raffles Art Studio (1911-1916), The Empire Studio (1920-)  
Raffles Art Studio at Bras Basah Road, Empire Studio at 1-b Orchard Rd  

RAFFLES ART STUDIO (act. 1911–1916) 
Photography studio, artists, designers and block makers to the Eastern Illustrated Review. 
Studio at 47 The Arcade, Singapore.  
Orders promptly executed at shortest notice. Workmanship guaranteed. A trail order solicited. 
Managing artist: Low Kway Song. Manager: E. A. Bakar. (Eastern Illustrated Review, 1918, 
p. 50.) 
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THE SINGAPORE ART STUDIO (act. 1912) 
Photographers, photography studio 
108 North Bridge Road. (opposite Adelphi Hotel Building) 
History: “Do you want a good photo to be taken, please call to The Singapore Art Studio 
Opposite Adelphi Hotel Building. No. 108 North Bridge Road” (The Singapore Free Press 
and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 13 September 1912, p. 5) 

TOGO & Co. (act. c. 1913-?) 
Japanese 
Photographers, photography studio 
27 Middle Road 
Photographs ready in 24 hours. Outdoor photography in large groups, day and night” (The 
Straits Times, 12 August 1913, p. 14.) 

A. I. WATSON (act. 1913–?) 
Portrait painter, landscapes in oils and watercolours. 
“Eucla”, 110 A Orchard Road 
“A. J. Watson S.B.A…has shown us an example of his portrait work in oils–an excellent 
likeness of Mrs. Yin painted from a photograph. Watson is now accepting commissions of a 
like nature, but bis work also extends to landscapes in oils and water colours and all branches 
of artistic production” (The Straits Times, 9 April 1913, p. 8). “A portrait of Lee Choon Guan 
painted by A. I. Watson, SBA., has just been finished. It is a fine specimen of portraiture, the 
artist having produced an excellent likeness of his subject” (Weekly Sun, 1 March 1913, p. 7).  
“A. I. Watson, the artist, has just completed an oil painting of Mrs. C. A. Lever's son Lance, 
at the age of two years and mine months. It is a full picture and represents the little chap 
dressed in sailor garb, sitting on a table. The work is a fine portrait and remarkable for the 
brilliant flesh panting” (The Straits Times, 8 November 1913, p. 8.) 
Subjects: Mrs. Yin (1913), Mr. Lee Choon Guan (1913), Infant Son of Mrs. C. A. Lever 
(1913) 
Patrons: Lee Choon Guan (oil painting of Chinese temple in Teluk Ayer, miniature portraits, 
View of Government House and Grounds; The Straits Times, 25 October 1913, p.8), Tan 
Cheng Kee: 

BUCKERIDGE, H. Nugent  (act.1914-1940)  
Photographer, H. Nugent Buckeridge was the manager of G.R. Lambert and Co. circa 1914-
1917.  
Francis M. R. was the Chief Assistant to H. Nugent Buckeridge (S.S. F.M.S 1918, A-179), 
Hata, B. was the second assistant to Buckeridge (S.S. F.M.S 1918, A183). “Be photographed 
by H. Nugent Buckeridge. Laidlaw Building” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), 14 January 1932, p. 2.) 
Buckeridge was a photographer and artist at The Burlington, Coleman Street, Singapore, 
circa 1919-21. He worked as a photographer at 65 Orchard Road circa 1921-25, at Stamford 
Road circa 1926, at the Laidlaw Building circa 1926-33 and finally at 78 Bras Basah Road 
circa 1933-40. “European Art Photographer has removed to 78 Bras Basah Road (30 yards 
from North Bridge Road” (The Straits Times, 9 May 1933, p. 4.) 

KHAI SUN & CO. (act. 1914)  
Photographers, photography studio 
215 South Bridge Road.  
Studio and outdoor photographs, developing, retouching and printing, portrtaits and 
enlargements specialised. (The Straits Times, 26 August 1914, p. 16). Advertised their 
services to take studio and outdoor photographs at any hour of the day. The studio claimed to 
specialise in portraits and enlargements, also offered home sitting by appointment (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 29 July 1922, p.3). Also stocked printing 
ink and papers  (The Straits Times, 26 August 1914, p. 16) In 1918, KHAI SUN & Co. 
opened a branch at 215 South Bridge Road and 87, 99 High Street, Kuala Lumpur. Printers, 
lithographers, bookbinders, stationers, photographers, Chinese type and rubber stamp 
manufacturers, paper and general merchants. Manager; Tang Lock Poh (see The Eastern 
Illustrated Review advertisement on p. 34) 
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PAUL & CO. (act. 1914-1928) 
Photographers, photography studio 
57 Selegie Road. 
Advertised as, “Paul & Co., photographic artists, 57 Selegie Road. Photographs only of the 
highest artistic. Children’s portraiture a specialty. ENLARGEMNTS AND MINIATURES. 
Artistically Finished in Black & White Water Colours & Pastels. GROUPS, HORSES. And 
every description of outdoor photography. AMATEURS' WORK, DEVELOPING, 
PRINTING, ENLARGING Etc. CHARGES MODERATE.” (The Malaya Tribune, 18 
February 1914, p. 6.); 
“Paul & Co. Photographic artists late of Wilson & Co. 57 Selegie Road. Charges. Carte de 
visite per dozen copies $4. Cabinet: $7, Boudoir: $15”(The Malaya Tribune, 1 August 1914, 
p. 16.);  
Advertised, “Enlargements and miniatures. Black, white, colours, pastels” in, The Singapore 
Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 16 January 1924, p. 5. 
Subjects: Lee Choon Guan 

THE STRAITS TIMES PRESS, LTD  
Printers, bookbinders, commercial photographers, photo engravers in line and half tone 
Cecil Street, Singapore (The Straits Times, 13 November 1915, p. 17) 

YONG SIN Photographers (act. 1916-1918–) 
Photographers, photography studio 
72 New Bridge Road (S.S. F.M.S 1918, A-37), 70 Circular Road, Studio at 173 New Bridge 
Road (1931) 
Proprietor, Ng Heok Teck (died 29 December 1914), notice of the estate of Ng Heok Teck 
published by wife Tan Gek Yee, in The Straits Times, 15 February 1916, p. 12. Listed in, The 
Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang Advertising Co, 1931, p. 
130. 

N. K. OTSUBO (act. 1917–) 
Photographer, painter 
48-3 Hill Street  
“N. K. Otsubo & Co. (Japanese Artists and photographers No. 48-3 Hill Street. First class 
professional work at moderate prices. Photographs and portraits artistically coloured in oils. 
Watercolours or crayon work. Singapore views and post cards on sale here” (The Malaya 
Tribune, 2 April 1914, p. 9) 
Review of exhibition of “the well known photographer of Hill St”. The exhibition of 
photographs and paintings was held at the YMCA, the sale price of each exhibit being 
marked and half of the proceeds went to “Our Day” Fund. The photographs, all enlargements, 
formed the greater part of the exhibition. A portrait study of H E the Governor seated at his 
desk was not for sale. There were many excellent views of Malayan scenery, still life, 
Singapore views, and pictures of native life. For sheer photographic merit a view of 
Cavanagh Bridge from the Esplanade side was probably the best exhibit. There was a 
beautiful seascape, and of the street scenes the capital “snap” of a Chinese cake seller 
perhaps most took the eye. Of several paintings, that entitled “Dew Time”, showing a 
coconut plantation, was the largest and the most skillfully executed”. (The Singapore Free 
Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 25 October 1917, p. 264.) 
Advertisement: “N. K. Otsubo & Co., By Appointment to H. E. the Governor (Straits 
Settlement). Japanese artist photographer, 48-3 Hill Street, Enlargements, outdoor 
photography. Proprietor, H. Otsubo.” (Eastern Illustrated Review, May 1919, vol. 2, no. 2, p. 
12.) 

THE PIONEER PORTRAIT AND PICTURE FRAME CO. (act. 1918)  
Portrait studio  
Singapore agency at 3-B Finlayson Green. 
“Photo enlargements in sepia, crayons, watercolours and pastel finished orders now coming 
in from America” (The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 3 
October 1918, p. 1.) 
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HIBIYA & CO. (act. c. 1918-?) 
Japanese Photographers, photography studio 
47 Arcade (Raffles Place) 
Proprietor: K. Hibiya (1918), K. Matsueda (1919) 
Advertised in The Eastern Illustrated Review (1918, p.11), “Japanese photographic artists 
qualified in Tokyo, office at the Arcade, will take outdoor photographs at any place and time. 
Night Photography a specialty. Latest and safest process, artistic production, permanent 
bromide only used. Contractors to the Eastern Illustrated Review Co.”. “Outdoor 
photographs at any place and time. Flash light night photographs” (The Singapore Free Press 
and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 8 September 1919, p. 2.) 
Advertised in The Eastern Illustrated Review, 1918, p. 11, “Japanese photographic artists, 
qualified in Tokyo. Komatenyeda (signature on portrait). Night photography, a specialty, 
latest and safest process, artistic production, permanent bromide only used. Contractors to the 
Eastern Illustrated Review Co.” 

LEE Lap Kheng (act. c.1918) 
Retoucher, WAH SANG  
Siow Choon Leng. S. & F. M. S. Trade Index. Siow Choon Leng Press, 102 Tank Road, 
Singapore, 1917-18, p. 52 

TAH Watt  
Assistant, KOON SUN (S.S. F.M.S 1918, p. 58.) 

TAM SIONG 
Assistant, KOON SUN (S.S. F.M.S 1918, p. 58.) 

THE SUN & CO. (act. 1918) 
Dealers in Photographic goods 
94 North Bridge Road.  
Sold Studio and field cameras, plates, films, chemicals, backgrounds, photo mounts, printing 
paper, Kodaks, camera repairing, developing, printing and enlarging. Local views and 
postcards for sale, photo mounts, Embossing and stamping. (The Eastern Illustrated Review, 
1918, 0p.19) 

TAI TUNG STUDIO (Great Eastern Photo Studio) (act. 1918–c. 1940s) 
Photographers, photography studio  
Stamford Road 

DUANG LENG (act. 1918–) 
Photographic Artist , Singapore 

YONG SIN Photographers (act. 1918–) 
Photographers, photography studio  
New Bridge Road (A-37) 

CHUN CHUN Photographers眞眞(act. 1918–) 
Photographers, photography studio  
Low Yim Om; Manger 
197 South Bridge Road  A-82 (S.S. F.M.S 1918, p. A-82.) 

TANG Khai (circa 1919)  
Manager: KHAI SUN & CO.  
(S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 60.) 

TANG Lok Poh (circa 1919)  
Assistant Manager: KHAI SUN & CO.  
(S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 60.) 
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PHANG Hock Koo 
Chief Clerk: WAH SANG (S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 56.) 

PHANG Shee Tong (circa 1919)  
Proprietor: WAH SANG  
(S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 56.) 

LEONG Ah Kee (act. 1908–?) 
Partner and manager: KONG HING CHEONG & CO.  
(S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52). 

LEONG Wai (circa 1919) 
Partner: KONG HING CHEONG & CO.  
(S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52.) 

LEE Mun Thoe (circa 1919) 
Re-toucher: WAH SANG 
(S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 52.) 

LEE Fook Cheong (circa 1919) 
Re-toucher: WAH SANG(S.S & F.M.S 1919, p. 51.) 

LEE Hock Chew (circa 1919) 
Assistant, KOON SUN (Chinese Commercial Directory and S.S.&F.M.S. Trade Register 
1919, p. 52.) 

LEE Sew Ue (circa 1919) 
Assistant, KOON SUN (Chinese Commercial Directory and S.S.&F.M.S. Trade Register 
1919, p. 52.) 

LEE Toe Hang (circa 1919) 
Assistant, KOON SUN (Chinese Commercial Directory and S.S.&F.M.S. Trade Register 
1919, p. 52.) 

LEE Sow Yan (circa 1919) 
Manager, KOON SUN 
Listed as manager of “Koon San” which his perhaps a misspelling of KOON SUN (S.S. & 
F.M.S 1918, p. 52.) 

LIGHT STUDIO (act. c. 1919-c. 1930s) 
Photographers, photography studio 
193-6 Orchard Road 
Advertised as “Modern Art Studio portrait, lately established” (The Straits Times, 12 
November 1919, p. 7.); 
Advertised “sketch portraits” in, The Straits Times, 4 January 1922, p. 15. 

DAIBUTSU Photographic Studio 
Photography Studio; 
27 Middle Road 
“Photographs and enlargements. We have just imported an artist who is specialist in the 
photography of children. We also fix and develop films and plates for the public. Peace 
celebrations photos for sale.” (The Straits Times, 24 July 1919, p. 5.) 

1920s 

THE EMPIRE STUDIO (act. 1920-1925)  
1-b Orchard Road 
Proprietor; Low Kway Song  
Low Kway Song painted the portrait of Oei Tiong Ham at the Empire Studio (The Straits 
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Times, 26 June 1924, p.9) “EMPIRE STUDIO HAS EARNED REPUTATION IN 
ENARLGEMENT AND PORTRAIT WORK. Every picture is guaranteed to give a correct 
facial anatomy. Managing Artist, Low Kway Song”. (The Straits Times, 15 August 1925, p. 
16.) 

THE EASTERN STUDIO (act. 1922–?)  
Stamford Road (1920s), 26, Dublin Road (1948) 
Proprietor: LEE Keng Yan (1877–1957)  
LEE Keng Yan left the Lee Brothers Studio at 58–4 Hill Street to open a studio at Stamford 
Road in the early 1920s.  
THE EASTERN STUDIO was awarded the prize-winner for Hand-coloured photographs in 
the Western Art Section of the Malaya-Borneo Exhibition on 7 April 1922.  
The first advertisement of the studio was published in The Singapore Free Press and 
Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 24 May 1922, p. 2: “Colouring a Speciality Awarded 
Bronze Medal at M. B. E. The Straits Times, 15 August 1925, p. 16. “THE EASTERN 
STUDIO. LEE PHOTOGRAPHER, SINGAPORE. ENLARGEMENTS, MINIATURES, 
WEDDING and OTHER GROUPS, INDOOR and OUTDOOR. Modern Style ELECTRIC 
LIGHTINGS, etc. (We also do Amateurs’ work).” 
King Yan evacuated the EASTERN STUDIO on the eve of World War Two where he moved 
into a branch at the VENUS STUDIO at Eu Court (Liu 1995 p.12) 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 131. Moved to 26 Dublin Road, a temporary studio off Killiney 
Road (The Straits Times, 5 November 1946, p. 6.) 
Listed in (The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) at 26 Dublin Road. 
Listed in, Straits Times Directory of Malaya and Singapore, 1948, p. 28. (“Eastern Studio. 
Photographers. 26, Dublin Road, Singapore.  Manager: Lee King Yan. Assistant: Lee Seng 
Soon.”) 

NAKAJIMA & CO. (act. ca. 1920s-1940) 
Japanese 
Photographers, photography studio 
Proprietor: M. S. Nakajima 
121 and 122 Raffles Hotel Building, 91 and 92 Bras Basah Road (1924)  
Studio had branch in Kuala Lumpur, " M. S. Nakajima. 235, 237, 239 High Street – Kuala 
Lumpur”. 
“An art exhibition of Japanese modern water color paintings and antique coloured wood 
prints from May 30 to June 25 at 121 Raffles Hotel.” (The Straits Times, 30 June 1924, p. 12.) 
 “Art photography in all its branches. Views and scenes of Malaya in photographs, also on 
postcards and on lantern slides. Developing, printing and enlarging” (The Straits Times, 29 
May 1925, p. 16.) 

PETER CHONG & CO. 必德張公司 Bì dé zhāng gōngsī (act. 1925)  
Suppliers of artists’ material with branches in Singapore and Malaya.  
“Items advertised for sale include watercolours in tubes or pans, students’ pastels in boxes of 
6, 12, 21 and 36 colours. Pastel drawing books, art drawing books of various sizes made by 
their printing department. Demonstration pastels for teachers. Oil colours in tubes, stencil 
sets, stencil books. Canvas for oil paintings, drawing paper, watercolour paper, manuscript 
pens, paint brushes. Drawing boards, pastel drawing paper, China pans. A large stock of 
textbooks and teachers; handbooks on freehand, model, pastel, and watercolour 
painting.”(The Straits Times, 29 May 1925, p. 16) 

JOSEPHO Photo Studio (act. c. 1925-c.1940) 
Photographers, photography studio 
16 Stamford Road, Grosvenor Hotel Building (1925), 18-C Battery Road (1940).  
Advertised opening in, The Singapore Free Press, 11 December 1925, p. 2, “Opening today. 
Photo JOSEPHO Studio. JOSEPHO is the leading photographic studio in Shanghai, and 
throughout the Orient. JOSEPHO has just arrive to lend his services to you, stands for: 
Beautiful photograph, artistic posing, and moderate prices.” 
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SINGAPORE STUDIO AND PHOTO CO. (act. 1925-1931) 
Photographers, photography studio  
Manager: Lee Chan 
55-3 High Street 
“Developing and printing, best work and quick service.” (The Straits Times, 30 June 1925, p. 
16.) 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 129. 

Y. M. TOYO & Co. (act. c.1927) 
Japanese  
Photographers, photography studio 
15 High Street 
Advertised in Malayan Saturday Post, 2 April 1927, p. 31. 

THE ASIATIC STUDIO, LTD. (act. c.1927) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Studio at 35 Orchard Road 
“Outdoor and indoor photographer” (The Straits Times, 24 August 1927, p. 7.) 

DAWN STUDIO (act. 1928) 
Photographers, photography studio  
4 Prinsep Street 
“10 percent discount will be given to all our customers for Chinese New Year only” (The 
Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 9 April 1928, p. 7.) 

THE POSOGRAPH CO. (act. 1929-) 
Photographers, photography studio 
115 North Bridge Road 
“The all British Posograph is the original while-you-wait method of photography. Passport 
and license photos in a few minutes. Amateur developing, printing and enlarging. Kodak 
Supplies.” (The Straits Times, 28 August 1929, p. 4.) 

1930s 

YONG SUN (act. 1930) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
72 New Bridge Road 
Manager: Lee Yue Fai 
Listed in, The Commercial Directory of Malaya [with plans], Singapore, 1930, p. 316. 

CHIN CHIN (act. 1930) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
179 Upper Cross Street 
Listed in, The Commercial Directory of Malaya [with plans], Singapore, 1930, p. 179. 

MIEW CHUN (act. 1930) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
160 South Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Commercial Directory of Malaya [with plans], Singapore, 1930, p. 315. 

LEE YONG FONG (act. 1930) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
70 South Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Commercial Directory of Malaya [with plans], Singapore, 1930, p. 315. 
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TAI TONG (act. 1930) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
Studio at 329 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Commercial Directory of Malaya [with plans], Singapore, 1930, p. 316. 

LAI FONG Studio (act. c.1930s) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
Photographs of Tong Seng English School concert at Havelock Road, Singapore published in, 
Malayan Saturday Post, 20 December 1930, p. 15. 

MIMOSA Studio (act. c.1930s) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
233 Bencoolen Street 
“Camera repairs executed by expert workman from Japan”, in Malayan Saturday Post, 1 
November 1930, p. 24. 

S. T. YAMATO (c. 1930s) 
Japanese 
Photographers, photography studio 
Studio at Hylam Street 
Photograph of studio’s façade featured in a postcard c. 1930s, see Cheah Jin Seng, Singapore: 
500 Early Postcards, Editions Didier Millet, 2008, p. 155.  

NANKING Studio (act. c. 1930s) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
123 South Bridge Road 
Advertised in, Malayan Saturday Post, 19 July 1930, p. 24. 

LAI TONG Studio (act. c. 1930s) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
New Bridge Road 
Photos of event in, Malayan Saturday Post, 2 May 1931, p. 17. 

LEE WENG SUN 李汞伒 (act. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
267 North Bridge Road 

MALAYA PHOTO SUPPLY CO. (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio, photographic dealers  
Manager: Tan Chip 
387-7 Victoria Street (1931), 59 Victoria Street (1934) 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 129. 
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 125, “wholesale brand retail photographic dealers.”  
Managing proprietor: Tan Chip Young. Sole Proprietor: Wong Toong Fook.” 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter, “Contact prints, enlargements, fine grain developing, printing 
roll films and negatives.” 

LYON Photo Co.利英公司 Lì yīng gōngsī (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
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Photographers, photography studio, photographic dealers Photography Studio and 103 
North Bridge Road. 
Sole Proprietor: Wong Toong Fook 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 129.  
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 123,  “Suppliers of all kinds of photo materials, cameras, chemicals, 
plates, films. Radio service: Developing, printing, enlarging, camera repair and outdoor 
photography.” 

CHENG KONG (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
79 Coleman Street 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

THIAN SENG (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
396 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

LEE WING SIN (act. ca. 1931) 
Photography Studio.  
Studio at 267 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

PUBLIC PHOTO STUDIO (act. ca. 1931) 
Photography Studio.  
Studio at 329 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

CHYE CHAN (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio  
141 New Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

LOK KENG TENG (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
366 Victoria Street  
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

THIAN CHAN (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
439 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 130. 

WO CHAN (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
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Photographers, photography studio  
566 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 131. 

LEE FONG (act. ca. 1931) 
Photography Studio.  
Studio at 229 New Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 131. 

TONG SANG CHEONG (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio  
831 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 131. 

TAI KONG (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
571 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 131. 

KENG KWONG (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio  
160 South Bridge Road 
Listed as, “Day & Night Photographers & Enlargements” in, The Chinese Commercial 
Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang Advertising Co, 1931, p. 131. 

SEA SUN (act. ca. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio  
104 Jalan Besar 
Listed in, The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, The Nanyang 
Advertising Co, 1931, p. 131. 

ART PHOTO STUDIO (act. 1931) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio  
87 Selegie Road (1931), 74-4 Bras Basah Road (1937) 
Advertised at Selegie Road address in, The Straits Times, 8 July 1931, p. 4. Advertised for an 
assistant photographer in, The Straits Times, 7 April 1937, p. 2. 

SINGA PHOTO STUDIO (act. 1932) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
64 High Street 
Listed in, Chinese Commercial Directory of Singapore, Penang, Malacca, Kuala Lumpur, 
Batu Pahat, Muar, 1932, The Nanyang Advertising Co, p. 104. 

WAH CHEONG (act. ca. 1932) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
179 South Bridge Road  
It is likely that Wah Cheong took over Koon Sun’s premises at 179 South Bridge Road. 
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Listed in, Chinese Commercial Directory of Singapore, Penang, Malacca, Kuala Lumpur, 
Batu Pahat, Muar, 1932, The Nanyang Advertising Co, p. 104. 

M. P. S Studio (act. c. 1932) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
387-7 Victoria Street 
Advertised in, Malayan Saturday Post, 20 August 1932, p. 20. 

A. P. S Studio (act. c. 1932) 
Photographers, photography studio 
North Bridge Road (Meyer Mansions) 
Advertised in, Malayan Saturday Post17 December 1932, p. 8. 

LEE AND FLETCHER利發公司 (act. 1934) 
Photographers, photography studio 
102 North Bridge Road. Adelphi Hotel Building 
Advertised “10 copies for $1, 4 X 3 inches), in The Straits Times, 10 August 1934, p. 18. 

OTTOMAR ANDERS (act. 1934) 
Photographer  
278A Orchard Road, Borneo Mansions 
Advertised “One portrait given free to every order before April 15, 1934. Ottomar Anders 
from the Academy Munich, produce the most fashionable art photos at his newly opened 
studio. Every workmanship for amateurs developing, printing, enlarging, retouching and 
colorations” (The Straits Times, 11 March 1934, p. 19.). 

UNIVERSAL Day And Night Photo Studio (act. 1934) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
173 South Bridge Road  
Advertised in Chinese, in 南洋商报 Nanyang Siang Pau), 14 November 1934, p. 13. 

LEE Fook Hing (act. 1934) 
Photographer, manager; QUAN SENG Studio, 32 North Bridge Road (Yang Chih-
wen, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya. Managing editor: C. W. Moses Yang, 
Singapore : Seminary Press, 1934, p. 470.) 

LOO SAN Studio 盧山畫社 Lúshān huà shè (act. 1934) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
Upper Cross Street 
“Specialised in: Sign board paintings, wall advertisements, theatre sceneries, photograph 
back-grounds, block designings, etc.” 
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 122. 

MISU Studio微笑畫社Wéixiào jǐn jǐn shè (act. 1934) 
Japanese 
Photographers, photography studio  
79 Pagoda Street.  
“Contract all kinds of portrait paintings and artistic pictures.” 
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 130. 

Y. EBATA & Co. Studio (act. 1934) 
Japanese 
Photographers, photography studio  
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33 Coleman Street  
Proprietor of Amateur Photo Studio 
“Importers and exporters. Dealers in photographic goods, printing papers, strawboard, 
glassware and porcelain.” Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory 
of Malaya, Singapore: Seminary Press, 1934, p. 47. 
Branch in Penang, Y. Ebata & Co. Studio at 39 Bishop Street, Penang. “Artistic 
photographer and camera suppliers and acid. Manager: S. Ogawa.” Listed in, Chih-wên, 
Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: Seminary Press, 1934, p. 
251. 

VENUS Studio (act. 1934) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
57 Eu Court, Singapore.  
Photographer: K. Y. Lee.  
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 472. 

LEE Choy Chun (act. 1934) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
141 New Bridge Road, Singapore. 
“Photographers and enlarger, day and night.” 
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 467. 

SCIENTIFIC Photo Company (act. 1934) 
Photographic dealers 
2 Finlayson Green, Singapore. 
“Wholesale photographers, all photo supplies and accessories” 
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 166.  

YING CHEE Studio英馳畫社 Yīng chí huà shè (act. 1934) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
75 Pagoda Street, Singapore  
“Specialised in: Sign-board paintings, wall advertisements, Theatre sceneries, Photograph 
backgrounds, block designing, making models.”  Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese 
Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: Seminary Press, 1934, p. 223. 

SINGAPORE Studio and Photo Company眞明公司 Zhēn míng Gōngsī (act. 1934) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio, photographic Dealer 
37-39 High Street, Singapore. 
“Photographic distributors and manufacturers representatives.”  
Managing proprioeter: C. M. Lee “Wholesale brand retail photographic dealers.”  
Listed in, Chih-wên, Yang, Anglo-Chinese Commercial Directory of Malaya, Singapore: 
Seminary Press, 1934, p. 180. 

Y. TOKUNAGA PHOTO STUDIO (act. 1934) 
Japanese 
Photographers, photography studio 
40 Brash Basah Road, Singapore (Near Y.M.C.A. Tennis Ground).  
“Agent for “Sun” Flash Bulb. The safest, easiest and cheapest for flash-light photographs at 
night or when light is poor.”  
Advertised in The Illustrated Malayan News, 17 February 1934. 
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The BRILLIANT Studio Photographers 門專影攝像人 (act. 1937) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
Head Office at 268-A South Bridge Road, Singapore. 
324 Penang Road, Penang. 
“Photographic distributors and manufacturers representatives.”  
Managing proprioeter: C. M. Lee “Wholesale brand retail photographic dealers.”  
Listed in, The Chinese Oversea Directory, K. C. Wong (ed.), L. Shua Chuan, Printed by Sin 
Sheng Press, 33 Liang Seah Street Singapore, S.S., 1937, back matter. 

DAGUERRE Studio達開爾攝影室 (act. 1937) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
64 Middle Road, Singapore  
“Listed in, The Chinese Oversea Directory, K. C. Wong (ed.), L. Shua Chuan, Printed by Sin 
Sheng Press, 33 Liang Seah Street Singapore, S.S., 1937, back matter. 

STUDIO LE MARQUIS (act. c.1939) 
Photographers, photography studio 
Second floor Robinson’s 
Advertised in, The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 24 July 
1939, p. 7. 
Advertisement in, The Singapore Free, 13 September 1939, p. 5. 

1940s 

HARMONY PHOTO STUDIO (act. c.1940) 
Photographers, photography studio 
49 (or 48) High Street 
“An oil color portrait painted by a real artist given free to all our patrons who take 
photograph in our studio, for one month only” (The Straits Times, 22 November 1940, p. 2.) 

GOLDEN HORSE Studio (act. c. 1941) 
Photographers, photography studio 
367 North Bridge Road 
“20 percent discount specially offered to all ranks of His Majesty’s Forces: (The Straits 
Times, 11 July 1941, p. 2.) 

LILYWHITE Studio (act. c.1941) 
Photography Studio 
79 North Bridge Road 
“Your photos painted by qualified artist” (The Straits Times, 17 January 1941, p. 2.) 

NEW REX PHOTO STUDIO (act. c.1946) 
Photography Studio 
1 Raffles Place 
Developing and printing, 24 hours services, films, chemicals available, indoor and outdoor 
photography (The Singapore Free Press, 4 September 1946, p. 1.) 

H. W. CHEN (act. c. 1947) 
Portrait Painter 
134 Selegie Road 
“Natural oil color portrait very moderate prices from 1st July to 1st Oct. Enlargement of Oval 
value – 18 X 11 inches - $75.00. Flat value 12 X 9 inches - $35.009” (The Straits Times, 26 
July 1947, p. 11.) 

NEW CAPITAL PHOTO STUDIO (act. c.1947) 
Photography Studio 
624 North Bridge Road 
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“Free enlargement, specializing in portraits, expert in natural oil coloring” (The Straits Times, 
12 March 1947, p. 2.) 

LLYOD STUDIOS (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
255 Orchard Road 
“Lloyd Studio Orchard Road, Opposite Cold Storage, have pleasure in announcing the 
engagement of Mrs. Mollie Ross, child portrait specialist with years of experience in London 
and the provinces of England” (The Straits Times, 28 November 1947, p. 3.) 
“The Singapore Society Photographer – Peter Robinson” (The Singapore Free Press, 21 
December 1948, p. 2.) 
Listed in, Straits Times Directory of Malaya and Singapore, 1948, p. 62, “Lloyd Studio. 
Studio, commercial and general photographers 255 Orchard Road, Singapore. Manager: Lin 
Wo-Ling. Photographeres: Peter Robinson, Teo Kay Guan, Szeto Wai. Chief clerk: Yap 
Cheng Siong.” 

AMATEUR PHOTO STORE (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
109 North Bridge Road  
(The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter 

SINGAPORE TIGER Standard Press (act. 1947) 
Artists, photographers, editors, printers 
23 Lim Teck Kim Road.  
“Artists, photographers, editors, all interested in fine printing.”  
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter 

CHEONG PHOTO STUDIO (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
160 Cross Street (The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) 

NATURAL PHOTO STORE (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
433-5 North Bridge Road  
(The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter 

WONG’S PHOTO STORE (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
46 Bras Basah Road  
(The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) “Post card size photos. Listed in, Classical 
Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

QUEEN’S PHOTO STUDIO (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
99 North Bridge Road  
(The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of 
Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132.) 

CHNG SE HUN STUDIO (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
20 China Street 
(The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) 
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THE PHOTOGRAPHER, Y. M. C. A. (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
Orchard Road  
(The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) 

DAVID PHOTO STUDIO (act. 1947) 
Photography Studio 
329 North Bridge Road  
(The Straits Times, 23 January 1947, p. 4.) 

J. R. CHARLTON, F.R.S.A. (act. 1947) 
Artist, dealer in art productions and artists materials 
11 Amber Mansions, Singapore  
Listed in, Straits Times Directory of Malaya and Singapore, 1948, p. 18.  

SINGAPORE Photo Co. (act. 1947) 
Photographic dealers 
27-39 High Street 
“whole sale cameras, projectors, films and all photographic enlargements.” 
Manager: Martin Lee, Koh Thiam Lee. Assistants: Tan Seng Chiok, Tan Seng Jin, Nah Gim 
Kee, Chan Wai Nam, Phoa Tin Tat, Ho Choo Fun. 
Listed in, Straits Times Directory of Malaya and Singapore, 1948, p. 98. 

THE STRAITS PHOTOGRAPHIC CO. (act. 1948) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
23 Orchard Road (Amber Mansions) 
“Party photographs, indoor and outdoor with mega-flash light, moving pictures (8-16 mm) of 
the home artistic portraitures. Photographer in charge; Mr K. F. Wong” (The Straits Times, 
20 December 1947, p. 2.). “For artistic portraits and transparent oil painting by our 
photographer Mr K F Wong” (The Straits Times, 10 June 1948, p. 12) 

STUDIO DU LUXE (act. 1948) 
Photographers, photography studio 
33 Stamford Road 
“High class portrait and outdoor photographers have opened a special D & P department for 
fine grain developing, printing and enlarging. 24 hour service” (The Straits Times, 25 
February 1948, p. 1.) 

LEE Studio (act. 1948) 
Chinese 
Commercial Artists & Painters.  
16A Robinson Road, Singapore p. 59 
Listed in, Straits Times Directory of Malaya and Singapore, 1948, p. 59. 

NATAO Photo Studio (act. 1948) 
Japanese 
Photographers, photography studio 
Photography Studio (Japanese) 
191A-193A New Bridge Road 62, Singapore 
Listed in, Straits Times Directory of Malaya and Singapore, 1948, p. 75. 

TITHES Dental & Photo Studio (act. 1948) 
Importers and manufacture agents and wholesalers for dental and photographic goods.  
62 Middle Road Singapore, 161 Hugh Low Rd, Ipoh, 50-G Pudu Rd, Kuala Lumpur 
Listed in, Straits Times Directory of Malaya and Singapore, 1948, p. 108. 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter, as "Tithes” Dental and Photo Supply, 62 Middle Road, 
Singapore, 50G Pudu Road, KL, 185 & 193 Carnarvon Street, Penang. 
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1950s 

BROADWAY STUDIO (act. 1952) 
Chinese 
Photographers, photography studio 
151 Hill Street  
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

AURORA (act. 1952) 
Photographers, photography studio 
58 High Street  
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

RUBY STUDIO (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
103 North Bridge Road 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

DIETHLEM & CO. (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
Studio at 139 Market Street 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

FOTOMATIC SERVICE (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
58 Robinson Road 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

FEE FEE PHOTOGRAPHIC STORE (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
160 Cross Street 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter, “Contact prints, enlargements, fine grain developing, printing 
roll films and negatives.” 

MEADOW PHOTO CO. (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
57 Stamford Road 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

RAFFLES PHOTOGRAPHERS (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
91 Bras Basah Road 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

GIAN SINGH & CO. (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
30-1 Raffles Place 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

MEADOW PHOTO CO. (act. 1952) 
Photography Studio 
57 Stamford Road 
Listed in, Classical Commercial Guide Of Singapore, 1952-53 Edition, p. 132. 

JACKS Photo Company (act. 1956) 
Photographic paper merchant 
157 North Bridge Road.  
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Sold photo papers made by Telko-Switzerland for your exhibition or competition pictures, in 
a wide range of special surfaces now obtainable from Jack Photo Company. 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter 

STRAITS Photo Store (act. 1956) 
Photographic dealers 
482 North Bridge Road.  
Dealers in photographic goods and cameras, specialised in repairs. 
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter 

GEORGE Photo (act. 1956) 
Photographic dealers 
77 North Bridge Road, Singapore. (opposite Adephi Hotel)  
Dealers in all kinds of leading German cameras, developing and printing. 
 Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of 
Singapore, 1956, Singapore, front matter 

RUBY Photo Co. Ltd. (act. 1956) 
Photographic dealers 
103 North Bridge Road, Singapore. Branch at 255 Orchard Road, Singapore. Penang Office: 
191 Penang Road, Penang.  
Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of Singapore, 
1956, Singapore, front matter 

GEORGE Photo (act. 1956) 
Photographic dealers 
77 North Bridge Road, Singapore (opposite Adephi Hotel)  
Dealers in all kinds of leading German cameras, developing and printing. 
 Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of 
Singapore, 1956, Singapore, front matter 

UNION Photo Store (act. 1956) 
Photographic dealers 
21 Battery Road 
Pen and lighter repairers. Advertised in, 4th Pan-Malayan Photographic Exhibition, 
Photographic Society of Singapore, 1956, Singapore, front matter 

ASIA Photo Co. (act. 1956) 
Photographic dealers, repairs 
123 Hill Street, Singapore. 
Manager: Tan Teik Chye 
Advertised in, 7th Pan Malayan Photographic Exhibition, Photographic Society of 
Singapore, 1959. 
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Appendix B:   
 
Index of Chinese and Japanese photographers and photography studios in the 
Straits Settlements, Dutch East Indies, and Siam 

Singapore  

 Lamqua 

 

 Sun Qua 

 

 Lee Yuk 

 

 Quan Hing 

 

 Pun-Ky 

  

 Pun Lun 

 

 Lim Kim Swee 
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 Quan Seng 

 

 Quan Seng 

 

 Tien Seng 
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 Hee Yun 

 

 

 Chia Peng Seng 

 

 The Eastern Studio 

  

 Kong Hing Cheong, 1C Penang Street (Manager: Leong Tat Choy) 

 Koon Sun 
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 Yong Fong 

 

  

 

 Lee Brothers 

 

  

 Wah Heng 
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 Wah Sang 

 

  

 Miew Chun 

 

 Khai Sun 

 

 Tin Chun & Co. 

 

 Ming Ngai Studio  
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 China Studio 

 

 The Empire Studio 

  

 Lee Kwai 

(PL) 

 Chun Chun 

 

 Kong Hing Cheong 

  

 Yong Sin Photographers

 

 Lilywhite Studio 79 North Bridge Road 

 (PL) 
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Malaya	   	   	  

	   Penang	   	  

	   	   1. The	  Beacon	  Studio	  (燈塔影室),	  191	  Penang	  Road	  

	  
	   	   2. Bee	  Chun,	  185	  Chulia	  Street	  

	   	   3. Buan	  Sang,	  166	  Penang	  Road	  (*	  p.	  212.)	  

	   	   4. Choong	  Wah,	  62	  Chulia	  Street	  

	   	   5. Chunking	  Photo	  Studio,	  49	  Leith	  St,	  

	   	   6. Hung	  Wan	  Foong,	  290	  Chulia	  Street	  (慶雲芳,	  Qìng	  yún	  

fang)	   (PL)

(PL)	  
	   	   7. H.	  Tokisaatsu,	  Japanese	  Photographer	  

(PL)	  
	   	   8. Ghee	  Soon	  Co.,	  85A	  Bishop	  Street	  (*	  p.	  212.)	  

	   	   9. W.	  Jones	  Photographer	  

(PL)	  
	   	   10. The	  	  Kee	  Chun	  Studio,	  22-‐A	  Leith	  Street	  (琦珍) (Proprietor: 

Au Phin Chan) 

(PL)	  
	   	   11. Kian	  Chun眞鏡 Studio,	  1	  Buckingham	  Street

	  
	   	   12. Kong	  Hing	  Cheong,	  1C	  Penang	  Street	  (Manager:	  Leong	  Tat	  

Choy)	  (**	  p.	  66.)	  
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	   	   13. Kong	  Photo	  Studio,	  85	  Balik	  Pulau	  

	   	   14. Kwong	  Heng	  Cheong,	  1c	  Penang	  Street	  

	   	   15. Lai	  Fong	  Photographers,	  158	  Campbell	  Street,	  Manager	  
Foong	  Choong	  Pun	  (*	  p.	  212.)	  

	   	   16. Lee	  Kong	  麗光 Photo	  Studio,	  85	  Balik	  Pulau	  

	   	  
	   	   17. Loo	  San	  Studio	  

	   	   18. Meow	  Cheng,	  185	  Chulia	  Street	  (*	  p.	  212.)	  

	   	   19. Meu	  Chun	  Photographer	  妙眞影相放大	  Miào	  zhēn	  yǐng	  
xiāng	  fàngdà,	  185	  Chulia	  Street	  

	   	   20. Mun	  Choy	  Studio,	  402	  Chulia	  Stree	  (Manager:	  Mun	  Choy)	  

	   	   21. Modern	  Photo	  Studio,	  120	  Penang	  Road	  

	   	   22. Mun	  Sen	  曼生	  Studio,	  166	  Penang	  Road

(PL)	  
	   	   23. Nikko	  Photographic	  Studio,	  7	  Northam	  Road	  (Proprietor:	  	  

K.	  Okinawa	  

(PL)	  
	   	   24. Penang	  Photographic	  Studio	  320	  &	  322	  Chulia	  Street.	  

	   (PL)	  
	   	   25. Penang	  Photo	  Store,	  39	  Bishop	  Street	  

	   	   26. Shanghai	  Photo	  Studio	  

(PL)	  
	   	   27. Sunlight	  Photo,	  38	  Leith	  Street	  

	   	   28. Sze	  Cou	  Art	  Studio,	  39	  Leith	  Street	  

	   	   29. The	  Silverlite	  光銀 Studio,	  326	  Penang	  Road	  
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(PL)	  
	   	   30. Tat	  Lee	  &	  Co.	  Art	  and	  Photo	  Studio,	  396	  Penang	  Road	  

	   	   31. Tien	  Tian,	  1D	  Buckingham	  Street	  (*	  p.	  211.)	  

	   	   32. Tien	  Tien,	  1D	  Campbell	  Street	  

	   	   33. Tong	  Ah,	  281	  Campbell	  Street	  

	   	   34. Tong	  Wah,	  162	  Chulia	  Street	  (*	  p.	  212.)	  

	   	   35. Winsun	  永新 Studio,	  491	  Penang	  Road	  

(PL)	  
	   	   36. Wah	  Fong	  Photographers,	  391	  Chulia	  Street	  (Manager:	  

Chung	  Yew	  Poi)	  
	   	   37. Wah	  Sun,	  華新,	  277	  Chulia	  Street	  

	  
	   	   38. Yong	  kok	  &	  Co.	  326	  Chulia	  St	  (*	  p.	  211.)	  

	   Malacca	   	  

	   	   1. Jing	  Qi	  Lou	  She	  Ying	  (競其樓攝影)	  

	   	   2. Eastern	  Studio	  (東方日疸)	  

	   	   3. Keng	  Chin	  Photographer	  (競眞),	  16	  A	  Jonker	  Street	  
(Manager:	  Tham	  Poh	  Chye)	  

(PL)	  
	   	   4. Ling	  Nam,	  135	  Kampong	  Pantai	  (Manager:	  Chang	  Luen	  

Hon.)	  
	   	   5. Nagato	  Studio,	  47	  Mill	  Road	  

	   	   6. Kwong	  Meng	  (光明),	  41	  Jonker	  Street	  

	  
	  

	   	   7. Khong	  Studio,	  30	  Tranquerah	  

	   	   8. Kongoh	  (廣和),	  101	  Belfield	  Street	  
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	   	   9. Yong	  Heng,	  40	  Bunga	  Raya	  

	   Perak	   	  

	   	   1. Wah	  Fong	  

	   Taiping,	  Perak	   	  

	   	   1. China	  Photo	  Art	  Studio,	  78	  Main	  Road	  

	   	   2. Choonwah	  Art	  Studio,	  78	  Main	  Road	  

	   	   3. Guo	  Ying	  Yuan	  

	   	   4. See	  Kee	  Photo	  Studio,	  78	  Market	  Road	  

	   	   5. Theen	  Yin,	  70	  Main	  Road	  

	   	   6. Uchida	  Photo	  	  Studio,	  21	  &	  29	  Market	  Road.	  

	   	  
	   Kampar,	  Perak	   	  

	   	   1. S.	  F.	  I.	  Studio	  (Straits	  Family	  Industry),	  41	  Jalan	  Idris	  
(Photographer:	  T.	  Y.	  Chan)	  

	   	   2. Yam	  Fong	  Studio,	  48	  Jalan	  Idris,	  Kampar	  

	   Ipoh,	  Perak	   	  

	   	   1. 1.	  	  Hung	  Wan	  Foong,	  38	  Market	  Street

	  
	   	   2. Kwong	  Chew	  (@Kwong	  Chow),	  28-‐30	  Market	  Street	  

	   	   3. Lee	  Keng	  U	  鏡如,	  55-‐57	  Hugh	  Low	  Street	  (Photographers	  
and	  frame	  makers)	  

	   	  
	   	   4. Loo	  Chun,	  31	  Market	  Street	  

	   	   5. Mikasa	  &	  Co.	  99,	  Belfield	  Street	  

	   (PL)	  
	   	   6. Nara’s	  Elite	  Art	  Studios	  (奈良)	  2	  Hale	  Stret,	  portrait	  artist	  

and	  photographer	  and	  Commission	  Agent	  
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	   	   7. P.K.	  Studio,	  176	  Brewster	  Road,	  Ipoh.	  Artistic	  

photographer:	  T.	  A.	  "Nagai".	  
	   	   8. Suen	  Sui	  Studio	  

	   	   9. Yoong	  Cheong,	  19	  &	  21	  Hugh	  Low	  Street	  

	   	   10. Yoong	  Chun,	  20	  &	  22	  Market	  Street	  

	   	  
	   Kuala	  Kangsar	   	  

	   	   Kwan	  Cheong,	  57	  Jalan	  Kangsar	  Road	  

	   	   M.	  S.	  Nakajima	  

	   	   Yue	  Chan,	  1	  Jalan	  Kangsar	  Road	  

	   Kedah	   	  

	   	   1. Lee	  Yong,	  23	  Jalan	  Pang	  Kalan,	  Sungei	  Patani	  (麗容)

(PL)	  
	   	   2. KIAN	  Chun鏡眞 Jìng	  Zhēn	  

	   Kelantan	   	  

	   	   1. Kwan	  Weng	  Studio	  

(PL)	  
	   Johore	  Bahru	   	  

	   	   Chun	  Ah	  Photo	  Studio,	  6	  &	  8	  Jalan	  Trus	  ,	  Johore	  Bahru	  

	   Muar,	  Johore	   	  

	   	   Low	  Chun	  Photographer,	  122	  Jalan	  Abdullah,	  Muar	  

	   	   Mun	  Sun	  (Chop),	  83	  Jalan	  Abdullah,	  Muar	  

	   	   Yew	  Fong	  Photographer,	  159	  Jalan	  Abdullah,	  Muar	  

	   	   Yong	  Chin,	  96	  Jalan	  Abdullah,	  Muar	  

	   Batu	  Pahat,	   	  
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* The Chinese Commercial Directory of Straits Settlements, 1931, The Nanyang Advertising Co., 
1931 
** S. S. & F. M. S. Trade Index (Singapore, Siow Choon Leng Press, 1917-18) 
 

 

 

Johore	  

	   	   Chee	  Cheng	  Studio,	  50	  Jalan	  Sultan	  

	   	   Geok	  Yong	  Photographer,	  23	  Jalan	  Ismail	  

	   	   Joo	  Sin	  Photographer,	  15	  Jalan	  Engan	  

	   	   Poh	  Kwong	  Art	  Photographer,	  62	  Jalan	  Sultan	  

	   	   Wah	  Sun,	  19	  Jalan	  Rahmat	  (Frame	  maker)	  

	   Kuala	  Lumpur	   	  

	   	   1. Bee	  Wah	  (Chop),	  135-‐137	  High	  Street	  (Proprietor:	  Lee	  
Sam	  Wing)	  

	   	   2. Chun	  Kwong	  Photo	  Co.,	  103	  Sultan	  Street,	  

	   	   3. C.	  K	  Brothers,	  141	  High	  Street	  

	   	   4. Keng	  Chun,	  23	  Batu	  Road	  (Manager:	  Seen	  Yong	  Fun)	  

	   	   5. Keng	  Li,	  154	  High	  Street	  (Manager:	  Lee	  Wing	  Tseong)	  

	   	   6. Keng	  U,	  123	  High	  Street,	  Kuala	  Lumpur.	  (鏡如)	  

	   	   7. Khai	  Sun	  &	  Co.	  99	  &	  99	  High	  Street

	  
	   	   8. M.	  S.	  Nakajima	  &	  Co.	  235,	  237	  &	  239	  High	  Street

	  
	   	   9. Sui	  Kat.	  133	  High	  Street	  

	   	   10. Yoong	  Kwong,	  33	  Old	  Market	  Square	  (Manager:	  Lee	  Fook	  
Wing)	  

	   Klang,	  Selangor	   	  

	   	   Bee	  Wah,	  25	  Rembau	  Street	  (Manger:	  Lee	  Onn)	  

	   	   Hon	  Chun	  &	  Co.,	  60	  Rembau	  Street	  (Manager:	  Ng	  Chee	  Nam)	  

	   Negri	  Sembilan	  

&	  Pahang	  

	  

	   	   Yap	  Kee	  Leong,	  333	  Rahang	  Road,	  Seremban	  (Artist)	  
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Indonesia   
Java   
 Surabaya  
  1. The Favourita Photo Studio

(PL) 
  2. Hien Fong 

	   (PL) 
  3. Kootjhoen Lie 

(PL) 
  4. Khoen Tjhiang, Toekang Potret Kembang Tjan 

Tian 李昆昌 

(PL)

 

 
  5. Lie Tjoan Tjhing, Djagalan 40

(PL) 
  6. Siong Kwei Tong, Tjan Tian, 雙桂共 

	   (PL) 
  7. Tham Brothers Photographers, 52 Sambongan, 

Surabaya.  
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(PL) 
  8. Wah Seng 華昇 

	   (PL) 
  9. Wah Sun Photographer, No. 8 Djagalan 

(PL) 
 Batavia  
  1. Bie Mie Foto, Batavia-Centrum (KITLV, 

181287) 

 
  2. Foto Mimie, 59 Tjikini 
  3. Joeng Sien Photografisch Atelier 

 
(KITLV, 181278) 

  4. King Meng (PL) 
  5. Kwee Fong & Co. (KITLV, 181360) 
  6. Lo Oij Nam, ‘Kampung Djernattan’ ( *	  10	  Feb.	  

1893) 
  7. Tan Tjie Lan 

Pasar Baroe, Huis No, 86 Weltevrede

(PL) 
  8. Tan Tjie Lam, Tiong Hoa, Hokkian (中華陳芝

蘭,  Zhōnghuá chén zhīlán)
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 (PL)

(PL) 
  9. Tho-Wing, Kali Lio (* 11 Nov. 1885) 
  10. Yiet Sing 日昇 , Pintoe Besar 

11. (PL) 
  12. Wah Sun Photographer, 8 Djagalan 

 (PL) 

  13. Wing Son & Co. Fotografisch Atelier, 48 
Kramat, Batavia 
 (KITLV, 181289)

 
 Sukabumi  
  1. Tio & Co. 

(PL) 
  2. Lie Lim Fong (KITLV, 178735) 
 Bandung  
  1. Beng Ik Tjiang (KITLV, 120481) 
  2. Coklan & Co, Prapatan Kaoem 

 
(KITLV, 178651) 
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  3. Dragon Studio 
 (KITLV, 181269)

 
  4. Kwan's Dag-nacht kunst fotograaf, 3 

landraadweg 
  5. Men Sun & Co., Fotografisch Atelier, 32 A 

Soeniaradja 
 (KITLV, 181268)

 
  6. Tjikoesi Atelier (KITLV, 181316) 

 
  7. L. Winson & Co. 1 ABC Straat 
  8. Lan Fong (KITLV, 150943) 
 Bojonegoro  
  1. Li King Meng 
  2. Hien Fong 
 Bogor 

(Buitenzorg) 
 

  1. Tiongkok, Fotografisch atelier en 
Meubelmakerij, 15 Gasfabriekweg, Buitenzorg 

  2. Thio Piek 
 Cirebon  
  1. Hwa San 
  2. Kun San 

(PL) 
 Indramayu  
  1. Jap Soei San 

(PL) 
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 Tegal  
  1. Jong Lin & Co.

(PL) 
 Pekalongan  
  1. Ong Lian Khaij (KITLV, 33395) 

	    
  2. Hwalin 
  3. Lian Khay 

4. (PL) 
  5. Tjie Lan (Tui Lan) 

(PL) 
 Semarang  
  1. Charls & Co. 

(PL) 
  2. Chung Hwa & Co. 中華 Zhōnghuá 
  3. Gah Hin 
  4. Keng Seng (KITLV, 33388) 
  5. Lee Yuk 

 
(** 5 Nov. 1866) 

  6. Lieijoek 

 
  7. N. van Wingen 

	   (PL) 
  8. R. Wada, Japanese Portrait Painter,  Pedamaran 
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3168 Chinese Camp (** 20 Aug. 1892) 
  9. Tjie Lan 
  10. Tui Lan 
  11. 雅軒	  Yā xuān 

(PL) 
 Magelang  
  1. Lie Yauw Ming 

(PL) 
 Surakarta (Solo)  
  1. Jan An 

(PL) 
  2. Lie Keng Ming

 
(KITLV, 7266) 

  3. L. King Ming 

(PL)

(PL) 
 Yogyakarta  
  1. Che Lan & Co. 

(PL) 
  2. Gah Hien 

 (KITLV, 7268) 
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  3. Hwasin 
 Malang  
  1. Kwee Long Pien (PL) 
  2. Tiek Sen Kunst Foto, 62 Kajoetangan

(PL) 
  3. Wah Sun Photographers, Petjinan 190. 

(PL) 
 Djombang  
  1. Lie Yok Man, Djombang Straat (KITLV, 	  

124810) 
 Rembang  
  1. Tee Han Sioe 

 (KITLV, 15476)

 
 (KITLV  15469)

 
Sumatra   
 Medan, Deli  
  1. The Canton Photo Studio 
  2. Hung Wan Foong, Photographer, frame maker, 

glass cutter 
  3. I. Fujisaki & Co. 

4. (PL) 
  5. Jas De Alwis, portrait and landscape painter, photo 

enlarging studio (**18 Nov. 1889) 
  6. Lye Chan Photographer, 莱真 Lái zhēn, Jalaan 

Kesawan  
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(KITLV, 181218) 
  7. H. Taisho & Co 

 (KITLV, 181213) 

 
  8. Takami, R., Hindoestraat 

9.  (KITLV, 181318)

 
 Labuhan Batu   
  1. Shibaya, Rantauprapat 

 (KITLV, 
181325) 

 Padang  
  1. Koun Chan Photograaf, Pondok

(PL) 
  2. Lim Tjin Ham, Padang (林振咸) 

3. (PL) 
  4. Lim	  Siauw	  Ho	  (KITLV,	  178589) 
  5. Mew Fong (KITLV, 179775) 
  6. Ban Leek photograph

(PL) 
 Palembang  
  1. Satow-Foto-Studio (KITLV, 181262) 
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  2. Swee Fong (KITLV, 403081) 
Borneo   
 Pontianak, West 

Kalimantan 
 

  1. Wah Fong, 7 Voorstraat 

(KITLV, 181317) 
Sulawesi   
 Makassar, South 

Sulawesi 
 

  1. Wah Seng 

	   (PL) 
Bali   
 Denpasar  
  1. Fotografisch atelier EFD 
Others   
  1. Oemar J.H. 
  2. R. Schutz 
  3. Siauw Tik Huat, 
  4. Soei San Tjimah  (瑞新)

(PL) 
  5. Foto Atelier Tong Sing 
  6. T. Williamson 
  7. Yim Fong, 艷芳, Yàn fang 
Siam   
 Bangkok  
  1. May Fair Photo Studio, 572 Yawaraj Road, Sam 

Yek 
  2. Yong Chin,容眞,  Róng Jìng 
Burma   
 Rangoon Keng Yong & Co. 

 (PL) 
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* Java-bode: nieuws, handels- en advertentieblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie  
** De locomotief: Samarangsch handels- en advertentie-blad 
*** De Sumatra Post
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Appendix C:  
 
Glossary of Chinese photography studios names in English and Chinese 

 
 

CHUN CHUN   眞眞  Zhēn Zhēn 

CHOW Weng Sun  周永新    Zhōu Yǒngxīn 

HEE Yun   華明  Huá Míng 

KHAI Sun   洲星  Zhōu Xīng 

KOON Sun   冠新  Guān Xīn 

KOON San   冠新  Guān Xīn 

KONG Hing Cheong  廣興祥  Guǎng Xìngxiáng 

LEE Brothers   李昆昌  Lǐ Jūnchāng 

LEE Brothers   李兄弟  Lǐ Xiōng Dì 

LEE Weng Sun   李汞伒  Lǐ Hòngjìn  

LEE Kwai   李贵  Lǐ Guì 

PUN Lun   繽綸  Bīn Lún 

PUN-Ky    繽記  Bīn Jì  

QUAN Seng   均昇  Jūn Shēng 

QUAN Seng   昆昇  Kūn Shēng 

QUAN Hing   昆興   Kūn Xīng 

TIEN Seng   天成  Tiān Chéng 

TIN Chun   天眞  Tiān Zhēn 

WAH Heng   華興  Huá Xìng 

WAH Sang   華生  Huá Shēng 

YONG Fong   容芳  Róng Fāng  

YONG Sin   容新  Róng Xīn 

   

Malaya 

 
Penang 

 

HUNG Wan Foong  慶雲芳  Qìng Yúnfang 

KEE Chun   琦珍  Qí zhēn 
KIAN Chun   鏡眞  Jìng Zhēn 

MEU Chun   妙眞   Miào zhēn   
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MUN SEN   曼生  Màn shēng 

WAH SUN   華新  Huá Xīn 

 

Malacca 

KENG Chin   競眞  Zhēn Jìng 

KWONG Meng   光明  Guāng Míng 

KONGOH   廣和  Guǎng Hé 

Eastern Studio   東方日疸 Dōngfāng rì dǎn 

Jing Qi Lou She Ying   競其樓攝影 

 

Kedah 
LEE Yong   麗容  Lì Róng “Lai Yung" 

 

Ipoh 

KENG U   鏡如  Jìng Rú 

YOONG Chang   容昌  Róng Chāng 

 

Kuala Lumpur 

BEE WAH   美華   Měi Huá 

KHAI SUN   洲星  Zhōu Xīng 

 

Indonesia 

 

Batavia 
TAN Tjie Lam   陳芝蘭  Chén Zhīlán 
YIET SENG   日昇  Rì shēng 

 

Surabaya 
WAH SENG   華昇  Huá Shēng 

KHOEN Tjhiang   李昆昌  Lǐ Kūnchāng   

SIONG Kwei Fong  雙桂容芳 Shuāng Guìfāng 

  

Padang 

LIM Tjin Ham   林振咸  Lín Zhènxián 

SOEI SAN TJIMAH  瑞新  Ruì xīn 
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Appendix D: Oral History Interviews 

Appendix D1: Interview with Low Keong Hee Richard 
 
Transcript and Summary 

Interviewer  : Daphne Ang (DA) 
Interviewee  : Low Keong Hee Richard (RL) 
Interview Date  :  25 February 2015 
Duration   : 2 Hours 
Recording Language : English 
Type   : Telephone conversation 
Transcription   : Daphne Ang 
 

Brief description of The Interviewee 

Interviewee  : Richard Low 
Profile   : Son of Lucky Low, the fifth son of the Singapore artist Low 

   Kway Song (1889-1982).  Currently residing in Brisbane, 
   Queesnland, Australia 

Profession  :  Instructor at the civil aviator academy instructor, worked in 
   the air traffic control office in Changi Airport, Singapore 

Notes   : Purpose of the interview: The life and art practice of artist 
   Low Kway Song (1889-1982) as remembered by his  
   descendants 

 
Richard Low is currently compiling a memoir of his grandfather’s life as an artist, as 
remembered by his descendants. This will comprise of family histories as well as historical 
documents and press clippings. Therefore, the impressions of his grandfather are largely 
based on what his father, aunts, and uncles have remembered. Their recollections have been 
told and retold in the family and passed down to his generation. (As the interviewee 
preferred for this interview to not be recorded, the following summarizes the questions and 
topics discussed) 

 
DA:  

Mr Low, please introduce yourself, what is your name and date of birth? 
Where were you born? Did you grow up there? 
How many family members in your house when you were born? So your mother/father 

was Happy, Gaiety, Lucky? 
How many siblings did you have? Did you live with your grandfather at any point of 

your childhood? 
Your grandfather was prolific in everything he did, an artist as well as a cartoonist, 

graphic designer, writer of philosophy, playwright, and to large extent, an artist 
philanthropist. How would you describe him from a grandson’s point of view? 
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Was Low Kway Soo close to your family, I know he retired in Bangkok, but were there 
frequent family reunions with your grandfather and yourself? 

Do you know any stories about how your great grandfather Tan Boon Pin first came to 
the Singapore? Where did he first settle? Why? How did they make a living? Did your 
family stay in one place or move around? How did they come to live in this area? 

I understand your Great grandfather married a Nyonya lady. Do you know how they 
met? Did your grandfather identify himself as a Peranakan? Do you identify yourself as a 
Peranakan? 

Would you happen to know why he joined the Singapore Volunteer Infantry? Did he 
enlist together with your granduncle, Low Kway Soo? 

How did your grandfather meet your grandmother? I understand they met while he was 
working as a clerk in Thailand.  

Do you know how long he worked in Thailand, and whereabouts did he work?  
Did you grandfather reminisce about his life as an artist? Did he teach his grandchildren? 
Can you describe your grandfather’s artefacts and artworks in your possession? 

How did the oil paintings like the "Lynx" and "Thai Temple" come under your care 
taking? Was it a gift from your grandfather, or it happened by chance? Do you know if your 
relatives have other art works in their possession?  

Were these the same paintings that your father/uncle spoke about in his interview with 
the Straits Times back in 1982?  

I understand from the interview with your father/uncle, Happy, that the painting of the 
tiger fighting a reptile was his favourite. Happy and Co drag out two oil paintings, one of 
which the old man is obviously fond of – a powerful tiger, grappling with a giant, lashing 
reptile. –I understand these might have been his early works, and might be the ones your 
grandfather exhibited at the Amateur Drawing Association’s annual exhibition in 1914.  

Kwok Kian Chow features these paintings in his book, Channels and Confluences; did 
he interview any of your relatives?  

The sketches and political and allegorical caricatures drawn by your grandfather and 
published in the Eastern Illustrated review are my personal favourite! Do you know if any of 
them have survived?  

What, in your opinion, his best work? What is your favourite? 
What are the photographs of our grandfather with portraits he painted. Which portrait 

commissions were they? 
Do you have any photo albums, scrapbooks, home movies? Who made them? When? 

Can you describe/explain their contents? Who is pictured? What activities and events are 
documented? 

I read in William Gwee’s book that his father had commissioned Low Kway Song to do 
a series of landscape paintings to decorate their home. Have you seen these pictures? Do you 
know of any other family who commissioned paintings from your grandfather in the past? 

What do you remember about the postcard print of Sun Yat Sen in your possession? 
In your grandfather’s interview with Happy Low and Muriel Speeden, this was reported, 
“He now spends his days writing, trying to remember, to collect his thoughts, to tell the 

world something important. He shows me a few notes he made for the National Archives, 
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which wants to interview him for the Oral History Unit” – Do you know if your father, or 
uncle kept these documents? Did the interview materialize?  

I understand the Empire Studio, which your grandfather was proprietor of , stopped its 
business in January 1926. Do you know why your grandfather decided to become a preacher? 
Did he share with you the inspirations for his decision? 

 
RL:  
“My grandfather Low Kway Song was in his sixties when I was born. My father, Lucky Low, 
was the fifth son in the family of ten siblings. My grandfather had sixteen grandchildren, 
including myself. I remember going to my uncle and aunt’s home in Tembelling Road after 
attending Sunday services at the Bedok Methodist Church. This was in the 1960s when I was 
a little boy.  

My grandfather did not talk about his life as an artist, nor did he encourage us to 
become artists. He would often say to me and my brother and cousins, “God bless! Study 
hard, so you can one day become a doctor!” He was always a very cheerful and humorous 
man, always brimming with happiness and positivity. One of his favourite sayings, which he 
repeated to his children and grandchildren was, “to love human beings and animals…action 
equals reaction”.  While he was a very respected man in the community, many remembered 
his achievements as an esteemed artist in his younger days.  

“He was also God-fearing. He was a pastor at the Geylang Methodist Church for many 
years and one of the founders of the Bedok Methodist Church in the 1950s.” Whenever my 
grandfather met his children and grandchildren and friends, his favourite greeting to them 
was the following phrases, “God bless you, count your blessings, love your neighbours and 
each other…have respect for humans and animals”. 

“Low Kway Song was not only a celebrated portrait artist, but also a playwright, 
theatrical director, musician, art instructor, magazine publisher, graphic illustrator, 
photographer, who was also engaged in fund raising and philanthropy, through his creative 
practice, throughout his artistic career.” 

“According to my father, Low Kway Song grew up in Katong and Emerald Hill, where 
he lived his grandmother and father - his mother passed away at a very young age, and had 
many Straits Chinese or Peranakan friends who lived in the vicinity. My grandfather started 
earning money as a school boy.” 

“My grandfather started his artistic career at a very young age, probably at the age of 
ten or so! His first clients were the hawkers in canteen of the Raffles School, where he was 
studying at, and the parents of his schoolmates. They paid him 50 cents - a princely sum in 
his time, to produce draw portraits of their late family members for the purpose of ancestral 
worship.  He was also enterprising as much as he was creative. As oil paint or pigments were 
expensive to procure during that time, charcoal provided for a cheaper and a much more 
economical medium. Although he did not talk about his life as an artist to his grandchildren, 
his children remember the many struggles early in his career. From what I have gathered 
from my aunt Gladys, when Low Kway Song first started out as an artist, life for him was far 
from easy. It had been difficult to make ends meet. His first studio was called the Raffles Art 
Studio, however it did not appear to make a lot of money.  My grandfather worked very hard 
to support his wife and children. Low Kway Song had ten children, four sons and six 
daughters to provide for. Income was never regular as an artist, as clients were few and hard 
to come by. I suppose during his time, people were more concerned about providing for 
daily needs, only the super wealthy could afford to collect art or have their portraits painted.”  

It is a commendable feat that despite the irregular income of an artist, he managed to 
provide for all his children’s’ educations at the prestigious Singapore Chinese Girls School 
and Raffles Institution. Later on in his career, he became actively involved in fund raising 
activities for the building of schools in Singapore and Malay. His second photography studio, 
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The Empire Studio, was much more successful than his first. By this time, he had already 
made a name for himself in Singapore and the Straits Settlements. Many wealthy horse 
owners invited him to paint portraits of their horses while he was in living Penang.  

He must have had many clients by then to afford the rental of the space occupied by The 
Empire Studio, which was situated at the heart of Orchard Road. Orchard Road had already 
become an upmarket residential area and shopping district even in the 1920s, and rental 
prices were not affordable to all. The fact that is was in operation from 1920 to 1926 shows 
it was successful.  

He really worked tirelessly for his family. According to my aunts, a bullock cart would 
pick up the sisters after school at SCGS and bring them to the studio at Orchard Road, where 
they would occupy themselves while waiting for their father to finish his work at the studio. 
The advertisements of the Empire Studio, of which Low Kway Song was the proprietor of, 
show that his studio was opened family throughout the Chinese New Year festivities - 
something unheard of even today. He was definitely one of the most popular artists of his 
time.  

Although my grandfather never introduced me to his high profile clients and friends, 
remember he was 60 when I was born so there were very few of his clients who remained in 
contact with him, I remember meeting one of his old clients some years ago. It was a 
wealthy Baba from the Lim or Tan family, whose residence was at the bungalow at 
Mountbatten Road. He had commissioned several portraits from Low Kway Song in the past, 
and said this to me: “your grandfather was a very famous artist, very popular during that 
time…Richard, would you like to give a speech at the Rotary Club about your grandfather?” 
It never materialized, but I could tell that he was very proud to be have been a patron of my 
grandfather, as well as proud to be have Low Kway Song’s artworks in his collection.  

My grandfather also knew Tun Tan Cheng Lock quite well, as he knew the man through 
my uncle, who was the journalist accompanied Tan Cheng Lock and his party to electoral 
campaigns in the 1950s. I know that Low Kway Song painted two portraits of Tan Cheng 
Lock. The first is now in the Tan Cheng Lock home in Malacca, but I do not know whether 
the second picture has survived. Many of my grandfather’s paintings have not survived; 
many were either destroyed during the Japanese Occupation, or stolen by burglars from his 
kampong studio in Malacca in the 1960s. Not many of his animal studies and landscape 
paintings survived World War II, I have in possession only a handful of these works, a dozen, 
or two dozen? I believe his smaller charcoal portraits from his earlier years as an artist, can 
still be found in possession of many families in Singapore and Penang. He appears to have 
abandoned the medium of charcoal when he became more successful.  

 
My grandfather and his older brother, Low Kway Soo, who was also a prolific artist, 

were both patriotic Singaporeans at a very young age. My grandfather joined the Singapore 
Volunteer Corps at the age of 18, where his older brother was already a member. Low Kway 
Soo served in the Singapore Volunteer Infantry as a Coporal, and was in the same company 
of Song Ong Siang, who was already a Lieutenant. Perhaps the reason why Song Ong Siang 
wrote more about Low Kway Soo’s artistic practice than Low Kway Song in his One 
Hundred Years of Chinese in Singapore was because he had a personal rapport with Low 
Kway Soo.  

 
Although I have never met my granduncle, Low Kway Soo, as he was much older than 

my grandfather when he spent his retirement years in Bangkok. So I never had the chance to 
meet him. But I am sure while they must have been a small competition between the brothers 
for clientele, they would have shared ideas and taught each other – the similarities in the 
depiction of carpets in their portraits could be a result of such exchanges.  

Creativity ran in the family. Like his elder brother, my grandfather not only excelled in 
painting, he was also a publisher, cartoonist, and illustrator, and was the first to publish and 
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distribute a pictorial magazine in 1918. He was the editor of the Eastern Illustrated Review, 
where he would design logos and advertisements for companies who wanted to advertise in 
his periodical, he also produced sketches to accompany the articles contributed by writers, 
decorative frames for portraits of the personalities featured and allegorical caricatures and 
humorous cartoon sketches that were commentaries on the political issues and current affairs 
of the time. This was quite a feat, let alone having his portrait commission’s work. No one 
was doing this at that time; my brother and I regard him as the “Andy Warhol of his time”.  

“Despite his accolades and prolific practices, he was not picked up by the art historians. 
I met with Kwok Kian Chow once when he was writing his book on Singapore Art history, 
Channels and Confluences. I spoke to T. K Sabapathy twice on the phone. Yet he wasn’t 
featured prominently in their writings, I don’t understand the reason for this.”  

He also had an artistic flair for writing plays and director theatricals. He learned the 
piano without taking lessons and would often play at the performances of the Merrilads, a 
musical association he was actively participated in during the 1920s and 1930s. For reasons 
unknown to me, the Empire Studio discontinued business in the mid 1920. The Merrilads 
and their fund raising activities occupied most of his time in the late 1920s to 1930s. Perhaps 
the income brought in through numerous high profile portrait commissions was sufficient for 
him.  

Despite these high profile commissions, my grandfather was never a rich man, but was 
always generous. Instead, he used his expertise as an artist to raise monies for charities and 
war relief funds during that time. “He raised funds by selling prints of a portrait of 
Confuscius he had painted, and only kept $40 to himself to cover the cost of printing.” 

During this time (1920s), he painted many fine paintings of animals and landscapes in 
oils, I have kept only a few examples of these works, the rest were either stolen or destroyed 
over the years. They all demonstrated fine artistic skills, and were all painted in Singapore in 
the 1920s. 

However, my grandfather’s artistic contribution to Singapore art was not picked up by 
the art historians, who chose to focus on the Nanyang Chinese artists, who came to 
Singapore from China. My grandfather was interviewed byt the National Archives as part of 
an oral history project they were pioneering in the 1980s, to interview surviving artists who 
pioneered visual arts in Singapore. The interview was executed in 1980, my grandfather was 
92 years old. The interviewers from National Archives came to my aunt Glady’s home at 63 
Soo Chow Walk, where they talked to my grandfather. My aunt Gladys remembers helping 
my grandfather prepare notes for the interview, and recalls him being very excited to be 
documented. However, the NAS told him that he did not qualify to be included in the project, 
as he did not fulfil the criteria of who should be included in their list. They told him that he 
did not have enough paintings, or on the lines of he did not participate in enough exhibitions 
to qualify for their documentary. This was a big blow to him, he was very sad by this 
rejection, but not for long until he regain his cheerful and positive self.  

I was not there with my aunts when he died at Tan Tock Seng Hospital in November 
1982. His last words to them were this: “Bye bye, I see you again”.  

He became a man of God when he was older, giving up his life of performing and social 
life, and became a pastor. His spiritual mentor was the Reverend Chew Hock Hin. Who 
together with my grandfather, the lay pastor, revived the Baba Malay mass at the Malacca 
Straits Chinese Methodist Church. He preached there for many years before he returned to 
Singapore and continued his religious service at the Geylang and Payar Lebar Methodist 
Churches, where he lead in bible study groups and delivered sermons.  

In around 1946, Low Kway Song encouraged his daughter and son in law, Koh Keng 
Siew, with the permission of the Methodist Association, to use the residence of Koh Sek Lim 
as a venue to start the Bedok Methodist Church. From 1946, the congregation gathered at the 
Kampung House of the Khoos, before the church building was completed in 1952.  My 
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father was the president of the Methodist Youth Foundation, while my mother was the 
superintendent of the Church’s kindergarten.  

My grandfather in his later years saw himself as God’s artist. He painted a painting of 
Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane before the war in 1942. And later produced prints of this 
painting to raise funds for charity. His life as an artist and his artistic practice truly evolved 
in Singapore. Although many of his personal works depict scenes from Thailand, where he 
worked for several years before deciding to be an artist, they were all painted in Singapore in 
the 1920s. The quality of the painting “Thai Temple” is particularly noteworthy.  

“Despite the diversity in his practice and his immense popularity as an artist, my 
grandfather’s contribution to Singapore art has not been picked up by art historians. My 
relatives could never understand why the museums and historians did not pick it up, despite 
the communication with several art historians in the 1990s.” 

 

- End of Transcript- 
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Appendix D2: Video Interview with Peter Lee 
 
Full Transcript 
Interviewee  : Daphne Ang (DA) 

Interviewee  : Peter Lee (PL) 

Interview Date   : 6 June 2013 

Place of Interview : 9 Binjai Rise  
Type   : Video Recording 
Transcription   : Daphne Ang 
 

	  
DA: You collect a range of different things – batiks, photos, photographs and paintings. 

When and how did you start collecting photographs? 
 
PL: I started relatively late, after I graduated. I was a student in London, SOAS. My 

parents found an apartment just by Portobello market. I grew up living next to this amazing 
market, which had so many things for sale.  I think if remember correctly, in the late 80s, I 
met a photo dealer who had these amazing pictures of Asia. At that time my uncle Lee Kip 
Lin was quite an avid photograph collector already, and he at that time had already been 
planning to write a history of the architect of Singapore, and he had this amazing group of 
old photographs. We grew up in a house that had old photos hanging on the walls and our 
family kept photo albums, so there was always a reference to the past. It was something so 
familiar to me. 

 
DA: When and what was your first photographic purchase?  
 
PL: I saw this gallery in Portobello market, it was so exciting because I then realised it 

was possible to find and own and find something like this. But while I was in University, I 
could not afford anything. There were a few Singapore photos available but they costed 
hundreds of pounds, and as a student that was an incredible amount of money. Although I 
never bought anything but I was very excited by the prospect that one day I could acquire 
photographs.  

So in fact, I didn’t buy my first photograph, it was given to me. Because every weekend 
at the market I would go there and drool over what the owner of the stall sold. Then in 1992 
I moved to Hong Kong, I found a job with an art and antique magazine, and I received my 
first photograph as a present from my good friend who knew I was very interested in these 
things, so he bought my first photograph for me. He was a classmate at SOAS. 

 
DA: Was this photograph an image of Singapore or a portrait? 
 
PL: My first photographs were not of Singapore. It was actually a photograph of two 

Burmese ladies, and subsequent to that my early pictures began with a collection of Burmese 
pictures, because they were a lot more affordable due to it availability. They were however 
equally as beautiful despite not being as rare than photographs of Singapore. 

 
 
DA: Have you always been interested in collecting, if so would you recall memories in 

your childhood of hoarding items? 
 
PL: Come to think of it yes. I suppose I caught the ‘collecting bug’ from my mother 

who loved beautiful things. She would always come home with something and would be 
extremely enthusiastic when she saw something beautiful.  
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DA: Could you give us a verbal tour of how your home looks like? 
 
PL: We lived in a house full of antiques. However, we didn’t come into a family of 

heirlooms because I think my father’s family lost everything after the war. Also, my 
grandfather was the youngest son, so most of the family heirlooms didn’t come his way. 
However, my mother became very enthusiastic. Thus she began to adopt this habit of 
‘hoarding’ as you say, collecting items of beauty. 

 
DA: So that habit was actually inculcated from your mum 
 
PL: Yes, so in fact a lot of what we now have in the house are sort of extensions of what 

my mother was interested in, from furniture to textiles. She was very interested in batik, 
porcelain. So I would go around looking for things for her. So that’s how the ‘bug’ started. 

 
DA: Were there any artists or collectors in your family? 
 
PL: I grew up in a household of creative kids. My eldest brother Dick is a good artist; he 

paints apart from his singing career. When we were children, we were always holding a 
pencil and paper. And that’s why we have this slouch. All of us have this sketching slouch, 
because as kids we were always in this posture with a pencil and paper, inseparable from 
them.We grew up sketching. I think currently my 3 older brothers still create drawings and 
sketches. I am the only one who didn’t go that way. 

 
DA: Now that you’re the collector! Which was the first photo that you first acquired and 

bought on your own accord.  
 
When I started to work, I started to have my own income. And I suppose by the mid 90s 

going back to London, things started to become more affordable. So I guess that’s how I 
began to build up that collection. To be honest I can remember the first one that I paid for I 
just remember the first one I got.  

 
Here it is, framed. I think it is one of tribes in the Burmese highland. I think it was 

bought in Portobello from Daniella Dango, she had a stall in Portobello on the weekends.  
 
DA: How do you decide on what photos to collect and the direction your collection has 

taken? Was it planned from the start, or did it grow organically? 
 
PL: Yes it really was planned. I think a good starting point was to realize how 

privileged I was to see a lot of big collections at that time. When I started collecting 
photographs, I knew what my uncle’s collection was like. And he, Kip Lin was interested in 
the architecture of Singapore. And most of his collection was of street views and buildings. 

 
DA: So you decided to collect something of a different genre? 
 
PL: Yes. I was more interested in people, faces and costumes. I also realised that there 

could be a gap in collecting such photographs. There was much more interest in landscape 
and urban views at that time. So I started to direct my collection to portraits and people. I 
think they have a stronger representation than buildings.  

 
DA: What does collecting mean to you, and what fulfillment and satisfaction to you get 

out of this practice? 
 
PL: For me collecting is very much of a form of self education.  
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As for my collection of textiles, the direction was always to collect what has not really 
been studied and known much about. To me, collecting has to aim to find out new 
knowledge. Because if something is already well collected and well researched, I don’t see 
the point in collecting the same group of things. The challenge of finding something new 
would be very limited. So the excitement was always in going into unchartered territory 

 
DA: You collect photographs to learn. What knowledge do you hope to gain and share? 
 
Firstly, photographs are always interesting to me because I was always interested in 

history. Up to the 60s and 70s in Singapore, I was very much influenced the colonial mindset 
in terms of education, so the focus was very much on European history.  While you could 
learn so much from reading books and visiting museums, there has to be a deeper meaning to 
knowledge. Therefore at a certain point, my focus changed, I started to examine myself, my 
roots, my origins.  

 
DA: What made you decide to take this path and how did you achieve it? 
 
PL: Back then, there was so little information available about Straits Chinese culture, 

and very few avenues to to learn our own cultural and history. For example, if you want to 
learn about art deco, it’s all out there and I think our eyes are so well adapted to European art 
history that we can identify a photograph taken in London or whether its 30s or 50s. But if 
you do an equivalent of a photo of somewhere in Asia, we are totally lost.  

So the idea was to start assembling documents and materials so that these can 
eventually be published and digitalized, so that we have our own resources to understand our 
past and to know the differences between periods. I think photographs especially tell so 
many stories. 

 
DA: And also as a vested interest, you are Peranakan and you would want to collect 

something of your heritage and to protect it as well.  
 
 PL: Yes, protecting is one thing. But I think they are just materials so that we can learn. 

I would say my collecting interests really stemmed from genealogy. Because its not just 
origins in every sense, but the idea of the genealogy of clothes, the genealogy of furniture 
and not just our bloodlines. 

 
DA: Do you have any gems in your collection or any photo that you would say is your 

favourite? 
 
PL: Every photograph tells its own story, it’s hard to say especially from a historical 

point of view which image is particularly special. I would find it difficult to say what image 
takes the cake. Of course aesthetically, there are certain pictures that are just so beautiful. 
Then again, with over a thousand images in my collection, it’s really hard to pin point one. 
But I have a pair of ambrotypes, which are photographs on glass. They are extremely rare, 
mainly because of fact that they are extremely large. And they are portraits of the Sultan of 
Yogyakarta and his wife. That has such an exceptional feel from the material, even the frame 
is so beautiful. 

 
DA: I remember us talking about this early Singapore photo, which you think is the first 

photograph ever taken of a Peranakan family. Maybe you could tell us a little bit more about 
where you acquired this from? 

 
PL: I suppose to answer your question about favourite photographs, this would be one 

of them. Because it is possibly the earliest photograph of Perankans, but it came with a group 
of Carte de visite from the late 1850s (1859 to 1860). So far the earliest photographs dates to 
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the 1860s. So this is very close to that period. It is a family group, clearly Perankan from the 
dress of the lady and the young girl. The back has an interesting description in German, “The 
family of a rich Chinese trader of Malacca”. And I think there is a reference to the woman 
having Malay blood.  (By order of the anthropology public to Berlin, publicized through 
Dr.Stolze & Co.No.75 the family of a rich Chinese merchant from Malacca (contains 
Malayan blood through the women) 

 
DA: Have you ever had your picture taken or commissioned anyone to photograph 

yourself? 
 
PL: No, my younger brother is a photographer so I guess over the years, he’s the only person 
who has taken pictures of me growing older and older.  

 
DA: So you don’t intend to take a picture of yourself for posterity, you just collect? 
 
PL: Yah, I tend not to have myself photographed, I don’t like looking at myself. 
 
DA: Which family album brings back the fondest memories to you?  
 
PL:I suppose it would be my uncle Kip Lin’s. He kept some of the albums, at the 

moment I am just safekeeping them for the family. And this would be it. I suppose they must 
have belonged to my grandparents. They are a whole lot of pictures of my father as a young 
boy. They used to live at Amber road at East Coast; just images of life at that time. My 
father still enjoys going through the pictures, and I often try to get him to pinpoint some of 
the names of the people. These are photos of holidays that the family would take, these are 
dated 1935, and my grandmother, she was born in Malacca. 

 
DA: Do you have any recollection of family members who share with your stories of 

photos that were taken, or the photo taking process? 
 
PL: Yes, well this one here, this is a reprint that my uncle made. I remember when I saw 

this as a young boy, when my father would receive this copy, my grandmother would say, 
‘Oh you know that’s my old man’ She calls her husband ‘old man’. This picture was taken 
together with his niece; my grandfather was one of the youngest sons in the family and this 
the daughter of one of the eldest son. I was really amazed because my brother as a child 
looked exactly like my grandfather. And it always frustrated me that it was a really bad 
image, and it was many years later that I managed to find the original on eBay, it’s an 
albumen photograph. From the description here, it’s clearly a photograph taken from the 
studio of GR Lambert. 

 
DA: Yes the font of the picture description is quite unmistakably GR Lambert. Did your 

family tell you why they took this picture?  
 
PL: No actually nobody knows the stories, perhaps the photographer was just looking 

for young children to pose and at that time my grandfather was living on a house on Amoy 
Street. To be honest, I’m not sure of the connection.  

 
DA: So your family didn’t know whether that had close ties with the owners of GR 

Lambert & Co.? 
 

PL: No, I wish I knew  
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DA: Can you tell us a little bit more about your donation of portraits to the NUS 
Museum. Which ones did you donate and the history behind the acquisition of portraits and 
why you wanted to donate it to the NUS Museum? 

 
PL: The collection came together over many years, and I say I started to putting the 

collection together. I think at a certain point it seemed to them to become part of the Baba 
House collection. When that became evident. What happened was I spoke to my aunt Agnes 
Tan and she agreed that it would make sense to build up the collection. Because subsequent 
to that, interesting pieces came on the market. So by that time, she acquired them, and these 
were combined with the paintings that I found earlier, and they were grouped together as a 
gift from my aunt Agnes, and I thought it was nice for it to be grouped together as one 
collection, in her name and in memory of her father.  

 
The paintings came about very gradually; in fact, they hardly appeared on the market. I 

would say, very slowly, one doesn’t make a collection. But the very first image I could tell u 
that I collected was from an antique shop in Singapore, and what intrigued me was that it 
was signed by Low Kway Song. It is a painting over a photograph, and I suppose that was 
what the artist did commercially. I think he was commissioned to actually make some real 
paintings but I’m sure he also did a lot of commercial pieces, which is to paint over 
photographs which is much easier processes. This one has a date, 1917, which around the 
time that we know he was active from his paintings of Tan Jiak Kim, and think the 
Singapore Art Museum has credited him as being the pioneer Singapore artist. 

 
And then it was not till many years later, that I was offered a pair portraits that were in 

terrible condition that came from Indonesia. At this time, they came by accident and I got 
excited and they needed a lot of conservation work, a lot of cleaning. But by this time, my 
interest was more of textiles, and the Indonesian dealer who found this for me picked it out 
because the lady was wearing a very interesting batik sarong. But I also got very excited 
because it was a pair of portraits, and these rarely become available. And subsequent to that, 
I actively began scouting around for oil paintings.  

 
DA: This was found in which part of Indonesia? 
 
PL: It’s hard to say, but it came from a dealer in Solo, Surakarta, but they travel all over 

Indonesia to find these things.. 
 
DA: I just had one query, this lady is a wearing mourning batik 
This is what we now know today as a mourning batik 
 
DA: I was just wondering, because she is wearing black baju panjang and mourning 

batik , my original hypothesis was that she made a painting after her husband’s death. But 
obviously this cannot be the case as the other portrait is of her husband. So I’m not sure what 
the meaning was behind this. There was another piece in the collection of a lady wearing the 
exact same outfit but we couldn’t find the husbands portraits so I’m not sure what this means 
in the Indonesian context 

 
PL: I also question this from Dutch writings from the 1910s, these kind of dark coloured 

batiks were already described as mourning batiks. But whether they also had other meanings, 
I wonder as well. I think there are just too many portraits of women dressed in this black 
bajus and very dark sarongs. To really question whether they were worn only for mourning 
purposes and I think they really open up this door to another discussion. 

 
DA: I honestly thought that she took after her husband’s death, and had her husband’s 

painting done posthumously as a tribute? 
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PL: I think it’s an open quest on and there’s a great possibility that these types of batiks were 
not for mourning. There is a known group of such dark batiks that have been gilded gold leaf 
applied on them, and these were clearly not for mourning, so you know I think there’s still a 
lot of work to be done. 

 
DA: So most of the portraits that you donated to the NUS Museum were portraits of 

Peranakan Chinese from the late 19 – 20 Chinese immigrants to Indonesia and Malaya. Is the 
Chinese community of this era your main area of collecting? 

 
PL: Yes, I would say I was particularly interested in painted portraits, my interest is in 

Peranakan, so I was specifically looking out for images of Peranakan people from the region. 
Compiling them and seeing what kind of stories links and similarities and differences that 
they could tell us about. I was not only interested in Peranakans as subjects, but also the use 
of development of oil painting. Contemporary art is such a hot topic today, and again it’s all 
about the genealogy of painting and it’s interesting as a lot of the works show that at times 
were clumsy but at times were proficient, attempts to create oil paintings. The play with the 
medium to the choice to what to include in the painting, thus were very interesting 
documents of the time and engagement between cultures. 

 
DA: Again, I suppose you would talk about the aesthetics of paintings. Obviously these 

artists who you would call artisans did who did not know the sitter well. And thus did not 
have the technical skill to capture the essence of their character. But there was one I thought 
the artist did a fantastic job, and the artist captured her character. Her ambiguous smile in 
that fleeting moment. 

 
PL: This may be the only painting that was painted from life, the suspicion is that is was 

done by a European artist, possibly visiting Malacca. It does capture her personality and her 
expression. And the rest were probably painted from photographs. This item belongs to a 
lady from Sharon Chee, still in the process of donation. 

 
DA: Could you tell us more about the abandoned photographs that were discarded but 

found by a garang guni who gave it to Odds and Oddities antique shop.  
 
PL: I was offered a group of amazing photographs in terrible condition. The dealer who 

owned them is owner of Odds and collectibles. And when he saw them, he said there’s only 
one crazy person who would buy this group of rotting images but they were totally wet and 
the story is that they had been found in the house…And anyway at a certain point, these 
paintings were left out in the open, and so when he got them they were totally wet and all 
stuck together. And when he showed them to me, I completely fell in love with them. And 
also because the captured the sort of photographs at a certain point of their life cycle. There’s 
something very contemporary in saving them in the state of which they were found.  

 
DA: It’s all the life biography of an object, doesn’t mean it’s damaged it ceases to be an 

art work anymore in fact if its damaged it tells us the ‘journey’ of the object’ 
 
PL: I find them rather poetic actually and kind of beautiful and sad and how things that 

could have so much memory and meaning end up in the rain. I mean it says so many things 
on so many levels on our search of permanence and impermanence at the same time.  

 
DA: In some strange coincidence, I stumbled upon a group of photographs whilst doing 

some research at your study, which are from the exact same family as this gentlemen here. 
As I was scouring through your collection, I found many other photographs of this 
gentlemen from the series of portraits that were discovered! 
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PL: Yeah, these were offered to me by the same dealer as a second batch, about 6 

month’s later. So he knew that I had obtained the first batch so he offered them to me, and I 
think they present an interesting group and tell us more about the history of the family.  But 
we don’t know who this family was, but they clearly had some links with Xiamen. Not sure, 
but speculate perhaps that the bride or some important member of the family was from 
Fujian as they kept going back. This picture of them dressed for the cold weather. We know 
that Peranakan families maintained links with Fujian up to the twentieth century so  

 
DA: So Peter, I understand that you have a dealer based in Indonesia who aids in 

gathering pieces for your collection. How does this relationship work? Is there a mutual 
understanding of your taste, aesthetics and value? 

 
PL: Well I don’t only have one dealer. I work with several, they are also in Malaysia, 

Penang, Singapore.  This area of collecting is so esoteric, they are not commercial at all, 
firstly. It’s sort of sending feelers out and accidentally finding one because a dealer knew I 
was interested in Batik, but they were old and in bad condition. Then what happened was 
that I sent out feelers to all the Batik dealers that if you ever come across old paintings 
featuring batik, and I don’t care if they are in bad condition, so just let me know. Over the 
years I found more and more, and most of them required serious conservation. Because old 
paintings exposed to the elements, humidity is one of the worst things, many things got wet 
with rain and leaking ceilings.  
They were in very bad condition. But I wanted them anyway. And think the dealers always 
trusted that if I’m looking for something I’m quite serious, so many of them really went out 
to look for these things and would send me images. And thank god for the internet and 
emails that these …so I could often see before decided and even before they acquired, and 
was about developing a good relationships with these people. I think also respecting what 
they do, and I also think there’s nothing worse for a dealer to be treated as just a ‘seller’ and 
quite often if they buy into the intellectual and academic story, they love being part of it. I 
think it was to take them on as part of the adventure. It is a very gratifying experience for 
them, so it was a two-way thing. They are in this business because of their passion for old 
things and they love discovering as well. They know me as this crazy person who buys all 
these rotten photographs and paintings.  

 
DA: So Peter, here’ my last question, do you thin the practice of you donating parts of 

your collection not only to NUS Museum, do you think it reflects the Peranakan art of giving 
and philanthropy, that was practiced by our Peranakan pioneers. Do you see it as something 
you want to perpetuate? 

 
PL: Not in the financial way, because I don’t think I could match the level of giving in 

the past. But what I’ve learnt from my forefathers is that they were visionaries, the 
interesting thing about how they gave was to fill up loopholes and vacuum in society and 
what was needed. So for example, Tan Kim Seng, proposed to make a donation to the 
colonial government for improving Singapore’s water works. At that time, cities were having 
these problems and I think he wanted it for Singapore. And I think it was that kind of 
mindset to fill up gaps and think of new ways to improve life in Singapore which is what 
inspires me. And in my very small way, recovering and conserving this small part of our past, 
but they are are critical anchors to see where we came from. In this case, is to see the 
development of western artistic technique of oil paintings. And these humble works, quite 
often clumsy sometimes accomplished, tell us the tentative beginnings of what is now a very 
bourgeoning and popular art form. We see that now in contemporary art. We have to see 
where it all came from.  

 
DA: Yes. In order to understand the present, we must revisit the past 
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So do you see your self as a heritage philanthropist I suppose? 
 
PL: When I see myself, I would love to be remembered as another kind of pioneer to 

sort of salvage the forgotten past. 
 

- End of Transcript - 
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Appendix E: Catalogue of Artworks by Low Kway Song 
 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of the late Mr Phillips. Singapore, 1912  
Oil on canvas   
Provenance: The subject is the father of Mr. C.M. Phillip, the then principal of Raffles Institution. Mr. 
Phillip offered $75 for his father’s picture but this was declined by Kway Song as a gesture of 
appreciation to his former school principal   
Past Exhibitions: 1912 Singapore Art Club; Annual Exhibition, as The Portrait of Mr Phillips, Received 
third prize in the oils category. Low Kway Song’s other works exhibited include: a series of animal 
studies and four tinted portrait photographic enlargements 
Bibliography: “Art in Singapore.” The Straits Times, 13 March 1912, p. 7.  

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of  Charles Buckley. Singapore, 1914 
Oil on canvas 
The portrait was exhibited at an art exhibition showing recent works of the Amateur Drawing Association 
on 23 March 1914. Low Kway Song, and Low Kway Soo were well represented by a variety of portraits 
and subjects, one particularly notable exhibit being the portrait of Buckley, which was reportedly a 
reproduction of the late Buckley’s portrait which hung in the Memorial Hall 
Bibliography: “An Art Exhibition: Work Done by the Amatuer Drawing Association." The Straits Times, 
23 March 1914, p. 10. 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of Lord Kitchener. Singapore, 1916 
Oil on canvas 
Provenance: The portrait was painted by Low Kway Song as a contribution to the Malayan Aircraft Fund. 
Messrs. It was exhibited on sale at John Little & Co., and purchased by Messrs. Pohoomull Brothers 
Jewelers and Silk Merchants, 64 North Bridge Road, for  $150.  
Bibliography: The Straits Times, 7 July 1916, p. 9. 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of man in three-piece suit with orchid on lapel. Penang, 1917.  
Oil on photograph 
49×33 cm  
Provenance: National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum collection, gift of Agnes Tan Kim Kwi. 

Low Kway Song 
Tigers. Singapore, 1917 
Oil on board 
75.5 by 101 cm 
Signed and dated 1917 lower right 
Provenance: Sold at Sotheby’s Singapore, South East Asian Paintings, 16 May 1998, lot 68 (estimate 
S$3,000–$5,000) 

Low Kway Song 
King of the Jungle. Singapore, 1917.  
Oil on canvas laid on board 
76.20 cm by 101.60 cm 
Signed and dated 1917 lower right 
Provenance: Sold at Sotheby's, Singapore, Important South East Asian Paintings (March 29, 1997), Lot 
149. National Collection Singapore 1997-02152  

Low Kway Song 
Elephants. Singapore, 1917  
Oil on canvas laid on board 
73.66 cm by 99.06 cm 
Signed and dated 1917 lower right 
Provenance: Sold at Sotheby's, Singapore, Important South East Asian Paintings (Mar. 29. 1997), Lot 
107. National Collection of Singapore 1997-02153. 

Low Kway Song 
Leopards. Singapore, 1917  
Oil on canvas laid on board 
71.12 cm by 99.06 cm 
Signed and dated 1917 lower right 
Provenance: Sold at Sotheby's, Singapore, Important South East Asian Paintings (5 Oct.1996), Lot 90 
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Raffles Art Studio 
Group Portrait of Wee Eng Cheng and Friends Beneath Banner and Flag with Letters Y.M.F.S. 
Singapore, c. 1920 
Photograph 
23×29 cm 
Studio imprint on lower right 
Provenance: National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum collection, gift of Wee Lin  
Exhibitions: Inherited & Salvaged: Family Portraits from the Straits Chinese Collection, NUS Museum 
(2013) 
Bibliography: NUS 2015: “Inherited & Salvaged: Family Portraits from the Straits Chinese Collection,” p. 
131, colour plate 12 

Empire Studio Ltd 
M.G. Clemenceau, Government House Party, Singapore, 21 October 1920 
Photograph  
27.9 x 22.9 cm 
Photograph shows guests gathered in the garden of Government House for the party held in honour of the 
visit of the French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau (1841-1929) en route to Java.  
Provenance: Cambridge University Library: Royal Commonwealth Society Library, Photograph 
collection of the British Association of Malaysia and Singapore, BAM 1/56 
Bibliography Photographs taken by the Empire Studio, 1b Orchard Road featuring of M. Clemenceau 
taken at the functions he attended during his visit were sold be at Messrs Kelly & Walsh and Messrs. 
Ribeiro Ltd. The Straits Times, 28 October 1920, p. 6 

Empire Studio Ltd 
M.G. Clemenceau, Government House Party, Singapore, 21 October 1920 
21 Oct. 1920  
Photograph 
28.5 x 23.3 cm  
Photograph shows guests at the garden party including Clemenceau the governor of the Straits 
Settlements and Sir Laurence Nunns Guillemard. BAM  
Provenance: Cambridge University Library: Royal Commonwealth Society Library, Photograph 
collection of the British Association of Malaysia and Singapore, 1/57 
Bibliography: Photographs taken by the Empire Studio, 1b Orchard Road featuring of M. Clemenceau 
taken at the functions he attended during his visit were sold be at Messrs Kelly & Walsh and Messrs. 
Ribeiro Ltd. The Straits Times, 28 October 1920, p. 6 

Empire Studio Ltd  
M.G. Clemenceau, Government House Party, Singapore, 21 October 1920 
Photograph 
28.4 x 23.2 cm  
Provenance: Cambridge University Library: Royal Commonwealth Society Library, Photograph 
collection of the British Association of Malaysia and Singapore, BAM 1/58 
Bibliography; Photographs taken by the Empire Studio, 1b Orchard Road featuring of M. Clemenceau 
taken at the functions he attended during his visit were sold be at Messrs Kelly & Walsh and Messrs. 
Ribeiro Ltd. The Straits Times, 28 October 1920, p. 6. 

Empire Studio Ltd  
M.G. Clemenceau, Government House Party, Singapore, 21 October 1920 
Photograph 
28.7 x 24 cm  
Provenance: Cambridge University Library: Royal Commonwealth Society Library, Photograph 
collection of the British Association of Malaysia and Singapore, BAM 1/59 Bibliography: Photographs 
taken by the Empire Studio, 1b Orchard Road featuring of M. Clemenceau taken at the functions he 
attended during his visit were sold be at Messrs Kelly & Walsh and Messrs. Ribeiro Ltd. The Straits 
Times, 28 October 1920, p. 6 

Empire Studio Ltd 
Naming of Clemenceau Avenue, Singapore (? 21) October 1920 
Photograph 
27.7 x 22.8 cm.  
Photograph shows an unidentified figure making a speech, with Clemenceau and Sir Laurence 
Guillemard seated at the left and crowds of spectators in the background. Taken against Clemenceau 
Avenue between Orchard and Havelock Road. Provenance: Cambridge University Library: Royal 
Commonwealth Society Library, Photograph collection of the British Association of Malaysia and 
Singapore, BAM 1/60. Bibliography: Photographs taken by the Empire Studio, 1b Orchard Road 
featuring of M. Clemenceau taken at the functions he attended during his visit were sold be at Messrs 
Kelly & Walsh and Messrs. Ribeiro Ltd. The Straits Times, 28 October 1920, p. 6 
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Empire Studio Ltd  
Naming of Clemenceau Avenue, Singapore (? 21) October 1920  
Photograph 
277 x 228 mm. 
Provenance: Cambridge University Library: Royal Commonwealth Society Library, Photograph 
collection of the British Association of Malaysia and Singapore, BAM 1/61 Bibliography: Photographs 
taken by the Empire Studio, 1b Orchard Road featuring of M. Clemenceau taken at the functions he 
attended during his visit were sold be at Messrs Kelly & Walsh and Messrs. Ribeiro Ltd. The Straits 
Times, 28 October 1920, p. 6 

Low Kway Song 
Wild Kitty. Singapore, 1921 
Oil on canvas 
Signed and dated 1921 lower left 
Provenance: Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur collection by descent 

Low Kway Song 
Lynx. Singapore, 1921 
Oil on canvas 
45 x 59 cm 
Signed and dated 1921 lower right 
Exhibitions: Vision and Idea: Relooking Modern Malaysian Art, National Art Gallery Kuala Lumpur 
(1994)  
Bibliography:  
R. S. Murthi, New Straits Times, 27 October 1994, p. 28. 
Kwok Kian Chow. Channels & Confluences: A History of Singapore Art. Singapore: National Heritage 
Board/Singapore Art Museum, 1996. Plate 2. 
Shireen Naziree. Convergence: Past, Reality & Future: Selected Artworks of Petronas Art Collection. 
Galeri PETRONAS, 2013, p. 105 

Low Kway Song  
Reprints of a drawing of Confucius. Singapore, 1921 
Provenance: The artists offered 2000 reprints of his drawing of Confucius sold at $1 per copy, half the 
proceeds  of the sale was donated to the Non-European Unemployment Fund. The reprints were 
distributed by Messrs. G. H. Kiat & Co., and Lim Seow Kiew.  
Bibliography: The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser (1884-1942), 1 October 1921, p. 6. 

Empire Studio Ltd 
Photograph of the Prince of Wales in Singapore. Singapore, 1922  
Photograph 
168 x 94 mm 
Photograph shows the Prince of Wales approaching the Governor, Sir Laurence Guillemard and other 
officials in Empress Place. The Empire Studio Ltd., sold pictures of The Prince cf Wales in Singapore 1-b 
Orchard Road. 
Provenance: Cambridge University Library: Royal Commonwealth Society Library, Photograph 
collection of the British Association of Malaysia and Singapore, BAM 1/63 
Bibliography: The Straits Times, 4 April 1922, p. 8. 

Low Kway Song 
Thai Temple. Singapore, 1923 
Oil on canvas 
61 x 46 cm. 
Signed and dated 1923 lower left 
Provenance:  
Exhibitions: Vision and Idea: Relooking Modern Malaysian Art, National Art Gallery Kuala Lumpur 
(1994)  
Bibliography: Kwok Kian Chow. Channels & Confluences: A History of Singapore Art. Singapore: 
National Heritage Board/Singapore Art Museum, 1996. Plate 1. 
Shireen Naziree. Convergence: Past, Reality & Future: Selected Artworks of Petronas Art Collection. 
Galeri PETRONAS, 2013, p. 105. 

Low Kway Song, Empire Studio, Orchard Road 
Portrait of Oei Tiong Ham. Singapore, 1924 
Oil on canvas 
Provenance: The family paid the artist $3,500 for the portrait, alledgedly the first Singapoer artist to earn 
a four-figure fee. The painting was taken by the family of the late multi-millionaire to Semarang, where it 
is presently displayed at a shrine in Semarang, Indonesia. 
Bibliography: The Straits Times, 26 June 1924, p. 9; “The Late Mr. Oei Tiong Ham Removal Of Remains 
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To Java.” Malayan Saturday Post, 12 July 1924, p. 6; Muriel Speeden.“Portrait of the artist as an Old 
Man.” The Straits Times, 13 April 1982, p. 1. 

Low Kway Song 
Portraits of Two Grand Chamberlains to H.M. the King of Siam 
Oil on canvas 
Provenance: Low Kway Song produced these portraits as souvenirs of the visit of the King of Siam to 
Singapore. The paintings were displayed at Low Kway Song’s Empire Studio at Orchard Road. 
Bibliography: Malayan Saturday Post, 8 November 1924, p. 5.  

The Empire Studio 
Studio portrait photograph of a Man in a Bowler Hat. Singapore, c. 1920 
Photograph 
28.5 cm x 15.6 cm (Image), 35.2 cm x 21.1 cm (Framed) 
Printed on mount on lower right: The Empire Studio Ltd, Singapore 
National Museum of Singapore collection, 1992-00886, gift of Theo Lai Heng 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of Sun Yat Sen. Singapore, 1930s 
Printed reproduction of oil painting 
Signed in Chinese lower left: 劉開賞; signed on upper right: Low Kway Song. 1930 
Sun Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial Hall collection, 2011-01655 
Provenance: Low Kway Song produced coloured reproduction of the portrait of his portrait painting 
depicting the late Dr. Sun Yat Sen in 1930. 
Bibliography: Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser. 27 September 1930, p. 11. 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of Chan Kang Swi. Malacca, 1935 
Oil on canvas 
The subject is rubber merchant in and philanthropist from Malacca. 
Paid for by the Straits Chinese British Association and the Malacca Chinese Chamber of Commerce. 
Unveiled by Sir Shenton Thomas at the Dutch Staudt Hausin September 1935 and remained there till it 
was destroyed in the Japanese Occupation. 
Bibliography: “Full-Sized Portrait Unveiled.” The Straits Times. 11 February 1935, p. 17, The Straits 
Times. 10 February 1935, p. 7. “On the Margin.” The Straits Times. 16 May 1952, p. 8. 

Low Kway Song  
Portrait of Mr Tan Beng Swee (1828-1884). Singapore, 1938 
Oil on canvas  
In the 1930s, the Tan family commissioned the artist Low Kway Song to paint a portrait of Tan Beng 
Swee after an older painting of Tan. Low Kway Song recalls in an interview with Lim Hui Kiau, of the 
Straits Times, that he was paid $800 for the painting. 
National Collection of Singapore, HP-0152 

Low Kway Song  
Portrait of P.G. Pamadasa. Singapore, 1952 
Oil on canvas (?) 
This portrait was unveiled by H.G., Hammett, Resident Commissioner of Malacca. The subject is a well-
known sports personality in Malacca and founder of the St Francis Association of Malacca. He was 
tortured by the Japanese military police and later sentenced to death for listening to BBC news and 
relaying them to his pro-British allies.  

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. Singapore or Malacca, 1953 
Oil on canvas 
Provenance: Portrait commissioned by the Malacca Kheng Chiew Huay Kuan to commemorate Queen 
Elizabeth II’s coronation celebrations and unveiled by Resident Commissioner of Malacca, G.E. Wisdom. 
bust life-size painting of the Queen, a gift of the Malacca Kheng Chiew Huay Kuan to the Malacca 
Government was unveiled by the Hon. Mr. GEC Wisdom, Resident Commissioner. Bibliography: 
“Brothers who blazed the trail of art in Malaya.” The Straits Times, 19 July 1953, p. 4. 

Portrait of Mrs Marmaduke Dosworth of Penang. Singapore or Malacca, 1953 
Oil on canvas 
Low Kway Song painted the portrait of the founder of the Malacca Malay Girls’ Hostel. It was unveiled 
by Bishop Raymond L. Archer at the Malayan Annual conference of the Methodist church on 7 January 
1953. The Straits Times, 8 January 1953, p. 8 

Portrait of Mrs Robert A. Blasdell, of Singapore. Singapore or Malacca, 1953 
Oil on canvas 
Low Kway Song painted the portrait of two women Methodist missionaries, who had done work for the 
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Malacca Malay Girls’ Hoste. Both were unveiled by Bishop Raymond L. Archer at the Malayan Annual 
conference of the Methodist church on 7 January 1953. The Straits Times, 8 January 1953, p. 8 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of G. E. C. Wisdom. Singapore or Malacca, 1954  
Oil on canvas 
Provenance: The portrait of the retired Resident Commissioner, G. E. C. Wisdom was unveiled at the 
Council Chamber of Malacca by H. G. Hammett, the Resident Commsioner on 17 December 1954. W. H. 
C. Horn, a senior councillor, said the picture was in memory of the man who during his tow terms of 
office did much for Malacca's progress. 
Bibliography: "Portrait is Unveiled." The Straits Times, 17 December 1964, p. 6. 

Low Kway Song  
Portrait of Aw Boon Haw. Singapore, 1956 
Painting commissioned by the company Eng Aun Tong (Tiger Balm). 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of Tunku Abdul Rahman. Singapore, 1961.  
Oil on canvas  
91.44 x 91.44 cm  
The subject is Malaysia’s first prime minister Tunku Abdul Rahman, 
Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur collection by descent 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of Tun Tan Cheng Lock. Singapore or Malaysia,1969 
Oil on canvas 
Signed on top left: Low Kway Song, 1969 or 1960 
Collection of the family of Tan Cheng Lock 

Low Kway Song 
Jesus at the Garden of Desmony. Singapore, 1972  
Print based on oil painting  
Low Keong Hee Richard and Low Keong Ann Arthur collection by descent 

Low Kway Song 
Portrait of Yap Ah Bai 
Printed reproduciton of oil painting by Low Kway Song.  
This painting was made in commemoration of Yap Ah Bai’s appointment as Kangchu of Wah Peng Kang.  
Bibliography: Yap Pheng Geck. Scholar, Banker, Gentleman Soldier: The Reminiscences of Dr. Yap 
Pheng Geck. Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1982, pl. on p. 12. 

Low Kway Song.  
Portrait of Homer Cheng Hui Ming. Singapore, c. 1977 
The subject was the first Chairman of Official Board of Foochow Methodist Church  in 1940 and and 
President of Chinese YMCA (1949-1954). Photograph showing Low Kway Song seated next to his 
portrait of Cheng was published in, “The way to live—by Mr Low, 88.” New Nation, 18 November 1977, 
p. 3. 

 
 

 




